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ABSTRACT

A series of computer programs has been developed for the

calculation of the acoustical field in long-range, low-frequency under-

waieil souiid propagation inr. the. deep ocean. The programs invol'.'e th1P

extraction of data inputs from availablu data banks, the calculation of

ray trajectories, and intensity calculations that are based on the mapping

of ray densities into the far acoustical field. This report outlines the

methods used in the calculations and provides incidental commentary on

the results of the program and its application to underwater sound propa-

gation.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1. 1. Objectives

The results of a number ot experiments in low-frequency, long-

range underwater sound propagation have shown that bottom interactions

as well as changes in the velocity profiles with range will play important

roles in determining the efficiency of the acoustical transmission between

an underwater source and its receiver. To include these effects in the

analysis of experimental data, Hudson Laboratories has developed a ray

tracing program which is especially adapted to multipath long-range

acoustical propagation - oriented toward ranges of several hundred to

several thousand miles - with the point of view that the program should be:

i) at least semi-quantitative with respect to the prediction

of acoustical transmission losses,

ii) a flexible research tool that can be used in connection

with the analysis of results from specific experiments

to choose parameters needed for the prediction of

intensity, and

iii) as complete as possible in terms of assimilating and

organizing for convenience a variety of data inputs and

presenting computed results to the scientist for his

interpretation.

This complete ray tracing program, or, more accurately, the

system of programs that has been developed (Fig. 1) is discussed in

this report with the motives that led to the selection of certain techniques.

The work can be divided in a natural manner into three major

groupings:

1.2. Data Inputs

1. 3. Ray Tracing

1. 4. Intensity Calculations

and these groups are also consecutive steps in the data flow. The over-

all program can be illustrated in terms of representative outputs for each

group above, which will also serve as an introduction to the details of, and

a summary of, the present program.

i - I-
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1.2. Data Luputs

Figure 2 indicates a great circle path from 30*N, 20"W to 50"N,
, * sover whch- it `,G dc:;ircd to o--'db t ta 1i

mission loss. Coordinates for this track, or for tracks specified by an

initial position and bearing, are computed so that the path can be plotted

on standard bathymetric charts to obtain a bottom profile. Figure 3 is

an example of the track coordinates printed at 25-mile increments.

If no special velocimetric data are available for this path, e.g.

data from a particular experiment, or if given data are to be checked

against standard data for the area, the magnetic tape files of the National

Oceanographic Data Center (NODG) can be searched for data of given

months for sound velocity profiles that possess depths equal to or greater

than a Maximum Depth of Observation (MDO), and which lie within a

specified range or zone width from the given track. Figure 4 gives the

identification numbers of all velocity profiles catalogued by NODC for the

months 10, 11, 12 with an MDO greater than 1500 meters and which lie

within 50 miles of the track of Fig. 1.

All the velocity profiles selected as pertinent to a given track

from any input data source are converted to a standard form for

editorial review before insertion into the ray tracing program. Stations

given in terms of temperature, salinity, and depth are converted to
1

sound velocity and depth entries by use of Wilson' s equation. Also, if
the MDO of a station is less than a maximum bottom depth for the ray

tracing, an inverse solution is made of Wilson' s equation to determine

the water temperature at the MDO and the profile is extrapolated to

greater depths by assuming that the water temperature is constant and

the sound velocity is a function of pressure only. Figure 5 shows the

standard form used for the profiles. A four-point fit of entered data

points is used to determine the sound velocity at 20-meter intervals to

2000 meters and at 100-meter intervals to the greatest depths. The

MDO of the profile of Fig. 5 was 5277 meters and the entered velocity

represented a water temperature of 1.8180 for an assumed salinity of

35.0%.,. Insofar as the roughly 1. 8 temperature is typical of deep

water in the geographical area of the profile, this velocity profile and

its extrapolation were accepted as valid for oiclusion into the ray tracing

program.
1 References are compiled at the end of each chap~ter.



Any number of velocity profiles can be inserted into the program

to construct the total velocity field; additionally, and provided that

profiles can be obtained at the beginning and end of the acoustical path,

a number of shallower profiles, e. g., BT or X-BT casts, can be in-

serted to fill in important detail relating to the surface or near-surface

velocity structure. This process is described in detail later in this

report (Chapter II). The net result is the construction of a set of velocity

profiles ordered in range over the acoustical path which constitutes the

velocity field for the subsequent ray tracing. Accompanying this data is

a bottom contour, i. e. , a set of bottom depth vs range entries.

The variation of the velocity profiles with range can be inspected

in detail by plotting the difference between successive entries with respect

to a standard, usually the initial, velocity profile entry. This is shown il

Fig. 6. The rnultiplot not only indicates typical local variations among

the set of profiles but shows the manner in which the velocity profile

structure, e. g., the profile shape and the depth of the sound channel,

changes over the acoustical path. These changes represent propagation

through different ocean regions such as those defined by the major oceanic

currents. The changes permit profound modification of the acoustical field

via interactions such as the trapping or ejection of rays from surface or

secondary sound channels.

A control form, "Ray Trace Data Search Specifications, " is shown

in Fig. 7 and this is used to initiate data selection from available data

banks.

1. 3, Ray Tractig

Figure 8 gives the control form for the "Ray Trace Program

Operating Specification's. " The form is used to specify the initial conditions

for the ray tracing iteration and also to select parameters that control the

accuracy and computational speed of the program. For a given source

depth and initial angle the ray is traced in the velocity field and in con-

junction with the bottom profile prepared previously. Usually a range of

initial angles is specified together with an angular increment and the ray

trace is repeated for each increment until the entire angular spectrum has

been traced.

-3-



I Fiure 9 indicates a printout that is available for each ray traced.

Range, depth, angle, travel time, and height above bottom are printed
on. the boltorn, arnd the'L op plot deit Ile prores of th ray .u . ......

S± .00 'JA LL1L ± •

the surfac~e and the bot torn. Printout intras ty"'l 10o .
i tntervals, typically 1. 0 or ?.0

miles, are selected and extra printouts are given at each turning point

and surface or bottom hit.

An objective of the program is to determine the principal arrival

structure that constitutcs far field illumination. The angular increments

are chosen small enough so that, insojar as possible, each arrival is well

defined. In practical situations this usually requires from one hundred to

two hundred rays or more. Sunitynr7 informatiun of the total field is ob-

tained by comrniiiog the data from the individual ray tracings on an output

tape to produce multiplot data or data for the intensity calculations dis-

cussed in Chapter IV. Figures 10a through 10d indicate the build-up of

the total field by the variovs , ays tYom the source. To reduce confusion

in this representation of the field patterns, aich plot is limited to a maxi-

mum number of 30 rays.

More specific data are given in the Ray Depth Distribution Plot of

Fig. 11. These plots can be obtained at every range that is also a print-

out interval of the ray trace progranm. The sequence of the plot is in

ternms of the angular increments used in the ray trace and the asterisks

show the depth of that ray at the selected range. A ray will be oscillating

in depth about that range (Fig. 9) and the maximum. and minimum depth3

of the oscillations that occur about the printout range ape indicated by the

plus and minus signs in Fig. 1 Ia. The extreme right-hand side of the

figure plots the travel time for each ray.

It is clear that if a vertical line is drawn in Fig. 11, representing

a given depth between the surface and the bottom, the line will intersect

certain families of rays and each intersection will give a differk-nt arrival

that can contribute to the acoustic field. In this figure the shallower

angles correspond to sound duct propagation and the steeper angles repre-

sent RSR and bottom bounce propagation.

-4-



1.4. Intensity Calculations

Figure 12 is the control form for the "Ray Trace Intensity

Calculations" and indicates a number of parameters that are included

the callcullation, .- o ruc as ateution~ LA UC~ I.JnciLoa, ai andu

receiver directivity functions, etc. These are described in Chapter IV.

It i3 a feature of the calculations that intensity is determined as a

probability distribution that is obtained by mapping the arrival structure

depicted in Fig. 11 across the ocean depth at a given range. This per-

mits a calculation of the intensity at a given range and depth, and there-

fore the transmission loss. It also determines the distribution of in-

tensity in depth as the sound propagates between the confining sea surface

and bottom planes of the ocean.

All such calculations are subject to uncertainties in the input data

and must be interpreted as averages over "representative" data. Addi-

tional averaging is necessary to account for the fluctuations that are due

to multipath structure. In a coarse differentiation corresponding to

limiting physical situations, the intensity calculations have been classified

into three types, only two of which, types II and III, are considered for

long-range propagation.

The ILtne II intensity calculation is applicable where the depth

distribution of acoustical intensity will change with range. Figure 13

shows a printout that gives the transmission loss calculated at twelve

depths and for nineteen equally spaced range intervals, usually two-mile

increments, that are centered on a given range. These data could be used,

for example, to construct the predicted transmission loss to a given re-

ceiver from a source that is towed in range at a specified depth. Suc-

cessive outputs of the type of Fig. 13 can be continuously plotted to give

the transmission loss as a function of range in the form of Fig. 14.

When the input data becomes uncertain, and at very long ranges

such that convergence zone structure is "washed out, ", it becomes

preferable not to predict the range-dependent Type II transmission losses

but instead to average these over a large range interval that would cor-

respond to a convergence zone. For this limit of averaging a Type III

transmission loss is calculated with the printout shown in Fig. l5. The

-- 5-



calculation is based on a representative range R and takes the form of

adepth distributiuri of 1a0-- ;-w;;hicr " .ch 0% -,ay that is traced

can make a contribution provided the ray has not suffered so great an

attenuation prior to range R that it has been terminated earlier in Hie

program.

It is not the function of this report to undertake detailed cornpari-

sons of the data coiputed by these programs with specific experimental

results. However, as an indication of the ability of the program to pre-

dict acoustical transmission using realistic oceanographic environmuental

data, the predicted curve of Fig. 14 may be compared with Fig. 16 which

gives a transmission loss measured by A. N. Guthrie and J. D. Shaffer

during a summer 1967 tow of a 13. 33 Hz projector over the Hatteras Plain.

Velocity profile input data were obtained at approximately 30-mile inter-

vals using Sippican X-BT casts to 750 meters and deep velocimeter casts

were obtained at the end points of the tow. The bottom profile was taken

froir the PFR records of the towing ship (USNS J. W. Gibbs). The trans-

mission was monitored from the USNS Mizar by a sonobuoy-suspended

hydrophone at a depth of 100 meters. The depth of the towed projector

was 30 meters.

The velocimeter casts indicated a strong thermocline to the sur-

face from a depth of 150 meters with a roughly isothermal layer of about

200 to 250 meters below the thermocline. The latter layer strongly af-

fected the transmission, acting as a partial sound channel. The experi-

mental data, obtained from digitized records, are based on an intensity

average taken over a 2-mile range interval.

The agreement between experiment and theory is partially

fortuitous because:

i) application of ray theory to the very low 13. 33 Hz

frequency is questionable, and

ii) the bottom reflectivity loss function used in the calcu-

lation is an extrapolated estimate.

Nonetheless, this and other comparisons that have been made with ex-

perimnents are highly encouraging; they also indicate that the details of the

transmission loss vs range plots are highly sensitive to specific

-6-



features of the input data, e. g., horizontal gradients and certain types

of bottom features, and that these must be included in any realistic

predictive model.

The examples of Figs. 1 through 15 serve as an introduction to

he -- - - - - - --........ T h ey- -idr- ,-a the n-vItl-t-n on a- 1 ,---e that is requred

to obtain a reasonably complete description of a sound field that may

contain twenty to thirty arrivals or more, and also to estimate the distri-

bution of these arrivals with depth at given ranges. With the GE-235

computer available to the Laboratories, a program extending to a 1000-

mile range that computes 200 rays will require about 10 to 15 hours for

the ray tracing itself plus about two hours for associated plots and in-

tensity calculations. With a modern higher speed computer and,

admittedly, with technical improvements in programming it is estimated

that the computational time could be cut to one-fiftieth to one-hundredth

of the present running time. Features of the present program that are

discussed in detail in subsequent chapters of this report include-

i) a capacity for the inclusion of mixtures of all types of

velocity profiles, e.g., surface BT casts, deep Nans,.mn

casts, etc., to obtain as precise a construction of th:

velocity field as the data permits,

ii) the inclusion of horizontal gradients, earth' s curvature

corrections, and available bottom data in a straight-

forward manner,

iii) a capability for "trading-off" computational accuracy in

terms of shorter computer running times according to

the nature and reliability of the input data and the type of

calculation desired.

Separate experimental studies in long-range acoustical propaga-

tion (not reported here) have shown that the horizontal gracients and at

least a limited number of bottom interactions must be included to obtain

agreement between predictive models for the sound transmission and

experimental data, especially at low acoustical frequencies. As a

generalization, the bottom interactions that are most important for long-

range propagation are of three types:

-7-



i) the terrain local to a source that can either augment

the ray field by slope-aided rays that propagate to the

"lax LLCIU LC LO %JUDLA UL LLAL8 AAJAhiY

rays that could otherwise propagate,

ii) prominent rises, e.g., seamounxts or ridges, at inter-

mediate ranges that obstruct the ducting of the sound

energy, and

iii) terrain at the farthest ranges that can obstruct the sound

by additional terrain shadowing or, conversely, can

create "hot spots" due to favorable slopes,

The sound paths and bottom interactions shown in Fig. 17 are

typical of physical conditions that prevail in the real ocean and represent

the type of propagation toward which the present program is directed.

The source is located on a bank at range zero. The sound energy spreads

hemispherically, neglecting bottom propaqation, to a near range, R 1

but during this propagation the steep rays interact strongly with the bottom

so that only a fraction rl of the source power radiates outwardly beyond

R and the fraction (1-ij) is lost to the bottom. The propagation to

range R 1 acts like a filter that eliminates all but the shallow angles.

If the bottom is deep between ranges RI and a further range R I

almost all of the tj fraction of the source power propagates as cylindrical

spreading with very little decrease in the value of i . An intervening

obstruction at range R 2 will cause a further filtering of the ducted energy

and will produce a distinct decrease in vi to a value i' after which the

power will again spread cylindrically with a nearly constant fraction 'i'

Finally, if there is an interaction with the bottom at range R 3 , there

will be a further attenuation in the power; however, low-angle reflections

from a slope at R can give an increase in the intensity observed at

certain depths at the range of R

The frequent observations of nearly ideal cylindrical spreading

from intermediate to long ranges give such a model a strong empiric basis

as, at least, a good approximation for cylindrically spreading waves. Also,

the fractions q can be measured in given ocean regions if the total in-

tensity that propagates throughout the full depth of the ocean can be measured.

-8-



The present program attempts a predictive model of such

acoustical transmission with special concentration on:

i) the intensity distribution in depth and as a function of

range of source and receiver,

ii) prediction of the loss fraction r( as a function of the

depth of the source, the prevailing bathyTnetry, and the

dominant velocity field,

iii) the effect of changing velocity profiles which, by their

change through ocean regions, contract or expand the

duct that controls the cylindrical spreading of the sound

field.

Reference for Chapter I

1. W. D. Wilson; J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 2 10, 1357 (1960).
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Fig. 2. The ray path between 30*N, 20* W and 50*N, 25*W drawn Oil a great
circle chart. Marsden squares were computed by program A-173-F1.
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Fig. 3. Great circle computed along ray path at 25 n.m. increments.
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KUDM% LABORATORIES OF COLUMBIA tNIIVERSITYSANLYSIS DISPARTMET DATA FLOW- SYSTE
301ieR SCIWTIST RAY TRACE RIRUEST rFkA- PkT i

Ray trace numbtr HT Ditte

Senior scientist ,, Operat ion

' -TM ,CIPWR T sEACH 3PECIFICATI(ma

1. Ray path (answer either a or b)

a. Begining positions LAtitude __o____n Longitude

(origin) dog mm sec

Eding positions Latitude Longitude •
dog min sec deg min seR

b. Begining positions Latitude de'n Longitude

(origin) dogn 
see

Initial bearing (dog)_ _ _ _

Final range (n.u.) _ _ ,, _ •

Ray path printout Increment (n.m.),

2. Maximuiz width of velocity data zone (n.u.), .. •

3. Acceptable months for velocity data.

4 . Acceptable years for velocity data:s_.

5. MKinium acceptable maple depth for published velocity data -

6. Bottom contour Increment (fathoms)i

7. Indicate below experimental velocity *nd bottom data that are to

be usedl indicate operation numbers, dates, locations, etc.

Fig. 7. Ray trace request form used to 3pecify the data that are to be

used in the Ray Trace Program.
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inifkqnUa T~ARMAq'flflT nV MTnRiiuTA IWTVVUtTIPV
ANALYSIS DePARTNOIT DATA FLOW SYSTEM

S331R SCINTIST RAY TRACE 2RQUEST FORM- PART 2

Ray traoe number RT Date

Senior Scienttst Operat ion

... RAY TRAOC OSJ•N PECIIPICAT(ICKS

1. Initial depth of rway jat range 0)0

a. Give depth from surfaoe (meters), I__ or

b. Check if an bottom, -

2. Maximu= iteration Increment (meters)o ...... _ .

3. Minimum iteratin Inorement (meters), _

4. Required accuracy for predicting velocity field,& (u/c) .

5. Maximum number of allowed surface hites

6. Maximum number of allowed bottom hitte

7. Maximm allowed grezing angle (degrees)_

6. Pinal range of ray trace (nautical miles)_

9. Printout Increment (nautical milees)

10. Initial angles to be traced (degrees), from to by

11. Check for earth's ourvature correctlane Y NO.

12. Depth for the extrapolating parameter beta (meters)_ _ _

13. Other informationi

Fig. 8. Ray trace request form used to specify parameters used in the
Ray Trace Program.
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HUDSON LABORATORIES OF COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
ANALYSIS DEPARTMENT DATA FLOW SYSTEM

SENIOR SCIENTIST RAY TRACE REQUEST FORm - PART 3

Ray Trace Number RT Date

Senior Scientist Operation

ANALYSIS SPECIFICATIONS

I. NEJLTIPLOTS (limit of 30 rays per plot)

1. Angles to be platted (degrees):

a. from to c. from to

b. from_ _ to_ d. from to_ _

II. LAY DEPTH DISTRIBUTION PLOT

1. Bottom lose (answer a or b):

a. 0 (fraction ,il) .Cexp - [ (A ,) 2  + _(S.IN 1V _2  ] 2

Sigan Table
lenjte Interval :Sil~ C -

zero to * 3 , meters
(n.m.)

to : s meters

to . A - _

to

b. Specify function with three parameters:

2. Surface lose:

a. 1 , or

b. Specify function: s -

3. Center ranges for calculatioi,:

a. Ranges (nautical miles):

b. or,specify initial range with distribution every nautical

Lila. Initial range:__

Fig. 12 (a-c). Ray trace request form used for specifying data reduction
procedures that are to be used on the output of the Ray Trace Program.
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SI

Ray trace number lT Analysis Specifications Page 2.

I11. TM 1 INTENSITY CALCULATION

a. Initial range w-Lh calculation every ,,n.m.

b. or, specify ranges

2. Depths for calculation (esters):

3. VavelenGtha for calculation (meters):

4. lottom lose:

a. Check if sam as for Ray Depth Distribution Plot or,

b. Specify function vith three parameters:

S. Surface loss

a. Check if same as for Ray Depth Distribution Plot: or,

b. Specify function with three parameters:

6. source Directivity Function

.I1.f ml or

b. f- 4 SIN2 ( z z SIN p) , OC):zr , r (integer) or,

c. Specify function:

7. Receiver Directivity Function

aII. 8 , n or

b. 4 14 SIN2  2 z SIN () , O<zgLt ,r' (integer) or,

C. Specify function:

8. DistrLbution Density Function

.W (Z-z i) 1P Ir"a* " eZ + (P=(z-z )/Z 8)2 ,-or,
[P(Zz'j) 2'

b. W(Z-Z) P EXP [~_ _ _

9. x - Waibr of rays (1500/•) _40

Fig. 12 (b).
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Ray trace number RT Analysis Specifications Page 3.

IV. TYPE III INTENSflT CALCULATION

1. N a number of rays (O°/Ap) .

2. H w number of depth intervals (Inteser).

3. Wavelengths (meters):

4. Center ranges for calculation (n.m.)

5. Lose and directivity functions:

a. Check if me am for Type II Intensity Calculation or,
I

b. Specify functions:_____

V. OTHER INSTRUCT IONS

Fig. 12 (c).
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CHAPTER II

DATA INPUTS AND PROGRAM ORGANIZATION

2. 1. Introduction

This chapter of the report is concerned with the selection and pre-

paration of data inputs which are used to construct the velocity field and

bottom profiles for the Ray Trace Program. In application, the program

must be able to accept data from many different sources, and for this

reason it was necessary to develop a series of programs into a data flow

system. The specific programming details of the system are not given

in this chapter, but only the basic principles upon which the system was

designed.

2. 2. Data Flow System

Over-all objectives in the data flow system have been on:

1) Flexibility

2) Speed of data assembly

3) Error detection

4) Documentation

2. 2. 1. Flexibility

Applications of the ray-tracing program have ranged from time

calculations over a short path with data printouts every tenth of a nautical mile,

to estimates of transmission loss using relatively crude input data with

data printouts at widely separated ranges. The source of the data varies

from program to program and all data must be reduced to common formats.

The data flow system has been designed to accommodate as many types of

inputs as possible.

2. 2. 2. Speed In Data Assembly

Speed in assembling data is accomplished by having the computer do

most of the necessary reduction procedures. The output of one program is

the input to another program and thus, once having entered the system,

there should be no further need to manipulate data by hand. Time is also

saved by having the computer print out a variety of visual displays and

plots of data, which are formated for use in reports. A number of forms
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(data reduction sheets) have also been developed to effect with ease the
initiai entrance el data which are not on a medium that is readable by the

computer, i.e., card or tape, into the system. Data from any sour'e

can be written on forms and punched on cards for special entries.

2.2.3. Error Detection

Every program checks data for consistency and physical impossi-

bilities, e.g., successive range entries must increase in magnitude and it

is impossible to have negative depths. This eliminates gross accidental

errors in the final data package but final validation depends on editorial

review by a scientist as to the acceptability of the input data.

2. 2. 4. Documentation

Every reduction procedure that is performed on the data is documented

by printouts which are labeled to allow cross referencing of its information

with the original source or other data reduction printouts. Many of the

printouts are self-explanatory and can be copied for use in reports without

long explanations.

2. 3. Program Management

The first stage of the data flow system funnels data from the various

sources into one package (a card deck) for the ray calculations. The second

stage calculates the ray paths, and the third stage analyzes data based

on the ray paths to give intensity calculations, distribution plots, etc.

The three stage&I of the data flow system are directed by the scientist

with the use of three forms. The intent of these forms is as follows.

(I) Data search specifications, Fig. 7. This form specifies the

acoustical path and its length, requests searches for velocity field and

bathymetric data, references actual experimental data that would be appli-

cable, and indicates the accuracy that is required for the data inputs.

(2) Program operating specifications, Fig. 8. This form details

the functions and the parameters that are to be used in the Ray Trace Program.

Program accuracy is implicitly controlled by specifications on this form,

e.g., the maximum iteration increment, the required accuracy for pre-

dicting the velocity field, and the number and initial angles of rays used

in estimating a ray probability distribution.
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(3) Analysis specifications, Fig. 12. This form controls the

selection of various printout or plot options that are available and also

specifies physical data 6uch as bottom attenuation functions or directivity

hin- -- on. . -; .. . - - -. . . . .e ... . ........ ....

been programmed and are immediately available. They are:

a) Type U Intensity Calculation

b) Type III Intensity Calculation

c) Ray Depth Distribution Plot

d) Multi-Plot of Rays

e) Transmission Loss vs Range.

At this stage, the scientist may also request a special program to be

written which would analyze the results of the Ray Trace Program in some

unique manner.

The description and the effects of various parameters used in the

forms can be found in the appropriate chapters of this report. This chapter

specifies the use of the first form and affords some information on the
second, Figs. 7 and 8. The flow diagram in Fig. I shows the data process-

ing channels of the data flow system and provides an outline for this

chapter.

2. 4. Ray Path Specifications

A ray trace path may be speLified as:

(1) Between two positions each located by their latitude and

longitude, or

(2) An initial position, initial bearing, and a final range.

In either event, track information is developed at specified range

intervals along a great circle as in Fig. 18.

2. 5. Sources of Sound Velocity Profile Data

Primarily, the _,Luiu velocity profile data that are used to con-

struct the velocity field will come from three sources:
(1) National Oceanographic Data Center. NODC has compiled

physical and chemical data from more than 300, 000 oceanographic

stations located throughout the world. Hudson Laboratories has references

to all these stations and the data for the majority of them. Velocity
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profiles are immediately available for the Pacific Ocean and for much of

the Atlantic (Fig. 19) and information for the other areas can be obtained

UAA 01J~~~~~J ~ ~ -I. Cju IC £ J Ii CAlk W L%-- - - '~JI± oL SJLA ~I~~I'
profiles in the North Atlantic that are deeper than 1,950 meters is shown

irn Fig. 20, and Fig. 21 shows the distribution in the month of December.

(2) Published Data from other than NODC. The Hudson

Laboratories library receives "data publications" from many oceanographic

institutions during a year. All the publications that contain information on

the temperature, salinity, or sound structure of an area are indexed with

respect to geographical location. Atlases, technical reports, and any other

published information which could be helpful in the construction of the

velocity field are also indexed in this manner.

(3) Hudson Laboratories Experiments. Experiments that

include velocimeter, X-BT, or BT data taken along the total length of

the acoustical path will allow the construction of the best possible velocity

field. Even a partial experimental coverage of the path is a help in the

selection of the most appropriate information from ptuhlWished data. Experi-

mental data can be combined with published velocity profiles with prudence;

i. e., one can take the upper portion of the profile as that of a shallow BT

cast but use published data to represent more stable, deeper profiles.

Z. 6. Selection of Velocity Profile Data

The data flow system is grouped into sub-systems. Some of these

assist in the selection of velocity data from large sources such as NODC

S* and the Hudson Laboratories library where it would be difficult to retrieve

information without a predefined procedure. The major criteria for

selection are:

(1) Proximity to a designated ray path

(2) Month or season

(3) Maximum Depth of Observation (MDO).

2.6. 1 • Proximity

There is a maximum distance from a ray path such that velocity

profiles which lie within the area determined by the ray path and a data zone

width are considered acceptable. This area is called the "velocity profile
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data zone." The NODC Data Search Procedure (Fig. 22) generates this

zone by first computing the great circie between the beginning and end

point of the ray path (Fig. 18) and then computing Marsden Squares

(1 degree areas) that lie in its path and on each side of it, out to the

designated maximum distance (Fig, 23).

2.6.2. Season

Profiles are also classified and searched for according to months

to permit the selection of profiles which will reflect seasonal characteristics

of an area (Fig. 24).

2. 6.3 .Maximum Depth of Observation

A minimum of two deep profiles are needed to construct the velocity

field. They are used at the beginning and at the end of the ray path and

should have a maximum depth of observation (MDO) for which the water

temperature and salinity have become constant.

After a general selection of profiles has been made, it is the

responsibility of the scientist to investigate each profile's finer characteristics,

e.g., the year in which the profile was taken, the institution which conducted

the survey, the shape of the profile relative to other data being used in

the program, and other factors which would determine its application for

use in the Ray Trace Program. This final selec+ion constitutes a data-

editing review.

2. 7 . Velocity Field Construction Progr m

Velocity profiles are entered in the Velocity Field Construction

(VFC) program in order of increasing range from the beginning position

of the ray path to the end position. Only data in the form "depth vs

velocity" are used in the program; therefore, it is necessary to convert

information that exists as pressure, temperature, and salinity combinations

to this form. This conversion is usually clone prior to the running of the

program by a sub-system of the data flow system.

The first step in constructing the velocity field is to extrapolate

all of the entered profiles to a depth equal to the deepest bottom point

along the ray path. Two types of profiles are recognized for this procedure
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and are treated differently. Profiles are tagged "deep" or "shallow" before

they enter the VFC program and are distinguished by the following definitions,

(t) Deter have a MDO at a depth where, with further

increase in depth, significant changes in temperature

and salinity would not be expected; thus the velocity at

greater depths can be extrapolated as a function of

pressure alone.

(2) Shallow profiles have a MDO at a depth where, with further

increase in depth, changes in temper;,ture and salinity

could be expected, and these changes must be included

in the calculation of velocities at greater depths (Fig. 25).

2.7. 1. Profile Extrapolation

Deep profiles are extrapolated by first calculating the temperature

at its MDO and then using this temperature in Wilson's equations to calcu-

late velocities at greater depths, The salinity is considered constant at

35 '/'o and the temperature is calculated by using the depth and velocity at

the MDO in an inverse solution of Wilson's equations, Fig. 26.

A procedure is available for extrapolating shallow profiles if they

have two bracketing deep profiles, i. e., a deep profile at a range greater

than the shallow profile, anC a deep profile at a range less than the shallow

profile. At great depths the velocity values of the shallow profile are

calculated by linear interpolation with respect to range between the two

deep profiles. Although the linear interpolated values may be a satis-

factory representation of the tru.7e velocity structure at great depths,

these values will usually not match the MDO of the shallow profile. For

this reason, an adjustment is made between the MDO of the shallow

profile and a much deeper depth to insure that the interpolated profiles

will be continuous. The depth p is chosen as the (arbitrary) depth at

which linear interpolation between the deep profiles is permissible,

Figs. 25 and 27.

Figure 27 is a schematic illustrating the extrapolation procedures

for deep and. shallow profiles. Parts of the schematic have been exag-

gerated for the purpose of clarity and it should not be considered to represent
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proper proportion. The interpolation arnd extrapolation formulas are

given in Fig. 25 and an example of extrapolated profiles is given in

Table 5. 3. 1.

Z. 7 2 Curvature and Gradie....ata

The second step in tne Velocity Field Construction Program is the

calculation of curvature and gradient parameters for all the depths of a

profile where there is a value for the velocity that is either given as input

data or calculated by one of the foregoing extrapolation procedures. A

modified 4-point interpolation is used between listed points on the profile;

thus, the vertical velocity structure can be completely defined at the range

of the given profile. The formulas for calculating the curvature and

gradient are given in Fig. 28, The modified 4-point interpolation pro-

cedure, also known as the "Special 4-point fit, " is a weighted average

of two 3-point parabolic fits.

Only the curvature and gradient parameters at data points are

calculated in the VFC program and entered on the data input tape. The

interpolation of velocities and derivatives, vertically and horizontally,

is done directly in the Ray Trace Program (Chapter JI1), using the expansions

of Fig. 28 in depth and linearly interpolating all the parameters in range

between the ranges of successive v,-locity profile entries, The result of

this field composition is the set v(R, z), Z(R, z)., D(R, z), and G(R, z)

defined continuously over the range R and the ocean depth z , and these

are used in a Taylor expansion of the velocity from any point as discussed

in Chapter III, Eq. (3).

2. 8. "Four-Point" Fits

There are, of course, many types of 4-point fits for estimation of

the trend of a function between discretely entered data points. The selection

of the special 4-point fit used in the present pt ograrn was guided by its

relative simplicity and by the fact that it gave a smoother approximation

than alternative fits which could permit very large local curvatures. To

illustrate this, Fig. 29 gives a comparison of the effect of a single displace-

moent from an otherwise constant function according to fits obtained by:
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i) linear interpolation

ii) Lagrange 4-point

iii) bediora Institute 4-point

iv) Special 4-point.

The Bedford Institute method has been tested and adjusted for

optimum agreement with experimental data. See Fig. 30 for formulas

2. 9. Sources of Bcttom Data

The horizontal bottom profile along the ray path has proved to bc

an important factor in ray trace programs. Geological features such as

seamounts or banks can totally obstruct, partially attenuate, or redirect

rays as they travel along paths determined by the velocity field.

Primarily the data for constructing the bottom profile will, come

from two sources:

(1) Published charts. The USN Oceanographic Office has

published BC (bottom contour) charts that cover most

of the world's oceans. Foreign countries, e.g., Russia,

Germnany, Great Britain, etc., also publish charts with

bottom contours. Charts depicting the detailed structure

of a small area are often found in technical reports.

(2) Research Experiments. As was true with velocity data,

the best source of bottom data comes from bathymetric

surveys along the ray trace path.

2.9.1. Bottom Profile Construction

ofranThe Ray Trace Program presently ruads bottom data in the form

of range vs depth, which is usually obtained in the following manner:

(1) The ray path is plotted on the appropriate BC charts,

and then

(2) The distance from the beginning position of the ray path

to each of the contours that cross the ray path is calculated.

This distance can be computed by having a printout of

the great circle (Fig. 18) which lists: range vs geographic

position, at small increments (25 miles or less) along

the ray path. The ranges for contours between the listed

positions can then be read graphically from the BC chart.
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Contours are usually read at 100-fathom intervals, but the selection of

a rmaller or larger interval may be necessary to emphasize special features.

The Pay Tracc l•- 4,,, iineariy interpolates between input points

to provide a continuous trace of the bottom. This fit has proved reliable I
for most ray traces; howc,,er, it is occasionally desirable to have a

smoother representation of the bottom. This can be obtained by using

a 3- or 4-point fit, prior to running the Ray Trace Program, to generate

additional points between those originally listed. This procedure should

be adopted with caution and used only in an area where one has an intimate

knowledge of the geology and feels that the smoother bottom is closer to

the actual situation then the linearly interpolated bottom with discontinuous

slopes.

2. 1 0. Inputs to the Ray Trace Program

At this point in the data flow system the velocity and bottom data

can be combined into a daýa package for the Ray Trace Program. Associated

with this package must be operating instructions, which are taken from the

Ray Trace Request Form - Part 2 (Fig. 8), and provide the following

'* information to the program:

(1) Initial depth of the rays to be traced. This is in

reality the depth of the sonic source or receiver

at range zero.

(2) The initial angles to be traced. Each angle in the

program is traced separately from range zero.

(3) Final range of the ray trace.

(4) Printout increment. Information concerning the

position and angle of the ray is printed at any desired

increment (usually I or 2 n.m. ) along the ray path.

(5) Iteration parameters. The rays are traced through

the velocity field by computing the position of the ray

every few meters. The increment at which the ray

path is computed is variable and depends on the iteration

parameters selected (Chapter III - 3. 3). These para-

meters control the accuracy with which the ray path is
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pretditcfdi tha rmallprr the iteration increment, the

better the prediction but consequently the longer the

computing time. All ray Lraces do not.- requirte 1he
same accuracy. A balance must be considered between

the prediction of the ray path and the accuracy of the

data; using very small iteration increments will not

improve the quality of the input data used for the

velocity field or the bottom.

(6) Physical parameters. The Ray Trace Program accounts

for energy losses due to bulk absorption, bottom hits,

and surface hits. The attenuation functions that are used

to compute the losses are specified as inputs. The

computing of a ray path is terminated when the accumulated

loss of a ray meets a specified maximum. The details

of these procedures are described in Chapter IV.

The operating instructions for the Ray Trace Program are entered

separately from the data package. Thus, it is possible to run different

ray traces, i.e. , different spccifications, on the same data.

2. 11. Outputs of the Ray Trace Program

The outputs of the Ray Trace Program are a printout and a magnetic

tape with numerical values, at the specified printout intervals for the:

(1) depth of the ray,

"(2) angle of the ray from the horizontal,

(3) accumulated travel time of the ray, and

(4) the distance to the bottom from the depth of the ray (bottom

difference).

In addition to the record of this information at the specified interval, the

program prints the same data when the ray hits the bottom, hits the

surface, or the angle of the ray is zero. A plot of the bottom, the surface,

and the path of the ray accompanies the numerical values on the printout.

Analysis of the ray trace can be made directly from the printout

or by other computer programs that are capable of reading the Ray Trace

Program's output tape. As has been previously mentioned, there are
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standard analysis routines that have been programmed, but the scientist

is at liberty to develop other analysis procedures for his specific purpose.

2. 12. Conclusion

It has been the intent of this chapter to give the reader an over-all

viewpoint of the Ray Trace Program, and concepts rather than operational

details have been presented. Parenthetical cross references to other

chapters were given to direct the reader to a more detailed explanation of

the topics being discussed. The Ray Trace Program has been defined as a

series of programs and procedures, organized into a data flow system for

advantages in speed, accuracy, and flexibility in data processing. It is

believed that through this approach, the Ray Trace Program will have its

greatest effectiveness as a tool for the acoustical scientist,
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HUDSON LABORATORIES OF COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
ANALYSIS DEPARTMENT DATA FLOW SYSrEM

ILAY TRACE VELOCITY DATA SEARCH PROCEDURE

Ray trace data search specifications:

1. BegininS and ending position of ray path.
2. Ray path printout in~crement.
3. Maximum width of data zone.
4. Acceptable Wonths for data.
5. Acceptable years for data.
6. Minimum acceptable sample depth for data.

: unche

specifica-

SI

RAvY TRACE VELOCITY DATA SEARCHl PRCRA ......... : ............
Calculation

* of th ray
the rypath (great|circle) i;

= C

.......................

eCalct•tion
of Marsden...|Squares along: ef

:the ray path fl

i i : .................... ...•
. • Selection oF*

S• : I references
.'from data

:reference file,
________ ___..._............

lhe Vel.
Pun d data•
bibli ograph tape

card

Ray Trace

Velocity
L Profile LT

Punch Program

Printout of P nt ] Bibliography Printout of Punched
points * long Marsden ofu. Iof data along velocity velocity
ray path alngry I ray path profiles sx.i.

Lth

Fig. 22. Flow chart of the Ray Trace Velocity Data Search Procedure
which extracts velocity profiles from NODC data tapes.
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I
MARSOFN SOUARES :sT RUN

4395
4396
7904

7905
7906
7914
7915
7916
7917
7924
79?5
79P6
7927
7935
7936
7937
7938
7945
7946
7947
7948
7956

79677968
7959
7966
7967
7968• ; :7969

i 7977
• 7978

7979
7987
7988
7989
7998
7999
8070
8080
8090
8091

11.508

11509
11600

Fig. 23. List of Marsden Squares calculated along a ray path; sample
output of Ray Trace Velocity Data Search Procedure.
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rYTRAPMI AT IAN F" RH-AI I nW PROF iF. ry INTrRPnli A TIN W
BETWEEN TWO DEEP PROFILES

VS(z) - VELOCITY AT DEPTH z OF THE SHALLOW PROFILE.

vS(i•)- VELOCITY AT DEPTH MDO OF THE SHALLOW PROFILE.

Dv(z) - VELOCITY AT DEPTH z OF A DEEP PROFILE AT RANGE 1.

vD+l(z)- VELOCITY AT DEPTH z OF A DEEP PROFILE AT RANGE i+1.
S- RANGE OF THE SHALLOW PROFILE W ITH R D RS<RD

£ [1+1

15 - AN ARBITRARY DEPTH PARAMETER.

FOR MDO<z<O.
RS.RD

Ivs(z) -v:L(z) + RD RD Vi+lP) - v i(z) ] +

SD

(-DO i E v" (mro)

FOR 1 : z.

RS.RD

vS(z) -vD(z) + i KvDi(z) _ vD(z)J

Fig. 25. Formulas for the interpolation and extrapolation of shallow
profiles by interpolating between two deep profiles.
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VEOCTY CALCULAI•ONS GIVFN TEMPERATR-E W-LSONS EQUATIONS

U IVLN U.'IM (Z) IN I.ILEI4(. LALLULAIL F-'5LIHUL (P) IN KG/CM,-'

FOR z S 200 METERS

cz--3.54428T-12 , 0-9.961477T-4 , z=-z

FOR z > 200 METERS

a--2.62085T-12 , p-9.94765T-4 , nI-2.I40O443T-I ,zm-z

Pp PI( (+(0 2 -.4a(ri+z)) 1/2)/(2a))/689./47

FOR ALL DEPTHS

PKG/CM(2)"PPS I(O.0703 )+1.0332

WILSONS EQUATIONS PPRESURE KG/CM2 S-SALINITY 0-00 T-TEMPERATURE DEG. C.

AVT,4,6233T- 5,4585 ( 10 )T T+2.822( 10"- )T _35.07 (10-7 )'T•

&VP-1.6O518(10 1 )P+1.0279( 10-5 )P 2+3.451( 10-9)p -3.503( 10- 1 2 )P4

AVS-.1391VS-35)-7.8(10" -

AVSTP-(S-35 (-1.197(10" T+2.61( 1 P1.o6(19 P 22.Og (10"6

P(-2.796( 1-4- 6 )T+1.3302(10 )T2-6.6L4C10 8 )T3)+p2 (-2.391(10"7)T+

9.286(10 -1 0)T 2 )-1.745(10"1 0 )P 3 T.

v-1 4 49.22+AVT+AVP+AVS+AVSTP.

TEMPERATURE CALCULATIONS GIVEN VELOCITY (ITERATIVE METHOD)

GIVEN vMDO 0 PMDO CALCULATE TMDO

(i) ASSUME T-10

(2) CALCULATE WITH WILSONS EQUATIONS VT(USING T AND S=35

NOTE THE UNDERLINED PORTIONS OF WILSONS EQUATIONS ARE EQUAL
TO ZERO WHEN THE SALINITY IS 35.

(3) IF VT'=VMDO THEN TM0oT OTHERWISE CONTINUE.

(4) AVVMDO-VT

(5) AT=Av/4

(6) T-T +,T AND GO TO STATEMENT 2.

TEST ACCURACY TO 2 DECIMAL PLACES.

Fig. 26. Wilson's Equation for calculating velocities.
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}I
II

SPECIAL FOUR POINT FIT

CALCULATION OF CURVATURE (Z.) AND GRADIENT (D.) AT z..

N+-. .- (

V•+l"vI+I Z 1 )I( Zz+ )+ (zl

- vt(v1 -v 1)(Z 1 l-zi -1(v ,vi)(z 1 -zi)

Z1+1l"-i

1+1 )( z A z

"FOR"z S z z

V- Vl+Z 1(Z-z )+D (z-1+12

(Z-z )2

a z i+I -z EZI+)+l OL z -i)

t+1 ++1 2

z-z + z -+l z "z
V(Z) +1+ z zI

Va a a1 Z
Zu + z L Z +1+1 -

1+1 - zi +1 -,6 E i+ 10 M + +TE)R

z -Z
i+K 1  D1 (z -

1+1 1

2(Z 11-Z 1 + D,+ (z -z,+,) Dj0(z -z1 )) + (Dt+1 (z -z1 ) + D1 (~ -)
(z1+1 -zi)

EARTHIS CURVATURE CORRECTION (BREKHOVSKIKH, L.M. -WAVES IN LAYERED MEDIA)

Vi V(1 i+- -) a "6.37 x106 METERS.

Fig. 28. Formulas for calculating curvature and gradient.
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LAGRANGE FI T

N- NUMBER OF POINTS FITTED

SN -IN
v(= q i (z-z.I) T (z-Z j)V(Z) (v(Z)j i-( )

(zi-z) (zi-z)
i/.V J-I 1-i+i

BEDFORD INSTITUTE FOUR POINT FIT (REPORT NO. BIO 66-3)

Vp1 - PARABOLA FITTED TO (1),(2), AND (3).

Vp2-- PARABOLA FITTED TO (2),(3), AND (4).

(v2 -v 3 )(z-z 2 ) + v 2  LINEAR INTERPOLATED VALUEVA .. ,.2
(z 2 -z 3  BETWEEN (2) AND (3).

V, (W2 -V1 )(z-z 2 ) + v2 LINEAR EXTRAPOLATED VALUE
(z 2-z 1 ) USING (1) AND (2).

(vCN v3 )(z'. 3 ) + v3 LINEAR EXTRAPOLATED VALUE
C= (-z) -USING (3) AND (L4).

(vAvB )2 v +(vAv) REFERENCE
V VA + (vVB)2 +(VAVc CURVE

v(z) I VR'Vpl + I VRVpd VP 1

I VR-vp1I + I VR-Vp 2

Fig. 30. Formulas for Lagrange and Bedford Institute method of fits.
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CHAPTER III

RAY TRACING

3. 1. Introduction

A number of references discuss the ray approximation to a spreading

wavefront and the conditions under which it will be valid.

The two primary limitations are:

i) there shall be no abrupt changes in the spatial derivatives

of the velocity field over a distance that is comparable to

a wavelength, and

ii) the space rate of change of the amplitudes of the waves must

be small enough so that the waves can be described by "local

plane waves."

In practical terms condition i), above, will be satisfied in the ocean except

for very low frequencies and at the boundaries of the medium, and condition

ii) will be satisfied except at source points and at ray crossing points where

the rays focus or form caustics. In the latter regions the field amplitudes

must be determined by wave solutions but, provided that condition i) remains

valid, the ray solutions can be continued through the crossing regions and

into the far field without ambiguity. (This is further discussed in the Appendix.

3. 2. Development of Solution

3.2. 1. Ray Equation

In ray tracing the propagation is represented by the geometrical

spreading of the wavefronts from the source, and the latter are described

by their orthogonal trajectories or ray paths. It is assumed that everywhere

in the ocean the velocity field is known and given by v(r) , i. e., as a

scalar function of the position vector r in the medium. if the vector A

specifies the ray path and ds is a differential increment along the path
3

the ray equation is

d 1 1 dA 1
i dsv-r) -• = grad (111.1)

Ls v( ) j [7)j
The ray tracing solution to (III. 1) is determined by an initial position r

and an initial direction 7s from this origin which is considerod a source
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!I
point. The geometrical acoustical field due to the source is given by the

mapping into the far field of all the rays considered as functions of f s5
Thus, the ray solution is given by a continuous function of position

-= (7 (ITT. 2)1S
3. 2. 2. Expansion of Velocity Field

In applying (111. 1) to the practical case of cylindrical spreading, it is

convenient to use the coordinates of range R and depth z measuring

these from the origin and the sea surface, respectively, and to measure

the ray angle from the horizontal, 0 , with a positive angle pointing to

deeper depths. At any point (Ri , zi) in the medium the velocity field

program of Chapter 11 gives not only the value of the velocity at that point,

S= v. (7 ) , but also the vertical and horizontal gradients as w ell as the

vertical curvature of the velocity field. Thus, if a ray has been followed

to (R. , z)the velocity at a neighboring point (R can be
approximated by

v + zj"+1 ) vi (R, z)+ Z (z+ 1  zi)+ Gi (Ri+ - Ri)

+ D. (zi~ - z2 (111. 3)

In (III. 3) Z. is the vertical gradient, G. is the horizontal gradient,';1 1.

and D. is the vertical curvature of the velocity field, all evaluated at

position (Ri , zi) A ray at this point and with a ray direction 0.

can be iterated to a further position by use of the velocity field expansion

parameters of (I1. 3) and in terms of an iteration parameter. In the

present work the arc length of the ray has been used for the iteration

parameter in preference to other parameters such as an increment in

range or in depth. However, two comments must be made before Eq. (I1. 1)

is expressed in a form suitable for solution by computer iteration.

3. 2. 3. A Semi-Invariant for the Iteration

It is well known that if the medium is purely horizontally stratified,

i. e., with no horizontal gradients Gi , a simple invariant exists for

each ray path. This is
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cos0
c = constant for G 0 (111.4): v

Equation (111. 4) has greatest application to predicting the depth of turning

points of the ray and thus the amplitude of the vertical oscillation of the

ray about a sound channel as a function of an initial ray angle and the sound

velocity at the origin of the ray, i. e. , the depths zt at which cos 0

Cos = v ( In the ocean the average horizontal gradients of

F .the sound vel octy field are weaker than the vertical gradients - this does

not mean that they can be completely ignored - and it is permissible to

regard c of (III. 4) as a semi-invariant, i. e., changing only slightly

during an interation from c. to c A detailed expansion of c.

in terms of an arc length increment A from (R, 0 z.) gives

2 'c. 1  c. - c\G~ +tan + c'G.Z. tan ,1+ tan +0(1&1.5)
,

t
.jli ta i i ' j

In the program (II. 5) is carried af a parallel iteration with those

9giving the spatial coordinates (R, z) and is also used to define the

cosine of the ray angle at each iteration in the form

Cos + i+l = i+l (III. 6)

Besides the use of the cosine of the ray angle, the iteration ex-

pansion also requires the sine and tangent functions of the angle. If these

are obtained in every iteration by inverse trigonometric solutions or, for

example, by sin a I '1 - cos 2 0 , the high order expansions used in

the machine programs by such functions represent a penalty in terms of

machine accuracy and, especially, in terms of machine computation time.

To avoid these limitations the trial sin 9 is calculated by a separate itera-

tion expansion that involves only machine multiplications and additions.

in 1 t sin . -c. V.Z. - G. tan
Si+ 2

c(i sin 9 + Z. G. cos 8. + v. D. sin e.# (111.7)

c 2. Z. D. s .in-2 . c. Z. Cos 0i +
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*I
and the trial sine of (I11. 7) is further corrected to agree with (I11. 6) by

a 'Car., /-. ~O aA *+ ) 'V.L

" L~+ll

+ (in for in e > .01

The tangent of the angle is given by

sin El+1

tan CO- osi+ (111.9)

The development of the trigonometric functions of the ray angle

via Eqs. (I11. 5) through (III. 9) possesses the following advantages:

i) accuracy throughout the entire iteration to an extent

determined by the accuracy of the corrections of (III. 5)

to the semi-invariant of (III. 4),

ii) adjustment of the ray angle at any position to a value

determined by the velocity field program at that point,

iii) speed of computation. (The coefficients of the arc

length and its powers in (I11. 7) are also required in

(III, 11) so that this computation is not wasted.

3. 2. 4. Range, Depth, and Time Iterations

From the above (I11. 1) can be developed to give the increment in

range and depth for travel over an arc length A

R R. + cos E. A + c( Z. sin .- G. sin ,. tan 0i

+ C. sin? 0. - c? v, Z. GZ -3. tan e (III. 10)

SC3 Zi (4 vi D. sin 01 + Z .0 cos E. + Z sin 0i

*2 2
(11. 8) comes from the condition that cos e 4- sin 8 -1 and, if

sin 0 (sinS)t +0 , by assuming that Il>> >> 0"2
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=z. + Ein 0. A , (Z. -G. tan 8 , ) I4

- c2( .'in 4- Z G 0 + v. D. sin 8 1 l.

2 3 Z. D. sin 2 0. - c4 Zi cos 0. Z)" c i 3 Z i o i + v i D i 2

A similar derivation can be used for the travel time of the ray

AA d s (III. 12)
T = _

v(r)

or, as an iteration,

T. T, + I c -(Z. tan 0, +G! +c 2 (Z vDtan 6 +

2 2 2"+t- (III. 13)
2 Z. tan 6. + 2 Z. G, tan 8. + Z G

The accuracy of the above iterations is discussed in Chapter V,

with respect to smooth velocity profiles that are characteristic of

theoretical models with known ray solutions. Over all, the results

indicate that these expressions permit the use of very large A incre-

ments that approach 1000 meters per iteration. Associated with large

A values, of course, is a reduction in the computation time that is re-

quired per increment. In ray tracing in the ocean the rays spend most

time in the deeper regions where the vertical gradients are small and

are nearly constant and this encourages the use of large AŽ values for

efficient utilization of the computer.

3. 3. Adaptive Controls of Iteration Interval

In surface waters generally and wherever velocimetry casts have

been taken with small depth intervals to show detailed structure in a

velocity profile, the approximation (III. 3) breaks down and may become

unreliable over vertical distances of the order of tens of meters, or less.

Such data, for example, can show vertical gradients that approach unity

(meters/sec/meter), or 0. 1 (meters/sec/meters ) vertical curvavare,
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and with these coefficient8 both (I11. 3) and all the iteration expansions
become invalid unless A is kept 8small. It is to be noted, on the other

hand, that if data have been taken at widely spaced depths, as may be '

typical of older data taken by Nansen casts, the 4-point fit used to obtain!

a continuous representation of the velocity profile (Chapter II) will effect

an automatic smoothing of the data to yield gradients and curvatures that

can be several orders of magnitud smaller than the values indicated

above.

Under these circumstances the selection of A as an input

parameter is conditioned by the nature of the input data and A becomes

limited by the largest gradient and curvature values that can be expected

as these are determined by the tabulations of the input data listings. As

an alternative to the use of a small fixed A for the entire rav path, the

present program establishes a series of control tests for the purposes of

adapting A to control the accuracy of the calclltion with respect to

specific structure of the velocity field at any one point and to determine

Lhe interval over which the expansion (IJ1. 3) will predict the field in the

neighborhood of a given point.

3.3. 1. Sine Increment Test

Sfter any iteration to a given point, the velocity field program is

entered to determine the velocity vi and the parameters ci' Zi P Di
and G. at that point. From these, and from (III. 6) and (Ill. 9), a tenta-

tive calculation is made with (I11. 7) tc obtain the sine of the ray angle that

would result from an iteration over the maximum A that io set into the

program. A new iteration interval A' is then selected that is the least of

i) A , or

ii) A (III. 14a)
VKsin 0 1 - sin 0,

where S is an input parameter, typically 0.01 to 0. 1. Equation (III, 14a)

cuts back A to a value such that the change of the sine of the ray angle

in the next iteration is of order S
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The use of the square root in (Ill. 14a) assumes that the change

in the sine of the ray angle for the iteration A exceeds S primarily

because of the magnihidp. of thp -npffirnta enf thd ter-v--- A 2  
Mi " A3

in (I11. 7). The assumption is based on the maximum magnitude of the

verLitLLi curvature that is typical of many velocity profiles, approaching

0. 1 neter/sec/meter, and because the curvature exceeds the gradient

term in the iteration expansions by the ratio v. D / z . Thus, the

overwhelming necessity for the cutback in A is due to profiles with

high curvature.

The test of (III. 14a) is by itself not a sufficient test for the ac-

curacy of the sine iteration of (I11. 7), for it may happen that the higher

order terms of the expansion are large but accidentally cancel each

other, In order to catch such accidents (I11. 14a), resulting in A',

is followed by a further test that cuts back A' to a value A such

that A, is the least of

i) A'1  , or

ii) c z S 
(Ill, 14b)

The criterion for (III. 14b) is effectively six times the 4 term of highest

power in the expansion (III. 7); the accuracy of the sine increment is con-

trolled such that the contribution of this term is less than S/6

Equations (III. 14), admittedly, will not limit the change in the sine

of the ray angle to a value that is less than S in the circumstance that

the curvature is small and the vertical gradient is (uniformly) large. In

this event it would be preferable to truncate A by a linear difference

ratio rather than the square root ratio in (I11. 14) and to accept the increase

in computer running time that the stronger cutback would represent. This

has not been considered necessary for the following reasons:

i) (III. 14) will effect a partial reduction in A so that the

accuracy of the sine iteration is at least improved by the

test.
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ii) The testing of the program discussed in Chapter V shows

that the iteration expanainn a VP _h 2,,,.i. q .....

files with large gradients but small curvatures.
ALL/ A CALIIAI co,•speaisiun for errors that may origizaate through

the use of large A increments in high-gradient regions

and which are not bounded by (III. 14) will be made by the

semi-invariant corrections expressed by (III. 5) through
•I (1ll. 8).

iv) High-gradient regions in the velocity profile structure are

usually associated with high-curvature regions that fluc-

tuate in sign. Thus, the particular problem considered

here tends to arise accidentally at depths for which the
small curvature is due to a transition of the curvature

from one algebraic sign to another. In this event A1

will be still further truncated by the velocity field accuracy

test discussed below.

3.3. 2. Velocity Field Accuracy Test

A further cutback will be required in A in high gradient-
1

curvature layers if the velocity field expansion of (IIi. 3) fails to predict

the velocity established by the field construction program at distances A1
from a given point. This problem is sensed in the present program by

testing for the accuracy of (11. 3) and by adapting the increment A 1 to a.
value such that (III. 3) is satisfied with an accuracy parameter E The

stepb for this test are:

i) At a point (Ri , zi) and for a ray angle e. (III. 10) and

(11. 11) are calculated for A1  to obtain the range and

depth increments projectcd for the next iteration.

ii) The increments of i), above, are used in (III. 3) to de-

iii) The velocity field program is entered to determine the value

of the velocity given by the input data to the program at the

new point calculated in ii), above, giving (v.+)f
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iv) A new iteration interval A2  is chosen for the iteration

from (Ri ,zi) such that it is the least of

a \

b) C (v (111. 15)

Of course, if iv-a), above, is satisfied, the point R , z.i 1 ) calculated

in U.i), above, can be used directly for advancing tht. ray without the re-

iteration over A 2  demanded by iv).
t2

3. 3. 3, Minimum Increment Size

Each velocity profile in the program can be entered without restric-

tion on the depth interval between successive entries (a maximum limit of

375 ,;ntries is set by memory capacity, however) to allow flexibility for

expressing detailed profile structure. If the entries are dense in a given

layer and a large A 1 is attempted, the velocity field accuracy test per-

mits the extension of the iteration to a depth beyond the range of the field

expansion contained in a given 4-point fit that is used to express profile

continuity, To ensure that the iteraticn does not pass over the intervening

profile structure too rapidly, the truncation of A 1 by (III. 15) has been

made linear in this test in contrast to the square root contraction of the

sine increment test of (III. 14). This has been done as a safeguard even

though the dominant requirement for an F -truncation of A is due to
1

the curvature terms.

The linear reduction, however, can greatly increase computer

running time when the profiles include sharp breaks in the velocity

gradients that must be defined by profile entries taken for small depth

intervals. The bilinear profile used in the program testing gives a

dramatic example of this, as shown in Chapter V. Such a "kink" in a

profile is very unlikely in nature and in any event is smoothed by the 4-

point fit used in the program over the interval of the depth entries by which

such a feature is defined, Realistic profiles are well represented, within

a measurement accuracy of 0. 4 meter/sec, by entries at intervals of 10 to

20 meters.
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By construction, therefore, the expansion of the velocity field of

(Mt. 3) will be accurate over an iteration interval that is of the order of

the minimum depth interval of the data entries, and it becomes wasteful

to permit the velocity field accuracy test to cut back A 1 to a value

less than this minimum increment Am . Am is used in the program

as an input parameter determined prior to ray tracing by inspection of

the input velocity field data.

3. 3. 4. Turning Point Contraction

It has been straightforward to apply a further test that becomes

effectiv- near turning points of the ray, especially as these occur in

high tient-curvature layers of the sound velocity profiles. It consists

of a redaction of A 2 to A when c.vi and this restriction

acts as a safeguard to prevent the cosine of the ray angle from exceeding

unity.

3. 4. Error Estimates

The use of the adaptive iteration intervals together with the choice

of the maximum iteration interval A initially set into the program pro-

vides a close control of program accuracy that can be balanced against

computer running time. Specific examples are discussed in Chapter V,

"Program Accuracy. " Because the depth amplitudes of the rays are con-

trolled by the semi-invariant of Eqs. (III. 5) and (111. 6), the primary effect

of adjustments of A , S, AmD and c is on the range accuracy, i.e.,

on the range at which a given ray crosses a specific depth or has a turning

point with ray angle zero.

This behavior is entirely analogous with the range uncertainty that

can be estimated for theoretical models of the velocity field with respect

to small perturbations of the field that correspond to a velocity uncertainty.

There will also be a "phase uncertainty" of the rays due to the variation of

the travel time that will correspond to the range uncertainty. With respect

to physical applications, the variation of a calculated range with different

choices of e in (III. 15) can be considered a measure of the sensitivity of

the ray calculation to the accuracy of the input data of the velocity field.

For example, if the input velocity profiles have an accuracy of 0. 5 meter/sec
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the use of an c of 0. 1 meter/sec may give a more precise formal result

for the given input data than a calculation using an E of 0. 5 meter/sec,

but it is questionable whether the difference is physically meaninuful. Also.

the increased accuracy that will be obtained with the smaller E will re-

A precise error analysis of the effect of the adaptive iteration inter-

val will depend critically on the details of the given velocity field. For the

sound structure of the ocean the error will arise chiefly in the failure of the

Taylor expansion of (III. 3) to account for detail in the vertical sound velocity

profiles. As a rough estimate, assume that the error in (III. 3) arises from

neglect of an nth order term in the expansion, i. e., the error 6 v. can
1

be represented by

6 V.n.e + J (111. 16)

where E is the nth derivative of the profile with respect to z ( n

must be L 3 .) The error in a range iteration, 6 R. , will be of the form
1

6 R. ; c. E sinn0 (1 n+lI i i (n +--'+' . m 7

Note that the linear form of the adaptive iteration interval correction given

by (III, 15) will over-compensate the (n + l)th order correction of (III. 17)

if 6 v. is greater than c , so that the maximum error will occur if the
i

difference between the velocity predicted by (III. 3) and the value entered into

the velocity field is E itself. The error due to (I11. 16) will thus have the

maximum value in any iteration of

C. A
6 R. i ;L n (111. 18)

I nl

It is certainly true that the average horizontal gradient of the ocean is
much smaller than the average vertical gradient, If, however, the model
velocity field is constructed with distinct thermal "patches, " local horizontal
gradients could become important. In practice, however, the velocity field
is nearly always measured by velocity depth profiles taken many miles apart
so that horizontal gradients are small just because of the scale of the measure-
ment process.
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and the average error per iteration will be less than this. Further, the

errors in (I1. 17) due to (I11. 15) will tend to occur with different algebraic

signs as the ray is traced over its full range - if the error- tend Lo cancel,

and cancel randomly, the net fractional error in range 6 R will be,

under these assumptions,

6R 0 Ii 1.(Ill, 19)

It is to be emphasized that estimates such as those of (III. 18) and

(III. 19) are themselves first-order approximations, and cannot be applied

for large A or c , i.e., for iteration intervals such that the error

6 vi of (III. 16) becomes comparable to the velocity change predicted by

(III. 3). However, and apart from exceptional and special velocity fields,

it is reasonable to conclude from (ILl 18) that for nominal values of the

expansion parameters the maximum fractional error in range will bc the

fraction c/nv and may be much less than this when (I11. 19) applies.

3. 5. Printouts

The use of the flexible iteration interval measured along the ray

paths is disadvantageous with respect to two other requirements of the

ray tracing program. These are. i) the need for printouts of the ray path

at specified range intervals, and ii) the determination of the range and

depth at which surface or bottom hits may occur. To accommodate these

requirements a set of controlling tests is carried during the ray tracing

so that the iteration interval A can be further adapted to predict just

the value that will advance the ray to a specific point.

The procedure is simplest for the printout points. For these a

ray is continued until the range accumulated in iteration would exceed an

incremented printout interval such as every mile. At this stage of the

program the last iteration has satisfied all other tests such as those of

the adaptive iteration intervals given by tests (III. 14) and (III. 15). If

Rp is the printout range and the iteration changes in range by (III. 10)

frorrk Ri to Ri+1 , a new iteration increment is defined by the ap-

proximate linearly projected value
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Rp - R.
pfor R > RP > R. (111.20)

and equations (11. 7) through (III. 13) are used for the A iteration to

printout

i) range,

ii) depth,

iii) sine of the ray angle,

iv) travel time, and

v) height of the ray from the bottom.

Because (III. 20) is only an approximation, the printouts are themselves

approximations; the error involved is easily monitored for it leads to a

range printout such as 156. 00011 instead of the 156. 00000 mile integer

value at a specified printout range. The error of the example is typical

only when A increments of 500 meters or more are used. If higher

accuracy printout data are required, it is easily achieved by using ap-

propriately smaller A values. In any event, the error is only in the

printout data and is not accumulated over the history of the ray.

In addition to the printouts at specified range intervals, the ray

position is printed at ray turning points at which the ray angle is zero.

The procedure is similar to that just described for the range printouts

except that the iteration interval is linearly interpolated over the sine of

the ray angle when the sine changes sign.

Printouts are also provided when the ray strikes the sea surface

or bottom. At the sea surface the ray is reflected specularly by changing

the sign of the sinc of the incident angle, but at the bottom the ray is re-

flected .pecularly with respect to the bottom slope and this also changes

the semi-invariant ci of (III. 5). These reflections interrupt the ray in

its transit and their positions must be computed as accurately as possible.

A quadratic solution is used to determine the iteration interval & such

that the ray is advanced to the specific point of contact and further tests

are used to insure that the proper quadratic solution is chosen.

,though the procedures are straightforward they are extensive

and w-. Lot be described here in detail. Some of the tests guard against
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the possibility that for a large iteration interval and a nearly grazing ray

near a surface, the projected ray position by itself might indicate an ap-

be re-entrant. Additional problems arise at the bottom because of the

bottom slope. The tests for the reflections are graded in application so

that they are not applied except as they are keyed into the program by the

ray proximity to the reflecting surface. For example, a sufficient initial

test is whether the initial ray position for an iteration is within an iteration

interval A of the sea surface or the minimum entered bottom depth.

3. 6. Ray Magnification Function

The ray tracing solution, Eq. (III. 2), for the propagation in the

inhomogeneous medium is obtained by computer printout of the range and

depth positions of the set of rays which are distinguished by the initial

directions of the rays from the origin. For cylindrical spreading it is

convenient to use a linear parameter T to specify the initial angle through

the relationship r = rs e where e is the initial angle and r is a

standard radius from the origin that is conventionally taken as one yard.

Formally, the solution (III. 2) will permit continuous derivatives

among the variables, R., z , and -r . In particular, the derivative

M(R,TzT) = d'. r121)
IR

represents the magnification of the arc length d T that is projected to

form the depth interval d z at range R and is termed the magnifica-

tion function of ray "r . It expresses the mapping characteristic of tha

ray tracing solution that is also represented by the concept of ray tubes

(or ray shells for cylindrical spreading) with these determined as the

volume between differentially spaced rays from the source. In a non-

homogeneous medium the different tubes will bend due to refraction and

their cross sections will expand or contract as they propagate into the far

field. The mapping of the rays is not unique, however, for entirely dif-

ferent elements d T may be projected into a common depth interval dz

at range R . In underwater acoustics the T - values projected into a

common depth interval are termed different "arrivals" because a receiver
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at that position will detect a single source impulse as a set of time-separated

signals with delays representing the different travel tirnee for the different

paths that connect the source and receiver. Itmav also hapnvn that there

are some depth intervals which are not mapped by any d because no

Srays exist that ronrect such psitions •i• h the ;or zuci regir i constitute

"shadow zones.."

3. 7. Ray Depth Distribution Plots

Although the ray paths of individual T rays can be obtained by

computer printout (Fig. 9) a summary of the contribution of all the rays is

contained in the ray depth distribution plots in which at a given range suc-

cessive depths are plotted as functions of rays with incremented initial

angles. Plots of this type, representing differing physical situations, are

shown in Figs. 11, 3i, and 32. The slopes of these plots, if the slopes

can be identified, give the magnification function M(R , z, T) of (III. 21).

Each intersection of the curve with a given depth identifies an arrival or

possible ray path for acoustical transmission that can also be identified by

the travel time plotted on the right-hand side of the figures. Finally, and

as a guide for estimating the effectiveness of the rays, an attenuation value,

determined by the sea surface and the bottom reflections undergone by the

ray in its travel to the given range, is listed in the data printout of the plot.

Rays which have been attenuated by these mechanisms to more than a pre-

scc level are excluded from the plots.

Each of the ray depth distribution plots of the figures shows a

distinctive pattern that represents the action of the inhomogeneous velocity

field and its boundaries on the initially spherical wave that starts from the

origin and propagates to the given range. Also, the depth amplitude of the

oscillation of the rays about the sound channel that is plotted shows the

depth interval that would be illuminated by the individual arrivals. It is

important to note that small changes of the velocity field usually produce

only a minor effect on the depth amplitudes but shift or "snake" the curve

to alter the ideýntification of the initial angle of an arrival that reaches a

given depth interval at the given range. A partial summary of the type of

information available from these plots and comments on such data are:
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F. I

i) Identification of the range of initial angles from the source

that can couple to a given depth interval. For example, in

Fig. 11, for angles less than about -12%, there is no ef-

fective coupling to a region at or near the aea surface.ii) Well-defined, differentiable arrivals, i. e., those for

which the magnification function (III. 21) can be calculated,

can occur at near to intermediate ranges, e. g., Figs. 11

and 32, but these are observed only for rays which have

undergone bottom interactions when the bottom is especially

smooth (as it was for the bottom of the Hatteras Plain used

for the data of Fig. 14).

iii) Even if a group of rays has undergone no surface or bottom

reflections, it is often found that there may be abrupt jumps

Sin the depths of successive rays so that differentiation in the

sense of (IILI 21) is impossible, at least on the scale of the

initial angle increments used to obtain the plot. Such be-

havior originates in special details of the velocity profiles

used to construct the velocity field, e. g., in regions with

different slopes particularly in or near the surface thermo-

cline,

iv) The effects of ii) and iii), above, can be traced to their

origins by consulting the individual ray printouts to identify

the special features of the velocity profiles or bottom struc-

ture that are responsible. One of the principal effects of the

horizontal gradients or, more specifically, the effect of

mixing velocity profiles with differing structures, is to in-

crease the breakup of the arrival structure with increasing

range. A dramatic example of this occurs when rays be-

come trapped in or are ejected from a surface sound channel,

an effect that would not be possible if an average profile,

i. e., a stratified medium, were used for the total velocity

field.

When a ray depth distribution plot shows smooth behavior, indicating

"a well-defined arrival structure, the ray tracing calculations will provide a
4
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clear and direct representation of the acoustic field; indeed, if this occurs

it is also an indication that the data inputs for the physical parameters

that control the propagation are favorable in the sense that the velocity

field is simple in structure and an ocean bottom, if it is important, is

also well defined and smooth. On the other hand, if the plots show

breakup of the arrival structure when the incremented' initial angles

differ by fractions of a degree, it must be concluded that the computation

is expressing the fact that the data inputs themselves represent a com-

plex physical environment.

Much of the experience of Hudson Laboratories in long-range, low-

frequency underwater sound propagation indicates that the data demand the

inclusion of the effects of the "irregular" arrivals, for frequently they will

carry a major fraction of the acoustic energy. They are especially im-

portant when there are shadow zones that cannot be illuminated except by

bottom reflections, or for the study of the effects of bottom terrain on the

modulation of the acoustic field that passes over it, or for the changes in

the vertical intensity distribution of the field in propagation across water

masses with distinct structural differences in their velocity profiles.

Acoustical data of this type can be related to specific environmental features

and the latter cannot be approximated by representative or smoothed data

inputs.

In the next chapter, on intensity calculations, a method will be pre-

sented for using all of the ray arrivals by interpreting their mapping

property as a probability distribution in the far acoustical field. The

probability interpretation is especially useful because it can combine the

uncertainties that are necessarily present in the input oceanographic data

with more fundamental theoretical limitations in the techniques for com-

puting wave fields in inhomogeneous media with irregular boundaries. For

example, and from the standpoint of ray theory, the following comments

are pertinent:

1) If rays have been traced for a set of incremented initial angles

with separation A 0 and it is found that the arrival structure "breaks
s

up, " it is clearly possible to repeat the calculations for initial angle incre-

ments A 9' with A 0' <<A 0 This fills in the detail of the arrival
s s s

structure and permitE evaluation of the magnification function of (I11. 21) by

the limiting process
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2) The requirement for accuracy in ray tracing is not primarily

towards specifying the range and depth positions of rays with given initial

angles - in any event such data are exceptionally aensitive at long ranges

to variations in the input field data. It is necessary, however, that the

relative positions of closely spaced rays be computed accurately if the

M (R , z , -r) of (Ill. 22) is to represent the spreading of a propagating ray

tube.

3) A linit on the accuracy with which (I1. 2Z) can be computed

will be set by the buildup of machine errors as a given ray is iterated.

If such errors are serious the magnification function defined by (I11. 22)

will not be uniform over a set of differentially incremented initial angles.

4) The accuracy requirement of 3), above, is usually a trivial

limitation, however. In every detailed examination that has been made

of ray tracings in which the magnification function shows abrupt or er-

ratic changes in slope the cause of such behavior has been traced to

s'tructure of the input environmental data. Apart from bottom inter-

actions and shadow zone boundaries, the usual origin of the change is

due to a changf- in slope (not an abrupt c!angc, for the velocity field con-

struction program produces profiles which are continuous in both the

velocity and its vertical gradient) in the upper thermocline. The effect

is increased over a range of initial angles when a number of profiles with

differing thermocline structure are used to form the velocity field.

An example of this can be observed in the ray depth distribution

plot of Fig. 32 for the very shallow angles from the 100-meter deep ray

trace origin.. These rays were injected into an approximately isovelocity

region below an upper thermocline. The detailed field, obtained by use of

the Sippican X-BT casts, usually showed a slight positive thermocline

below the main thermocline but some of the casts showed a slight negative

thermocline, Several of the shallow angle rays actually skipped a con-

vergence zone or two due to trapping in this region and before being re-

fracted downward when they came into a positive thermoctine, This
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behavior, of course, is highly sensitive with respect to small ,ariations

in the input data a.nd would depend, for example, on whether velocity

profiles taken at night were mixed with velocity profiles taken during

the day.

5) The use of highly detailed input data for the velocity profiles,

e. g., the use of the X-1BT casts with readout at 5- or 10-meter initervals

as compared to data based on much larger readout intervals from Nansen

casts, produces a "graininess" or fluctuation in the magnification functions

which increases with range and which is not due to machine error but re-

flerts the nature of the input data. It is expected th.tt in acoustical propa-

gation these effects are equivalent to the type of floctuations that are

ascribed to microstructure.

6) Not only are the effects of 4) and 5), above, sensitive to de-

tailed structure of the environmental data but it becomes physically

meaningless, at least on the basis of ray tracing, to compute rays with

very small initial angle increments for the purpose of defining a magnifi-

cation function that is continuous for differentially incremented initial

angles, even when machine errors can be neglected. Both for refraction

through small depth intervals and for bottom reflection from small bottom

segments a limit will be reached that is set by diffraction spreading. If

a magnification function is smoothly defined, in the sense indicated above,

it represents a well-defined spreading wavefront; in contrast, an aberrant

magnification function that can be identified with a single arrival represents

wavefront warpage. In both ray and wave optics the effect of distorted

wavefronts is to produce a lack of resolution and a spreading of energy

about an average or central position, This, it must be assumed, is given

by the trajectory of the central ray.

References for Chapter III

1. Physics of Sound in the Sea, Summary Technical Report of NDRC,

Division 6, Volume 8; Washington, D. C. (1946).

Z. C. B. Officer, Introduction to the Theory of Sound Transmission with

Application to the Ocean, McGraw Hill Book Co., N. Y. (1958).

3. M. Born and E. Wclf, Principles of Optics, Pergamon Press, N. Y. (1959).

4. I. Tolstoy and C. S. Clay, Ocean Acoustics, McGraw Hill Book Co., N. Y.

(1966).
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CHAPTER IV

4. 1. Preliminary Observations

The objective of this chapter is to use the ray tracing solution,

Eq. (I11. 2), obtained from the computer printouts, to calculate the intensity

in the far acoustical field. First, however, it will be convenient to review

briefly certain concepts whiLh are conventional and which will be used in

the computations.

4. 1. 1. Transmission Loss

The intensity in the acoustical field is normalized with respect to

source power and is expressed as a transmission loss measured in decibels,

T.L. = 10 log, d (IV. 1)
10yd

where Id is the intensity measured at a given position in the field and

I is the intensity produced by the (point) source at a distance of oneyd
yard. Alternatively, the average sound pressure Pd that is measured

F, can be used to express the transmission loss by

P Pd
T.L. = 20 log, 0  pyd (IV. )

= 20 log10  Pd - 71.6 - 10 log W (IV. 3)

In (IV. 3) the acoustical pressure produced by a source of power W watts

at a distance of one yard has been expressed in dynes/cm2 and these are,

then, the units to be used for the detected pressure, Pd ' In both (IV. 2)

and (IV. 3) the nearly unit factor [(p v)yd/(pv)d] I the ratio of the acoustical

impedances at the source and detector, respectively, has been dropped.

4. 1. 2. Spreading Loss

The contraction, or expansion, of a differential ray tube from a source

that propagates through the medium will lead to a "spreading loss. " For

cylindrical spreading, and neglecting any other attenuation or absorption
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than that due to the geometrical divergence of the ray tube, it is straight-

forward to show that the intensity of a single arrival at position (R, z)

will buC gAi.v- Vy

cos - 1 rvd 
A

d = yd cosO M(R,Z,T) R .

In (IV.4) rd is the standard distance of one yard, 0 is the arrival

angle of the ray at the point (R, z) , 0 is the initial angle of the ray,

and M(R, z, r) is the magnification factor of Eq. (III. 21);also, T r r
yd 0

4. 1.3. Reciprocity Theorem

Insofar as the rays traced from an origin represent the acoustical

field spreading outwards, it is natural to consider the source of the sound

at the origin and the resultant field as that which would be measured by

a probing hydrophone. In many experiments the receiver is fixed and it

is the source that is used as the probe, e.g., a towed projector from a

ship. In fact, and thanks to a reciprocity theorem, the same calculation

can be used for both types of measurement procedures. 2

The reciprocity theorem, valid for a stable medium, and scalar

wave fields, states that it is possible to interchange the positions of the

source and receiver in the medium without alteration of the transmission

loss. This is related, of course, to the fact that ray paths are reversible

and the spreading loss between the two positions is, to first order,

independent of the choice of either as an. origin.

4. 1.4. Multipath Interference

The extrinsic variable of the acoustic field is the instantaneous

pressure. Within the ray approximation, and thus away from diffraction

determined regions such as turning points, the net pressure can be

expressed as the sum of local plane waves each of which represents an

independent arrival, i. e.,

-i (W.t-kR' cos. - kz' sin0 +.jI5
S(IV. 5)
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R' and z' are the coordinates of a point m the ijeid near a relereti•u

point (R,. .Z-,) and are used here to express thc displacements (R- R.)

and z - in range and depth, respectively. At the reference point the

individual arrivals have amplitudes A. , ray angle 9. , relative phases j ,

and frequencies w. . k = ZirA is the wave number and is (Z21 times) the

reciprocal wavelength. From (IV. 5) it is clear that the instantaneous

pressure may have any magnitude from 0 to the sum of the component

amplitudes and the precise value will depend on the relative phases. Also,

in the region of (R , zo there will be an interference structure that

depends upon the arrival angles.

The average intensity in the region of the reference point will be

-(PP

pv

pvT f PP dtdR'dz' (IV.6)
tT R 0 R1o- z- ~

where a time average itj taken over a duration T and a space average is

taken over the interval of dimensions & and Substitution of (IV. 5)

into (IV. 6) leads to an average intensity and fluctuations around this average

PV(A~) +A- ddd A. A cosF(W.-W t

-kR (CosO- cose0 ) -kz (sin Oj - sinriK9+ 1 (IV. 7)

The single sum represents the sum of the intensities of the individual

arrivals,

.3

and the double sum of (IV. 71 gives the fluctuations of intensity that define

the interference structure about (Rot Zo0)
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If the velocity field is stable, a definite meaning can be given to the

pha s es , calculating these in terms of the travel time to ( ' z

SLilk! tilt &kd1Liu11d. phd,4e corrections discussed in the Appendix, and the

interfering terms in (IV. 7) are then determined from the ray tracing. In

long-range propagation, however, the phases become unpredictable, not

in a formal sense, for they are readily calculated in the model velocity

field, but with respect to uncertainties in measurern-nt as well as the

inevitable changes in the velocity field with time that occur in the real

ocean. Indeed, in the limit of many contribitory arrivals that possess

random phase differences the interference terms of (IV. 7) will cancel each

other and the double sum will tend to vanish.

Unfortunately, it is an experimental observation from transmission

measurements in the real ocean that the fluctuations of the signal do not

average to an rms level that is small compared to the mean value of (IV. 8).

This partly indicates that the effective number of arrivals is not large,

but it can also indicate that the arrival amplitudes A. are not approximately3
equal, reflecting an attenuation that depends upon the paths of the arrivals.

It is possible, however, to obtain a phaso independent intensity by

carrying out the time and space averaging integrals of (IV. 7), leading to

(IV. 8). It is this approach that is taken in the present work with the con-

sequence that the transmission loss that is computed for (IV. 1) via (IV.8)

must be understood to apTz'y not to instantaneous experimental measurements

but to data that have been averaged over a sufficient scale so that the limit

(IV. 8) is approached. This will occur for:

1. A time average of period T such that l/T is small

compared to a frequency spread that can exist for the

different arrivals or for which T is large with respect

to a time required for changes in the velocity field of the

ocean that randomize the phase differences in (IV. 7).

2. A range average over the interval R with R sufficiently

large so that the oscillations of the integrand minimize

the contribution of this integral with respect to the average

intensity given by (IV. 8). A rough condition for this is

cos 0. - cos 0 (IV 9)
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3. A depth average similar to that of 2), above, and under

~(IV 10)

n sinO O (IV. lO I
This development of the effects of multipath interference is schematic

and has suppressed certain details. Among these are:

1. The fact that the A. wave amplitudes are themselves
J

space dependent, and this should be included in the inte-

gral ef 'IV. 7).

2. The neglect of diffraction effects. These will be particularly

important near depths which are turning points for the

arrivals that are defined by the ray depth distribution plots,

for at these points the magnifit-ation function vanishes. Also,

at these points the wave amplitudes will show their greatest

spatial dependence.

3. Even if the diffraction effects are ignored, the condition

(IV. 9) will not be appropriate for small ray angles - for

these the cosines of (IV. 9) will be nearly unity and the
denominator of (IV. 9) will tend to vanish. Thus, at long

wavelengths, it will again be necessary to consider the

spatial dependence of the wave amplitudes to choose the

scale of A such that (IV. 8) is truly a phase independent

limit of (IV. 7). Similar remarks apply to the intervalg ;

however, note that for small angle arrivals the ratio ;1k

goes as (e0 + 0)/2 indicating that the depth interval

gives more rapid averaging than the range interval.

Despite these limitations, which are also cautions against applying

rigid or arbitrary definitions for the scalc of k, and the discusiion

does clarify the distinctions between experimental tests of transmission

loss that depend on broadband sources or cw projectors. For the former,

e. g., shots or air guns, the definition of transmission loss, (IV. 1), can

be modified by considering all quantities as spectral densities leading, in

particular, to the frequency dependent transmission loss spectrum. This
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is valuable physical data. It is also simpler to calculate this as an average

over a laree bandwidth because (IV, 8) is then a good approximation, due to

the cancellations in (IV.7), over the frequency bandwidth. Finally, impulse

Sare e.. .. ... . .... i. u .... at ' c a

distinct time-delayed impulces in the received signals.

CW experiments, on the other hand, are notorious for the large

interference fluctuations that are consistently measured in long-range

propagation experiments. It is, however, simpler to make these measure-

ments, using narrow band filters for detection, and a detailed continuous

record is obtained that does reveal the extent and the dominant periods of

the multipath interference, Also, the moving source (or hydrophone) that

probes the field enables a spatial average to be taken in terms of the probe

velocity and the data time series.

4. 2.. Loss and Weighting Functions

No general-purpose descriptive model of propagation, such as the

present program, can expect to deal comprehensively with detailed physical

effects, especially those that require intensive, specialized data specification.

Examples would include the effects of specific local bottom profiles and

their composition and sub-structure on individual acc ustical reflections or

the dependence of surface scattering amplitudes on the windrow density of

the sea surface. This is not to say that such effects are not important,

but rather emphasizes practical limitations that must be accepted in treat-

ments of long-range propagation. The constraints occur because: i) it

is nearly impossible (or at least extremely rare) that these types of detailed

environmental data will be available for an acoustical experiment over,

say, a path of 100 miles or more, and ii) programs and sub-programs that

utilize such data inputs become increasingly complex.

The approach of the present work is intermediate. On the one hand

the interpretation of the acoustical field will be given in terms of probabil-

ity functions, to be defined later, with the anticipation that if the physical

effects can be described statistically they can be included in the program

in a natural way. On the other hand specific interactions, especially those

due to acoustical interactions with the ocean boundarics that represent loss
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or scattering, are included on the assumption that they can be described

hv a few rpnresentative nar-rnetq.rs. The urincinal interactions of this

type that are used in the program are given below - their approximnate

character will be apparent.

4. 2. 1. Bottom Peflectivity

It is assumed that a ray incident against a bottom with a grazing

angle x relative to the bottom will suffer a fractional attenuation

a= ab (IV. 11)

which is written as a function of certain constants, C and the parameters

of wavelength, X , grazing angle against the bottom x and a

coefficient Tb The subscript b indicates a particular bottom hit -

for B bottom hits the total fractional attenuation is

B

a = 77 ab (IV. 12)
b=l

A functional description of ab can be given with respect to well-

known models such as the Rayleigh reflection law, which is wavelength

independent, or as a scattering law from a rough bottom with variance

a'b Experiments in special areas can be cited for the support of either

of these models but, and particularly for long wavelengths, the bulk of

published data gives very little guide towards the choice of a representative

function for eb or for adjusting such a function in terms of the geological

structure of a region, assuming this is known.

In the present program ab can be specified by a scientist who

has a preference for a given function, or, preferably, who chooses a func-

tion that gives a good average fit to experimental data appropriate to the

region of the ray tracing. Geological variations can be approximated by

tabulation of ub as a function of range.

Three a functions have been used as approximations in lieu of

more specific data:
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1. A "square" but lossy critical angle, i.e.,

a k for 0 ý ks i I and 0 I - y,

0 for X < X (IV. 13)

Typical values that have been used would be

k = 1/2 and c 20

"2. A roughness approximation

.2 zi

ab = A exp- 1 - C2  b (IV. 14)

Again, typical values are A = 0. 7 , C 1 = 0. 725

and C2 = 18. 364 . The choice in (IV. 14) of a dependence

of !/x rather than the (1/))2 dependence that would

be predicted on a pure roughness riodel has been guided
3

by the experiments of Bucker et al.

3. Termination of a ray after B bottom hits. This

approximation can be used with either of 1) or 2), above.

It has the practical advantage that it can be used directly

in the ray tracing program to stop rays and to save machine

running time that would be wasted on rays that continually

strike the bottuni,

4. 2. 2. Surface Reflectivity

A fractional attenuation frr 8urf;te reflectivity can be used that

is similar to ab for bottom reflectivity, i.e.,

pC X5 @Xx ~~ (IV. 15)

where the subscript s indicates a particular surface hit and the total

attenuation of a ray striking the surface S times is given by
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'T (IV, 16)

For surface reflections, however, an optimum choice can be made

using the function

3/2 3/2
1 .023 4 (IV. 17)

4
as given by Marsh. In (IV. 17) (T is the mean wave height and f is the

frequency in Hz. It is clear from (IV. 17) that for acoustical frequencies

of the order of several hundred cycles or less the surface reflectivity loss

can be negiected (Ps = 1

4.2. 3. Volume Attenuation

Volume, or bulk, attenuation is expressed by a fractional attenuation

-6R
r e (IV. 18)

for a ray at range R and for an absorption coefficient 6 The frequency

dependence of b as a low-frequency limit, has been taken as

-3
F 9. 5 X 10~

b . (IV. 19)
X2
xz

where X is given in meters and R in (IV. 18) is in nautical miles. (IV. 19)

is the low-frequency appreximation of the plane wave attenuation coefficient

given by Marsh and Shulkin.5

Equations (IV. 18) and (IV. 19) represent the extension to low fre-

quencies of data taken at higher frequencies under conditions such that

6 represents bulk absorption in the medium. A number of other expressions

have been determined from transmission measurements in the ocean and

which are derived, primarily, as factors modifying a sonar type equation in

the regime of cylindrical spreading. Insofar as these experiments do not

distinguish additional loss mechanisms that may occur, especially those

due to bottom or surface losses, the averaged attenuation factors from the

transmission measurements should not be used in a prog .. m that enters the

different types of losses explicitly.
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It is fortuiiate that for frequencies of several hundred cycles or less

the available experimental evidence indicates that the atte2nuatiozi introduced

by scattering mechanisms in the ocean is small, i.e., of the order of (IV. 19),

approaching (IV. 19) as a limit. Unfortunately there is little direct evidence

to support this conclusion, but it may be inferred because:

i) scattering will introducc loss either by the interaction

itself or by conversion of acoustical energy into direc-

tions that will be steeply- incident against the bottom

an( the energy will be absorbed there, and

ii) the experimental volume absorption reported for

measurements of transmission in the sound channel,
6

1. ie., SOFAR propagation, is small. Sheehy and Halley,

for example, give

a = 2. I X 10" f 3 /2 dB/n. mile (IV. 20)

a loss of 2 dB over a range of 1000 miles at 100 Hz.

In the present prograin (IV. 20) could be used in place of (IV. I').

However, the surface and bottom losses and the uncertainties in the ab

and p5 functions that describe these losses can be expected to dominate

the weak absorption exprossed by (IV. 18) or (IV. 20).

4.2.4. Directivity Functions

If the apparatus used as source or receiver in an acoustical experi-

ment is directional, it is straightforward to assign weights to the individval

rays according to a directivity factor that describes the dependence of the

radiated power on an angle relative to a fixed direction. If a bottom-

mounted source or hydrophone is used as a ray origin it becomes directional

even though the components may themselves be isotropic. This is easily

accounted for by tracing only rays that propagate into the water, i. e., all

initial angles are taken upward (and thus are negative), and the rairs that

would require propagation through the bottom are ignored.

If the source and receiver are not located on a boundary but are near

a reflecting surface the response of the element will be directional because

of the interference patterns that are termed the "Lloyd Mirror effect.
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It is to be emphasized that a ray is not a physical entity but a representation
,- -" 1-.-.• "r. .. .••, rival imnlies an extended wave surface

that propagates in the ray direction. When the source and/or receiver are

near a boundary surface, one part of the wuve will arrive directly atn

element and another section of the wave will arrive by a reflected path.

Inasmuch as the net path differeiLi,- ar,. small and occur in the immediate

region of the element and the reflection, the phase diffcretcie of the two

arrivals must be accounted for. This leads to a modulation of the intensity

that depends on the angle of arrival and is givenby the directivity function

2[Zw,z O

g-z, ,) 4 sin[- sine (IV. 21)

for complete reflection from the sea surface. z is the depth of the source

or receiver, k is the wavelength, and 0 is the arrival angle. If the

directivity patterns of (IV. 21) are plotted for various values of the para-

meter (z/) = r , then g(z X, 0 is small for all 0 for r approxi-

mately zero but becomes highly rosetted for values of r of order two

or greater.

The meaning of (IV. 21) becomes unclear, however, as r is

extended beyond values of two or three. For shallow angles that carry most

of the acoustical energy in long-range propagation and for large r the

use of (IV. 21) implies that the effective region of reflection occurs at a

large range from the arrival point. In turn the phase relatioi, ships between

the two arrivals become increasingly less predictable at the same time that

the directivity factor is becoming increasingly sensitive to small angular

disiplacements. (IV. 21) has been truncated in the present program for

these reasons to have the form

g(z, X,O) 4 sin22  sine] O< z _ rX

S1 rX < z (IV. 22)

r is a program input parameter.
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I
(IV. 22) ac :ounts for the major wavelenrth dependence of the trans-

mission losses that are computed when the program is applied to shallw

sources and/or receivers.

Figure 13 qho~wq q printnot nf an intensitv calculation that is described

in Chapter IV-4. 4. 1. From this data a number of plots can be obtained

giving transmission loss as a function of range for designated wavelengths

and depths. One of these is shown in Fig. 14 as a prediction of the experi-

mental data shown in Fig. 16. Figures 33 and 34 are taken from the same

intensity calculation: Fig. 33 shows the transmission loss for wavelengths

15, 50, and 114 meters for a source at a depth of 500 meters and Fig. 34

shows the transmission loss for the same wavelengths for a source depth

of 5000 meters. (In the calculations the receiver was fixed at a depth of

100 meters and the source was towed. See Chapter IV-4.1.2.)

The directivity function of (IV. 22) was applied to the 1 00-meter

receiver, the origin of the ray traces, for the wavelengths of 50 and 114

meters. It was applied to the towed source at 30 meters depth for all

the wavelengths. For the receiver the 50-meter wavelength gives a

maximum power at the horizontal angle of ± 7. Z° and this couples to a

well-defined arrival structure. At 114 meters, however, the angle is

+16. 6*, so that most power becomes lost in bottom interactions. The

lobe maxima for the 30-meter deep source and wavelengths 15 and 50

meters are ±7. 2° and ±24.70, respectively, and at 114 meters wavelength

the full maximum is not attained even for 900 rays. For the depihs of

Figs. 33 and 34 no source directivity functions were applied.

The plots of these figures show the emphasis given to convergence

zone structure by the 50-meter wavelength not only because the ± 7.2°

lobes provide strong illumination in favorable ray directions but because

the lobe minimum at ± 14. 50 suppresses the contributions from the bottom

interactions.

A modification similar to (IV. 22) should be applied to a hydrophone

that is mounted near, but not on, the bottom. This has not been attempted

in the present program because an adequate approximation to (IV. Z2)

would require that the complex (magnitude and phase) bottom reflection

coefficient be known.
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4. 3. Intensity Calculations

The ray tracing solution, Chapter III, together with the loss factors
Sand weighting functions of Chapter 1V-4. 2, allows an estimate to be made

of the power flow from the source that can propagate to increasing ranges.

Close to the origin all the rays must be evaluated, i.e., rays with initial

angles from +90° to -900, but most of these will strike the bottom atI

steep angles and will be strongly attenuated. The effective power flow

is limited to the regime of rays that illuminate a relatively shallow solid

angle - this is described as a transition from sphrical to cylindrical

spreading.

The detailed bathymetry local to a source can profoundly influence

this transition, as has been indicated in the multiplots of Figs. 10 and 17.

It is a good approximation to assume that the sound velocity structure near

the origin will be stable so that if the bathymetry in this region is well

defined and the loss factors ab correspond to experinlent, the fraction

of the source power that is effectively radiated into the far field can bc

determined with fair precision.

The present chapter gives a description of how the detail obtained

in the ray tracing solutions can be used not only to determine the fractional

power from the souzce but to construct vertical distributions of the

sound intensity as a function of range. The intensities are readily converted

into transmission loss values through (IV. 1). The derivations given

represent the calculation of a phase- independent intensity, as discussed

in Chapter IV-1.4, and it is again emphasized that the results apply as

spatial and/or time averages of the more complex multipath interferences.

4. 3. 1. Addition of Arrival Structure

The intensity of a single arrival will be the product of the spreading

loss (IV. 4) and the factors of Chapter IV-2, i. e.

I (R,ZvT,i = - R, z,',v iz (IV. 23)

Z (R, z,T-, vi) =L -Ro0 Y gog (IV. 24)
~ - 'yd R cos 0 g0 g IV24
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The notation of (IV. 2") and (IV. 24) has been extended, principally by the

symbolic use of v. to represent the model velocity field and other

environmental data inputs which are necessary to construct a given ray

tn~cing Rnlitinn. d- eie an-ates the r--,;,- the Origin and

(R, z) is the position in the field at which the intensity is evaluated, 0

is the directivity factor that may apply to the rays from the origin of

the ray tracing, g is the detector directivity factor at (R, z) , and

all the factors a p, y, g ,g and gd will depend on the ray para-

meters and the history of the ray as it propagates from the origin to

(R,z) (R, z, Tr, v) is to be considered a weighting function for each

ray; the function also depends on the wavelength but this has not been

indicated explicitly in the notation.

The phase-independent intensity is given by (IV. 8) as the sum of

the arrival intensities. This is represented by

(Z'vi) f 'v IT-) M R'zV i)] dT (IV. 25)

The 6-function in (IV. 25) is the conventional sifting operator with the

properties

F(x) = f F(x') f,(x-x') dx' (IV. 26)

I = f b (x-x') dx' (IV. 27)

and, as used in (IV. 25), it expresses the stipulation that the only contribution

to the integral comes from those arrivals whose initial T--directions give

rays that pass through (R,z) . The function T= T (Rz,v i) indicates

that at range R and for the field v. the T-directions that arrive at1

depth z have been identified by use of the ray depth distribution plots

such as those of Figs. 11, 31, and 32.

The notation of (IV. 23) and elsewhere is appropriate for continuous

functions - indeed, if the velocity field and the bottom profiles possess
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continuous derivatives, the ray tracing solution will be a continuous function.

lecnnicaily, however, this function is approximated in the computer

solution by printouts at discrete (R, z) positions for increment T-directions.

The application of (IV, 25), using the computer solutions, is repre-

sented graphically in the lower part of Fig. 35. Rays with initial angles

81 ,.... 016 have been traced to range R and produce a map of the

rays to the depths zI ... Z Three cycles of the depth distribution

have been indicated in. Fig. 35 and each cycle represents a single arrival.

To determine the summed intensity at a depth zR a vertical line is

constructed in Fig. 35 which selects the three initial angles that would map

to the depth zR at rang, R

The (Stiltjes) integral in (IV. 25) measures the contribution of each

arrival as a product of 4ý(R, ,T, Vi-) and l/M(R z, -r, vi) The former

depends on the history of the ray and the latter is calculated by (III. Z2

of Chapter III) as a limiting ratio of Az/ATJI , provided this ratio canZR
be defined. The existence of the limit is assumed in Fig. 35 and is also

implied by the assumption of a well-defined arrival structure.

The ray depth distribution plots of Figs. 11, 31, and 32 indicate

that, for increasing range and as a function of the detailed structure of

the input velocity field and bottom profiles, the function T ,zv.

becomes increasingly erratic and random, at least on the scale of the

initial angle increments used for these plots. The comments on this

behavior given at the end of Chapter III suggest that when this occurs it

reflects a complex physical environment; also, if the functions are

"filled in" by more detailed computation, it is just this structure which

is most sensitive to small variations of the input model.

The transition to random arrivals is indicated at the top of Fig. 35

for which the depths calculated for successively incremented initial

angles near 0 do not form a continuous pattern and do not permit the

magnification function to be calculated. The ray theory states that the

flL•x Iyd d-r is transformed to the flux Id dz but does not indicate

the degree to which the flux is spread over the depth of the ocean at

range R
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In short, if (IV. 25) is followed as a prescription for calculating

intensity, it leads to ambiguities which can be resolved only by additional

computation that is very likely to be physically meaningless. It is

clearly advantageous to rederive (IV. 25) to a form in which all the calcu-

lated arrivals are treated on an equal basis and which emphasizes properties

of the ray solution that are not sensitive to the detailed structure of the

data inputs. An example of such a property is the depth amplitude of

the oscillation of the rays about the sound channel whi.ch is shown by the

+ and - limits on the ray deptli distribution plots. It may happen that

changes in the velocity field v. will change the labelling of specific

initial rays which can couple to a position (R, z) , i.e., a translation

of the function r (R' z, vi) , but will not produce significant changes

in the computed sound intensity.

4. 3.2. Ray Prohability Density

The 6-function of (IV. 25) identifies the initial r-directions that

couple to (R, z) by pcrforining a sifting operation - it is the limiting

form of a probability distribution in which T- is considered a function

of the variables (Ri z, vi) and a strict functional dependence exists

between T and these variables due to the ray tracing solution. Specifi-

cally, it is possible to make the correspondence

b -( RiZ,vi~ w(-r IR, z, v.) (IV. 28)

in whi ch w(T~ R, z, v)is the conditional probability density- that the ray

tracing solution in the model field v. will yield a ray with an initiali

direction specified by T that maps to the position (R, z).

The general expression of possible relationships between the

variables will be given by the joint probabilit%, density w(R, z,-r,vi) with

the normalization

f f f I w(R,z,-rvi)dRdizd-rdv. I . (IV.29)
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A number of marginal distribution densities can be derived trom tthe joint

distribution density and further simplifications can be made by choosing

products for which the distribution densities are independent. For

example, the two-dimensional density w(, v.) can be factored as

w(T) W(v.) because the choice of initial ray directions will not depend

on the probability of different types of velocity fields.

Of the four variables of the joint distribution, two may be sptcified

and these will be chosen as the position (R, z) It follows that the

greatest interest is on the conditional distribution density w(z' T, vi R)

i.e., the density of z , - , and v. at a fixed range R , and this is1

related to the joint distribution by

' i)w(R) (IV 30)

The conditional density of (IV. 30) can be factored as

w ( ZTV i) w(z I RT, Vi)W(T-) W(vi) (IV. 31)

Also, by definition of the magnification factor,

dz(V.3.
M ZR, ZT, Vi TJ- R, Z,-T,V (IV.3Z)

it follows that

w(' T JR,z,v Ji
W ( ZIR'1Pv) = (1.IR, Z, TV)(IV. 3 3)

When all of these operations are combined in the integral of (IV. 25) together

with the replacement (IV. 28), the intensity in the model velocity field v.

becomes

I= , f (Rz, d, v (IV. 34)T~w(-r) w(vi
T1
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The intensity that would be measured at (R, z) as an average over all

possible velocity fields is obtained by multiplying (IV. 34) by w (vi) and

takin-i the average distributi-1
w(z, r, vi R)

I(R,z) = f f 4) (R',Z,T,V.) w( dT dv I (IV.35)

Equation (IV. 35) is the basic result of this chapter. Its significance

becomes clear if it is assumed that the velocity field is single valued and is

given by v The integral over d v. in (IV. 35) decreases the order of
1

the marginal density of the integrand and the weighting function ý (R, zTv)

is a constant for thc integration.

I(R, z, v f) (R, zr,v) W(T ) dT (IV. 36)
T W(T)

The integral over -r in (IV. 36) further reduces the order of the density

futction to give a probability density that depends on depth alone; specifically,

(IV. 36) shows that the acoustical intensity at position (R, z) is the weighted

pirobability density by which the arrival structure is mapped from the origin

into the depth of the ocean at range R The weighting function is

$ (R, z,T, vs)
S(r ) (IV. 37)

When uniform increments are chosen for T- , W(T) is iiniform in the

interval -2- r 2- and

w(T) 4 (IV. 38)1 r yd

For a stable velocity field (IV. 36) can, of course, be returned to the

original form (IV. 25) by reintroducing the magnification fu2nctions. (IV. 36),

however, is the more general form for the mapping operation that is implied

by ray tracing and furthermore (IV. 36) permits a standard statistical inter-

pretation independently of the determination of the magnification functions.

The immediate advantages of this method are:
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I

i) When a large number of rays are traced the entire

arriva! structure that can contribute to the field is

included.

i £) Evuz .......... '..ke kk,,4fiLati an ..... e.. . mj, ,,.

erratic, (IV. 36) is fully equivalent to (IV. 25) provided

that the resultant field distribution can be considered

stationary.

iii) When small changes of the velocity field are con-

sidereal, (lV. 35) indicates that the variables z and

T at range R are no longer related by a set of

single-valued functions but must be interpreted as

distributions.

iv) The calculation of (IV. 36) is a straightforward computer

sort program in which the rays that are labeled by

their initial angles are reordered in terms of their

depths at a given range.

v) It is at least useful that this interpretation of the

intensity is in a direct correspondence with the density

of the rays that are printed out as multiplot distributions,

e.g,, Figs. 10 and 17.

4. 4. Types of Intensity Distributions

In the general expression for the average intensity in the field,

(IV. 35), the single symbol vi is used to differentiate among velocity

fields. Such notation is highly simplified and unspecific with respect

to the complex time-dependent temperature and salinity changes that

will occur in the ocean. The application of (IV. 35) is, of course, straight-

forward in principle but becomes unrealistic in practical application. It

requires that a nearly continuous sarrmpling be made of the velocity field

over a long period of time, that the ray tracing calculations be made for

each velocity field mean trernent, and these data are then to be further

averaged over all velocity fields for comparison with experimental acoustical

data that are taken simultaneously with the velocity data and are averaged

over the same time period. The procedure would be significant only if all
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other input data, e.g., bottom losses, absorption, etc. were known with

sufficient precision so that the method would constitute a true test of

the averaging procedures.

Instead, most calculations are made on the basis of a model velocity

fHold which, it. is hoped, is at least represqntative of the field at the timeI

of an experiment. Very little is 'known, at least for long-range acoustical

propagation, of measures of the extent to which changes of the velocity

field will modify the transmission loss between a given source and

receiver. It has been emphasized in preceding chapters of this report

that representative environmental data inputs for a given ray tracing lead

to complex arrival structure: it is a pragmatic conclusion that although

the replacement of a given velocity field by a "smoothed" average field

may greatly simplify the calculated arrival structure, it does not follow

that the resultant acoustical field is itself representative. A more for-

mal statement of this conclusion is obtained by noting that the weighting

and probability density functions in the integral of (IV. 35) are not separable

except under special assumptions.

In the present chapter intensity calculations arc made or are indicated

for three different assumptions. As classifications, these are:

Applicable Velocity

lTYue Range Field Intensity

I Short Stable Requires calculation of
relative phase of arrivals
via (IV. 7) or method of Appendix

II Intermediate "Stable" Range (lependent intensity
followirng (IV. 36)

III Long Stable in Averaged in range over, roughly,
profile a convergence zone interval. No
structure resolvable arrival structure.

The Type I calculation is a limiting case that will not be typical of long-range

propagation for it assumes that the velocity field will be so stable that the

relative phases of arrivals are also stable. The Type II and Type III calcu-

lations are discussed subsequently.
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4. 4, 1. Type II Intensity Calculation

At a viven range R and for a velocity field v_ , the computer

solution does not give a continuous functional relationship between T and

the depth ,, lbut a set uf pciatout dat"a thAt -is incremcntcd in r .T .-.

integral (IV. 36) is to be replaced by the finite sum

w(z, T i R, vs)
I(R'zs) "- 0, (Rz1, TVs) N(T (IV. 39)3 W .) j

The assumption of a "stable" velocity field vs demands that there be a

specific z. depth for each T.-ray. What is required, however, is an3 .1

estimation of the continuous function of depth I (R, z, V.) that is obtained

from the discretely sampled input data points, the z. A standard pro-
3

cedure for this uses sampling functions. The depth density function of
(IV. 39) is expanded as

Wýz, T j Rvs) =W ( jj- z)r.iv W V (IV. 40)

where wv z -zj)i Tj, R, vs] is the conditional density for displacenments of

z from the depths z. for given values of the othar parameters. At this

stage it is simpler to drop the explicit labeling of these parameters and to

write w(z - z.) without ambiguity, The interval 6rj is selected i.n3- 3
terms oi an angul'tr input in the ray tracing program. If N rays are

traced that are equally spaced over the range of -r

Tvrr

A. =N (IV.41)

and (IV. 39) becomes
1J

I(Rz,V) = : f y (R.,z,,v w (IV.42)

j, ) (Z - 2.) (V 2

For normalization in depth from the surface to the bottom depth z , it 'is

Z B

f W(Z-Z.) dz 1 for all z. (IV.43)
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A number of sampling functions can be used for the smooth esti-

mations o" l(Rzv.) , e.g., hi~tograrn plots, (sin x)/x , triangles,

etc. Thi,- ,Ip.ction is arbitrary in the limit of large N In the

present program two functions are immec'ately available:

W L (Lorentz) (IV. 44)
L 1TZB 2

SZB

In (IV. 44) and (IV, 45) tl'e choice of a small constant p represents a

largc uncertainty in the depth of a given arrival, but the choice of too

large a value for p will isolate the distribution of I(P., z, v,) to the

neighborhood of individual arrivals. From statistical considerations that

are based on the reliability of sampled estimates p should be of the

o;'der of N 1/3 to N1/" with the larger number being applicable when

the intensity distribution can be assumed to be a smooth and uniformly

sampled func ion of depth.

As an example of the use of (IV. 44) and (IV.45), a fictitious output

data tape from the ray tracing program was prepared with depth entries

given by

z. = 5000 - 2500 sin-•. j -J _ j <. JJ

j , J integer (IV.46)

In the limit of very large J the theoretical distribution density for the

input data of (IV. 46) is given by

1 1__ _

w (z) = (; 2500 .< z < 75001 /(-soo)0 - (5-000 - Z

= 0 5000- z> 2500 (lv. 47)
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Figure 36 indicates the smoothing effected by the two sampling

functions when J = 15 , i.e., 60 increments in (IV. 46), and for the

Scoarse parameter p = 5 and for the finer resolution of p = 25

The bottom depth z was taken to be 10. 000 (meters). Figure 36

clearly indicates the effect of the much longer "tail" of the Lorentz function.

(IV. 42) has been derived on the assumption of a stable velocity

field and the choice of we - z2) was made on the basis of sampling theory.

An alternative and less restrictive derivation of (IV. 42) is obtained by

the direct assumption that the average effect of variations of the velocity

field in (IV. 35) leads to the density function of (IV. 40) and thus to (IV. 4Z).

This interpretation demands that. the representative field of the calcu-

lation, v5  , is the average velocity field. Also, the choice of a particular

W(z - Zj) density is no longer arbitrary but must be guided by oceano-

graphic experience.

The construction of the intensity distribution by use of density

functions also serves for the averaging of the acoustical ficid in the

neighborhood of foci or caustics. When the arrival structure is well

defined in the ray depth distribution plots there will be certain depths at

which the magnification function, dz/d-r , becomes zero - in fact, as

discussed in the Appendix, the intensity at these depths will be finite and

will be spatially spread by diffraction effects. The latter will be more

typically represented by the Gaussian density function of (IV. 45) which

has, very roughly, the shape of the fall off of intensity in a Fresnel

shadow, Although the turning points of the ray depth distribution plots

require no special treatment in the present program, following (IV. 42),

they are, of course, regions of high intensity because of the high prob-

ability of T-arrivals in these regions. However, the "spreading" factor,

p , of (IV. 44) or (IV. 45) is to be limited to a maximum upper value

when used to express diffraction spreading.

It is an obvious defect of the Type 1I calculation that the distribution

densities w(z - zj) are used for three quite independent reasons, i. e.

i) for velocity field averaging,

ii) for estimating the smoothed intensity distribution

based on N data points, and
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iii) for averaging diffraction-limited fields.

Another imnortant factor that effectively limits the Tv ~e II calcu-

lation is the long running time requirement for the ray tracing program

on uur prebeziL cu11lpuLer ,nU LIWe ±lupiaeu pl'teureb, ecU11UUllL aiiuu UpP,-

tional, for reducing the number of rays traced, N , to a minirnum.

Some relief in this direction is obtained by tracing only the shallower angle

rays on the assumption that steeper rays are so severely attenuated that

they are ineffective; this must be tested by monitoring the attenuation

factors that apply to the steeper initial angles.

In view of these problems and the data uncertainties themselves,

it is recommended that the Type II intensity calculation be deliberately

"over-averaged" by the choice of a small p in (IV. 44) or (IV. 45) with

a value not to exceed 20. This choice, at present, is arbitrary; it also

implies that the number of rays that are traced be of order 200.

Finally, it is emphasized that the Type IU calculation is based on

specific assumptions, i.e. , (IV. 40), and the type of field chosen, the

depths of the source and receiver, the degree of bottom scattering, the

presence of horizontal gradients, etc. It would not be expected that the

Type II assumptions would apply to a low-frequency, shallow source in

a thermocline that shows a strong diurnal variation for in this physical

situation the range period of the rays that cycle about the sound channel

would depend strongly on the surface thermocline. On the other hand,

if the source is at or near the sound channel axis the shallow rays from

the source will not be affected by the thermocline, the steep rays will be

only partially affected, and only the rays that make nearly grazing angles

with the surface will be sensitive to the thermocline variations. If,

indeed, a given physical situation can be as clearly defined as in this

example, it becomes appropriate to introduce further refinements such

as making the density width parameter p a function of T . Generally,

however, decisions of this type are possible only after detailed examin'a-

tion of the ray depth distribution plots and when specific features of the

plots can be traced to environmentally sensitive sections of the input

data.
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4. 4. 2. Type III Intensity Calculation

When a ray is traced to long ranges, it will continue to show an oscil-
I. I & . . .. L - -A y ti A• u p la l

lation about the sound channcl ankd can be. caracterized b- Lhe depdh axnpii-

tude of this oscillation and the range period. Also, there will be a ray

angle at any given depth cue to the cycling of the ray. The precise (R, z)

position due to a given T-initial direction becomes increasingly uncertain

with range, however. This would be expected because of the sensitivity of

the range periods to details of the velocity profile structure and is also

evidenced by the scatter of the arrival positions for small angular incre-

nments of the initial ray angles.

The Type Il intensity calculations provide an estimate of the acoustical

power that is spreading cylindrically by assuming that each ray, modified by

the weighting function t(R,z,'T,Vs) , delivers its fraction of the source

power through a cylindrical shell at an average range R . The power

carried by the ray has a distribution that is characteristic of the depth

amplitude and ray angle of the oscillating ray but the ray position in range

is assumed to be completely uncertain.

To express this assumption it is convenient to return to the joint

distribution w(R, z,T, vi) of (IV. 29) and, using (IV. 30), to expand the

averaging of (IV. 35) to express the range average,

I(R. Z) = f f f w (R,z,,r, w(R.Z' TV) dRdTdv. .(IV.48)
0 f ~~T V. )wr (R

The bar over the intensity in (IV. 48) shows the range averaging over an

interval . The assumption of the Type III calculation consists in

replacing (IV. 48) by

w(z,T I R, v)I (Ro'Z) =f @(Rot 'Z-r'Vs W( )- d T (IV. 49)
T

where the bar over w(z,T IR, vs) indicates a similar range average, and

it is also assumed that the model or representative field v5  is suitable as

an average fi.eld ior the calculatiou.
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Analogously to (IV. 47) the range-averaged density of (IV. 49) can be

estimated as

W(ZrT R -v) W(T) Q (z) (IV. 50)

,V) tane0

with Q(z) defined by

Q(z) 0 , 0 :5 z < z , and

z < :5 <z
+B

Q(z) = 1 , z _z • z (IV. 51)

In (IV. 50) and (IV. 51) z is the minimum depth of oscillation of the ray T

zt+ is the maximum depth of the oscillation, and the range interval between

the two depths is given by -z and z + are to bracket the center

range R . Q(z) expresses the probability that the ray does not carryo

(appreciable) energy outside the depth interval in which it oscillates. It

follows that

I(Ro, Z) = .f R, zT,v Q (z) dW (IV. 52)
T iL\tan 0

In (IV. 52) Q (z)/( L tan 6) plays the role of the density W(ZIT IR,vs)

of (IV. 36).

The form of the density function of (IV. 52) has the defect that near

turning points where tan 0 vanishes there will be an infinite contribution

over an infinitesimal depth interval, and the accidental selection of such a

depth would give a contribution that would dominate all other arrivals. To

provide averaging over a depth interval it may be noted that tan 0 dz/dR

and M depth intervals can be selected, each of depth / with

z
ZB (IV. 53)

This averaging yields
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z m

, (R_,z_) I- f I(R,,,z dz (IV.54)

/Z'\

p zfm
- f f (Ro, ZITIVs) Q(z) d R (IV. 55)

Sr Zrn. 1

ST , Q )-'-- dT (IV. 50)

In (IV. 56) the attenuation, spreading, and directivity functions constituting

* have been expressed as an average value in the depth interval given by

zm and thie changv in range of the ray through the depth interval from

z to z has been expressed by /R_ . It is straightforward to

show that the integral of (IV. 56) over the full depth of the ocean represents the
net power that propagates cylindrically at the range R

In the present program the form of (IV. 56) presents a minor difficulty

in its demand for the range intervals & at which the ray crosses pre-

set depths. (The output of the ray tracing program consists of printouts of

the depths at which the ray crosses given ranges.) To obtain the jRjS m

and also the angles 0 at the center of each depth interval, interpolations

are used and the result is then summed over T

The Type II assumptions will be most applicable when the velocity

field is stable at the origin of the ray tracing and the prevailing bathymetry

is well defined in that region. This implies that the field distribution and

itui ;Lngular aperture are well defined as the sound spreads from the source

region at, for example, the range R 1  of Fig. 17. Subsequently and at

much greater ranges the field is averaged by (IV. 56): but the function

S(R z ,T, Vs still involves functions, especially the bottom attenuation

a b ,that are evaluated at the precise positions that are calculated by

the specific ray tracing solutions in the representative field v s

If the bottom is deep and relatively smooth from the range R1

to the range at which the intensity is determined by the Type Ill calculation,
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the fS-functions will be good approximations even with respect to averages
over different types of velocity fields v. however, this may not be

1

trtip if thpr., i. 4, qtronn nprfiirhatinr nf thi riv •nt lltinn at an intorm rtliato

range, e.g., the seamount structure in Fig. 17. If the Type III calculation

is applied to a further range after the seamount obstruction, it is necessary

to assume:

i) the velocity field from R to R in Fig. 17 is

stable and the seamount bathymetry and the bottom

attenuation functions are known so that the field distri-

bution and aperture after the seamount have beer, well

calculated by the ray tracing, or

ii) the averaging procedure expressed by (IV. 49' applies over

the entire ray path; also, the net interaction with the

searnount calculated in the model field v is ans
adequate average even though there may be detailed

changes that can occur if v is allowed to vary.

That is, arrivals which may have missed the sea-

mount entirely in one velocity field will interact with

it in another field and conversely, but on the average

the net attenuation of the spreading sound energy will

not be greatly affected.

The classification of the intensity calculations and the procedures

for calculating these are based on explicit assumptions as to the behavior of the

field under averaging of environmental input parameters and for given

input conditions such as the source and receiver depths. If the origin of

the ray trace is in the upper thermocline and this is expected to show

strong variation over short periods of time, it is not expected that the

Type II calculations will apply although the Type III calculation may apply

if surface attenuation can be neglected and for large bottom slopes near

the origin. Usually, however, the combination of a near-surface source

in a changing thermocline will strongly affect the proportion of rays which
are bottom attenuated - for example, for the seamount obstruction of Fig. 17

and for a surface source the density of the rays that pass over the obstruc-

tion can be visualized as moving up and down following the changes of the
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thermocline. This simple example emphasizes that if either a Type II or

Type IlI calculation is made for comparison with experiment, it is essential

that the model velocity field v used in the calculation be the average

fie Id.

Guides as to the sensitivity of the ray distributions with respect

to the environmental conditions can be obtained from the ray depth distri-

bution plots and, as required, from the individual ray tracing printouts.

These data can indicate optimum density functions for the intensity calculations.

If neither the Type 11 or Type III calculations can be expected to apply, it

is at least useful to attempt two independent calculations that are based on

extremes of the velocity field that can be expected to occur, and to compare

the transmission loss values that are given by each field.
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CHAPTER V

PROGRAM ACCURACY

5. 1. Program Control Parameters

It has been emphasized in the preceding Chapters that accuracy in

a ray tracing calculation is necessary to determine the depth distribution

of intensity of the acoustical field, especially the accuracy that expresses

the ability of the program to deal with and compute ray paths in the regions

of high gradients and curvatures that are typical of the near sea surface

structure of the velocity profiles. This is true whether the intensity is

calculated for single arrivals through the magnification factor (equivalent

to spreading loss) of (111. 21) or through the averaging procedures of Chapter

IV which do not require direct determination of the magnification factor.

On the other hand, it has also been emphasized that as the program com-

plexity and computer running time arc increased together, as these are

required for accurate expression of the detailed structure, one is calcu-

lating the effect of just that detail which is most sensitive to changes of the

field in the ocean and which is, therefore, increasingly less likely to

represent the actual field at the time of a given experiment. Finally, the

problem is complicated by a conclusiorn of Chapter IV, i. e. , it is not a

valid procedure to average the environmental data inputs by smoothing these

for this process leads to regular arrival structure that does not show the

"breakup" that is found in the calculations that are based on more realistic

velocity profile structure.

The basic ray tracing program, outlined in Chapter III, uses control

parameters that adapt the iteration increment to follow the velocity field

structure. For very accurate work the maximum iteration increment can

always be made small and the control parameters made "tight. " More

important, however, is the degree to which the maximum iteration interval

can be made very large, conserving computer running time, but calculational

accuracy is kept within set limits by adjustment of the adaptive iteration

controls. In terms of the constrictions discussed in the previous paragraph

these limits must also be appraised as to whether they are physically

meaningful.
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To a certain extent the action and interaction of the controls can

be followed by program testing on smooth, simple velocity fields with

known theoretical ray solutions. Practical specification of the control

paramcters, however; flllt follow from tests on real velocity profiles

which contain the maximum gradients and curvatures that can be

expected in the ocean.

The input parameters which ccntrol the accuracy are summarized

below:
i) Maximum Iteration Increment (A).

Roughly, the running time of the program over a given

range is inversely proportional to A . If A is

too large, however, every iteration will be contracted

by one or another of the subsequent tests and this will

reverse the trend and lead to longer computer running

times. Also, the use of large A values even for

initial tests in high Z. and Di regions leads to

breakdown of the iteration expansions to such a degree
that the subsequent A contractions based on the

tests are not properly defined.

ii) Sine Incremental Test ( S Test).

This test examines the effect of a tentative iteration

of magnitude A that depends on the Zi , Di , and

Gi gradients and curvatures at a given point as these

are determined by the velocity field construction pro-

gram. If this leads to a change in the sine of the ray

angle by an amount greater than S , then A is

contracted to a new A1  as given by (I1. 14).

iii) Velocity Field Accuracy Test ( c Test).
The velocity predicted by the Z. Di , and G0

1 1 1

field expansion parameters for a tentative iteration
of magnitude A1  is compared with the velocity at

the same point which is set by the velocity field

construction program. If these disagree by an amount

greater than E then the iteration of A is further

contracted to A2 by the use of (111. 15).
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iv) Minimum Increment (A M)

A minimum increment can be set into the program and

is to be of the order of the minimum depth interval

vcllo Aiy Proile entriies.'. 1 u 1 A V 0 1UU a
m

too large a contraction of A2 by the E test or

S test.

In addition to the above parameters that are entered explicitly,

the program implicitly includes the semi-invariant control of (III. 6)

and (111. 7).

5. 2 Test Procedures

A number of element :.ry program tests were made as the program

developed, primarily to check the operational sequences, indexing of

entries, and gross programming errors. Such tests included isovelocity

profiles, earth curvature corrections, boundary location and ray reflection

calculations, etc. , and need not be reported here. Attention is instead

concentrated on ray tracing in those velocity fields which reveal the effect

of the program control parameters on the accuracy of the ray tracing. The

following models have been chosen for this:

I. Hyperbolic Cosine Profile

II. Bilinear Profile

III. Real Velocity Field

IV. Reversibility Test in Real Velocity Field

The results of the above tests are presented as data printouts with

the following formats:

A. Computer plot of the profile (or profiles).

B. Tabulation of specific data inputs with the gradient and

curvature values of the profiles at these points. These

are the data that are used directly in the ray tracing

program.

C. A summary output derived from the ray trace output

tape consisting of printouts giving the range, depth,

travel time, and sine of the ray angle at turning points

of the ray and at surface and bottom reflections. The
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program control parameters and the computer

running time are also given with the printouts.

5.3 .. ype. oLit.; Cosine Profile

v(z) = 1500 cosh 3 X 10- (z-3000) (V. 1)

This is a smooth profile for which the gradient and curvature increase

uniformly and continuously on either side of the center depth, 3000 meters.

The 4-point fit that is based on data points entered every 50 meters gives

an excellent representation of the profile shape and the E -test does not

produce truncation of A unless E is made very small and for very

large A . The results of this test primarily indicate the accuracy

of the basic iteration expansions in smooth profile regions as well as the

effect of the S-test.

Figure 37 is a computer plot of the hyperbolic profile. In the

depth region of 3000 meters the shape is roughly that of the axis of a

sound channel but the continuously increasing curvature together with

the large factor multiplying the depth dependence in (V. 1), i. e., 3 X 10- /

meter, produce unrealistically large values of the sound velocity at depth

intervals greater than 500 meters from the axis. The data inputs, based

on a 3-point fit about each entered point, are given in Table 5. 3. 1 (these

inputs are converted into a 4-point fit in the ray trace program as discussed

in Chapter II). The curvature, coefficient D in the Table, is small as

compared with the curvature of realistic sound velocity profiles (compare

with Chapter V-5. 5), but the gradients, coefficient Z , are comparable

in the depth intervals from 1000 to 2000 meters and from 4000 to 5000

meters.

Summaries of thirteen ray tracing calculations in the hyperbolic

cosine field over a range of 300 miles are shown in Tables 5. 3. 2. 1 through

5.3.2.13, giving only the calculated turning points. A large, upwardly

directed, initial angle of -300 was selected to emphasize the high gradient

regions of the profile but, for this test, to avoid surface or bottom hits.

For the highest accuracy parameters of Table 5.3.2. 1 and Table 5. 3. 2. 13,
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I

the results are exactly those that would be predicted by formal solutions. 1

AtienLiOn is caiied to the fact tnat although there is some shift in the range

of the turning points for larger values of the control parameters, the

effect of the semi-invariant control is to maintain nearly precise values

for the depth amplitudes of the cycling rays. Note also that due to the

presentation based on turning points the variations in the travel time that

occur among the printouts must be normalized with respect to the range

deviations of the turning points.

The principal conclusion that can be drawn from the data of Tables

5, 3. 2. 1 - 5. 3. 2. 7 3 is that. for the arc length increment, A , of 500 meters

or less there is negligible errur in the iterations. For values of A of 1000

meters or more the accuracy becomes controlled by the sine increment

test. By inspection of the discrepancies in the ranges of the turning points

for A increments of 1000 meters or more with respect to the accurate

solutions obtained by the A increments of 250 meters it can be concluded

that;

i. Agreement would have been improved by the use of

maximum sine increments that were considerably less

than the minimum value of 0. 020 used in Tables 5. 3.2. 1-

5.3.2.13.

ii. It is a defect of the simple form of the sine increment

test given by (II. 14) that is does not contract the iteration

if there is little net change in the sine of the ray angle.

This permits errors to grow in the range and depth

coordinates of the ray when there are large A incre-

ments with small change in the ray angle, e.g. , for

the rays that cross the axis. This is the principal reason

why the res-ilts of Tables 5.3. 2. 6, 5. 3.2.7, and 5. 3. 2.12

have not converged to the more accurate values of Table

5.3.2.13,

It is clear from the results that increased accuracy requires greater

computer running time, although there is an advantage in using large A

increments in association with a strong control obtained through the sine

increment test if rather nominal discrepancies can be tolerated. However,
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this is a feature of the smooth lorm of the hype ruulluc tun1iit: p1 jiI•, a;:•.

is not necessarily true for more complex velocity profile types.
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RAY TRACE ANALYSIS PROSRAMe R D MININGHAM - CA-2U1IJ1I

....... ,, re .30.000 DEGRFES

MA I ,ltJ o -" * .... .. .. . .. CO SH

LIST or TURNIG POINTS 1.0472 sec/mile TOTAL TIME 5:10

NUMBER RANUF NM DEPTH M SINE M b I
1 2,8272 1169,9793 ,0i0OU00O 4,4906

2 d,4816 4831,0207 ,UUOOUUO0 1U,4750

3 14,1361 1168,9793 UUOOUUOo t

4 19,7905 4831,0207 ,U00OV00 24,4346
4 25,4449 1168,9793 OuOoUuOo 3.,4160
6 31,0993 4831,0207 UUOOUUO0 30,39;3

7 30,7538 1166,9793 ,OUOOUuO0 45,3756

8 4i,4082 4831,0207 O00OUO00 5V,3599
9 48,0626 116809793 .00000000 5,3413

10 3,7170 4831,0207 ,DOCUU00U 66,3226

11 59,3714 1168,9793 ,0000Q000 74,3039

12 65,0258 4831,0207 .00OUU0O 8u,2e•2

13 70,6802 1168,9793 O000OOUOO 8/,2665

14 76,3347 4831,0207 u0c0u000 94,24;8

1t 01.9891 1168,9793 ,U00UO00 10L,22J2

16 87,6435 4831,0207 'OU00UUOO 110,2105

17 9402979 116869793 OuUOOUuO0 11t,1910

18 98,9523 4531,0207 100000U60 12v,17!4

19 104,6067 1168g9793 OOO0U00 12•,154
20 110,2612 4831,0207 000U0Q00 136,13ý8

21 115,9156 1168,9793 ,O00UU00 145,1101

22 121,5700 4831,0207 uu00u00U 15u,0984

23 121,2244 1168,9793 gOUOOUcO j5',0797

24 132,8788 483J,0207 ,OOOUO00 164,0611

25 13b,5333 1168j9793 u000mu00 17i,0424

26 144,1877 4831,0207 OUOOUuOo 17i,0247

27 149,8421 1168,9793 0uO0uO00 0U8),000

28 155,4965 4831,0207 '00000000 19j,9864

29 161,1509 116@,9793 00000000 t9i,96/7

30 166,8053 4831,0207 :00000000 205,9490

31 172,4597 1166,9793 000cum00 21k,9303

32 170,1141 4831,0207 ,OUOOU000 21?19116

33 183,7685 1168,9793 00000000 2268,929

34 189,4229 4831,0207 :00000000 23•8742

35 195,0773 1168,9793 00000000 24U,85ý6

36 200,73V7 4831,0207 200.81i29

37 206,3862 1168,9793 OU00UO00 256,8172

36 212,0406 4831,0207 0000u000 261,7995

39 217,6950 1168,9793 OU0OuO00 260,7808

40 223,3494 4831,0207 0000000o 27$,76WL

41 229,0038 116g,9793 000OU000 28z,7445

42 234,6582 4831,0207 OUOOUUO0 28V,724A

43 240,3126 116g,9793 ,00000u00 290,7061

44 245,9671 4831,0207 SOUOOU00 300,66/4

45 25),6215 116 09793 0000000 31U,66507

46 257,2759 4631,0207 00000000 311,6500

47 26Z,9303 l168,9793 000OU000 324,6314

48 26d,5847 4831,0207 00000000 33i,61t7

49 274,2391 1568,9793 000OU000 33i.5940

20 279,8935 4831,0207 :000OU000 347,57i3

51 285,5479 1168,9793 40000UU00 352,5566

52 291,2023 4831,0207 VU000000 356,5319

53 296,6567 1168,9793 0Q000000 366,512

NGLi DEGsw30,
0 00 EPSILON$ ,5000 DELTAN 250 MIN DELTk$1OC SIN TEST* U00

'Fable 5.3.2. 1
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WAY TRACE ANAý'1t'ý PwkC(,PAM. W D M I P I 4"HAM - A21-l

MAY NUMREkW 2 LNITIAL At, GLE -JI-,000' rl•r- COSH

L1.T or TURNN14; i OINT 0.5574 sec/mile TOTAL TIME 2:45

-e,d273 1164,9793 ,uLUOLO0D ),49UC

2 d,4Q01 4A31,0207 ,UbUOUUOn lU,4/11

3 141362 1164, 97 9 - ULoUUOO 1'.454

4 1 ,7905 4 141,020u 0U 0' UuO0 c 4345
5 ?ýP,445 11f .QT03 ,CuoOUUOo 31,4161

6 1.,0994 4 tjIU2t (7 u L UUO uO0'.5913

7 3l.7541 116 q9796 OULU0UU00 4D,i/ 0 b

S4e.,4084 4M31,0207 UUUiuUO0 54o6Du0
9 4d,0A29 11.J , 9796 ui,uouuo0 5v,3415

10 5J 7173 4831 0207 uLOOUuO0 60 00U
11 5V 3717 11(• 9795 UbUOUU00 7) 3U 4

12 63,0262 4H31,0207 tLJUuOoUtO0 8u 5

13 70.806 116A,9795 oOUuOUUOO 8/,2660
14 7 035l 4831, 0207 UuOOUUnO 94 24d2

15 H1 9994 116 ,9794 UULOOUUO0 101 q224

16 8/,6440 46iM,0207 ,1.Uu0uco 100421U9

17 9,5,2968 1164,9794 *ouUouUOo 11 19el

1s 9i 9529 4,31,0207 .UfluuOO 12 e, 17,7

19 104,6072 1164,9794 OuLJOuUOO 12v,1548

20 110 2619 4d31 0207 U OCUU00 13() 315

21 11.,9161 1164 9794 VULUOUUOO 14 , 11/6

22 121,5708 4M3110207 'Uo00'U00 15uU9Yi

23 12/.2250 116A,9793 0U0UoUUoo 15/,o0U3

24 131,8797 483to0207 vUbOOUUOo 164.0619
15 3d,53J9 116A 9793 UuOOUUo0 171 04-1

26 144,188A 4831.0207 ULOOUUO0 176.0247
27 14V,8429 116m,9793 QUOOUUoO 18 005
20 155.4975 4831,0204 UUooUUoo 191,98/4

29 161, 1518 116, 979a UUOOUUoo 19b,9666
30 166,8064 4631,0204 $UuOOUUOo 20,9!01
31 172,4607 116A,9793 ,UbOOUUO0 21e,9313
32 176,1152 4631,0205 UU00UUo0 21Y,91d7
33 186, 7696 116R 9793 ,U00U00o 226 8940
34 189,4?40 4831,0205 ,UUOOUUoo 2,34873 -

35 19• 078- 1168,9793 ,UbOOUUoo 24U .857
36 200,7328 4831,0206 ,uUOOUuO0 24.8.3/9

37 206,3874 1164,9793 ,uoo0UUO0 254 bv4

38 21,!0416 4131.,0206 ,U0ooUUOO 261.,80U6
39 211,6963 1164,9793 sOuOOUUO0 260,76d2
40 223 ,3505 4831,0206 0L,L00UO00 27 , 763
41 229j0052 1168,9793 UUooUUoo 28e,7449
42 234,6595 4H31,0206 0u000000 28V,7261
43 240,3141 1168,9793 'UIOOUUoo 29t,70/7
44 245 9684 4831,0206 UuLl0Uo00 303 8688
45 251,6230 164,9793 ,oUOOUUO0 31U,67U4
46 251,2773 4831,0207 UuooUO00 31/,6515

47 261,9320 1169,9793 UUOOgUOo 324,63,51

48 26,5862 4831,0207 Uu0ou0o00 331,6143
49 274,2408 1161 9796 uuOOUo0o 33 . 95b
50 279,8951 4831,0207 uUOOU0oo 347,!7/0

51 28),5497 1169,9796 uUOOUUOo 35e,5505

52 291,2040 4831,0207 UUOUO00o 35v,53`7

53 296,8585 1164s9795 ,uUOOUUO0 366.5211

ANGLF DEGO-30,000 EPSLONs ,5000 nELTA= 500 MIN D&LI. 1A O SIN TEST* lu00

['able 5. 3.2.Z
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PAY TRACE ANALYSIS PPdGRAM- W 1) MININGHAM - CA-ebI--II

COSH

LIqr Or TUPNI,41 i POINTt, 0.3209 sec/mile TOTAL TIME 1:35

NUMHER RANý NM j-PTH M SINt SE"UNIb

I d,8?71 116 4 ,9 8 76 UL, OOJUO0 5,4d6

2 d,4814 4831,0120 Uooq00vo 1v,4712

3 14,1364 1168,9884 40OOU000 1/.,4U99
4 li,7911 4:31.,015 tUbOOuUOo 24.44

5 t ,4461 1164, 9794 *U'aOOU Ou0 01,4166

6 31 ,1011 4831 0207 UbOOUU0 0, 39 6
7 ib,75b1 116s,9793 U0ooUUo0o 4: 3W
8 4, 4112 43i 3t0206 UUOOUO0 5e.bJ 67
9 4d ,0661 116R 9794 0UUOUUO0 5 ,3447

10 5J,7210 483t,0206 UuOOUUo0 60,3206
11 59 3759 116, 9794 ULOOUUOD 7$, 305
12 6 0307 431 ,0206 U 0 0kU00 3U 29U4
13 70, 6 F55 116 9794 UUU6eUOO 6/ 7e
14 76 ,340 2 4H31 0206 UuOOuiUOo 9142519
15 81 '994y 1161 9794 UUOOUUO0 0 23t 6
16 9/,649M 4631,0207 UuDOUUO0 o100,21/6
17 93,3048 1164,9793 UUOOUUO0 11P,19Y6
18 9d.9598 4831#0207 UuooUUOo l2e,1816
19 104.614H 1169,9793 lUUUOUUOo 12y,16,36
20 11U,2697 4c,31,0207 U uuouuo0 130,14.6
21 115,9247 1164,9793 UUOOUuno 14J,12/6

22 121,5797 4B31,0207 U~oUUUOo 15U,1UV6
23 121,2146 11ogg9796 tUJOOUUo0 15/ 10925
24 13e,8895 4831,0207 UuOOUUOO 164,074

25 13t,5444 116 ,9793 0UUOUUOo 171 ,0!55
26 144,1994 4831,0207 UuOOUUoo 170,03/4
27 149,8543 1163s9793 UUoOUUOo IO 0193
28 155,5092 4831,0207 ,uUOOUUOo 19e,0013
29 161,4641 1168, 9793 ,uLOOOUooJ0 19,98,32
30 166,8189 4831,U207 0uuoo0UOO 20D,9681
31 172,4738 116A,9793 fUQ00Juo0 21e,94/0
32 j7d 1287 4831 ,0207 ,UUO00UUO0 21v,9289
33 186,7845 116g,9793 tUUOOUUOo 220,91u0
34 i89,4384 4831,0207 lUDOoUUOo 233,8927
35 19t)0933 1169,9793 oULOOuUO0 24U,8746
36 200,7482 4831,0207 U(OOUUOo 24/,8565
37 200,4031 1164,9793 UUOOuUOo 254,83d5

38 21-.0579 483J,0207 fUUOOuUOo 261,82U4
39 21/,712A 116A,9793 6uUO00000 26D,80O3
40 22,53677 4831s0207 UOo0UUOo 278,l7842
41 229, 0226 1168 9793 .outoouuo0 28e,7601
42 234.6774 483t,0207 fObOOUUOo 26V,7480
43 240 ,3323 116 ,979S tUUOOUUO0 29 ,72Y9
44 245,9872 4831,0207 UuOOuUO00 30D,7118
45 251 6420 1164 9793 UU00UUO0 31u 6937
46 251 2969 4831 ,0207 OUU00UOO 31/ 67-6
47 262,9518 116g,9793 ,OOOUUOo 324,65/5
48 268,6067 4831,0207 ,0uO0uuo0 331,63y4

49 274.2615 116A99793 UUtJOOUOO 33t,6213
50 279,9164 4831,0207 OUoouuoo 347,6061
51 288,5713 116A,9793 sOUOOuuo0 35g,58t0

52 291,2261 4831,0207 UUOOUUOo 356,5669
53 296,8810 116A,9793 0b0U 000uo 36b.54d8

ANGL.9 DEGS-30,000 EPSILON1 ,5000 DELTAU1000 MIN DELTAUIOU t•1N TESTv ,lU0

Fa1-le 53.2.3

0-1 -



WAY TRACE ANALYS1S PPUGRAM- R D MININGHAM - (A-2bl-U1.U

WAY NUMBER2 44 INITJAL At'GLE' -30,000 D-LRFý
4

FI

LiST OF TUkNI,4u POINT3 0. 2533 sec/mile TOTAL TIM 1:15

NUMQER PAN(W Nm DFPIN M biN$

1 1,8258 1168,9950 tUU00U04

2 6.4827 4831,0205 UuooUuoo 1U,46V4

3 14,1410 116819793 UuooUUoo 1/,4545

4 1 9.7 9 41 4831,0133 *UUOQ0U00 24,435

5 25,4493 116A,9958 quU00UU00 31,41/6

6 31,1038 4831,0086 sUUOUo0o 4.3990

7 36,7613 116A.9795 1uCIOOUUO0 4, .308

8 4• 4191 4831 ,0206 UU00UU00 5e,3664

9 4d 0715 1169,0285 ,UOOUUO0 5v ,4/6

10 53,7251 4830,9637 UýDOUUO0 66,3261

11 59,3787 1169,0301 UUOOUUO0 7•. 3U6

12 6!,0362 4831,0225 ,UUOOUUOo 8U,28V6

13 70,6933 1168,9780 ,Uu00U00 8/ 27d3

14 76,3487 4831,0212 0U00U00 94,2539

15 Aý.0028 1164,9853 'OUOOOU0 101,2310

16 8/,6626 4831,0213 UuouUo00 1001221l

17 93,5148 1168,9934 UU00UU00 11 19d4

18 96.9701 4831,0075 UuoOUUOo 12e,1787

19 104,6?54 116A,9963 UO'00UU00 12w,1611

20 110,2825 4831,0208 l'OUO00O 130,14'4

21 11I,9366 1168,9905 uUOOuUOo 14,5,1269

22 121,5954 4631,0212 ,uoouuoo0 15u 117

23 12/,2534 1168,9782 UUOOUuOo 151,0967

24 132,9069 4831,0141 U0OU00o0 164,0786

25 138,5619 11689890 UuOOUuoo 17i,06U5

26 144,2191 4831,0205 UUO0UUOo 170,0451

27 149,8780 1168,9789 U000UU00 18',0304

28 151,5302 4831,0071 O00D0UU00 19e,0017

29 161,1853 1168,9932 ,UUOOUO00 19,9Boo

30 160,8455 4831,0224 uUO0UUO0 20P.9767

31 172,4982 1168,9977 :06006000 219,9505

32 178,1527 4831,0081 4OU000U00 21Y,9341

33 184,8083 1169o0320 UU0000000 221,91163

34 189,4661 4831,0212 , UOOUUO0 23a,9013

35 195,1242 1168,9779 Uuoouuoo 24u 0884

36 200,7814 4831,0222 qUUOOUUO0 24/,86/9

37 206,4342 116809865 UUooUuoo 2 54,8413

36 212,0899 4831.0134 0U0000U00 261,8299

39 217,7466 116819847 UuOOuUO0 260t8143

40 224,4035 4831,0210 OUOOUUOo 27:,79b7

41 229,0609 116819789 UuOOUUOo 289,7863

42 234,7148 4830,9678 UOOuuo0 289,76i9

4, 240,3713 1168,9791 UUOOUUOo 290,7469

44 240,0280 4831,0208 mumOUOO 303,7310

45 251,6817 1168,9931 0000O000 31U,7102

46 251,3368 4830,9699 qUUOOOUO0 31/,6902
47 262,9932 1164,9792 OUUO0uuo 324,6719

48 26b,6492 4831,0215 .OoOuuo0 331,6549

49 274,3019 1169j0301 ,00UOU000 330,63W7

50 279,9593 4831,0224 OUUDOUU00 34t,6165

51 28, 6151 1168,9786 OU0OUU00 35. 159805

52 291,2682 4831,0037 ',000UU00 35V,57/0

53 296,9258 1168,9791 oUUooUUoo 366,5617

ANOLE DEGI-3O000 EPSLONO ,5000 DELTA12000 MIN DELTA@0O0 SIN TESTI ,100

Table 5.3.2.4
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T RACEF ANALYS!S rq&-'- 'q U M Irt. IqHAM
4AY JUMHBEPV 5 INITIAL AtGLb: -J6,000 Df ;HFLn

COSH

IIST or TUkNI4G POINT 0.2693 sec/mile TOTAL TIME 1:20

NUMBEF PANF NM iLJFPTH M SiNt SE60NON
I -d,8231 1169,0449 lUuoouuo0 ),400
2 8 4 759 4830 9707 ,UUUOouoo iu,4601
3 14,1428 1168,9785 OUUO0uuoo 11,4!43
4 ,747941 483l,0I20 UbOOUuOo 24,14U2
5 2ý,3 4493 116 11776 7ULLOUUO0 31,411
6 31.1136 4831,0235 ULDOUUo0 10,39Y2
7 36,7623 116190400 UL,ooUUOo 4D,25741
a 47,4192 4830,9674 UUOI4OUUO0 5e510
9 40 ,038 116A09769 oubooUuoo 11354U

10 5J. 7479 4831, 0243 .UOOUUOo bb,3216
11 59.3971 1169,9963 ULOOUUO 71,40V7
22 0P,0659 4831,0236 UýUouuoo bU 29042
13 7067306 1168,9734 'UICOUUO0 8/,2816
14 7 ,03819 4831,0109 'UUoUU00 9'#1 2591
21 8k,0501 1168,9753 UUooUUoo 101 •U7
16 81,7101 4836,0256 UuOOUUOo 1t),20.2
17 94.35b4 1169,0506 10LOCUUO0 112,2144
24 9902599 4831,0212 UUOOUuOo 21e,2041
19 104,6736 1169,0385 uUOOUUOo 12Y,1760
20 11U,3414 4 8 31,0223 oUOOUUOo0 136,17U4
21 70,0034 1168,9785 UmOOUU40 484 ,1t8
22 121,6527 4301,9421 ,UUOOUUO0 15VU 16
23 121,3162 116R,9776 lOuoOUUOo 15/,1203
24 13e,9714 4631.,0167 UUOOUUOo 164,1009
25 137,6375 1164,9790 UuOOUUOo 1i.09,37
26 14473016 4631,0282 ,UIOOUUOo 170,0796
27 14Y,9506 1169,9448 lUUOOUUOo 2SD,0597
28 155,5974 4830s8590 UuOOUuOo 192,C0290
29 161,2462 1163,9876 UuooUUO0 19y,0010
30 166,8985 483008613 tUUOOUUOo 20D,9766
31 172,5468 1169,9915 UUooUUoo 2e,49506
32 17b,2060 4831.0227 Uuoouuoo 21, 9326
33 18J,8564 1169,0597 UuooUUO0 226,9122
44 189,5215 4831,0221 UUOOUUOD 236,9021
45 195,1944 1168,9779 oUUOOuUOo 24U83913
36 200,8342 4831,0077 UUOOUUOo 24/,86/9
47 200,4899 1168,9882 UUOOUUO0 259,84/7
38 21,01436 4830,0030 lOUOOUUO0 261,8263
59 211,8108 1168,9785 uooouuoo 260U,87
40 223,4742 4831,0220 uuaouooo 271,8094
41 221,1301 1168,9786 uuUOOUUOo 289,79e6
42 234,7935 4831,0220 Uuuouuoo0 21,678;
43 24U,4444 1169o9881 Uu00uo00 296,7509
44 240,0969 4830,9504 UoovUo0 304,7365
45 251.7574 1168,9761 tUUOOoUO0 351u,717
46 257,4090 4830,8254 UUOOQUO0 531/,69/3
47 264,0653 1168,9832 OUuooU0o 3Z4,67/745 26d,7321 4631,0258 OOOUOO0 533i.6655
49 274,3825 1169,1649 UuOOUUO0 34b,6444
so 280,0486 483JI0239 OUOOoUOo 34:1,6309
51 285,7074 1168,9775 'UwOUUO0 35e,6148
52 291,3712 4831,0244 tUUOOUUO0 35YO60di
53 291,0244 1169,9840 UOOoUOO0 56b,5W0

AN'GLE DEG'-30,000 EPSILON, ,5000 DELTA33000 MIN DELTAmlOO $IN TESIm .100

Table 5.3 . 5
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WAY TRACE ANALYSiS PWJ(.NA,- R 0 MIN1T1GHAM - [A-2UJ-Q12
4AY NUMREI u K INITIAL APNGLE .- 30,000 loonDEIEý-s

LIST Or TUHNIqU P01NTb 0.5574 sec/mile TOTAL TIME 2:45

NVMBER PANui Nm IIFPiH M bjNU

I . ,8272 1163,9793 'UUGOUuO0 6,49U4

2 d,4817 4H31t,0207 lUUOOUUOo 3J,47W0

3 14,3.162 116A,9793 fUUoOUUOo li,4536

4 19,7908 4631,0207 UUooUUo0 24 401

5 21,4453 11 6 R,979S UIooUUO0 41,467

6 31,0997 4831,0207 UILOOUUO0 o •9u2
7 30,7543 110 ,9796 UudOvUOo 47,3798
8 4i,4088 4H31,0207 OUUQOUUO0 54,3614

9 46,0634 1168 9793 UuOOUuoo 5v ,349

10 51,7179 431, 0206 UUOouuoo 60,3245

11 59.3724 116R.9793 UUoOUUOo 74,3060

12 6, 0269 4831, 0207 1uboouuoo 8U,28/6
13 70,6AI4 116A,979. lUUucUUO0o 8/,2692
314 7b,3360 4831,0207 IU60OUU00 94 ,25U

15 81,9905 1168,9793 UUOOuUo0 101.23,3

16 8/,6450 4831,0207 ,UOOUUOi iLb,21J9
17 9,,2995 1164,9793 9UUOOuUO0 11;0119t4

18 9d,9541 4031,0207 ,uuoOuuo0 12e,1710
39 104,6086 116A. 9 79 3 UuooUUOo j2v 156

20 110,2631 4831,0206 UuOOUUOo 136.14Q2

21 11'1,9176 116A,9793 ,UUUOUUOO 143. ,1217
22 121,5722 4831,0207 UuOOuuO0 15V ,10,53
23 121,2267 1168,9793 soUOOUUO0 151,846

24 j3i!,8813 4831,0207 U0Q0UUO0 164,0604

25 13d8 5357 1169,9794 UUOOUUO0 171,0460

26 144,1902 4831,0207 UUOOUUO0 17C 02Y5

27 149,8448 116R,9793 ULOOUUOO 18:, 0111

28 152,4993 4b31,0207 Uu00UUO0 191,9907
29 161,1539 116419793 ,UJO0UUO0 190,9742

30 166,8063 463140206 fUUOOUUOo 20',95q8

3. 172,4628 116A,9793 U00OUU00 21k,93/3

32 17d,1174 4H31;0207 uuooouuoo 21v,91d9
33 18 ,7719 116R,9793 ,UObOUUO0 226,90u5

34 189,4265 483t 0207 UUOouUOo 24 881i

35 19, 0809 1168,9794 UUOOUUOo 24U,8646
36 200,7354 4831,0207 00U000000 24/,84ý1
37 206,3900 1164,9793 UtDOOUUO0 254,8267

38 212,0445 4831,0207 UUooUUOo 261,8003
39 211,6991 1168,9793 ,U00UU00 260,7899
40 224,3536 4831.0206 UUOOOUUOo 27z,7714
41 229,0080 116A,9793 0u0ouucD 28e,7530

42 234,6626 4831,0207 ,gUGoUU00 28Y,7345
43 240,3171 116a, 9 7 9 3  Ouo00u000 290,7161

44 245.9717 4831,0207 UOo0uoo 304,69/7

45 251,6262 1168,9794 ,duOOUOO0 31u,6792
46 251.2806 4831,0207 ,Uuoouuo0 31/*66U8
47 262,9352 1168a,9793 lUmuU00 324,6414
48 26i,5897 4831,0207 0uoouuoo 331,6239
49 274,2443 1168j9793 Uu0o0uc0 330,60ý5
50 279,8988 4831,0206 OU00UU00 347,50/1
51 28t,5533 116a,9793 u000uU00 354,5066

52 291,2078 4831,0207 UUooUUOo 359,55J2

53 296,8623 11609793 I U0000000 36b,5317

ANGLF DESG-30,D00 EPSILONN ,5O00 DELTA21000 MIN DELTAsOG 514I TEST. ,0?Q

Table 5.3. 2. 6
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I
WAY TRACE ANALYSIS PWU(RAM. R U MINfNGHAM (A-?b3-Uj]
O(AY NUMBERA 7 INJItIAL AiLE It -5U0,000 DE'&Eb

rnau

LIST Of TURNI,40 POINTS 0.3547 sec/mile TOTAL TIME 1:45
NUM~Rp rjAIQI;g NIP I• TL t ,.•

1 e.8271 116A,9793 ,uuOOUUOo a,4900
2 U.4819 4831,0202 ,UuooUOO0 JV,47493 14,1370 1168,9798 ,UO•OuuOo 1/,4586
4 1V,7923 401,0202 UuOcuu0o 2 4,44 0 4
5 2t)4475 116A,9798 ,UUOOUOo 31,4242
6 31,1027 4h31,0202 ,UuOO0 50,40007 36,7579 1168,9791 ,UUOuouoo 4DJ918
8 42,4131 4631,0202 ,UmO00UO0 5e3756
9 4d,0683 11f8,979d ,OUO00 Uo0

10 5, 7236 4631,0202 ,3UOJOOu0 60,346J
11 59,3788 1168 979a ,OUODUUO0 7JI32/1
12 65,0340 4831,0202 ,uuoouuoo bU,JlU9
13 70,6892 116A,9798 ,OLOOU000 1/1294714 70,3444 4ý31,0202 ,ULUooUUO0 90
15 81,9997 1164o9798 OUOOUUDO 101,26,e
16 H1,6549 483i,0202 UUOOUuOo 10b,2462
17 93.3101 116A,9798 ,OUOOUUO0 11=,230
18 96,9653 4831,0202 ULDOUUDO 124,2140
19 104,6205 1168,9798 UbOOUUoo 12Y,19/620 110,2758 4831,0202 OUooUuO0 130,1814
21 11 ,9310 1168.9798 OULO0CUU 14 ,1652
22 121,5862 483J,0202 uuoouuo0 15u,4490
23 127,2414 116039798 UUOOw00 isI1308
24 139,8966 4831,0202 U0OOUO00 16,1167
25 136,5518 1168,9798 McuOOuoo 17 .10 5
26 144,2071 4831,0202 O00OUO00a 17b,084327 149,8623 116A,9798 UUOOUOOO 18',0661
28 15ý,5175 4831,0202 'oUOOUUO00 19,0519
29 101,1727 116809798 uuoouUOo 19V, 0J7
30 166,8279 4831,0202 U 0oouuoo 206,0195
31 172,4031 1168,9798 ODUOOUUOO 213,0043
32 17d,1384 48310202 00000000 21Y,98/1
33 184,7936 1168,9790 U•oOUUoc 220,9710
34 189,4488 4831,0202 UUOOUUOO 23),9540
35 19!,1040 1168,9798 UUOOUUOD 240,93d6
36 200,7592 4831o0202 UUOOUUO0 241,9224
37 206,4144 116R19798 ,0O0oUooo 254s9062
38 212,0697 4831i0202 ,uuOOuoO0 261,8900
39 21;,7249 1168,9798 ,uuOOUuOo 266,8740
40 224,3801 4831,0202 ,UuOOUUOo 27,85/6
41 22Y,0353 1168,9798 ,OUOuOuoo 289,8414
42 234,6905 4831,0202 ,0000OU000 28v,825243 240,3457 116809798 ,UUOOUUOo 290,8091
44 246,0010 4831,0202 ,UvOOvUOo 304,79d9
45 251,6562 1166,9798 ,00000000 310,7767
46 257,3114 4831,0202 ,0o000000 31/,7605
47 262,9666 1168o9790 .00000000 324,7443
48 268,6218 4831,0212 ,O0OUUDO 331,7261
49 274,2770 1164,9798 ,00000000 33 ,7119
50 279,9323 4831,0202 ,0000U000 342,6907
51 285,5875 1168,9798 ,00000000 35-,67V5
52 29142427 4131,0202 0Uuoouooo 35Y,6643
53 296,8979 1168,9798 ,00000000 36 ,64/0

ANGLE DEGu'30,000 EPSOLONU ,5000 DELTA83000 MIN DELTAlOC0 $IN TE$ST ,02O

"Table 5.3.2.7
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RAY TRACE ANALYSIS PRUGRAM- R D MINtNGHAM - tAoU1t-U.I

RAY NUMBER@ 8 INITIAL ANGLEN -30,000 DEGRFC S

LIST Or TUANI,SQ POINTS 0.3547 sec/mile TOTAL rELM i:45

NUMBER RANUE NMVEPTH M b.N1 5EýOND5

1 ,16274 1168,9876 uUO0Uuc0,

2 1,4818 4631.0120 OUOOuOoo JV,4712
3 1412364 1168,9884 ,UUDOUUoO 1/,4!,29

4 19,7911 4831,0113 '0uOU0O0 24,4345

5 V2, 4461 116n,9793 uUOOUUOo 31,14,66

6 31,1011 483J,0207 ,UUCOU000 30,39066
7 36,7561 1168,9793 lUUOOU000 4: 307

a6 4,4112 4831,0206 UUOOUcO0 b7 367
9 46,0661 116869794 .000U00U0 5V,3047

to 54,7210 4831@0206 'OuOUo00o 6103266

11 5913759 1168,9794 ,OUOOUO00 79,30,6

12 65,0307 4831,0206 OUOOUUOo 2OU,964
13 70,6855 1168,9794 luuOOuuoo 27•279
14 76,3402 483t,0206 OUUooUO00 9o , 2539

15 81,9949 1168,9794 u000o000 101,23Z16
16 8,66498 4831,0207 0)000UU00 10s,21/6
17 96,3048 1166.9793 u00u100oo IU96796
36 92,9596 4831.0207 ,OOuu00OO 129,1816

19 104,6148 1168,9793 uu0u0D00 12Y,1686
20 110,2697 4631,0207 OU1)OU00U 130,1016
21 10,9247 116809793 UUOOUo00 144,1276

22 121,5797 4831,0207 uOUuuOG0 15u,1096

23 127,2346 1168,9793 lUUOOUUoo 15/,0915
24 j32,6895 4831,0207 uuooUuo0 Wq,07-55
25 132,5444 116869793 .00000000 272v09b

26 244,1994 4831,0207 QuoOUOO0 170,03/4

427 24,8543 1168,9793 OUOOuUOo 108,69V3
26 15575092 4831j0207 00000000 194,0013
29 161,1641 1168,9793 Q0000o000 190,982

30 166,6149 4631,02-07 Q00000000 20ý9901
34 174,4736 1168,9793 0uo0uuoo 2,69410
32 170,1267 4831,0207 O000U000 21YO9209
33 183,7835 1168,9793 ,00000000 226,910
34 189,4384 4831,0207 0O0000000 234,139i!7
35 195,0933 1168e9793 0Q000000 240 8746

36 200,7482 4831,0207 o00000000 24/,565
37 206,4031 1160,9793 ,0000000o W 305
36 212,0579 4831,0207 Uv0000oc 26 ,,8294

39 211,7128 1168e9793 0vooQ00o 26i,80?3

40 2240677 46310207 0uoouuo0 27p,7642
4A 229,0226 116,9793 0000 QNuuo2i.,7600
42 234,6774 4831 ,0207 UO0U000uc 26•07460

43 240,3323 116609793 00000000 290,7299

44 245,9872 4831,0207 'U8009000 304,7118

45 251,6420 116609793 uoo0u0o0 31U,6967

46 257,2969 4631s0207 00000000 31,i,67!P6

47 262,9518 1168,9793 10000U000 32!,65/5

40 260,§067 4831,0207 '0000y000 331,6394

49 274,2615 116s,9793 10000U000 330,62L3

50 279,9164 4831@0207 100009000 34ZO, 6041

51 28to 5713 116409793 00000000 35ý . w0

52 29%g2261 4831•0207 100000O00 35V,5669

53 296,8610 1168,9793 '00.00Q0000 360,5408

ANOLF DEGO*30,O,0O EP$[LON*2,O000 1oELTAN1O00 MIN DELTA%100 SIN TEST# ,&00

Table 5.3.Z.8
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RAY TRACE ANALYSIS PRUGRAM, R 0 MIN!NGNAM - IA-."1-U1I
RAY NUMBER $ 9 iNITIAL AkGLE N -30,000 DEG REO

LIST or TUANI.4U P0INTS 0.5574 eec/mile T'rAL TIM, 2:45

_W14RI N NINk SELONDS
1 4,8272 116m,9793 1000u0O00 4,49V4
2 6,4817 4831,0207 oUUOOUoOO Iu,47?0
3 14,1362 1161,9793 ,UUOoUuOo 1/,4546
4 19,7908 4831,0207 UUOOUUOo 24,43t1

5 25,4453 1169,9793 fUUOOUUO0 31.4167
6 31,0997 4831,0207 oUuooUUoo 30,3902
7 30,7543 1164.9793 0uoouuoo 4D,37YO

8 42,4088 4831,0207 UUUoouUOa 5,3614
9 46,0634 1164,9793 uuooUUO0o 34;9

10 53,7179 4831,0206 QU~OaUUO0 60,3245
1 59,3724 116809793 0U0O0UUO0 7a,3060
12 6V.0269 4831,0207 40OOuUOo 80,21/6

13 70,6814 1169s9793 uvI00UoO 8/,2692
14 76,3560 4831,0207 lUb00UO00 9242505
19 81,9905 1168,9793 UUOOUOO0 101 ,583
16 81,6450 4831,0207 ,OOUO0 100,21j9
17 94,2995 1164,9793 ObOO0uco 11, 19t4
12 9d,9541 4831,0207 n0000o00 129,17/0
39 104,6016 116M,9793 U00OUOO02 152,8506

20 1i882631 4631,0206 uuncuooO 13 ,1402
21 115,9176 1164,9793 UIuooUOo 147)1217
22 121,5722 4831,0207 uO00Uv0o 15u,1023
23 12148W267 1164,9793 0uOOOuOo 15/,0840
24 Ie,08813 4831,0207 ,000OU000 164,0664
25 130,5357 1168,9794 ouoouuoo 17i. 0400
26 144,1902 4831,0207 u0o0uuoo 170,0295
27 749,8448 1168,9793 0UU00uo 1819 0111
26 157,4993 4831,0207 ,UUOOUUOo 191,990
29 161,1539 1164,9793 ,0u000u00 29b,9742
30 166,80, 3 4831,0206 UUOOUu0o 203,8951
31 17204628 1168,9793 lUUOOUUOO 21, 9313
32 170,1174 4831,0207 ,OUOOUUO0 21Y,9419
33 280,7719 1164,9793 OUOOUUO0 226,9005
34 189,4265 4831,0207 40oOOo000 23498831
35 19!,a809 1168,9794 U0ooouoo 24,78646
36 200,7354 4831,0207 UoouUo0o 24,18411
37 20293900 116849793 0U0000uu00 25i,8207
38 212,0445 4831,0207 00000000 26i,8083
39 211,6991 1168,9793 00cuOuO00 260,7899
40 223,3536 4831,0206 UUOOUUO 27:,,7714
41 229,0080 116819793 uO00Uo00 281,7530
42 234,6626 4831,0207 1O00DOU00 28V9,745
43 240,3571 1164,9793 0I00UU000 29D07161
44 245,9717 4831,0207 QUOOUUoo 30,569/7
45 251,6262 116849794 U00000000 31U,67Y2
46 257,2806 4831,0207 '000OU000 31/o6608
47 26i,9352 1168,9793 Duo0UUO0 324,64W4
48 260,5897 4831j0207 UO0ouuo0 33i,6249
49 274,2443 116Wo793 UOuoOOO0 33ý60P5

50 279,8988 48310206 OUOOUUo0 340,58/1

51 28!,5533 1168,9793 U•00Uou0 35g,56d6
52 291,2078 4831,0207 Ouoouuoo 359,55U2
53 296,8623 1168,9793 Q0u00u00 360,5317

AIGLE DEGu-30,000 EPSILONI2,0000 DELIA91000 MIN DELTA100 bIN TEST* ,020

Table 5.3. Z. 9
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.1 RAY TRACE ANALYSTS PRUGRAM, R D MININGHAM - A-21U1.I-

RAY NUMqrRv 10 INIT!AL ANGLE. -J0,000 DEGREEb
COSH

LIST Of TURNI40 P0INT$ 0.1851 sar•Im410 TAlT A TTI" A: 5

NUMBER RAN4E NM VEPTH M bINE SELONDII id, $349 1164.9743 ou0un U ,ftU UA
9 d,4990 4831,0257 ,UUoOUU00 1U,48i5
3 14,1648 116'M,9743 QvouuooU0 1/,4764
4 19,8297 4831,0257 ,QUOU000 2i,4693
5 2t,4947 1168,9743 ,ou0U0DD 3i,46d2
6 31,1596 4831,0257 ,0uco0o0o 3,45!01
7 36,8245 1168.9743 ,oUooUuoo 40,4480
8 42,4895 4031,02,7 QOUOOUUOO 5c,44U9
9 46,1544 116809743 ,oU0cUUoO 184•,0

10 54,8194 4831,0257 ovo0Uoo0 60,4267
11 59,4843 1168,9743 ouoouuoo 74,41V6
13 65,0493 4831,0257 UU0UUoc0 80b,4125
1 70,42 1168v9743 QU00oUU00 81/, 404

324 7,4191 4831,0257 UUOOUU000 92,270•
38, 1441 1166,9743 U0000Uo00 10i,3912
16 8738090 4831,0257 UU00Uo00 10,23841
31 95,4740 116809743 oQ0oU0oo 117,37/0
3991389 4831t0257 U0OQU0D0 124,36V9
19 1160,9743 oUoooUUo 12oo36Z8
20 119,4686 4831,0257 0Uoouuoo 136,35207
21 116,1337 116809743 00000000 14i.3486
22 122,7987 4831,0257 00MU000U00 15,U3415
23 127,4636 116869743 UoooUU0o 15,e3344
24 134,1208 4831,0257 Q0U00U00u 16,3213
24 13d,7935 1168,9743 00000000 17,132U2
26 144,4904 4831,0257 0000U0000 37',11•
27 150,1234 1168,9743 00000000 W1,3010
24 155,7883 4531,0257 Quo00uuo0 19 12909
29 161,4533 1168,9743 ,00000U00 19y,2918
30 16/,0182 4831,0257 ,ououuo0 20i,2847
31 172,7532 1168,9743 oouuooU0 21 49127/6
30 170,4481 4831,0257 ,000U0U00 22U,270533 184,1130 1160.19743 00COU000 22ý ,2644
34 189,7780 483t.0297 ouc0v0o0 234,2963
35 19!;o4429 JL68 9743 ouoouU00 241,2402
36 201,1079 4831,0257 0D000000 240,24;il

37 206,7720 1168,9743 00oouuo0 25i,23!10
38 21764377 4631i0257 UUm0UUO0 26u,22/9
39 219,1027 1168,9743 0UD000000 26,220840 22J,7676 483140257 66000U000 276,2047
41 229,4326 1168o9743 ou0ouuoo 284,2066-

42 235,0975 43l0257 000 O 0oUoo 29u 1995 .43 240,7624 1166.9743 0000U00uo 29/,19ie4
44 246.4214 4831,0257 0U0U000oo 304,18113
45 25ý,0923 1166,9743 obUo0Upo 311,1762
46 25/,7573 4831,0257 mUuo000 31ý 1711
47 263j4222 1166,9743 0u0ou0o0 32D,1640
418 269,0872 4831,0257 00000000 33d,1569
49 274,7521 1168,9743 tUv000000 33V 14va
50 g80,4170 483140257 U1060UU00 346,1W•
91 286,0820 1164,9743 100000000 350,13116
52 291,7469 4831o0257 Uv00U0c0 36U 12dý
53 297,4119 116609743 fU0000000 36/,1214

SANG1.1 DEGe,3D0D00 EPSILONs2,0M0 DELTAv3000 MIN DE4TAw%00 SIN TESTS .IUD

'Fable 5.3. 2. 10
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IL
RAY TRACE ANALYSIS PPUGRAM. R D M[NINGHAM . CA-2U1-Q1I
R4AY NUMBERI 11 INITIAL ANGLE. .30,000 DEGRFES

COSH
LIST OF TURNI1U POINTS 0.3209 sec/mile TOTAL TIME 1:35

NUMBER RAN(E NM DEPTH M 5INb SECOND$
1 2,8271 1168,9793 QOUOOUUOo .49U0

u f 483110202 0OJOUUO0 lU,47W9
14,1370 1161,9798 Uuoou• o .1/,4966

4 19,7923 4831,0202 UUOOUUo0 2414494
5 2.,4475 1168,9798 '00008000 31,4242
6 31,1027 4831,0202 uooJuOOUO00 38,4000
7 36,7579 1168,9798 ouoouUon 40,3916
8 42,4131 4831,0202 ,UgOuuouu 5s,3706
9 4d,0683 1168,9798 00O00u00 5Y,3595

10 54,7p36 4031,0202 UUOOUUoo 66,3433
11 59,3788 1168,9798 'UUOOUO00 3211
12 65,0340 483t,0202 ,00000000 88,31q09
13 70,6892 1168,9798 ,OUOOUUO0 81,2947
14 76,3444 4631,0202 UUOOUUOo 95,27iS
15 81,9997 1168,9798 UuOOUUOo 101i2643
16 87,6549 483140202 ouooUuoo t0i,2402
17 93,3101 1168,9798 ,UOOUUOo 112.2300
18 90.9653 4831,0202 UUOOUuOo 12e,214#
19 104,6205 1168,9798 ,UUOOUU00 12Y,19/6
20 110,275B 4831,0202 .0000uo00 130,1814
21 1•,9310 1168,9798 UUUO•UO0 144,16ý2
22 121,5862 4831,0202 OUOOvUO0 15u,14V0
23 121,2414 1164,9798 UUvOOU00 15/11328
24 134,8966 4831,020D2 40OOU0O0 164,1167
25 13d,5518 1168,9798 lOvOOUUa0 17i 0uo
26 144,2071 4831,0202 UoOOUUOo 17i,0843
27 149,8623 116M,9798 OboOuO000 18:,06dI
28 155,5175 4831,0202 OvoOU0o0 19z ,019
29 161s1727 1168,9798 Uu000uoo0 19Y,017
30 166,8P79 4831,0202 UuOOUOoo 20p,0195
31 172,4831 1169,9798 v0000000 214,00J3
32 178,1384 4831o0202 lU0ooOuoo 21Y,94i1
33 1 84,7 9 3 6  1168,9798 ouooUUoo 226,9710

34 189,4488 4831,0202 OUoOUuo0 23c 954#
35 195,1040 1168,9798 OUOOUUo0 24U,9306
36 200,7592 4831,0202 ObOOUUO0 24/,92d4
37 206,4144 116809798 G0Uvoou 25ý19062
38 212.0697 4831,0202 O0000UO0 261,89U0
39 21/,7249 1168,9798 OuooUUO0 266,8738
40 224.3801 4831,0202 vo00uU00 27:,85/6
41 229,0353 1168,9798 .00000000 282,8414
42 234,6905 4831,0202 00000000 28?082ý2
43 240,3457 1168,9798 UOoUUOo 296,8091
44 246,0010 4831,0202 O000000o 304 7919
45 251,6562 1168,9798 uUoouuoo 31U,77*7
46 257 3114 4831,0202 0000U000 31/,76U5

p 47 262,9666 1168,9798 00000000 32!,7443
48 26d,6218 483110202 0000UUO0 331,72b1
49 274,27ý0 1169,9798 oooooUo0 330,7119
50 279,9323 4831,0202 o000UUo0 34i,6957
51 28505875 1168,9798 uoov00UO 359,67V•
52 291,2427 4831,0202 O0000UUO0 35V,6643
53 296,8979 1168,9798 ooou0ooo 366,6411

ANGLE DEGu-30,000 EPSILON22,UDOC DELTAN3000 MIN DELTAu100 bIN TES79 ,020

Table 5.3.2.11
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I

RAY TRACE ANALYSIS PRUGRAM' D HININNGAM - (A.201-Wit

MAY NUMUERs 12 INITIAL ANGLES .30,000 DEGREES cosm

LIST 0f TURNId'& FOINT3 0.5574 secjmiie -, -,,L ~TLUP 2-45

NUMBER RANUE NM DEPTH M SINE SECONDS
1166,177h'3 J..49U4•'6272 6 . ....

2 d,4617 4631,0207 ODOOUQO0 JU,4720

3 14,1362 1166,9793 :U00OOV1UO01)66
4 19,7908 4831,0207 '•OU0000 21,4}•1

5 2V04453 1168,0793 0O00OUOOO 31,4ý67

6 31,0998 4831t0207 U0VOOUUO0 30,3962

7 36,7642 1168,9793 sO(uUO0 40,3797

8 44,4085 4831,0207 OOO0UO0 5e$613

940,0633 1168,9793 O000OOUo 5V,34g9

50 45,7078 4831,0206 O0uOOUCO0 6i*3244

5- 0,3723 1168,9793 0000UuO0 7ý,30w9

12 65,0266 4831,0207 O000OV000 ,o21114

13 79,6813 It68,9793 SUO000U00 8/,26VO0

14 76,3358 463110207 uuOOuuO•O 94,25U6

11 82,9903 1168,9793 ,000UU00 MO•,23•1

,6 07,6448 4631,0207 4a00000oooo 100217

17 93,2993 ,166,9793 0G00J0o00 11ý,19)2

Is 96,9536 4831,0207 :00000000 124,1767

19 104,6084 1168,9793 00000UU00 12VI1563

20 t10,2629 4831,0207 ,O000O000 13b,1399
21 •IV,9074 li6e,9793 #UUOOuuOO 14ý,12%4

22 121,5719 4631,0206 1000UU00 15U,2og9

23 127,2264 1160,9794 ,000O000 15/,0844

24 J34,6609 4631.0206 OuOOuuO0 L64,0609

25 13U,5354 1166,9793 $00000000 17ý,04/4

26 144,1896 4631,0207 OuOOUUO0 170,0369

27 149,8443 1106,9793 50000000 161,0104

26 1554949 4631,0207 O000O00 19i,9919

29 161,1534 1164,9793 ,OOOO0U0a 19D,9745

30 166,6079 4831,0207 uUOOuUO0 W09,001

31 172,4629 1108,9794 ,O:0OUO00 21,93066

3: 171,1169 4831,0207 00000000 20V,9101

33 168477&4 1168,9793 00000000 20,997

34 169,4259 4831,0207 0000000 231,8612

35 195,0604 2166,9793 00OUUOU0 240,864

36 200,7350 4831,0207 000000•0 24/,8444

37 200,3$94 1166,9793 U0000000 250,8V•9

38 212,0439 4831,0207 OuOO0000 261,8074

39 211,6964 It6819793 QQOOQQO0 26i,70q9

40 123,3529 4631,0207? 0000000 V7t,77Us

41 229,0475 1168,9793 00000000 284,7$20

42 234,6620 4631o0206 O000O0000 2SG,7346

43 240,3164 116919793 OO0U000 290071t

44 245,9709 4831,0207 OQOOUUO0 30,6906

40 231,625) 1168,9793 O00000000 31U 6762

46 257,2600 4831,0207 00000000 31/,659V

47 262,9345 1166,9794 U0000000 324,64%3

40 26d,5809 4831,0207 00000000 33i,6228

49 274,2434 116s%9793 00000000 330,6043

50 279,0979 4831,0207 0000Q000 345,5689

55 28b,5525 1168,979; O0000000 35,5615

92 291,2070 4631,0206 O00000UO0 3ýV,54y

53 296,6614 1168,9793 .00000000 360,5305

ANGLE DEGw.30,OMO EPSILONv ,1400 DELTAx1OO0 MIN DELTA. 20 SIN TEST$ ,'0R

Table 5. 3Z. 12
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RAY TRACE ANALYSIS PAVORAM- R D MININGHAM - .A-201-I11
H*Y NUMBERs 13 INITIAL ANGLEB .30,000 DEGREEb

COSH

LIST Or TURNIIG POINT5 1.1993 sec/mIle TOTAL TImE 5:55

NUMBER PAN4E NM VEPrH mS bINk SEUONDS

1 2,8272 1168s9793 UUOOUO00 4,49V6
g 0,4"i6 41i9. g ^'•~v . "-47an.-

3 14,1361 116q,9793 OUOOUIUO0 / 4•3

4 1 790 5 4831,0207 lovoo0uco 24,4346

5 25.4449 1168,9793 UuooUUO0 31 ,49

6 31,0993 4t3i,0207 UUO cUUO 36,39/3

7 36,7537 1168,9793 O000UUO 40,3766

6 4?,4081 4831 0207 ,OUOuua0 5• 35W9

9 40,0626 116M,9793 UQ0OUUOo 5w ,3412

50 4,7170 4831,0207 00O000vo 6, 3226

11 59,3714 1168,9793 fUuOou0 74,3049

12 65,D258 4831 ,0207 OU00OU00 U1 2012

13 70,6802 1168,9793 ,u•0uo00 o/,2685

14 76,3347 4831,0207 ,OUO0UoO0 94,2419

0 81.989i 1168,9793 ,UUOOOO 1O• 22Y2

16 81V6435 4831,0207 ,-O000UUO0 Lo, 5

17 96,2979 1168,9793 OU00UUO0 1150,06

18 96,9523 483J,0207 Uuo00uoo0 121,171

19 104.6067 1168,9793 ,OQOOUUO 12Vo145

20 110,2611 4831,0207 0OOOUO0o 13 ,13P1

21 115,9156 1168,9793 fOUOOUUOo 14,j11t1

22 121.5700 4831,0207 uuoouuoo 15U,0984

23 121,2244 1168,9793 ,OOuOoo0 1510797

24 132,8788 4831,0207 'UO000000 166,0610

25 13d,5332 1168,9793 O0000000 171,0424

26 144,1876 4631,0207 ouoouuoo 170,02$7

27 149,8420 1168,9793 OO00UUO0 18,00UP0

28 155,4964 4831,0207 .0000000 191,9863

29 161,1509 1168,9793 ,00000000 19,96/6

30 166,8053 4831,0207 Uu000oo00 20o,94V

31 172,4597 1168,9793 ouOUo00o 214,93U3

32 178,1141 4831,0207 .0000U000 219,9 916

33 183,7685 1168,9793 ,o00000uo 226,8929

34 189,4229 4831,0207 00000000 234,8742

35 19!,0773 1168,9793 U.oo0uuo 24V,8t5

36 200,7317 4831,0207 $00000000 24/,8369

37 206,3861 1168,9793 eO0ooo000 254,82.82

38 212,0405 483J,0207 6DOCU00U0 261,79Y5

39 211,6949 1168,9793 UUOOqUOo 260,7800

40 224,3493 4831,0207 Uuoo0uoo 27ý,7621

41 229,0038 1168,9793 .0000m000 28ý,7444

42 234,6582 4831,0207 9000U000 26v,7247

43 240,3126 1168,9793 ,O00oUUO0 296,7060

44 245,9670 4831,0207 OUUOU00 305,65/4

45 251,6214 1168,9793 ,40000000 31u,66u7

46 257,2758 4831,0207 lUflOUOOO 31/16500

47 262,9302 1168,9793 ,00000000 324,6313

48 268,5846 4831,0207 IOQOOUUO0 331,61?6

49 274,2390 1168,9793 Su0ooU000 340,5949

s0 279,8934 4831,0207 100000o00 347,5752

51 286,5478 1168,9793 tUOOUOO0 35e45565

52 291,2022 4831,0207 O0DOUUo0 35Y,53/6

53 296,8566 1168,9793 .00000000 366,5192

ANGLE DEG8930,000 EPSILON* t000 DELTAn 290 MIN DELTA* 20 SIN TESTS ,020

Table 5.3.2. 13
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5. 4. Bilinear Profile

The bilinear velocity proilie, shown in Fig. 36, is a symmeiriual

profile composed of two constant gradient regions It is formally defined by

v(z) = 1500 - 0.05 (z-3000) ; z < 3000

v(z) = 1500 z = 3000

v(z) = 1500 + 0.05 (z-3000) z > 3000 (V.2)

This profile is easily represented in the ray tracing program by the use of

a limited number of data inputs in the constant gradient regions, but the

gradient discontinuity at the depth of 3000 meters can only be approximated.

The present program interpolates between discretely entered data inputs to

produce a smoothed representation of the profile that also possesses con-

tinuouis gradients. As a stratagem, therefore, the break in the gradient

was confined to a depth interval of ± 0. 50 meter about the axis of the pro-

file by dcfining the profile in terms of the data inputs of Table 5.4. 1. The

3-point fit applied to each data entry gives a curvature, coefficient D, of

0. 20 at the axis - the 4-point fit used in the ray tracing program increases

this curvature to the value 0. 40 at the axis but the curvature decreases to

zero at the depths 3000 ± 0.50 meters.

With the exception of the region of the gradient discontinuity and

for transitions across it, the velocity field is exactly predicted by the

velocity field expansion. Also, and because of the vanishing curvature

in the constant gradient regions, the iteration equations will be highly

accurate. It follows that the principal result of the tests of the ray

tracing program in the bilinear field will be to test the ability of the

S-test to sense and correct for the gradient discontinuity at 3000 meters.

Similarly, the use of large minirrum iteration intervals, Am , will

blur the effects of the transition of the rays across the axis of the profile

insofar as they are projected for the arc length Am by an expansion

that is valid on only one side of the axis.

The test results are shown for a -15° ray with origin at the axis

of the profile and for a 300-mile ray trace in Tables 5. 4. 2. 1 through

5.4.2. 11. Again, only the turning point data are presented. As with the
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hyperbolic cosine velocity field the turning point depths are calculated with

excellent precision for all of the control parameters. It is to be noted

that the running time of the program increases with a for fixed values

of the othet control parameters, indicating that the c -test is not only

limiting the iteration interval but that an increase in A produces an

unnecessary truncation over a greater fraction of the arc length of the ray.

In contrast, increasing A drastically drops the computer running

time although it does this at the cost of lower accuracy in the results.

The data of Tables 5.4. 2.7 and 5.4.2. 11 are especially interesting.

For these, A was increased to 100 meters. Because the curvature

at the origin of the ray was 0.40, the first iteration of the ray was so large

that it reversed the si5, ... the sine of the imL.Ld ray angle, producing the

apparent turning point at the range 0. 0427 miles. Subsequently, the semi-

invariant test of (III, 8) compensated for this error but the residual effect

of this initial "jog" of the ray shortened the range of the first turning

point by 0.16 mile. In the subsequent iterations the terminal point of each

iteration never fell so close to the axis that a further false turning point

of this type could occur. These data demonstrate not only that the para-

meter 6m must be carefully selected with respect to the properties of

the input data but also shows the net effect that can be expected when a

serious breakdown of the control tests occurs, Note that the semi-

invariant test was able, during the first one-quarter cycle of the ray,

to reduce the error to 0. 16 mile - had there been no correction of this

type the test results would have been absurd.
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;*ý'S U WIU L& of "Amot .305. 000 GIt S tONI A? 0BOSAvil, M&XIMIJ- DEPIOV~ 6,906 u*q CIINTIGNAI3

VELOCITY V1SO9107w

.1 0 6 6 3 
*4 4. 2 6 0 3 a ' 1 6 4 W 4

.1261 6159 4

:1&66 4 &A98v 4

11410~ 4' 1 5 8 0 4 
1 4 4.70116 

.&5.9 4.1560 4 

.5'419136 4 

.1956 4
.0200 4 

t14 4,'9340 4.54 
4.2480 4 

13:1 9 : 10 4 . P 3 4M050 4 192:
.24§0 4 

.1519 4
. 1 0 0 0 ~ .1 5 1.2900 4.330s 4 

'1519 4
:344 4.56

1116 4

,33gg 4 *.115P
,34 g 4* 1540 43904 

.154% 4. 6 0 4 * 1 546 4.4204 4 * 1099 4.43s@ 4 
.1509 4o4 4 60 4 *o .1 4 4

.420 4 *.154 4:,4396 4 
:1 .1514 4,44:1 4Isfv57 

4
:4 5I 0 4 

1 7,'9*5 4 
.15 4,'7g0 4 
MIN50 4,5490 4 
IM)59 4

.9 31.6 4 
1 40 5 4

:;1:: 4 *.162, 4
.97 4 

.1631 4.9506 4 
11637 4

.5*90 4 
194,64006 4 0 .1*04, :

Fig. 38.
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RAY TRAC:i ANALYSTb PRUGRým•- R V MINI•J.HAM - (A-i-UI-JI

WAY ;,111Wi41442 I L tnIT IAL At (Li~r -15 .000 DEGREE:S

LI'T Ur 1UNNI.46 PtlIfT' 0.5166 ic/mls TOTAL TIA. 2035

NUMHrR RANý21- Nf; JFP'H M SINe SEInOND
S4,3404 lY4i,7145 UuooUUoo >,29f

2 13.0213 405R,281)5 UocvUIJoo 12,89U

3 21.7C21 19&,1.7144 .0booUUO0 20.4b42

4 3u .39-0 4Cq . 2855 OLOCIUUOO 3/,07/9

5 39.0639 104t ,7145 .0MOUU00 41.6716

6 4/,7447 4V,5,2855 UOuUO0 5b,2b6!3

7 5b.4256 19Y4 7145 UýaOUuOo 60.8b90
8 6>,10t4 4059,2855 ,UbCooUO0 7V,4597

9 7J,7m73 194J,7145 ,UOOOUuOo 9U.0403

10 82,4661 40%R,2855 .ObuouUOO IQU,64UQ

11 91,1490 1941, 7145 ,oUOOuUOO 11,23.S7

12 99.8298 40,4,2855' *uuvauooo 121.82/4
13 10j,5d. 7 1941,7145 .O[UOgUOo i3g,4211

14 It/,lqls 405A.2855 UUUOUUOo 14.,0148

15 12t.8724 1941.714b U•UOUUOo 151.6064

16 134,5t)32 405M.2855 uuoOUuo0 164.20d1

17 146.2341 1941,7145 oLoouuOO 174.79'8

18 151.9149 40,5.2655 UUOOuvO0 18,.38y5

19 16U,5957 1
9

41.71
4

6 UUoOUUOo 192.9811

20 16,92766 4059,2855 UouoUUo0 20.,5768

21 17/,95/4 1941,7145 ,UUOuUo0 21/.17U5

22 180.63h3 40sm.2865 o(jIOUUo0 22/.7642

23 19t.-191 1941,7145 UU0UOuo0 23b.35/9

24 ?03,9999 4054,2855 ,ULIOUuOo 24b,9516

25 212,6F08 1941,7145 Uo oUUo0 25V,54P2

26 221,3616 4059.2855 .OuoouCu0 27ý.1309

27 230.0425 1941,7145 uuOouuo0 25W.73?6

28 23d.7233 405A,2855 UuOuuOO 291,6262

29 241,4042 1941.7145 O,0UUo00 301.9199

30 256,0650 4U5g,2855 .0UllOUUO0 314e,5146

31 264,7658 1941o7145 Ounouuo0 32a.1013

32 274,4407 405R,2854 oU(]DUUo0 334,70U9

33 2a2,1275 194t,7145 OU(iOUUOa 3 44,2946

34 290.8083 40t,.285b Ouu0vUOo 354,8803

35 299.4892 1941,7145 .ouOUU0o 36D.4819

LIST OF WOTTO,1 HIIS

NO BOTTOM -41TS

LIST OF SURFACE wITS

NO SURFACE HITS

DEPTH M93O30OOOC EPSILnN8 1U00 DELTA* 250 MIN DELTAu 4 blN TESTo ,Qie

Table 5.4. .I
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WAv TL4ACI ANALYS! ' PP(URAt.- R D MIPt' ,(;HA - LA-2U1-"U1

'44 'iNtl~l 'k 11'17 hAL At UI: - 5, 00uu' nEiknp.-bi BILINEA

.7 La-' '~ U"~L~'-"r~~ O~333**omu*TUAL r±l J1111

iNIJMH•V PA.P H m b I Nt: SELUNOS
sd ý ,4 4 1ý41,.7i4 ,ubbouuO ;i.-290i

2 14.0213 4;54,2o$ ,UUOOuuOo 1;.89Ub
3 21.7021 I9V1.7145 .UUUOUUOo 20.4842
4 3U.3 p0O 40&,R,2R95 . U001,10 0 3/,07/9
5 3q.0049 1941,7145 .UUOOUUOo 41.6716
6 41.7447 4C'&. 254 ,UOaOUUO0 5, 26!P3
7 50.4256 1941.71~46 .utoouuooQ08Y
8 6t;.J0o4 4 1,A 2ts4 .OLDOUL100 7W.45i6

9 76 . 7 A 3 1941, 7145 U(, OOUUO0 9 U. 0403

10 82.4661 40N4,2855 O.UOUUO 101U.64U0
11 91.1490 19 I, 7145 O~l'OUUO0 II.17,23 7
12 99,8298 40!,A2i55 UUuOUUOo 121.82/4
13 10t.5107 1941.7145 Ouunvuoo0 13,.4211
04 11,/1925 40)A,2855 UUOUUO0 104.507e
15 125.8724 1941,/144 oUOouuoo 215,60b4
16 .34,5532 405A.2655 UbUOUUo0 216.2O64
27 14,.2341 1941,7144 UUOGOUUOO 171,79
24 051.9199 40!;,2855 UOooUUO0 182.3895
29 160,5957 1941,7145 .UOOUuo0 19P. 9842
20 161,276A 40,,2855 OUOOvUOo 200.5766
271 7/,9s74 1941,7145 ,ULGOUUO0 21/.17US
22 180,6382 405f,2855 ,OUOQUUO0 22/.7642
29 219.4091 1941,7145 ,OUUoOUUOo 230-139
24 206,9999 405ý,2855 ObuouuOO0 20,9516
21 24,76507 1941,7145 OuOUuoo0 25W.5412
26 21.-3616 4059.2855 .UOUU0a0 27U .13U9
27 230.0424 1941.7145 ,OUOOUUO0 2834,296
28 238.7?62 405R,2855 ,ououuooo 291.,3263
29 24/.4041 1941,7145 ,OUOUUo0 301,91V9
30 256.0f449 4059,2855 ,OuuOuUOo 311.51,1

31264,7657 1941,7145 ,ODOOUUOo 324.10/3
32 274.4466 405$4,2055 ,uooouao0 33ý,7009
33 28ý.IY4 1941,7145 .OUuouo00 344.2946
34 29U.8062 4058,2855 ,ooouoo00 35i,8tits
ý05 29Y,4P90 1941,7145 ,OuunUOo0 360. 4819

LIST OF ROTTOM H11S

NO ROITOM •ITS

LIST OF SURFACE WdITS

NO SURFACE HITS

UFPTH M=3000O9000O EPSILON. .1V00 DELTAS 500 MIN DELTAS 4 bI', TESY8 ,020

Tabl 5.4. 2.2
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RAY 1NACE ANALYSIS PROGRAM- R D MININGHAM - CA-2UV1Ul|
;y *umu= i jrJNT;AL ANGLk* -15.000 DEGREEb

LIST OF JURN•4t POINTS 0.7833 mec/,dlo TOTAL TIM.L 3S55

NUMbfPR PANUF NM UFPTIH MINh SENOND$
1 4.3404 1941,7144 OLOOyu0O Z,2969
2 1.0213 40U5,2855 ,O uoocu00 0.e8909
3 21.7022 1941,7145 .00000000 20,4842
4 30.3830 4058,2655 ,00000000 3/,0719
5 19,0639 1941.7145 .00000000 4/,6716
6 41,7447 40!8,2855 ,00000000 5P,26t3
7 56,4256 1941,7144 .U0a000oo 6P,4890
a 65,1064 4058,2655 .00000100 7V,4527
9 73,78/3 1941,7145 ,O00DUO00 90,0464

10 Ok,4681 40!8,2855 ,OOOuOOO 100,6400
11 91.1490 1941,1145 .0OUOU000 111.2367
12 99,8298 4058,2855 .00000000 121.82/4
13 10U,5107 1941,7145 .000Ouo00 13i,4211
14 117.1915 4058,2855 ,00000000 144,0148
15 125,8724 1941,7145 ,o0000000 150,6045
16 134.5532 4059,2655 ,OOOUUO0 16i,20M1
17 143,2341 1941,7145 ,UOOU000 175,798
1s 151,9149 40%8.285t) ,O000UUO0 18,3895
19 160,5957 1941,7145 tOoOOOOO 19,9
20 169.2765 4058,2855 UOOOUUOo 206.5768
21 171,9r74 1941,7145 OOUo0ouo 211.17095
22 186.6382 404n,2655 0000o00o0 22/,7642
23 195,3190 1941,7145 ,guOOUoO 23i.3579
24 204,9998 405a,2856 QOOOQUO0 24i.9516
25 21ý.6807 1941,7144 .000O000 25.,5402
26 221,3615 4058,2855 O000O00o 270.13#9
27 230,0423 1941,7145 1000O(000 28U,73?6
26 23b.7232 4058,2856 OoOOuO0o 291,3262
29 241.4040 1941,7145 ODUOQ00D 30i.91Y9
30 256,0848 4058,2855 .0000(000 31i.5146
31 264,7656 1941,7145 .00000000 324,10/2
32 274,4465 4058,2855 O000000 33ý,7009
33 201,1273 1941,7145 00000000 344,2946'
34 290,8081 40!8,2855 000U00DO 354.86b2
35 299.4889 1941,7145 QOouO00 360,4019

L14T or BOTTOM HITS

NO BOTTOM HITS

LIST or SURFACE HITS

NO SURFACE HITS

OFPTH Ma3000,0000 EPSILONN 1000 DELTA21000 MIN DELTA. 4 SIN TEST. ,020

Table 5.4.2.3
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a

PAY TRACC ANALYSTI PWU(;RAM. 4 0 MItFIdIGAM " t-2I-J

HAY HiUH4ERX 4 1IhTIAL ANGLES , *t.oo i G IILIDGUEd

LIST Of rURNI1U PotNI$ 0.9666 seo/m•I 'IVTAL Tin 4I5O

NU4HCR PA1N'-'N 
SCLUNUS

S4,3404 194t,7144 'oDUOUUO0 2969

2 t3,0213 405,.2855 ,ouoOUUOo 1 :. g9b

1 21,7022 1941.7145 ,uuUOUUOo 2b.4843

4 3U,3s10 4059.2855 ,ULoOUOoo 3/.0719I 5 39,O639 1941.7145 ,OOUUO0 4/,6716

6 41.74%7 405 ,2855 ,ULUOUuOo 5b

7 56,4256 194•,7145 ,OUDU00o0 6bB540
B• 6~,61 b4 00¶R,254 ,0UUOUOO0 7V.4527

9 7 S. 10A,7141 .715O0u000 9 U,0404

1.0 gi,4AIbl 405A,2655 .UuoUUDOO 1OU.6401

. 91,14bg 194117145 ,UtjoOUQOO it 1.,23-57

12 99.8298 405!)2855 O000UOO0 s21.6214

13 106.5106 1941.7145 ULJODUUO0 jJd.4211

14 i1t, 19115 4051,2b)5 uo00flgu3fl 143,0348

15 I2 .8723 1 .,7145 UOOUUOO0 154 60b4

16 134,5531 40i,2855b UuOOUO OOi,2ca

17 166.2140 l1 4 .,7145 00000000 7..7908

1$ 1.51, 1J4 40bg2855 OUOOUUO0 IsoI3e95
19 160,5956 19l,7145 .U00uo00 19:.9841.

20 169.2764 405M,2655 uuOOUuOo 20b,b7bb

21 171,9572 1941,7145 ,ULOOUUOO 21/,17U5

22 Ii.6381 4U50,2855 ,UUUoo00 22/,7642

23 19-.3189 1941.7145 DUuoUUO0 230,35;8

24 206.9997 405,A2855 'UOOUUO0 246,952.

25 21Z,6805 19(1,7145 .uuOuOuc 25V,5452

26 221,3613 40%8,2055 UUOOUOoo 27U,139

27 230,04211 1941,7145 'OoOUOOO 28U,7325

28 23d,7230 4058,2654 o000uuo0 291.3262

29 24!.4038 1941.7145 OuOOUOo 301.99

30 25b.0946 405A.2854 'OOnUOoo 31,51S5

31 264,7654 1941,7146 iOtOOOuoo 326,10/1

32 274,4462 4058,2855 ,O00OuuOO 33,7010U

33 281,1270 194t,7145 ,906OU0O 34i,2945

34 290.8078 40!i,2854 .Ou0o0oo 354,8,63.

35 2Q9,4865 194t,7145 UOOOuuOO 365.4818

LIST OF 8OTTOM4 HITS

NO BnTTOM HITS

LIST OF SURFACE wITS

NO SURFACE HITS

DEPTr M23000,O000 EPSILON* ,&COO ELTA92000 MIN DELTA* 4 51N rESTO .O2o

Table S. 4.2.4
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WAYV Tk4A[*F ANALY"I S PHU(R~AII. R~ D 1111:1--iA IA-WULJ1-0

WAY NULJM'4ER I IT IATIL A PGI,:f. o o !n BILIIEAJ I
it IS1 OF TUNNI 4s POWb 0.3W0 0..ldwllii. TOTAL TIl& 110.

Num4FH PAIJij '4M jjtpI.p Nl SEHIONDN
1 4-3,194 1,417145 .UuUOUUOO v.2914

2 O 4090k 2656 .UV'(IV UUOQ 12.80v1

3 21.7011 1Y%1,7145 ,#UtIbIuO0 2.4O8

4 30 35410 40 .2b55 .u(-(I0UuUOO 3/.075
5 A9,01 144t.7144 ,UUII[UUOO 4/,6669

6 4/1,7427 40t,85 .UUU0UUOO 50,2b66

7 50.4264 1jv•.7144 ,UDUOUUOO 60.8561

86 .1t04. 4C!9.2655 .ULOUDUOO 7w.44'VU

S9 73 .743 1941,7145 ULUOUUOO 9V ,04,4[

S10 M.461 4CbA.?555 ULUCUUOO0 1o.6jbO

11 91 .1457 19&1,7145 .0buDUOO0 11.22VS

12 99 H1 4Ch*,28b5 OIUDUOO 121,B240

is 1Od G5 64 19 4 1.7145 U,(IO)1UO 1 5t,414S14 11/#i .•34 h 2b'36 ULn(IuuDo0 143,)t0091

S15 1?" u8m 1941 7 145 uuObfOOO 154 *6 U7d'

16 134.54H9 4.U;,265 UlOUUOO 164.1964

17 145.2)1Q 1941 7145 u U1O0 jO 0 0%74.18d9

I'8 i 909M 4068r I55 Ub0OUUO0 1 III86 6
19 16 u 5 0,1 11- 1 7145 uuoouuoo 19 : .97!)

20 16V . 2711 40giR. 8b5 ULOOuUUG 2005, 695

21 171,96)i 1941.7145 UuOOuUO0 W -1,160

22 180.6319 40r,2855 uOOOUUO0 22/.757
23 j9to.S127 1941,7145 UtOOUUc0 230.34V2
24 20.05 4059,2855 ut.OuuOO•O 240.94ý9

23 212.6765 1941.7145 .UUOOUUOO 25i.53!4

26 221,3544 4054.2555 .OLOUDUO0 27U .12V1
27 23U,0349 1941.7145 O000 OOU00 281J,72eJ

23 2sO.7157 405R.2855 ULU•UOOO 291,3160
29 24/1,3951S 1941 ,7144 ,u 0UuOUO 30i .90,5

30 256.07o5 4C54,2855 u uUUOUO 31d,50;el

31 264.7573 1941.7145 utoua uoo 32a .09qt7

32 274.43ot 406.) ,21355 UO DUOgO 3 5. 66Y4

33 213 .i1111 Y41 , 7144 '01,400100 344.2819

34 290.7909 406)9.2855 ULDPuuoO 354 .8 7t6

35 299.4795 1941.7146 O(IjluuOO 367,46dB

LIST (IF HQTTO'4 HITS

1NO POITOM kITS

LiST OF SURFACE wITS

NO SIRFACE WITS

UEPTH masMu30OO|CO EPSILONx V-100 AEL)A'000 MIN DELTAs 25 bIN' TESTx 920

Tabe 5.4.2.5
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P A Y T A(C- AI4ALYL b IS PzU,NAI. A I R V1t 1,1 4.;HAM - IA-• J'- II
H4A Y N t MH f HE k m 1) i II T %A L A t G i. t: - V ) .110 0 f d F . BI L A R

LIPT OF TUkN1.,.i 0011NT3 0.3166 Oc/ilf TMAL TII, 1035

IL) A 1.1 6-, 1 Is•vL,4 .• i •I Nt= SiE,ONDS

1 4, 5.117 1 y .11 7144 ULOnVU O0 :1. 2946

2 1 J,019h 4C',09i 2 5155 UL.'O (1U0U 0 1 :1 ,6

3 ?1, 7004 1Y41 ,7145 t,*UrIuoo0 26.4810
4 4 ' Gj a ,•,81 8 5 UU 0VUtJO0 31, 07,>7
5 39. 0o21 1941, 714. IUL.UOUUO0 4/.66Y4
6 4/ /4.30 4C "04855 .ULfOVU00 5 b. 26i0
7 6.0.4738 1941.7145 Ubl)OllUO0 60.8b5 7
a 6t) 1047 46,. ,2855 UU00uuoo 7v.45U4

9 7J 7 s b 1941, 145 uLUnOUIOo 9 U.0441
1. 8' 4 I3 4 U s, q 285t Ut. tnOuuO0 10u.63/7
11 91 1471 1941.7145 U(i)Ouuoo 1.11.2314
12 90 8phO 40Q',2b55 ULUOUuO 121. 82.0
1,3 100 5GH4 1941,7145 luuouuOO0 13e. 41b1
14 11/.149? 4C,9.2655 UO)00ut&Oo ld4. 051

15 12.a 8701 1941, 7145 UUoouUo0 156.6015
16 134,5509 4L5A.2855 ULOOUUOO0 164.1992
17 146. 2.11H 1941., 7145 .1 [U 00 0~o 17q , 79ieb

18 151.9126 4054,285 ,ULOOUUO0 18D.3865

19 1,U ,59s35 IY41, 7145 , u O uouO 19: .9 U2
20 16V. 274A 41, I3A 2U,5 .ULOfUUO0 206 . 57,39
21 171, 9551 1 Y41. 7145 4 0[ OOUUGO 21/1 , 16 /

22 1SO. 6300 4 4L d54 ,ULJoOUUO0 22/.7612
23 195.3lom 1941,'145 ,ULOOUUO0 230.3!49

24 2G,3.9Q76 4',).2M5S ,ULlJ0UU00 24ot.94d!b
25 21e;o,7'4 1941,7146 .UUuouuoo 25,.54d2
26 221,3590 40r,1..t28'jb .ULUDUUo0 27U.13!)5
27 23U,0345 1

9
l1.7145 ,uOOOuUOO 28U,72bd

28 -2id,7?U4 40, In5; ,?ULOOUUO 291. 2S5
29 241,4012 1941,7140 ,ULuouO 301.9162

30 256,0P21 45A, 2854 UOLOOUUoO 31g.5099
31 264,762V 1941,7145 .ULOUUO0 3'¢,16us5
32 27,.,443B 4C5A B255 .UOOUUO00 335•.69/2
33 2H'd.1246 1941 7145 .UfOoUUOo 344.29U9
34 29U,8054 4rr , 2855 ,UbuoUuo0 354 a844
35 299,4Pe5 1941.7145 ,UuOUuOO 36P.47b2

LIST OF BOTTOM, HITS

NO ROTTOM P411

LIST OF SURFAr. WITS

NC SURFACE HITS

UFPTH M23000.UUO0 EPSILONs ,UOU0 DELTAr200 HIN UELTAs 25 '311 TESTs ,020

"Table '.4. 2. 6
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TRACE ANALYSIS PkU.RAm.. w nl m w..... 1-[1NUNMRk / 1tIrTIAL ANGLE .115,00n DEGHpEb

NUMJIER RANUI, N1, LJ)FPTH M b I SEUONI•
1 .0427 29h4,7695 ,0UUa0UU00 .05,•
2 4 .1789, 4D-4, 2056 ,UoOOUUO0Q 094
3 12,8586 1941,7145 ,UnOfUUOo 12,68W2
4 21,538H 405A,2855 OOO0uoo 26,27t2

a 5 30.2192 1941,7145 Uconuuoo 30,86046 36.8g9H 405A,2855 OLDoOUUO0 4/,4617
S7 41.5A04 1941, 7145 Ouoouuo0 50,05t2

8 50.2612 408 .285b WUCO0uco 6 b6408
9 64,9420 1941,7145 OUOOUUOo 7V 24;4

10 7,56229 4G58,2855 ,UbOOUUO0 89.6361
11 8e.3029 1941,7145 UuOOUuOo00 10U .4209
12 90 .9832 40!i8,2855 0Uuo0Uooo 111.021913 99,6636 1941,7145 OUoUUo0 121, 601
14 10d.3441 40i8, 2854 uOOoUuO0 134,2064
15 11/,0248 1941,7145 'ObOOUOoo 14d,8019
16 125,7055 4058,2855 UjOcuuo0 150,3954
17 134 .3863 1941,7145 OUUO0ouo 164.9 91
18 143 0A72 4058,2855 MOOOUUO0 174.5827
19 151, 702 1 41,714 5 OuOOUuoo 18,12J5
20 16U.3957 4058,2855 nOOOuuoo 19,,7•b8
21 169,0663 1941,7145 louoouuoo 20b.31U2
22 171 7470 40178,2855 oOOOUO0 210,9048
23 186.4278 1941,7145 OnOOUUo0 22/,4974
24 195,1006 4058,2855 0000UUO0 236.0911
25 20 .795 1941,7145 nUUO0uuo 240,6847
26 212.4697 4058,2855 .000UUO0 25.,27/7
27 221.1501 194147145 .UU0MOO0 269,87U6
28 229,8306 4058,2855 OOUO00U 280,4641
29 23d.5112 1941,7145 QQGOUUD0 291,05/5
30 247.1919 4058.2854 OUOOUUOO 30i.6511
31 255,8727 1941,7145 ooUOU00o 31k,2447
32 264,5535 4058,2855 00uou00u0 322,8364
33 274,2176 1941,7145 ,000GUOD0 334.4116
34 281.8965 4058,2855 O000O00o 344,000235 290,5793 1941,7144 uoo00000 354,596936 290,2594 4058,2655 ,OU0OUUO0 36i,1916

OF BOTTOM HITS

0 BOTTOM HITS

Or SURFAC: HITS

o SURFACE HITS

SM03000,00oo EPSILON* .1000 O ELTAUIO00 MIN DELTAEROU bIN TEST. .020

Table 5.4. 2. 7
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[I

PAY TRACE ANALYSTS PNrmRAr. R D MHIIGWAH - I A-ie'1-U1 I

RAY NUjMH1ER- H INITIAL AtGL:.E -15.001 DEGRFE5

i. IST OF TURNIAU POINTS 0,J3000 OO/i-le o'A, "IM, 1s310

NUMRER ANV; \irl L)FprH i Z:N• SI NNb

• 1 4,3403 194it7145 ,UbUOUUO0 2.296

i 2 1j,0211 40t.A,2855 0U )uUU00 10>8903
13 21,7019 1941,7144 UUODUUo0 26.4849
14r 30.3828 4058,2855 ,0I U U00 31,0716
15 34, 0636 1941,7146 5OUOU 0 4/,6713
6 4/,7444 4058,2655 '0000UU00 5h,2649

7 56,4253 1941,7145 0OOUOcUU00 17!.

d8 65,104 405A,2855 ,OuOU000 79,45U2
19 76,7869 1941,7145 ,ObOOUoO0 9U.041, 9

10 82,4677 4058,2854 ,0000UU00 IOU6.63Y5
2it 91,1486 194%,7145 OOOUuOoc 111,2362

12 9Y,0794 4058,2855 OuOOUUOo 121,8269
13 106,5102 1941j7145 UUOOUuOo i3,,42U5
14 11/,1911 4058,2855 UuOOUUO0 144,s014
"15 125,8719 I941,7145 OUOU000 154.60/8

16 13495527 40SR,2855 OOOUOOUO0 164,2015
17 143,2335 1941,7145 O0OOOUUO0 174. 791
18 151,9144 40S8,2855 0u0UUG0 91.3253

19 16,05952 1941,7144 Oi000uuoo 191,98W4

20 169,2700 40 8,2855 ,fOOUUOO 206,5761

21 271,9568 1941.7146 OuOOUUo0 21/,16V7
22 Ibb 6376 4058, 2655 ,ObooUO00 221 76,J4
23 195,3185 1941,7145 Ou0ouUO0 230.3570

24 203,9993 4058,2855 'OUOUU00 240,95U7
25 212,6801 1941,7145 ubOU00U00 25.9 444

26 221,3609 4058,2855 O000UOO00 2735 880

27 23090417 1941,7145 OUCfOUUO0 28U,7316
28 23LS7226 4058,2855 OUOOUaO0 291 ,3TS
29 24/,4034 1941,7145 '0000UU000 301,9109
30 256t0842 406)9 .2855 .0BOOU000 3je, sjw6
31 264,7650 1941,7145 00000UU00 324,1062
32 274,4458 4058,2854 uu0OUU00 336,6999
33 2U, 1267 1941,7145 10000QU00 344.2945
34 290 .8o75 4058g ,2855 tUo00UO00 35*,8812
35 29-0,4883 1941,7145 O0000U000 36i,48US

LIST Or BOTTOM HITS

NO nOTTOM HIST

LIST Or SURFACý HITS

NO SURFACE HITS

OEPTH 4a3000,00000 EPSTLON41,U000 DELTA. 500 MIN OELTA* 20 SIN TEST, .OU

Table 5.4.2.8
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K

RAY f4Ut43EWs Q ItNITIAL AýGL.Lr -15.001) DEGHýEb
BILINEAR

.1ST OF TUkN!4(i PUTNIS 0.2500 esc/ldl.e TOTAL. T1 11s5

NUMHER PANuF NM 111prH 1 bINE SEI 4ND4

1 4.3401 19,11.7145 ,UUOOUuoO ,29oJ
2 16,0?09 40'9,ýd55 .OLOOUUOO 1a,89u0
3 ?2,7017 1'41,1144 ,UbUOuuo 20,46J7
4 3u.3SM6 40sq.2855 ,UUUOuuoo 3/.07/4
5 30. 0631) 1941.7145 ,O oOUuo 4/.6711
6 4/.7443 4GO'R,2856 .UtOpUloo 50,2647
7 56.4?5? 1941,7144 .UbOOUUO0 60 6504

8 6t.1060 4058,2855 .ULOOUUOO 7y ,451
9 73,7AR9 1941,7144 ,ULUOUUO0 99 1 04B

10 81.467" 40,A.2855 ,UuOUUOO OU .6395
11 91,14H6 1941.7145 .Ot.OuUO0 111,2342
12 9Y.6294 40,!5R.855 ,U OOUU00 121,8200
13 IOb.5103 1941,7145 .UOOUUo0 13ý.42U5
14 ll,191il 408 ,2b'55 ,OUOUUOO 143.0142
15 125,8720 1941,7145 .UbUouUOo 154,61/9

16 134,5928 4•'A,2855 ,U(,UOUUOO 164,2U15
17 146.233,6 1941,7145 *QUOuUOO0 17 .79D2
18 151.9145 4G5A,2b55 .UUUOUUOo 18P.38d9
19 16U.5953 1941,714•' Uboouuo 197.98d6

20 169,276? 405q,2855 OLuouUoO 206.5763
21 17/,9570 194t,7145 ,ObOOUUO0 21/,1699
22 186.6379 405-,2855 ,UUUOUUOO 22/ 7616
23 195.3187 1941.7145 nOUUuco 230.35/3

24 20J,9996 4U5A,2855 UUUoUUO0 24e,9510
25 P1e,6804 1941,7145 UuUOUUO0 25V,5447
26 221.3613 40S9,2854 obUoUUc0 27V.1363
27 230. 0421 194t.7145 Ubl)OUUO0 20U.7320
28 230.7P30 40&ig,2t54 UIjOUUO0 291,3257
29 24/.403M 1941,7145 UbUOUUO0 301,9194
30 25.0OA46 405A,28'b 0UUfUUOo 31. 5140
31 264.7655 1941,7145 UUOOUUO0 326.10o7
32 274,4463 409A.2854 UUUOUUOo 334,70U4
33 2B8.1272 1941,7145 UObOuuOO 344,2940
34 290.8080 405R,2855 OUOOUuoO0 354,88/7
35 299,4989 1941,7145 QUOOUUO0 360,4814

LIST Or BOTTO.i HITS

NO 90TTOM HITS

LIST OF SURFACE HITS

NO SURFACE HITS

OFPTH Ma3000,UO00 EPSILON81.UUQO DEL.1 A=1O00 MIN UELTAS 2U $114 TESTS ,O•

Table 5.1..2.9
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I

HaY TNAC:L ANALYSIS PNf,RA'" H [) 4i1 ?I 4AM - ( A-d'1-U1l

- - - -. - BILINEAR

LiST Or TURN14U 1')IN 1 • 0.2166 nee/gdile TOTAL T1 Y 1105

NUMOi N 4Ii*.11- '"., ,ll.p rM m. I Nc SE1UONDt
1 4,3191 1941,7145 UOiOuUOO 2.2960

2 16 0pJA 4U'ji,2855 UtI)niuoo 12 b

3 21 7014 1q4 17145 UUouvuo0 2. 4b,2
4 3U .3p2 40!),2855 ULOOUUO0 3/ .0769
5 1 q 0630 1941,7145 UL'ODUIJO0 4/ 67U5
6 4/ 74 31 4 U3 R2b'53 ULOOUUOO ) ,2641
7 o' 4P4h 1941,7146 UL00UUO0 60 Oblb

A 1C4 40&1A.2654 OLODUuo0 7. 4514

9 73,7913 1)41,7145 OLO0UUOo 9U*0451

10 8 - 71 4C ! ,3AR 35 oLonuuoo IOU.63J7

11 91,147s I ;1,7145 ,uuonuuo0 111.23i3

12 99 8287 40,04 .261) UL,UoUUUO0 121.b2a0
13 t00.5r.94 1941. 7145Il flnUUOu 139,4195S14 .19/1 0.1 4 Gti9, 2H55 uO nuog o0 146 01.32

15 12t, 711 1941.7145 OUOOUUOo 15.).6068
16 134.591m 405A.2855 uuOuuOO 164.20U4

17 14,.2327 1941,7146 ,UL(JOUUO0 114.7941

18 11.91S34 4U';R.28•5 ,ULOOUoO0 18'.33/7

19 16U,5043 194t.7145 ,OLUOUU00 19:.9b14

20 16q.2751 40)A,2855 uLooJu0c 200.57S0

21 17/.955S 19.I 17146 UIOOUUOo 211,bc5
22 160o.63n7 40R.m2855 o.uoUUOO 221.76;e2
23 195 .3174 194 .7145 utOOUUO0 23,355d
24 ?0-3.90H3 40CA,2855 ULaoUUn0 24b.9495
25 214 6791 1&1,7145 UUIoOUUo0 25Y,5441

26 221.35UM 40 s2655 *uLOOUOO0 27u,1367
27 23U,0407 iQ41,7145 .OUOuuoo 28U,73U4

28 23. 7214 40)A ,2854 oOLOOUUOO 291.3239
29 24/,40W3 1941,7145 OLI1IOUUO0 301.91/6
30 256,0031 401ig.?855 oloOUUOc 31.5112
31 264,7639 1941.7146 uLOOUUOo 323.1045

32 274 4447 40oiq ,2855 UL'ODUQO0 334,6905
33 282•1•54 1941,7145 UuoogUo0 341,29i0
34 29U.8063 40SR.2854 uOUb0UUOG 354.807

35 299 4871 1941,7145 ,0OOUUO0 360.4793

LIST OF ROTTO0 HITS

NO HOTTOM 41lS

LIST OF SUPFACE WITS

NO SURFACE HITS

JPPTH M=300OU000 EPSTLONJI.UOLD'O DELTAu2000 MIN LELTAx 20 bin TESTs .0Q0

'fable 5.4.2. 10
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PAT TPA,!;~ A AL-ýiS Pfli)'16Ai: ; f HI rIgi~L 7 1 1 ilJt;.JI

WAY NUMRERs 11 INITTAL At GLE2 -15,000 DEGHF~b BILINE.k 0
L ITGOUFTU Pv- ,I IT' 0.2000 see/ole TATI IE I100

NUm4HFR P A Nti F 0-t 114.PTr4 m bINL SELOI)bD
1 .0427 29A4,7695 *UUDOUUO0 05d
2 4.1785 4059,2856 UUOOUUO0 •,0 54
3 1i,8'5t 1941 7145 utOOUuo0 1:.6bi2
4 21,5367 40'A,2B55 ouOuuOo 26.27WO
15 30,21/5 194A ,7145 UuOOUUo0 3b.8604
6 3.,8900 4058,2855 U•OOuuo0 41.45/5
7 4 1 .570b8 1941, 7145 o'ouoUUoo 5o0.511
8 56,2554 4058,2855 ,1000UUO0 60,64d2
9 64,93h2 1941 7145 .OUOOUUOo 7v, 2309

10 7,.6 1 48 4058,28135 *OOuouuo0 W.8269

11 8d.2956 1941 ,7145 ,UbUOUUOo 1OU,42U6
12 90,9741 405R,2855 ,ot.0ooUoo 111,0117
13 99,6549 1941,7145 ,OUUoUoo 121.60>3
14 10d.33.55 4058,2855 .uio0OUuo 139,1904
15 111.0143 194.t7145 ,OOOOUUO0 14d,79U0
16 12!),6929 40!i4,2855 ,UuUOUUO0 15ý5,3811
17 134,3737 1941,7.45 ,uUOOUUo0 164,9747
18 144.0522 4058 1255 ,uuuOuu00 17 .t6t8
19 151.7330 1941,7145 uouOUUo0 18:,1594
20 16U.4116 40ý8,2855 ,UVJO000c 19!,75U5
21 169,0924 194t.7145 .O000OU0o 20.b3441
22 177.770Q 4058o2855 ,OVUoUoo0 216o932
23 186,4518 1941 7145 ,O000UUOO 22/,5206
24 195.1303 4058,2855 ,OuOOuOO 236,1199
25 20,8111 1941.7145 .00(0UU00 246,7136
26 212,4897 4C58,2855 ,0000UUO0 25y,3046
27 221.1705 1941,7145 .OOJOUUOO0 26Y.8913
28 229,8490 4058,2855 ,OOUOUUOo 28U,4893
29 236.5298 194,7145 .oooouuo0 291,08J0
30 24/.2064 4058.2854 ,00000000 301.6741
31 255.8892 1941,7145 *0Ou0u0o0 31d,2617
32 264,5677 40ý8,2855 .00000oo0 321,8508
33 274,2486 1941,7145 .Uou00u00 330,4524
34 281.9271 4058,2855 U0000000 344.0445
35 290.6079 1941.7145 .OIOOUuOO 354.63/1
36 29 9 ,2s65 4058,2854 ,OoOOUUOo 36 ,22t2

LIST OF HOTTO. HITS

NO BOTTOM HITS

LIST OF SURFACE WITS

NO SURFACE HITS

VEPTH M33000,0000 EPSILON25,0000 IELIrA1000 MIN DELTAIOU0 4IN TEST. ,Q 0

Table 5.4.2. 11
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5. 5. Real Velocity Field

In 1967 Hudson Laboratories conducted an experiment during which

Sippcan X BT caiiLo weru iaken to a depm of 750 meters (T-7 probes) at

regular range intervals. These data. together with several deep velocimeter

casts, were used to construct the total velocity field consisting of the pro-

files shown in Figs. 39 through 58 and the tabulated data of Tables 5. 5. 1. 1

through 5. 5. 1.20. Additionally, bottom depth entries were made at intervals

of one mile or less over the total range of 350 miles. Type II intensity cal-

culations (Chapter IV) were made on the basis of 251 rays that were traced

in the velocity field. Ray calculations for two of the initial angles are pre-

sented in this Chapter. The origin of the rays was at 2331.7 meters depth.

5. 5. 1. The 14.80' Rav

The 14. 80* ray propagated in either an RSR mode or through multiple

surface and bottom reflections depending on the bottom contour. The ray

was terminated at about 250. 6 miles as a result of striking the side of a

steep seamount, The results of the calculations for eleven sets of control

parameters are shown in Tables 5. 5. 2. 1 through 5. 5. 2. 11. The most ac-

curate values are those of Table 5.5. 2. 1. Summary comments of these

data are:

i. The drop in computer running time for an increase in A m

from 25 to 100 meters shows that the control parameters

sensing the detail in the velocity profiles were reducing the

iteration increment to less than 100 meters over a large

fraction of the ray path, even when the maximum iteration

increment was limited to 250 meters.

ii. The increase in running time when the S-test parameter was

raised from 0. 020 to 0. 100 indicates that the subsequent

c - test is required to produce greater truncation of the itera-

tion increment when it is not pre-limited by the S-test.

iii. Some increase in the computer running time over that of the

previous two tests is due to the requirement that the tape

readers that provide the velocity profile data into active

memory must take extra time to read-in the consecutive

velocity profiles as their ranges are crossed by the advancing
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ray. This implies that the time required ciJ, ,ay r-i-'l will

increase with the number of vertical profile entries used to

define the sound velocity field.

iv. The reasonable agreement between tests for which the S-

test control was 0. 020 and those for which it was 0. 100

indicat+. that the iteration increments are not being limited

by the accuracy of the iteration expansion as much as they

are by the E -test, insofar as these effects are separable.

That is, the truncation of A is primarily due to the limiting

of A as the ray attempts to follow the detailed structure of

the velocity field.

v. The data of Table 5. 5. 2. 10, for which c was increased

from 0. 40 to 1.00, is in rough agreement with the more ac-

curate data of Table 5. 5. Z. 1 at the final range of the bottom

hit at 250. 6 miles. However, the fluctuations of the preceding

turning point ranges, or the ranges of the preceding surface

and bottom hits, with respect to Table 5. 5. 2. 1, are noticeably

greater than are the comparable data of Table 5. 5. 2. 3, for

which E was 0. 40. This indicates a general tendency for

the errors in the ray positions to tend to cancel as the rays

pass through velocity profiles with sharply changing curva-

tures, viz Chapter III-3.4. In this sense the use of a large

rL can be considered as a rough averaging procedure for a

profile' s detailed structure; the semi-invariant test assists

and controls this process by correcting the ray angle at each

iteration to be in agreement with the given velocity field. At

turning points of the ray, however, the semi-invariant test

becomes less effective. Formally precise results in these

regions require that c be made small, as will be apparent

in the discussion of the 12. 80* ray.

5. 5.2. 'The 12.80" Ray

"7he 12. 80" ray did not make surface or bottom hits in its transit, but

did cycle across the full depth of the ocean with an upper turning point ap-

proximately 60 meters below the sea surface. The path of this ray, there-

fore, was especially sensitive to the fluctuations in the upper water structure.
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The comments given for the 14. 80" ray will also apply to the 12. 80" ray,

except that the variations of the turning point ranges as a function o0 the

conirul paran-cters are greater for the 1Z. 80' ray.

The comments given at the end of Chapter III emphasize that if the

vertical profiles of the velocity field are complex. in the sense that the

gradients and curvatures change rapidly as a function of depth, there will

be significant wavefront distortion and this will appear as an aberration of

the plot of the ray depth distribution at a given range. More precisely, the

range period of the cycling ray will depend upon the specific structure of

the velocity field over the path of the ray and this will lead to fluctuations

of the magnification factor that is defined for rays with nearly infinitesimal

increments in their initial angles. In long-range propagation one must

expect not only the major caustics and foci that are obtained from smoothed

data inputs that represent long-term averages of the velocity field but at

any one time there will be many secondary caustics that can be regarded as

being due tothe wavefront aberration, These effects increase with range

and they are one reason why the present program computes intensity as a

weighted average of many rays, as has been discussed in Chapter IV.

The 12. 80" ray is presented here as an excellent example of the

difficulties that are implicit in the entire method of ray tracing in inhomo-

geneous media. The'shallow turning point of this ray, at 261 miles, occurred

at a depth that was just above a very shallow secondary sound channel - this

channel was, in fact, introduced by the velocity field construction program

as it attempted to smooth the transition across an abrupt change in slope of

the temperature of the thermocline. Additionally, the channel was not present

in the velocity profile that was entered at the range 243 miles but was found

in the profile at 263 miles; the physical existence of the channel, at the time

the ship transited these ranges, was further indicated at the subsequent

profile range of 273 miles where it appeared somewhat more strongly and

at a slightly deeper depth.

In short, the shallow turning-point depth of the 12. 80' ray was just

above the weak sound channel. As indicated by the most accurate ray tracing

summaries of Tables 5.5. 3. 1 - 5. 5. 3. 11, the ray was able to continue turning

and proceeded to deeper depths. The results of Tables 5. 5, 3. 6, 7, 9 were
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obtained for less stringent values of the control parameters and for these

the ray became trapped for several oscillations in the slight secondary

channel. It is to be noted that this trapping could have been obtained for a

very slight change in the initial ray angle and for the most accurate ray

tracing; conversely, Table 5. S 3 shows tht: .... .. ^_ o the e -trL. t Lo

allow an uncertainty of 1. 0 meter/sec also permitted the trapping to occur.

Whether this type of trapping actually did occur in the experiment would

require analysis of the measurement accuracy of the velocity profile struc-

ture and would also require detailed interpretation of the experimental re-.

sults. This question is less important than the general result of the ray

tracing program that the set of rays with turning points in this region showed

a marked distortion in the ray magnification function for these rays. In any

event, and for low acoustical frequencies with wavelengths of the order of

tens of meters, the limited depth interval of only a few meters of the sound

channel of this example could be expected to have only a minor physical ef-

fect on an extended wavefront.

It has been remarked that the variation in the ranges of the turning

points as a function of the control parameters was more marked for the

12. 80" ray than for the 14. 80* ray, primarily because the steeper angle of

the latter ray made it less sensitive to the detail of the upper thermocline

structure than was the case for the rays with turning points in this region.

However, the precision of the most accurate ray tracing of the 12. 80' ray,

Table 5. 5. 3. 1, was confirmed independently by the reversibility test pre-

sented in the next section.
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1.5363 aec/mile TOTAL TI•i, 6:25 REAL DATA

PAY TRACE ANALYSIS PROGRAM- R 11 MININGkAM - IA-201-U1I
WAY NIIMppwa 2 INITtAl AN(LEr 14.800 FEGHFES

LIT OF TURN14G POINTS

NUMBER RAN6F NM DFPTH M SINE SECONDS

1 42,0365 5330,0164 ,o00OU000 51,9442

2 76.4735 53J9,6074 ,O000UO00 94,4767

3 110,7732 5300,5859 ,uooouo0oo 13,8568

4 211,2336 5320,6432 ,U0000O00 261,0543

245,8375 5327,2179 ,UuOOUO00 30,7!18

LIST OF HOTTOI HITS

NUMBER PANG5 NM UEPTH M SINE SECONDS

1 9,6509 5231,3682 ,04940010 11,8517
2 144,6260 5303,5306 ,01223719 170,69P6
3 177,6907 5297,6438 ,01939190 219,5698
4 250.6628 4854,2592 .43184014 309,5990

LIST OF SUPFACb HITS

NUMBER RANGE NM DEPTH M SINE SECONDS

1 24,8445 '0000 ",104w871 30,7096
2 59,2619 .0000 -,1202N631 7•,2196
3 93,6401 O000O -,11975496 115,6674
4 127.9660 .0000 -, 1 21 7J440 l5b,09b3
5 161,2821 0000 -,12035611 19i,2698
6 193,9753 .0000 -11669018 239,7412
7 228,5325 10000 .,11449216 26ý,4545

DFPTH Mm2331,/246 EPSILON* ,400 DELTA& 250 MIN DELTAs 25 SIN TESI ,UdO

Tablc! 5. 5. 2.1

r ~-18 9J-



I 37 / ~REAL DATA
PAY TRACE ANALYSIS PROGRAM. 4 D MININGWAM (A-201-UIl

HAY NUMBERS 4 INITIAL ANGLES 14,800 DEGREES

LIST or TURNI,4G POINTS

NUMBER RANGE NM DFPTN m $INE SECONDS
1 42,0446 5329,5941 ,OQOOOQOO 51,9937
2 76,4912 5318,3160 ,00000000 94,4996
3 110.7887 5299,0879 ,01000000 130,8748
4 211,3011 5319@3012 ,00000000 261,1343

S245,9018 5326,4147 .00000000 304,890O

I LIST OF BOTTOM HITS

NUMBER RANGE NM DEPTH H SINE SECONDS
1 9,6513 5231,3729 ,04939935 11,8532
2 144,6574 5303,4305 ,01180210 17b,7315

177.7442 5297,4712 ,01900294 219,6542
4 250.6504 4868,3945 ,43346186 309,5427

LIST OF SURFACE HITS

NUMBER RAN(e NM DFPTH M SINE SECONDS
1 24.•516 0000 -.1 064716 30,7241
2 59,2727 00000 -. 1?03J742 76,2325
3 94,6588 @ODO -,119576S5 111,7004
4 127,9814 60000 -,120859S7 050,11L"

161,3277 .0000 -,1?028807 199,3447
6 194,0436 00000 -. 11714164 239,8223
7 224,5976 0000 ,1.143!945 26ý,4916

DEPTH Mu2331,7246 EPSILON. ,4000 DELTAS 500 HIN DELTA. 25 SIN TEST& ,QWO

Table 5. 5. 2. 2

1-C/o-



1.0375 me/mile T(YTAL TIh! "l RIASL DATA

HAY NUMBENR 6 INITTAL ANGLES 14,600 nEGRFEb

LIST Or TUR%,!!C PC-.TgT

NUMBER RANGE NM DEPTH M S'Ni SECONDS
1 42,0416 5329,5420 ,ou0OOO00 51,95903
2 76.4852 5316,0826 .00000000 94,4904
3 110,7706 5298,9006 ,0OOuOO0 13b,8942

4 211,5049 5316,0771 ,00000000 261,3791
5 246.1231 5325,9340 .00000000 304.1239

LIST OF BOTTOM HITS

NUMBER RANGE NM DFPTw M SINE SECONDS
1 9.6517 5231,3776 .04939057 11,65J6
2 144.7297 5303,5304 ,0098,3707 17b,8189
3 171,9301 5296,8711 ,01865054 21V,8761
4 250,6071 4917.5901 ,43891237 30V,4896

LIST OF SURFACE WITS

NUMBER RANGF NM DEPTH M bINL SECONDS
1 24,8489 10000 -. 1k116200 30.7111
2 59,2705 10000 -,1k07t2*3 74,23U0
3 93,6454 .0000 ",11611114 11j,6948
4 127,9670 i0000 9,1k063045 15060902
5 161,4950 40000 .1?007139 19?,5444
6 194.2570 .0000 ",116929o2 24U,0778
7 228,6217 60000 -,11411039 26•,7607

DEPTH Mx2331,7246 EPSILOND ,4000 DELTAs1000 MIN DELTA. 25 $IN TEST. .0Q

Table 5. 5. 2. 3
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1.4166 uwm/,s TOTAL TIrLI, 5,55 REAL DATA

z f lM I i..|t Ull

MAY TRACE ANAW ALT 31I VN u tqxm' ; ,g-•o G -, .

RAY NUMBERs 8 INITIAL ANGLEE 4,600 DE(RFE5

LIST or TUMNI1G4 R0INT$

NUMBER RAN4E NM DEPTH M SINE SECONDS

1 42,0405 5329,7029 ,OUOOOOOU 51,9469

2 76.4635 5316,8268 .0000O000 94,4070

i19,7569 5299,5013 .0000000 J36,6376

4 211,2698 53t9, 6343 10009000 001,09625 241,8691 5325,7106 00000000 304,8203

LIST Or BOTTOM HITS

NUMBER RANGF NM DEPTH M bINE SEUONDS

1 9.6509 5231,3682 .04940010 11,8527

2 L44,6266 5303,5306 ,01170549 1 7b,6958

3177,7266 5297,5215 ,01891261 21W,63W5

4 250,6579 4859,9059 *43254495 30V,554

LIST or SURFACE WITS

NUMBER RANGE NM DEPTH M SINE SECONDS

1 24.6480 ,0000 .,1123664 3U,7099

2 S9.2578 .0000 -,12621877 7•,234S
3 93,6253 '0000 0 ,11967721 11,6701

4 127.9527 10000 -0120943t9 194.0701

5 361,3051 .0000 -,i060439 i9•,S17C

6 194,0297 ,0000 -,11900038 23Y,8064
7 226,5671 '0000 o,1440839 26,4504

DEPTH Ms2331,7246 EPSILON' ,4000 DELTA. 250 MIN DELTAulO0 SIN TEST. '090

Table 5.5.?. 4
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01996 oft/mu. TOTAL 2M's 4s1O UZAL DATA

RAY TRACE ANALYSIS PROORAM. A D MININGNAM - IA-201-Ull

RAY NUMBERS 10 INITIAL ANGLE9 14,00 DEGREES

LIST Or TURNING POINTS

NUMBER RANGE 4M DEPTH M SINE SECONDS
1 42,0370 0329o4830 004000000 951,9446
2 76,4790 5319,3632 ,00000000 94.4546
3 110,7759 9300,3869 ,00000000 13i.9905
4 211,1696 532003438 .0000000 260,9772
5 245.7714 5328,9650 400000000. 30;,7093

LIST Or BOTTOM HITS

NUMBER RANGE NM DEPTH H SINk SECONDS
1 9,6513 523t,3729 ,04939935 11,8632
2 144,6002 5303s5306 ,01249403 17P,6647

3 177,6388 5297,5114 ,01964366 219:906
4 250,6747 4840,966 ,43046946 309,5735

LIST Or SURFACE WITS

NUMBER RANQE NM DEPTH H SINE SECONDS
1 24,6407 10000 -,1210536 30,7013
2 59.2656 40000 -,1255J4?2 71,2140
3 94.6452 .0000 -,11966999 111,6930
4 127,9640 00000 -,12097709 19#.0910
9 061,2452 40000 w,12094903 199,2495
6 193,9141 .0000 o,11604903. 230.6671
7 228,4672 60000 ,10514669 24,o33*O

DEPTH Mo2331,7246 EPSILONV .4000 DELTAS 500 MIN DELTAsL00 SIN TEST. .00

Table 5. 5. 2. 5
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I

O.,rg see/mile TOTAL TZkfV• 3s•0
REAL DATA

RAY TRACE ANALYSIS PRUURAM. R D MININGHAM (A* A2-Ul|
MAY NUMBERv 12 INITIAL ANGLE. 14.800 nEGRfEb

LIST Or TURNINGI POINTS

NUMBER PANUF NM DEPTH M bINE SECONDS
1 41,0337 5329,6545 ,O0O0goao 51,9410
2 76,4458 5316,6603 ,OcOo00oo 94,4464
3 110,7463 5294s4071 sOLO00000 13t0251
4 211,4721 5316,1953 ,00000000 261.3398
5 246.0347 5323,0121 ,00000000 304,0114

LIST Or NOTTO'4 HITS

NUMBER RANUF NM DEPTH M SINE SECONDS
1 9,6517 5231,3778 .0493997 1;.854J6
2 144.650A 5303,5305 .01070931 170,7249
3 177,8585 5297,1021 .01746270 219.7600
4 250,6264 4899,6020 ,43602691 30•,•142

LIST OF SURFACE WITS

NUMBER RANGE NM DEPTH M SINE SECONDS
1 24,8481 .0000 -. 12125373 3U,7100
2 59,2364 .0000 ".1?57d846 73,1297
3 93,6148 40000 w,11966235 11,6577
4 127,9364 00000 .12002096 150,0992
5 161,3660 60000 ",12030509 199,3910
6 194,2204 10000 "11732414 240,0439
7 226,7490 .0000 .,10129341 284,6740

DFPTH Nu2331,7246 EPSILON$ ,4000 DELTA81000 MIN DELTAulO0 SIN TESTs .o2o

Table 5. 5. 2. 6
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[I

1.5363 osc/mile TOTAL TIREs 6s25
RFAL DATA

RAY TWACE ANALYSIS PPUGAAM- R [) MININGHAM - CA-I-Ul
WAY fjIiMWr.a 4A !ldiT'AI Abt'r Z. iA *Ah n~tQ

LIST Or TURNIJ POINTS

NUMBER PAN(J NM OpoTH M SINE SECONDS
1 42.0455 5329,6878 .ooOooco 51,9548
2 76,4870 5319,7470 00000000 g4,4047
3 110,7648 5300,2167 .00000000 13b,8706
4 211.1763 53p?,3377 ,000cuo00 260,9660
5 245.7749 5329,1059 ,ULoDUO00 306,7074

LIST or BOTTOM4 HITS

NUMBER RAN4F NM LUFPTH M SINE SECONDS
1 9,6509 523t,3682 ,04940010 11,8527
2 144,6044 5303,5306 ,0128e874 17b,6691
a 177,6318 5297,8339 .019d0774 210,519
4 250.6739 4841,5465 ,43030896 309,5745

LIST OF SURFACE wITS

NUMBER PAN4F NM UFPTH M SINE SEGONDS
1 24,854? .0000 -,12116547 30,7t/3
2 59,2754 .0000 ..1196-3882 73,2356
3 94,6535 .0000 -,1197U842 11o,7034
4 121,9753 10000 -1'210315 156,1050
5 161,2301 ,0000 ",12041577 1 99,2281
6 193.9167 40000 ",11732194 230.6715
7 228.4733 60000 -. 11462670 28$,3440

DEPTH Mx2331,7246 EPSILONS ,4b00 DELTAv 250 MIN DELTAR 25 SIN TEST; ,lUO

T I:blc . 5. 2.7
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REAL DATA

.. .. .t) m'' .p4' . " IIrqUMAM . A.2Uj.VIjRAY NUMBENs 16 1NITIAL ANGLE- 14,800 PEQREEES

09~T na rioF~n,,:jo

NUM ER RANGE NM I)EPTH M SINE SE•ONDS
42.0?89 5329s42i4 .'OMDOu 52,93512 76,4727 5318o1571 .0000UU00 94,47?83 110.7683 5299,3746 600000 0 00 136,8510

4 211,4513 5317,3756 *0D00000 0 261,3t46
5 246,0548 5324,7394 .0bOO00o0 304.0414

LIST Or HOTTOM HITS

NUMBER RANGE NM DEPTH M SINE- SEiOND1 V.6513 523i,3729 -0&939939 11,W5•22 144,6ASP 530305306 0J067313 17b.76!p7
3 177,8351 5297,1134 .0184U020 21W.78674 250,6216 4901,1608 04370Z034 30V,50/2

LIST Or SURFACE WITS

NUMBER RANGF NM DEPTH M SINE SeCONDi
1 24.8338 .0000 ",12074029 3u.69412 59.2561 ,0000 *.1W07U138 74.282S.3 93.6365 .0000 ',ll90690l 11.6031
4 127.9568 ,0000 ".1WI27232 156008405 161,4037 .0000 %.LW00947i 109.43!76 194if8772 0000 ".11690212 23V,9941
7 22d,7404 40000 *,11401567 282.6725

DEPTH M62331,7246 EPSILON. .4L-00 DELTAB 500 MIN DELTA. 25 SIN TESTs .100

Table 5, 5. 2. 8
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1.1572 Nee/aie TOTAL TIV s 400 REAL DATA

RAY TRACE ANALYSIS PROGRAMo R P MININGHAM - CA-2L1-U11
RAY NUMBER* 18 INITIAL ANGLE '14,600 nEG"Ebb

LIST OF TURNI14G POINTS

NUMBER RANGE NM DEPTW M bINE SECONDS
1 42,0381 5329,9289 o0oo0ooo0 51,9463

2 76,4797 5SJ9,2613 ,00000000 94,4163

3 110,7670 5302,1588 ,oucoocoo 130,4736
4 210,8398 5326,0975 ,O0OOUO00 26U,5856
5 240,4453 5334,5697 ou00uo000 304,3103

LIST OF BOTTOM HITS

NUMBER RANGE NM DEPTH M SINE SECONDS

1 9,6517 5231,3778 .04939S97 110.896

2 144,5002 5303,5306 01537630 170,5459

3 j77,3465 5298,7543 0OkWOS441 21V,1S09
4 250,7414 4764,6356 04W246072 30,6604

5 p34.2508 5357,3je6 .83156412 31L/6046

LIST OF SURFACE WITS

NUMBER PANGP NM DEPTH M SINi SECONDS

1 24,8442 60000 ,1W116544 30,7056

2 59,2648 0000 012077400 74,2203

3 93,6445 .0000 .11979591 11i.6031

4 127,9839 .0000 -,12185027 150,1106
5 161,0158 60000 ,1206U315 196,9736
6 193,5735 00000 P.11772633 23V,2634

7 228.1410 00000 ',11509068 261,9454

S 252,3901 ,0000 -. 8-506663 313,4093

DEPTH M.2331,7246 EPSILONN 04000 DELTA51000 MIN DELTA* 25 SIN TEST6 .. 00

Table 5. 5. 2. 9
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0.7781 aof/al. TOTAL TINts 3s15 IEAL DATA

RAY TRACE ANALYSIS PRUORAM- R D M!NINGNMAM - [A-WLI-01) U
RAY NUMRERv 20 INITIAL ANGLEN 14,800 DEGREES

LIST Or TURNIqG POINTS

NUMBER RANUF NM DEPTH M SINE SECONDS
1 42.0468 5329,5295 ,0L000000 51,956.1
2 76,5007 53t9,7365 .UaOOQOO0 94,9108
3 1108,008 5300,4930 .00000000 13b,6808
4 211,5932 531791658 ,0L000000 261,48W0
5 246,1715 5326,2505 ,OOODO0O 304,1904

LIST OF BOTTO, HITS

NUMBER RANGE NM DEPTH M bINE SECONOS

1 9,6519 5231,3803 ,04939794 11,8549
2 144,7633 5303,5303 .00979560 170,5•16
3 177,9936 5296,665 ,0180532 21v'9900
4 250,5947 4931,8084 ,44040136 309,4716

LIST Or SURFACE HITS

NUMBER RANUF NM oEPTH m bINE SECONDS

1 24,0522 D0000 -,J114329 3U,701
2 59,2774 .0000 v.12012•22 7,t2361
3 93,6607 00000 -,11966140 11,7L1S
4 127,9876 40000 -,1IkO0391 15U,14L90
5 161,5311 ,0000 ,12004149 1990581,6
6 194,3369 .0000 *,1169LW24 24U,1713
7 220,8890 .0000 -,11424799 28,8343

DEPTH M82331,7246 EPSILON21,00DO DEL TADIO00 NIN DELTA. 20 SIN TESTW ,a'2

Table 5.5. 2. 10
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REAL DATA

RAY TRACE ANALYSIS PROGRAM- R D MININGMAM - 2A-(1R-Ull

RAY NUMBERN 22 INIUIAL ANGLEm 14,800 DEGREEb

LIST Or TURNING POINTS

NUMBER RANUF NM DFPTH M bINE SECONDS

1 42,0446 5329l6439 .O0OOOOO ý;,9947

2 76,4625 53t8,4S82 ,obOO0oo0 i4,4660

3 110,7513 529g,2679 ,00000000 136,5312
4 211,7912 53j5,0929 ,00OO0000 2W3,7L96
5 246,36203 532Po9604 ,00000000 304,4041

LiqT OF BOTTOM HITS

NUMBER RANGE NM DEPTk M SINE SECONDS
1 9,6519 321J,3803 ,04939794 1;16939

2 144,8202 5303,5302 00U730619 170o9•26
3 170,1765 5296,0761 og•792366 220,1693

4 250,5663 4964s1233 o44434361 309,4369

LISr OF SURFACE WITS

DTNUMBER RAN3F NM DEPTH M SINE SECONDS
1 24,8473 ,0000 P,12121006 30,7092

2 59,2477 60000 ",1199T616 5.,2O36
3 94,6169 •0000 -,709655 10-16606
4 127,9404 o0000 ",IW076162 196,O636
5 161,7009 60000 0,11992336 09,17$92

6 194,15337 00000 .,21436507 249o4078

7 229,0745 10000 ",11376742 283,0410

DEPTH M8233i,7246 EP5ILONv1,0UO0 DELT~ANO00 MIN DELTAslOO SIN YISTo QdoO

Table 5.5, .2. 11



l.AIJ,2 S•c/mile TOTAL TIas 8M5• DRAL DATA

RAY TRACE ANALYSIS PRUGAAM- R D MIN|NNHAM - CA-201-U1,
RAY NUMBERs 13 INITIAL ANGiE. 12.800 nLEGR;ES

LIST OF TUHNI'd POINTS

NUMBER RANGE NM DEPTH m SINE SECONDS
1 10,6914 4636,8062 ,00000000 15,0086
2 27,3065 5640691 ,O000O000 34,6340
3 4J,9612 4661,7441 ,o000Uo00 a4,2266
4 60.5o35 58,6136 ,0OOO00 74,77/4
5 77,2256 4646,1412 ,OU00U000 9ý,3522
6 94,7580 59,5792 ,0000000 11p,7990

7 110,2344 4625,4456 ,OOOUO00 136,17V2
8 126.9466 63,4847 00000000 156,B30
9 143,6946 4633,8019 ,00000000 177,5402

10 i60,3327 57,6701 ,00000000 19•,10V1
1 •76,9653 4633,6488 ,10000000 Z1U,6714

12 19,6527 65,5746 ,"000000 23M,2985
13 210,3562 4638,8054 UU0000000 20Y,9449
14 22;.3088 65,1093 ,00000000 2#U,8606
15 244,2782 4648,4786 ,OU000000 301,8926
16 261,3155 64,4044 ,0o000000 32ý,901
17 261,5947 67,7178 .00000000 32-3,2338
18 261,9443 6605572 ,00000000 324,6944
19 262,2404 67,5114 ,00000000 324,0106
20 262.5587 6616480 .00000000 324,3930
21 262,8330 6703708 .00000000 324,723
22 26S.1413 6617344 .00000000 325,0943
23 263.4028 67,2826 00000000 320,4090
24 263,6868 66s,7907 ,00000000 32,7906
25 263,9723 67,2401 600000000 326,0940
26 264,2347 64,9948 0u0000000 326,4097
27 264,5808 67,4055 .00000000 326,0861
28 264,6435 67,2746 .00000000 32/,1421
29 265,4524 67,7972 ,0U000080 321,8746
30 265,499K 67,7961 ,6000000c 32/,9312
31 283,2j!)5 4640,7667 .00000000 349,8056
32 299,845 60,8308 ,00000000 37U,3969
33 316,4664 4597,2013 ,00000000 390,9007
34 332,9613 63,8783 ,ocoooooo 411,2969
3s 349,4576 4597,2014 ,0u000000 431,6969

LIST OF BOTTOM HITS

N6 BOTTOM HITS

LIST OF SURFACE WITS

NO SURFACE HITS

DEPTH M82331,7246 EPSILON* ,4U00 DELTAs 250 MIN DELTAs 25 SIN TEST7 .100

Table 5. 5. 3.
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1.0285 usc/mils TOTAL TIJYlt REAL DATA

DAW~R_• DATAAWLY!
aAV YU.A• A~ha, VC*C •D • lk- r Mt.,&Aiua - tA..2f kJ¶h .

RAY NUMBERR 3 INITIAL ANGLE- 12,800 DEGREES

LIST OF TURN!ýqQ POINTS

NUMBER RANGE NM DEPTH M SINE SECONDS

1 10.6907 4636,8044 ,O0000000 oo,01O
2 27,3036 56,1211 ,ucougoo0 3,6306
3 44,9552 4661,9209 ,00000000 54,2196
4 60.5957 58,7826 ,00000000 74,7924
5 77.2364 4647,2377 ,0Ic000O00 9d,365
6 94,7702 13,3993 ,00000000 110,8139
7 110.2461 4627,0526 ,00000000 136,1960
B 126.9740 63,1653 .00000000 156,5715
9 14J.7364 4634.1481 00000000 171,5903

10 160,3909 57,3289 100000000 190,1730
11 177,0383 4634,6345 100000000 21,79
12 19i,7278 65,0456 o0000000 23i,30@5
13 210,4404 4639,7244 00000000 26U,0407
14 227,3826 65,3084 .00000000 260,9770
15 244.3490 4648,2251 ,0U000000 30;.9315
16 261,6297 69,9928 .0000c000 32.,2760
17 276,8663 4638,0370 00000000 344,5614
1i 295.5877 60,0790 00000000 36i,2206
19 312,2357 4593,5493 00000000 386!,804
20 326,7465 63,4772 ,00000000 400,225S
21 345,2652 4593,s5491 .00000000 43*,6587

LIST Or BOTTOM HITS

140 BOTTOM NITS

LIST O0 SURFACE HITS

NO SURFACE WITS

DEPTH Mn2331,7246 EPSILON4 .4000 OELTA2 500 MIN DELTAR 25 SIN TESTo .020

Table 5. 5. 3. 2
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0.9571 mO/w1l. TOTAL TIL, I 5s35 UAL DATA

RAY TRACE ANALYSIS PRUORAM9 R D MININGNAM . CA-201-Ull
RAY NUMBER* • I A , 4i IN. ..

LIST Or TURNING POINTS

NUMBER RANOE N" DEPTH M bINi SECON0O
1 10,6913 4636:8050 90000U000 1•:06S42 27,3046 96s1166 100000000 33,6318
3 43,9504 4661,9658 DCQQOQOO 54,2140
4 60,6487 56,5267 001000000 74,85645 77,3345 4646,0186 ,10000000 9i.4t3!
6 9J,8 4 6 6  59o9596 0O0000000 1&,09062
7 110,3254 4626,2976 .00000000 136,28966 127.0303 63,3897 jUbO00000 156,9499
9 143,7909 4632,7654 ,OOOOUO00 17/6568

10 160,4298 57,0472 100009000 19b,216011 177,0613 4630,7369 ,10U00000 21W,7066
12 194,7536 66i0643 000000000 23Y,4L9613 210,4548 4639o6622 ,10000000 26U,06C314 227,4096 69,3084 h00000000 261,0096
15 244,3856 4644,4134 ,00000000 301i9017
16 261,4341 6417589 oO0000000 32o040
17 278,6611 4634,7534 000000000 344,330616 29b,4165 60,0433 ,000o0000 36),0224
19 312,0702 459011552 00000000 38V,600920 326,5788 63,2596 ,00000000 406,02J621 34,1010 4590,1552 .00000000 420,4546

LIST Or BOTTOM WITS

NO BOTTOM AITS

LIST OF SURFACE WITS

NO SURFACE WITS

DFPTN Ma2331,724 6  EPSILON@ 04100 DELTAn1000 MIN DELTAs 25 SIN TESTs ,020

Table 5.5.3.3
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1.373A i e/oile TOTAL TIN• s Si OO REAL DATA

RAY TRACE ANAt.YSIS PROGRAM-q R D PININOGdAM . A*201-Uli
PA, Nuiijim 7 ;ITiAL ANGLbU 1V,080 DEGREEb

LIST OF TURNIG POINTS

NUMBER RANGE NM UEPTH M bINS SECONDS
1 10,6914 4636s8062 40V009000 1J,0066
2 27,3017 56s1523 ,OOOoo00 3*,6204
3 44,9577 4661,6168 .u0000000 54,2223
4 60,6553 96,8423 ,O0000000 7?,0616
5 77,3362 4645,3990 ,00000000 9g,4S. 0
6 9J,8970 5847015 ,00000000 11,960
7 110.4220 4624,2656 .O0OOUO00 130,4047
8 127.1403 63,4974 .OvOOOOO0 15/,0712
9 143,8874 4632,1629 .0vocOOOO 17/0,714

10 160,5217 9746238 ,00000000 19i.3160
11 177.1529 4632,2899 0o0000000 216,8965
12 193,8421 69o7366 ,00000000 23V,5257
13 210,5454 463703436 ,OUOOOg00 26U,1710
14 227,4930 65,0827 00(000000 281,1097
15 244,4728 4647,6013 ,O00000OO 30g,0061
16 261,5769 64,4407 00U000000 302aoo
17 278,6670 4638,8072 ,ODOOUO1 O 344,3211
18 295,3900 60,0678 ,00000000 364,9902
19 312,0395 4594,5429 .00000000 38:',5716
20 328,5551 63,1064 ,OuOOOoo 40W.99!1
21 345,0763 4594,5431 ,OUoouoo0 420,4210

LIST Or BOTTOM HITS

NO N0TTOM 4ITS

LIST Or SURFACE HITS

NO SURFACE HITS

DEPTH M@2331,7246 EPSILONV .4V00 DELTAG 250 MIN DELTAN1OC SIN TESIN .0j0

Table 5. 5. 3. 4
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SAWVD0 AAA&•I &I We** fteIINma. a h mN0@mnA&m P- I2n4 iJ4l a

II f!T MV TAIN•!•O mo!nlw

II

SNUMBER RANG* N" DOIPH M SINI SECOND$
1 100.607 463640044 100000OI0 1100174
a 27,2966 94,1729 '00000000 3, Wa
3 44,931t 4661m6036 00000000 so,19L4
4 60,6270 9604907 :00140000 7!:6110
5 7103239 4649o0561 00OO00001 Ot,4104

'"6 94,83t3 60s1172 O00000000 110,6001
7110,3167 4619lo062 0000001010 also,1

6127,0440 63j9148 60080069000:90

0[ 1 44,7936 4631s9109 00009000o 17?06919
t10 16i.4257 9768098 '00000000 19014216

I 11 77#0621 4632ollit 09000000 21167674
12 193,7690 69,7179 00100000 alf,41i0
13 210.4796 4637,407L 090001000 260:0027
14 22?,4259 64o9886 00000000 a1t 0262
is 24403940 4647,9294 '00000000 30 Otto0
16 26L00666 6409162 00000000 322,9893
17 2780,314 463612639 400100000 We901|0

19 311,9092 499303034 00000000 310PSLO$
20 2.• 3400960 O00000000 40|0 873
21 344e9436 4993j3033 O00000000 42602601

LIST Of BOTTOM WIT$

No BOTTOM MIT$

NO SURFACI HtTS

DEPTH Mm231j•7246 EPSILON@ 04000 DELTAs 910 MIN DELTANIO0 $IN TESTv ,030

Table 5./5. 3. 5

-204-
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0." see/mile TOTAL TI•OAs 4s55
REAL DATA

RAY TRACE ANALYSTS PROARAM- R D MININGEAM - [A-201"UJ1

RAY NUMUERv i1 INITIAL ANGLEm 12.800 DEGREEb

LIST Or TURNING POINTS

NUMBER RANGE NM DEPTM SINE SECOND;
1 10,6913 46360.050 Io0OOOO 1*.0084
2 27,2995 56,1725 00000000 4,6356
3 45,9556 4662,0056 .0ý00000 54,2197
4 60.6478 5606965 .0Q000000 7ý08948
5 77,3280 464503537 100000000 9s,4752
6 93,8796 98,8807 Ouoou0000 W8,9402
7 110.3971 4625.1129 00000000 1303700
6 127,1151 63,5049 .00000000 151,0411
9 143,6620 4631o$439 00000000 17/,7417

10 160.4931 9707409 .00000000 10.3020
1I 177,1238 4632,3869 100009000 2U0.8620
12 193,6154 65,7293 O00000000 239.4941
13 210,5303 4637,7235 00000000 26U01940
14 227,4687 6504181 00000000 281,1047
15 244.4557 4646j3810 ,O0UoQgO0 30i,069
16 26L,6114 6956070 ,00000000 32#,2947
17 276,7237 463909515 ,QO000000 344.3902
18 295o4405 59s8483 .00000000 36i,0916
19 312,0876 4596,3665 .00000000 31061904
20 320,6163 6340559 ,00000000 40ý00693
21 345,1212 4596r3662 ,00000000 426,4107

LIST Of BOTTOM HITS

* NO BOTTOM HITS

LIST OF SURFACE HITS

NO SURFACE HITS

DEPTH M8233117246 EPSILONI .4000 DELYA81000 MIN DELTANlO0 SIN TESTa .030

Table 5.5.3.6



RIPAL DATA

MAY TRACL ANALYSIS PROGRAM* R D MININGNAM- -•-I

RAY NUMPERO I INITIAL ANGLE : 12,:00 DEGREE A

LISr Or OTURNI4G POINTS

NUMBER RANGE NM DEPTH N $INE SECONDS
1 10,6914 463618062 ',OO0U000 14,0886
2 27,3103 o6o1248 ,0000000 33.6306
. 3 44,9638 466J7430 .0UOOO00 54,2296

S4 60,6487 56,9917 ,OUOO0O00 74,65116

. 7/,220 4649,9649 ,o•0oooc0 90.4682
6 94,87S7 54,9457 ,OUO00000 115,9406
7 110,3583 4625,1242 ,UbO00od0 136,3606

S121.1047 63,2749 ,000OU000 1O,00 67
9 143,8547 4633,0407 ,0000000 171,7328

10 160.4911 57,7543 ,00000000 19U,29Y6

11 177,1219 4633,2844 ,00000000 214,697
12 193,8077 65,6781 ,00000000 239,4648
13 210.5176 4638,3765 ,00000000 26U,1386
14 221,4623 6510646 ,00000000 281,0732
1I 244,4385 4648,3111 10000000D 301,0453
16 261,4483 64,3531 ,04000000 324,0518
17 271,5465 4639,9808 OU000000 344,1768
18 295,2831 59,8875 ,0vOcuO00 364.860
19 311,9376 4595,7191 ,ouooouoo 368,4498
20 320,4561 63,0793 ,00000000 4WP,6764
21 344,9815 4595o7192 ,00000000 426,3tL4

LIST OF BOTT0,4 HITS

NO R0TTOM HITS

LIS T Or SURFACE HITS

NO SURFACE HITS

OPTH Mwu2331, 7 246 EPSILON$ ,4000 DELTAU 250 MIN DELTAm 25 SIN TESTP .U2O

Table 5.5. 3.7
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1.0857 sec/mile TOTAL Tl&.s 6sA TREAL DATA

RAY TRACE ANALYSIS PRUGRAM- R D M!NINGHAM * IA-2bl-UVi
RAY NUMBER. 19 INITIAL ANGLEw 12,800 DEGREEb

LIST Or TURNI.4G POINTS

NUMBER RANGF NM UpPTH M bINr SEQONDS
1 10,6907 4636,8044 OOOUOaO0 1008
2 27,2121 59,3025 O0O004000 39.5205
3 44,8122 4660,9987 OO0000 54,04/4

4 60.4318 57,9067 .OOOUOaO 74,590o
5 77,0846 4644,7097 Qooo0ooo 90,1622

6 94,5987 5e,5366 ,oouooo W1ý,60/0
7 110,1091 4623,2235 'OCOOUOOO 136,0250

S 126,7755 63,3483 oo0000000 156,63Z2
S9 143,5324 4632,4670 lOboog eo 17/,3446

10 160,1164 58,3837 OooouoOO 19/,8507
1. 176.7542 4631,7805 ,OD0000O0 226,4165

12 193.3297 70,0813 0OOOUOOO 230,9009

13 209.9772 463916417 ,OOOOOOO 25V,4172

14 226.9135 65,31.95 ,00000000 26U,4115

15 243.8a74 4646,8911 ,g0O00000 301.3011
16 260,9238 66,4761 .00000000 32i.42!5

17 261.0603 67,1786 .O00OUOO 32;e5997

18 261.3865 64,0827 O0aUOO00 32ý,9619
19 261,5361 68,0006 00000000 324,16%9

20 261,8037 63,8295 000U0000 323,4847

21 261,9565 68,0460 nOOOOooo 324,6674
22 262,2166 64,6664 0000000 320,9603
23 279,3651 4636,2463 00OOUDOO 340,1998

24 296,0705 59,9378 omu00ooo 361,8076

25 312.7273 4590,2854 0000O000 366,3951
26 3 2 9, 2 4 83 62o2445 00000000 406,8217
27 345,8016 4590,2054 00000000 427.2062

LIST OF HOTTO,1 HITS

NO ROTTOM HITS

LIST OF SURFACE WITS

NO SURFACE HITS

DEPTH Ma2331,7246 EPSILON$ .4000 DEL T Av 500 MIN DELTA' 25 $IN TESI. .2.1

Table 5. 5. 3. 8
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O.Wm7 0./u1.o TOTAL TIEo 5s45 RfAL DATA

RAY TRACE ANALYSIS PROGRAM, R D MININGNAM . IA-201*UV1

PAY NUMBER* 17 INITIAL ANGLE$ 12,800 DEGREES

LIST OF TURNING POINTS

NUMBER RANGE NM DEPTH m bING SECONDS
1 10,6913 4636.l5010 000fO00 1J,0484
2 27,3220 55,9582 00000000 34,6§25
3 44.0020 4662,5671 'OU000000 54,2751
4 60,6406 98,6309 100000000 74,8951
5 77.2973 4646o6479 00000000 9t,4;79
6 93,7917 59,7763 O00000O0 110,00!6
7 110,2601 4627,4540 100000000 136,28J4
6 127,0120 61,1969 400000000 156.916L
9 143,7606 4632o5523 .00000000

10 160,3810 57,2477 .00000000 19W,1663
11 177,0098 4632,2#82 .00000000 210,7248
12 193,6216 6W,9703 ,00000000 239,2608
13 210s3042 4637,3472 .00000000 259,06612
14 227.2941 65,1325 O0000900G 280,8701
15 244,2597 4648,3104 00000000 301,6291
16 261.0361 M2,0140 .00000000 322,5615
17 277.6816 4(4t,7826 .00000000 344,3777
1t 294,6449 99,5030 .00000000 364,0939
19 311,2956 4596,3941 00000000 354,6710
20 327,8082 64,9141 00000000 40),0959
21 344,2577 4596,3942 ,00000000 42),4406

LIST Or BOTTOM HITS

NO BOTTOM HITS

LIST Or SURFACE WITS!

NO SURFACE HITS

DEPTH HM2331, 7 246 EPSILON' .4000 DELTANLOO0 MIN DELTA@ 25 SIN TESTI ,100

Table 5. 5.3. 9
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0.-74n see/mile TOTAL TIM -s 4s24 REAL DATA

PAY TRACE ANALYSIS PROORAN. R I MININGHAM - CA-2D1-UII
RAY NUMBERS 19 INITIAL ANGLES 12,000 OEGREES

LIST OF TURNIN, POINTS

NUMBER PANGE NM UfpTw m SINE SECON06
1 10,6868 4636j8003 .00000000 14,O132
2 27,3011 56o1495 ,00000000 3,6111
3 44,9439 4661,6838 ,ouoouooo 54,2071
4 60,6462 56@8716 ,00000000 74i.842
5 77s3032 4645,0817 ,00000000 90,496
6 90,8454 59,6193 ,00000000 1W 1902
7 170,3444 462303956 .00000000 1360,466a 127.0344 63o9618 ,00000000 156.9451
9 143,7752 4632,5952 ,00009000 0617690

10 160.3966 5717460 ,00000000 290.1sol
11 177.0276 4632,1833 ,OU000O00 2lbo7489

12 194,7437 65,6991 ,00000000 23V,4096
13 210.4508 4637,8585 00000000 260,0602
14 227.3672 65,3788 100000000 25U,9606
15 244,3499 464812443 100000000 301,9396
16 261,3937 66,4442 .00000000 32d,9962
17 261,6688 67,5553 OU0000000 326,3242
18 261,9230 66,6093 OOU000050 324,6300
19 262,2022 6705221 .00000000 324,9659
20 262,5201 66.5614 00000000 324,3462
21 262,6898 67o2134 00000000 324,124
22 262,9665 65,7569 00000000 324.6052
23 263,1910 68,3954 00000000 320,1553
24 263,4203 64,5388 100000000 325,4311
25 280,4882 4632,3086 Q0000000 340,5148
26 297,1717 60,6601 00000000 3671,igb
27 303,7951 4568,5859 .00000000 387,6067
28 330,2932 63,3749 00000000 40,O0091
29 %46,8065 4580858•6 00000000 42P,5099

LIST Or BOTTOM HITS

NO BOTTOM HITS

LIST or SURFACE WITS

NO SURFACE HITS

DEPTH M82331,7246 EPSILON1,O0000 DELTA1000 MIN DELTAS 25 SIN TE*T. .go

Table 5.5. 3. 10
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0.7142 MNoU/mo TOTAL TML.. 11dO IM DATA

RAY TRACE ANALYSIS PROGRAM* R 0 MININGHAM - (A-2U01-V1

NaY NUmosEp 21 INITIAL ANGLE8 12.800 DEGREE$

LIST Or TURN14G POrNYS

NUMBER RANGE NM DEPTH M bINE SECONDS

1 10.8686 4636,8003 .00000000 100042

2 27.2949 56,1776 00000000 33,6106

3 44,9470 4661,5574 10000000 $4,2100
4 60,6399 96,5766 ob0oooo0 7i,6461

S 7~~7,1303 4144,1669 00 0 0 • 4 7

6 93,8536 S990409 00000000 11069061

7 110,3793 4622,1036 00000000 13b,3146

6 127.0866 64,1649 00000000 151,0079

9 143,8231 4629,3606 04000000 177,6957

10 160.4318 48,3767 a0DO00000 19w,2296

11 177,0900 4620,9777 10000000 210,7743

12 193,7418 66i1322 100000000 23Y.4065

13 210,4440 4633,7247 100000000 k60 ,010

14 227.3692 65,9033 .0C000000 280,9419

I5 244,3411 4642o8283 00000000 301,92V0

16 261,2806 69,7308 ,00000000 322,8566

17 278,2095 4635,9884 ,0000U000 344.7724

18 294,9371 60,0448 ,0O00000 364,4462

19 311,5802 4589,6187 00000000 361.0Z03

20 320,0742 63,3533 00000000 40V,4Le1

21 344,5871 4589,6187 00000000 420,8384

LIST Or BOTTOM HITS

NO BOTTOM HITS

LIST Or SURFACE WITS

NO SURFACE HITS

DEPTH M82331,7246 EPSILON61,0000 OEL T ASLO00 MIN DELTAmI00 MIN TESTs .020

Table 5. 5. 3. 11
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5. 6. Reversibility Test in Real Velocity Field

A further test of the ray tracing program was made to determine

the ability of the program to calculate the reversed ray path and to corn-

pare this path with the path determined by a orior calculation, Theoretically,

and as a property of the basic ray equation (I1I. 1), any ray should be exactly

reversible, The solution by incremented iterations and the general method

of the present program, however, guarantee that the iterations in one direc-

tion will be entirely independent of those in the other direction. Thus, the

degree to which the ray is returned to its origin by the reversed ray tracing

becomes an excellent criterion of the overall accuracy of the program.

The steps followed in these tests were:

i) A forward ray tracing was made to determine the depth and

ray angle of the ray at a given range. For these the most accurate control

parameters were chosen, corresponding to those in Table 5. 5. 2. 1 for the

14. 80* ray and in Table 5.5. 3.1 for the 12. 800 ray. Actual values were a

depth of 4975.40 meters and an angle of 5. 22' for the 14. 80* ray at the

range of 250 miles and a depth of 4085. 93 meters and an angle of 6. 27* for

the 12. 800 ray at a range of 350 miles.

ii) The bottom profile and the velocity profiles of the velocity

field were reversed in their range sequences by preparing new input data

decks for which the given ranges were subtracted from the maximum range

of the program.

iii) The final positions of the rays traced in the forward direction

were used as origins for a new ray trace in the program with reversed data

inputs, but the final angle of the ray in the forward direction was reversed in

sign to become the initial angle for the new ray trace.

iv) For convenience in comparing the data results, the printouts

of the reversed ray trace were again reversed and are presented in Table

5.6. 1 for the 14. 80* ray and in Table 5.6.2 for the 12. 80* ray. This tech-

nique allows the initial depths and angles of these tables to be compared

directly with those of Tables 5. 5. 2. 1 and 5. 5. 3.1 as measures of the overall

accuracy of the reversibilit)r test. It also follows that the data printouts of

the tables at the largest ranges represent ray path comparisons over the

shortest relative range intervals.
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The data comparisons speak for themselves - the variatiurin, rU,

(fn fýrt. less than the deviations found for the ray tracings in the forward

direction only but with different values of the control parameters.

Reference for Chapter V

1. I. Tolstoy and C. S. Clay, Ocean Acoustics, McGraw Hill hook Co.,

N.Y. (11966).

-2 2



RAY THACE ANALYSIS PRUJGHAM. R V MJNINUW.AM IAd'-±
MAY NUMB&H' i: INITIAL ANGLEB .14,807 OLGEb

LIS T OF TUMNific PE.INT!ý iLEWRSI

NUMBER RANLI6 NM UJEPIH M !>IN;sfilNhlbI
I4ii 0606 ',330o.1081 Ubioouuoou19i

70,5027 'ý320sQ638 ,um0uuou 9
Sl .1 ,0029 5J00,9vii o~ovuuo 10b91

ill 1, 2359 !7320, 766 ,umugou26i a.u~vv
;124i,6375 !ý27,21.97 *UUocuuoo 303,764

LIST OF 80110OM HITS

NUMUER RANUE NM UEP!N M bINC SLL.ONIJb
1 V'.6760 5,ý31,6639 U44ie51.aviq
2 4.69 S'O3.5306 IU125V448 17of /I!U
.3 171.6861 5297,6566 *U193VwJ1

LIST OF SUH*ACC HITS

NUMBER RAW4~ NM D)EPTH M b I Nk SE&6UNub
1 24,S663 10600 -.19;124114 3i .73i 7
2 5i.2041 10000 ,.1ý02494#37,2/
a 0.,67W9 1 9000 12.26ý150 l0,/ý4 12i.9909 ouo) *,lkl9//'52 l5i,14,9
5 161,27V4 1.0000 l 6j5lý a!
6 10,.9744 .0000 1172/os JV,53
7 228,13317 .00 *i436650 20i. 4iit

EPSILONS.,4000 DELTAS 250 MIN DELTA. 25 SIN TESTs .020

Table 5. 6. 1
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I
RAY TRACE ANALYSIS PRUQI4AN- R 0 MININUHAM A-kC.Ul-Vi I
MAY NUMIJEWS I INITIAL ANGLE* -12,898 Dt6G4EES

LIST OF TURNIN" PUINT4 REVERSE

NUMBER RAN4E NM UEPIHN M INt SE~oNub
1 10.6908 4637134lb oguoauuoo 3ýQi
2 2/.3093 5509865 ,uooouuooj.66
.3 44,9744 466203625 ,umOuuou5!21
4 bi.6789 561 7735 , mU0UOOUUQO ~
5 7/,3476 464612945 ,uuoouuuo 92,49V6
6 94,9117 56,6693 uU~oouUuo l.04
7 11i0.4109 462i5,4964 ,uuoovuoo 1J?,4Ul.?

*121,1369 63o2249 ,uUuoouu 1ý06
9 141,8897 4633o4961 ouu00uuoo 171.766e

1t0 16i,52L6 57o/454 ,UOouuoo 196,34ii
11 171,1456 46M3e162 lu~ueuou M1bb
12 191,8441 65,6737 ouuoouuou 2ý5y
13 210,5302 4638,4417 Uýo~uuoG26 14
14 22/,4924 65,1435 .uuoouuou 21-l~
15244,4577 464717600 ,uuoouuoo 3;Qy

16 26i.5,168 64,454!5 ,umOo~u0 32ý?,1540
17 276.5655 4640o1722 lwvoouuDo 34;.29gUl
is 29;. 2972 59,19395 , vuOOvuoV30 .#~t
19 111,9450 4b957226 ,uuoovuou 30P,4ýW*
20 32i.4679 6340800 uuoovooU 40i.893.2
21 34i,9815 4b9517224 ,Uuo0uQuo 42s,jiU1

LIST OF BOTIOM HITS

NO BOTTOM HITS

LIST OF SUR}AUt: HIT$

NO SURFACE HITS

EPSILONx .4000 DELTA. 250 MIN DELTAn 25 SIN TEST$ 0Q20

Table 5.t.2
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CHAPTER VI

BATHYMETRY

b. 1 Introduction

The present ray tracing program is limited to two-dimensional
cylindrical spreading, i.e. , propagation along a given bearing. This is not

regarded as a serious limitation for the treatment of ray paths that travel

entirely through water, since in long-range propagation the possible effects

of azimuthal refraction in the water would not be significant in the calcula-

tion of transmission loss using the averaged sound distributions described

in Chapter IV. Similarly, and recognizing that surface wave scattering can

in principle be non-isotropic in its dependence on wave and swell directions,

the very small attenuation of such scattering (IV. 17) in the low-frequency

limit and for prevailing sea states of the ocean shows that there would be

no more than a formal advantage in accepting the complexity of a three-

dimensional ray tracing program for the sake of including these physical

effects.

As discussed in Chapter 1, however, bottom-reflected sound energy

can make a significant, and at times major, contribution to the acoustical

field and must be included in a general-purpose predictive model. The total

sound field is made up of numerous and usually unidentifiable arrivals in

long-range propagation studies. In applying the present program toward

identifying the arrival structure due to explosive sources we have had good

success in predicting the arrivals that travel through the water by refrac-

tion alone, but have found it more difficult to identify the bottom-reflected

arrivals, especially in ocean regions with complex bathymetry.

Chapter I lists the dominant bathymetric interactions as arising from:

i) terrain local to the origin,

ii) intervening obstructions over the ray path, e.g. , rises

and seamounts, and

iii) distant slopes which alter the vertical sound distribution.

Formally, the use of the cylindrical spreading model demands that the

bottom contours taken about the origin of the ray tracing be close approxi-

mations to concentric circles about the origin or, at least, that the tangent
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planes adopted to represent the bottom be not only tangeni iu the bch'_tt.
profile used in the program but be also normal to the particular azimuthal

plane of the ray tracing. Frequently these conditions will be adequately

met and can be used satisfactorily in some geographical locations. However,

it may happen thrbt the bathymetry is so poorly defined that this first

approximation rnst be made on a provisional basis in making an initial

estimate of the transmission loss. In the latter event the present program

provides an estimate of the effect of the bottom reflections through, for

example, the ray depth distribution plots. Such initial studies can determine

the intervals at which bathymetric measurements are needed as part of

an experiment in acoustical propagation.

The general problem of determining the bottom reflectivity coefficients
for use in the ray tracing program either experimentally or theoretically

is far beyond the scope of the present report. As already noted in Chapter

IV, it must be emphasized that scant data exist as a guide for even

representative models of the low-frequency, low grazing angle reflections

that can be expected to dominate in long-range propagation. The nature of

the information that is required can be summararized in three categories

that are further discussed below:

1. the emphasis on specular reflection coefficients,

Z. the treatment of highly contoured bottoms that do not

possess cylindrical symmetry, and

3. the reliability and accuracy of the bottom contours

"themselves in terms of oceanographic practice and

"standard, " e.g., BC , charts.

6.2. Specular Reflection

General treatments of boundary layer scattering from a moderately

rough surface show that the reflected waves can be resolved into a specular

(and coherent) wave and an incoherent wave. Resolution into these classes

will be possible whether the boundary may be treated as a simple surface

or must be analyzed in terms of subplanes such as those representing

sedimented layers. It is to be noted that when bottom penetration exists

into a multiply layered boundary, the impulse response may show a long

-216-
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"apparent reverberation resulting from the time delays and dispersions that

will be associated with the primary and secondary reflections from the

individual layers - the presence of such a tail does not, therefore, provide

1ISof itelf a d_,,cr,.m.ination of the reflection as specular or incoherent.

The direction of the specular reflection, however, can be treated

directly by the ray theory, and the calculation of the spreading loss that

is applied to individual arrivals is unaltered by the reflections that occur

at plane or nearly plane boundaries. It is necessary, of course, that the

changes of the slopes of the boundary planes be small compared with a

wavelength as a condition for the application of ray theory - otherwise,

there will be additional losses due to diffraction.

The incoherent reflection cannot be treated by continuation of the

ray paths after the reflection. The intensity of the incident wave must be

evaluated at the boundary and there be used as a source intensity for the

wavelets scattered in all the non-.specular directions. As a consequence,

the energy scattered into any differential solid angle becomes negligible

with respect to the energy in the solid angle that is specularly reflected.

As a further consequence, the attenuation of the incoherently scattered

waves is much greater than that of the specularly reflected wave in the

far field when a moderate to strong specularly reflected component can

exist, and this can be expected in the region of long wavelengths and

low grazing angles that dominate long-range propagation.

The above emphasizes that the bottom scattering attenuations

(Chapter IV-4. 2. 1) that are introduced into the ray tracing program

as part of the weighting functions that modify each ray are to apply to

specular reflection, at least for the rays that subsequently propagate to

long ranges. If, on the other hand, the reflectivity is measured locally,

the total incoherently reflected energy contributes as an integral comprised

of all of the contributions from the local bottom surface. The net inco-

herent reflection comes from a large effective solid angle and can be

considerably larger than that due to the specularly reflected wave; also,

such local measurements will require detailed experimental design and

analysis to separate the two types of reflectivity contributions from the

scattered intensity. However, the incoherent scattering remains a
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secondary process, and as the range from the scatterers increases, the

A1AMA V A.LA @'. . - .- .....

limit of long ranges (and excepting specialized bottom contours) the incoherent

scattering becomes negligible.

Strong empiric evidence can be cited for the use of the specular

reflection coefficients for the reflections from both the surface and bottom

ocean boundaries. In 1962 Berman notedZ that the arrival structure from

long-range explosive shots can be interpreted as an indication of the angular
•'" spread of ray arrivals and concluded that over ranges as large as 2000

miles the angular spread was of the order of 0.Z°! Such a result cannot be

understood unless the reflections were specular.

Berman's arguments for this conclusion require assumptions and

simplifications that are unrealistic, e. g. , no dispersion and no bottom

penetration, and his data analysis makes no distinctions between boundary-

reflected arrivals and arrivals that have traveled solely through the water.

Nonetheless, applications of the present ray tracing program to shot

structure analysis do require conclusions that are similar to Berman's

(although we would be considerably more conservative in our own conclusions).

it is certainly true that with increasing range resolvable and identifiable

bottom-reflected arrivals from explosive shots show far less time spread

in their structure than is found in single bottom reflections in local measure-

ments. This is in agreement with the greater attenuation with range of the

incoherent components of the reflection, as discussed previously. There

are, of course, an increasing number of arrivals with increasing range -

it is significant that the time spread of the dominant arrivals is in good

agreement with the ray tracing model results for the rays, and this is one

basis for the assertion that the energy carried by the bottom reflection

arrivals cannot be neglected in long-range propagation.

6.3. Bathymetry with Non-Cylindrical Symmetry

The foregoing remarks constitute a good approximation for the treat-

ment of the bottom reflections when the bottom is approximately flat over an

acoustical path and provided that strong reflectors outside the bearing of the

acoustical path do not provide special alternative paths that can selectively
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couple sound energy from the source to the receiver The calculation of

transmission loss that is presented in Chapter IV requires a large number

zayi -A..th ac mtalv bca- ~srintg
resultant field distribution and is especially suitable as an averaging process

for the bottom reflections over a gently undulating, moderately rough bottom.

Specifically, it is expected that the rays that are canted off a given bearing

in a reflection will be partially offset by rays that are initially propagating

on an adjacent bearing and which by reflection are canted toward the

receiver. The presence of such "cross-bearing coupling" that averages to

a value independent of the bearing is not inconsistent with the assumption of

cylindrical spreading and, in first approximation, would not alter the verti-

cal distribution of channeled sound energy.

In the presence of more complex bathymetry, however, the simpli-

fications of a model based on cylindrical symmetry cannot be justified. In

some experiments involving towed low-frequency cw projectors Hudson

Laboratories has detected energy which, by its Doppler shift, can be

identified as propagating at bearing angles of 30° to 400 from the direct

path and which could have been detected only after reflection from adjacent

terrain. This experience is anomalous, but is cited as one example that

the total sound field results from many contributions. Indeed, if the pre-

sent ray tracing program were to be extended for greater physical application,

and apart from technical improvements that might lead to increased

computational efficiency, the direction of the effort would be toward a

more realistic inclusion of the contributions from bottom reflections. The

following comments are provided not toward discussion of such a revision

but in appraisal of the limitations of the cylindrical spreading model. The

comments are given in terms of the three principal bottom interactions that

affect long-range propagation.

6. 3. 1. Terrain Local to the Origin

When the origin of the rays occurs at or near a slope or embankment

there is a strong possibility that slope-reflected rays will be converted to

ray directions that can propagate to long ranges in the sound channel or in

an RSR mode, e.g, Figs. 9 and 17. It will be a rare geological structure,
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however, that does not show troughs or rises and other features which will

-a• I- i'akc Lim uupli1g ou Uhe auund energy jo the far fieid dependent on

specific bearing angles.

A realistic model for this type of boundary would consist of small-

scale roughness over an averaged bottom that is described by contours taken

many wavelengths apart. The roughness leads to incoherent scattering, but

if the bottom is smooth on average there will also be a specular reflection

that can be described through an attenuation function. The ray tracing

from a given origin yields the direction of the wavefronts that are incident

against the bottom, and from these data the orientation of facets which

will reflect to a given bearing can be determined. The effective cross

section for each facet will be proportional to its Gaussian curvature, and

the inclination of the reflected ray will determine how the ray is subsequently

propagated - the facets that reflect steep rays that require further bottom

reflections can be disregarded.

The description in terms of facets is the extension to three dimensions

"of the two-dimensional profile used for cylindrical spreading. However,

the simple two-dimensional profile implies that the specular reflection

remains on or close to the bearing angle because the bottom planes are

assumed normal to the given bearing; in three dimensions there may be very

few or no facets with an orientation that permits coupling to a given bearing

* or, on the other hand, certain bearings may be very strongly illuminated

by extensive, favorably oriented slopes. If an acoustic source and its

adjacent terrain were viewed in a manner that corrected for the refraction

of the rays in subsequent propagation, three characteristic types of illumina-

tion would be clearly visible:

1) direct rays which were not reflected from the bottom,

2) localized images of the source that are reflected from

the bottom facets, and

3) a uniform illumination of the entire slope due to

incoherent scattering.

The fact that the slope, viewed from the far field, would appear

uniformly illuminated by the incoherent scattering is deduced by assuming

that the scattering would roughly obey Lambert's Law. This is analogous
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to the uniform radiance from the surface of the moon produced by reflected
sunlight. Unlike the optical analogy, however, it would be expected that

for low-frpni1)ncv arnoiitiral waves n tvnical lopp iindpr water woiild or

could show significant specular reflection from certain facets, and that the

specularly reflected energy from these would have much greater brightness

than that scattered diffusely. The degree with which each type of illumination

contributes to the net far acoustical field will depend on the position of the

source in the region of the slope, the nature of the slope itself, and the

structure of the velocity profiles which govern both the coupling of the direct

rays and the angles of incidence of the rays reflected against the bottom,

including those rays which are first reflected from the sea surface.

More importantly, the refraction of the spreading energy of the field

propagating from the sour( n and slope will produce modulations of each of

the three types of contributions that will depend on the position in the far

field. For example, it will be characteristic of shadow zone reception that

the major contributions will come from the bottom reflections although the
total energy spreading from the source may contain only a small percentage

of bottom-reflected energy.

A principal direction of the present program has been toward the

inclusion of all significant modes of propagation even though the description

and evaluation of such modes is (initially) handled by highly empiric, even

ad hoc, procedures. One reason for the inclusion of such effects is to

increase the facility with which the predicted transmission loss can be

compared with experimental data. Evidently, the bottom-reflected arrival

contributions will not only affect the magnitude of the measured transmission

loss but will be important also in a description of the transmission loss

spectrum and in the shape of the transmission loss taken as a function of

range and position in the ocean. Although the present two-dimensional

program cannot treat the bottom reflections from complex bathymetry on

a quantitative basis it can, at least, contribute toward distinguishing the

direct, purely refracted or RSR arrivals from those that do interact with

the bottom.
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6. 3. 2. Seamounts and Slopes at Intermediate Ranges

It has already been indicated, e.g., in Fig. 17, that an intervening
obstruction can radically modily the vertical distribution of the spreading

sound energy, acting as a filter that both attenuates and truncates selected

ray bundles. The interaction will not only depend on the bathymetry of

the obstruction itself but will be sensitive to the illumination against the

obstruction that is determined by the propagation paths between the source

for the ray tracing and the interposed bottom. A detailed treatment of this

problem, therefore, will be conditional upon a relatively complete, accurate

treatment of the incident acoustical field. Further, all the problems raised

in the preceding discussions will again apply to this type of blockage, including

the question as to whether a cylindrical spreading model that is two dimen-

sional will be applicable.

The model is probably satisfactory if the obstruction is a uniform

rise that lies approximately normal to the acoustical path, but it will be

obviously inadequate for the treatment of seamounts, many of which have

widths that are considerably narrower than a convergence zone. Weston

treated the three-dimensional scattering from a round island and concluded

that the "radar cross-section" for scattering from this type of feature would

increase with deflectica angle for source and receiver at angles with respect
3

to the island that approach twice the bottom critical angle. Weston's

arguments are highly simplified and he deals only with the specular reflection;

also, the fall-off of the specular reflection coefficient with increasing

deflection angle will limit such side-of-slope scattering to a smaller

value than that estimated by him.

If the seamount obstruction is regarded as being gradually trans-

lated across an otherwise unobstructed acoustical path, it would be

expected that the rising base of the structure would initially obstruct the

propagating field, Later, it may well be possible that reflections from the

sides add energy and produce a redistribution of the ray bundles to increase

the efficiency of the transmission. Finally, it would be expected that the

central core of the seamount would produce maximum occultation in a manner

that depends on the depth of the peak and the vertical distribution of the

sound field in its location. The most important simple criterion for these
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effects wviii be the proportion of the acoustical field that travels directly

through the water as compared to the field that arrives from the bottom

reiectionu.

6. 3. 3. Distant Slopes

When the ray paths are followed across entire ocean basins the field

can be regarded as broadly illuminating the far slopes of the basin and will

produce a vertical redistribution of the spreading energy as discussed

previously and indicated in Fig. 17. Because of the reciprocity theorem

(Chapter IV-4. 1. 3) the comments that apply to the treatment of the local

slope near the origin of the ray tracing will also apply to the far-field

bottom reflections. There is, of course, the important practical distinction

that the origin for the rays will represent a specific choice for which every

attempt will be made to define the local bathymetry, The sound field map

from this origin can be expected to cover tens of thousands of square miles

and it must be expected that detailed bathymetric knowledge will be available

for only isolated areas of the total field of illumination.

6.4. Bathymetric Data

The preceding remarks summarize the limitations of the present

program for dealing with the acoustical field that has been bott -m reflected

as well as with extensions to the program that could be formulated so as to

provide a more realistic treatment of the effects of the bottom. Over-all,

however, such work demands that the bathymetric data must be known with

a precision that is ;t least comparable to that of the velocity profile data.

Also, in terms of lung-'range propagation over paths of several hundred

miles range or more, it is necessary that much of the data will come from

standard bathymetric charts.

This chapter includes background for readers who are not familiar

with the methods used toconstruct such charts It also discusses the pro-

cedures adopted in connection with the present program to obtain the

bottom profile that is used in the ray tracing program.

6.4.1. Standard Bathymetric Charts

In recent years the knowledge of deep-sea bathymetry has been

greatly increased through oceanographic research and military surveys
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while at the same tim,_ various events have dramatized the need for still

more exten1,,e, and detailed knowledge in the field. Institutions from which

Hudson Laboratories has acquired signiliuaLdL aiVtCUntZ of ýIatz for 1_'-- in tho

ray trace program include the British Hydrographic Office, National Institute

of Oceanography (England), Deutsches Hydrographisches Institut (Uermany),

Larriont Geological Observatory, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution,

Scripps Institution of Oceanography, Bedford Institute of Oceanography

(Canada), and finally the U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office (NAVOCEANO)

with the largest bathymetric data-gathering program of all these. This

latter office is the official repository of all sounding .ýata obtained by ships

under control of the U.S. Navy, but it also receives extensive data from

other Governmeot agencies, commercial ships, oceanographic institutions,

and foreign hydrographic bureaus. Of all sounding data collected by

NAVOCEANO over the past 18 years, 78% was obtained by Navy and Coast

Guard vessels, 11% on special surveys, and less than 11% was collected

by merchant ships NAVOCEANO is also responsible for the Department

of Defense Bathymetric Data Bank, and is the world's largest producer of

bathymetric charts.

The Bathymetry Division, Hydrographic Surveys Department, of

NAVOCEANO receives approximately 700 sounding reports annually repre-

senting about 1. 5 million miles of soundings. Most of the sounding tracks

are plotted on the 3000 series plotting sheets (4 inches to a degree of

longitude). Soundings are usually entered from echograms at time intervals

of every 15 min. However, an automated program developed by Lamont

Geological Observatory under the direction of Dr. B. C. Heezen plots
5

soundings at every peak, low, and change of slope. Only in recent years

has a program been initiated by NAVOCEANO to inspect the echograms

for correctness of interpretation, positional acculacy, and for grading

according to the quality of the Eounding equipment used.

The soundings are compiled on "collection sheets" which are over-

lays to specific plotting sheets. There may be two sets of collection sheets

(with and without security classification), and also several plotting sheets for

each collection sheet. Classified bathymetric data are any data collected with

a line spacing )f 5 n. rn. or less that have been obtained with a high-precision
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navigation system (e.g , Loran C) on a survey conducted by a Naval vessel.

The Navy has no security classification control over a similar sounding

density in the same area taken by an independent oceanographic organization.

The Bathymetry Division has the responsibility to provide charts

tor navigation and for the charting of shallow areas from surveys and mer-

chant ship reports. The discussion in this report is limited to unclassified

bathyrmetry.

Only about 4% of the world oceans has been surveyed by trained

personnel operating from specially equipped oceanographic research vessels.

Therefore, bathymetric charts are constructed primarily from random data

tracks, which are sounding tracks from ships in transit from port to port or to

and from operating areas The sounding and navigation accuracy of these

tracks is often open to question as the data may have been obtained or

reduced by untrained personnel. A general statement concerning the bathy-

metric charts of the Atlantic Ocean is that those west of 600W longituae have

reasonably good accuracy, and those from 500 to 600 W longitude have only

fair accuracy. The charts over the Mid-Atlantic Ridge delineate the ridge

but fail, in most cases, to point out fracture zones and detailed topographical

features. Charts along the coast of Europe range from good to fair. There

are no BC charts of the South Atlantic, and generally charts north of 500

latitude are poor.

Many reported shallow features are unconfirmed because research

and survey vessels have been unable to locate them. A similar situation

exists in deep waters. For example, the reports of "phantom" searnounts

come, for the most part, from merchant ship observ.'ers who operate low-

powered sounding equipment that is used only occasionally while the ship

is in transit. This results in a discontinuous sounding track that causes
5

operator confusion as to what is the recording phase of the returning echo.

Extensive phantom banks have been reported which display two

dominant characteristics: (1) they have depths between 125 and 375 fathoms,

and (2) they are always located in the daytime, never at night. Such

recordings are not the ocean bottom, but the "Deep Scattering Layer" (DSL)

The DSL has been found in most of the world oceans. It descends from the

surface at sunrise to depths between 125 and 375 fathoms during the day.
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6
Backus and Worthington have found the DSL in the area of the "American

hcout" seamount (46" 2Z ý N, 37- 04:W) reported in juiy 148 by the S. S.

American Scout and two other merchant vessels the following month,
and again in July 1964. Five research vessel- have been in the area

since 1958, and have failed to detect the mount. Soundings in the area

show an average depth of 24?u fathom:s,

Another example is Milne Bank shown on curi: unt charts at 430 37' N,

38 42'W. This was first reported to the British Admiralty in 1864 by

Sir Alexander Milne at 43c 35' N, 380 50' W as a bottom of fine sand and

ooze at 92 and 81 fathoms. In 1868 the H. M. S. Gannet obtained 2280

fathoms in Admiral Milne's position. In 1894, the Bank was removed

from the Admiralty charts. The S. S. Innaco in 1921 obtained a sounding

Ii of 63 fathoms and rocky bottom at 430 37'N, 38 0 42'W, and 75 fathoms

about 2 miles southwest of this position. On October 14, 1936, the S. S.

Camito ran its Marconi Eckometer sounding gear for 25 min and reported

depths from 56 to 160 fathoms luring n 5-rain period. It reported that

the ship was running on Eckometer soundings at 13.8 knots from
430 39' .511N, 38 38' .5"W to 430401 N, 380 37'W. In 1937, the H. M. S.

Challenger obtained depths at the original Milne position of 2200 fathoms.

In 1957-8, the German research vessels Gauss and Anton Dohrn ran over

350 n.m. of track in the area making continuous soundings. In 1965,
7

Backus and Worthington ran track lines through the area. Neither the

56-fathom peak nor any other seamount feature has been observed by a

modern oceanographic vessel.

We are convinced that Milne Bank does not exist in its charted

position. However, the lead line soundings of 1864 and 1921 cannot be

ignored until a systematic survey of the area is undertaken,

There is no complete up-to-date source combining the presentation

of all available data for any single BC area. The data is found at NAVOCEANO

in the following forms:

(1) Documents - originals and/or copies of log books, track

plots, echograms, sounding listings, charts, publications;

(2) Rolls of 35-mm film;

(3) Micromaster slides;
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(4) Punch card data file;

(5) Miscellaneous unplotted data:

(6) Composite charts;

(7) BC charis (need revision, updating).

New programs in 1954 were given priority over routine up-dating

of the BC charts. In March 1964 there were 23, 438 document units not

plotted on BC charts. A document unit consists of soundings crossing

one plotting sheet. The backlog is increasing because of ýhe number of

sounding reports coming into the di-,ision. There are occakiional data

requests that reduce the backlog, but not to any great degree.

The indexing of the report documents starts with a cursory examina-

tion to see that the data r2ports conform to H. 0. Pub. 606b. In this

examination many discrepancies with the publication are found, ,.g. echo-

grams but no ship navigation Jogs received, no correlation of navwation

with echograms, etc. The data are given a general rating (1 to 4) Lased

on the type of navigation control and completeness of the (dnc'lment. A rating

of 1 is the highest rating and has navigational control obtained by Loran A

or better with fixes every four hours or less. The data are collected by a

survey on an oceanographic vessel using a precision depth recorder and the

echogram accompanies the navigation data to NAVOCEANO. A rating of

2 meets all the requirements of 1 except that the navigation is poorer than

Loran A. A classification of 3 is given to a document that contains a sound-

ing track with no navigation aids but does contain an echogram. A rating

of 4 is the same as a 3 rating without the echogram, and the sounding data

may be only a listing of depths and position.

It is at this point that a master chart is prepared on which all the

soundings are plotted. The final manuscript contour chart for publication

is then drafted by a bathymetrist who must analyze the soundings and select

different weights for the reliability of the data so as to fit the soundings to

a consistent bathymetric representation. Needless to say, the quality of

the BC's differs because not only do different people make varying judgments

as to the quality of the data, but also the lack of data in some areas may force

the bathymetrist to use poor data that would be omitted in areas where there
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is good control - e.g ,west of 60W longitude, the poorer data 'ran be

omitted completely. The bathymetrist also plots data from foreign nautical

charts. The contours are drafted as 100-fathom isobaths that represent

the geomorphology of the area. A BC log is kept for each bottom contour

chart, consisting of the following: 1) the scientific literature referred to,

2) surveys used, 3) the domestic and foreign charts used, 4) the data of

completion of the various steps in construction, and 5) names of personnel

performing the work. This work is done by geologists, not cartographers,

as the charting of the sea floor differs greatly from contouring aerial

topographic maps.

A great deal of practical navigation experience is needed. Knowledge

of sounding equipment and the correct delineation of bottom topography

depends on the bathymetrist's knowledge of geology and sedimentology.
Because the hydrographic chart is made up from only spot soundings,

sounding lines, and profiles, placement of the contours on the charts

necessarily becomes subjective. It is apparent that the chart quality depends

on the bathymetrist's care and expertise in marine geomorphology. A chart

must be constructed and reconstructed until the best possible interpr'etation

is developed.

The use of the published Bathymetric Charts in underwater acoustics

is limited for two important reasons: 1) the charts have been primarily

designed for surface navigation and therefore do not include the positions at

which soundings were made, and 2) much of the data used in constructing

the chart is of unknown or poor accuracy. Therefore, it is necessary to

obtain the 'collection sheets," when possible, in order to determine the best

profile for the ray tracing program in the orea of interest. The published

BC charts would be much more usable in acoustical investigations if the

actual locations of the sounding data (control lines) were to be routinely

incorporated in the construction of the charts. Also, the control lines

should preferably be coded (e.g. , by color or pattern) as to the reliability

in terms of quality of navigation controls, sounding equipment, and other

characteristics of the data presented.
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6.4. 2. Applications of Acoustics to biLhyrmetry

Essentially all of the data used in the preparation of the bathymetric

charts (BC's) comes from echo sounding with greater weight assigned for

contours change rapidly, the older wide-beam (600) transducer can give

ambiguous results arising from apparent multiple bottom structures unless

exceptional care is taken in "migrating' the contours to form continuous

lines; this problem is reduced when data are taken using narrow-beam (6')

transducers. All such devices have the defect, however, that bottom

structure is greatly averaged by the returning echos in transits over the

deep ocean and the data are confined to the contours taken over the track

lines.

High-powered, deep-sea lateral echo sounders are far more useful

for bathymetric determinations, for they determine not only a local bottom

depth butalso a profile transverse to the ship's track that may be extended

to a range of several miles. In consequence, data are obtained that reveal

the degree of modulation or roughness of the bottom. Present research

programs are concentrating on the extent to which the topography deter-

mined by these techniques agrees with that mapped by the insitu observations

of a trained geological observer operating from a deep submersible.

Coarser mapping of large-scale bathymetric features such as sea-

mounts or slopes can be obtained by long-range propagation studies. Although

these do not provide detail, they can provide surveys over large geographical

areas to identify prominent reflectors or occultors of the sound. In reflection,

large explosive charges are used as sources and the reflectors are located

by comparison of the sound travel times for echoes that are monitored by

widely spaced hydrophone':. An example of occultation is shown in Fig. 17;

if a continuous surface source such as a towed projector were to transit

behind the seamount shown in the figure there would be a pronounced attenua-

tion of the detected energy for the bearings that intercept the seamount

These techniques do not, of course, replace detailed surveys, but

they are of immense value in revising the locations of mis-positioned

seamounts, in detecting seamnounts or windows in unsurveyed areas, and

for broad exploration of an area in terms of its reverberation background.
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Such work at Hudson Laboratories has, for example, identified a number of
acoustic windows in the Mid-Atlantic Ridge and these correspond to prominent

fracture zones across the Ridge.

6 4. 3. Bathymetric Data RequIred for Acoustical Applications
The 100- f athom , o',,, ',of thc prc cnt , '-,,,--ty., .c are

primarily adapted toward surface vessel navigation using standard echo-

sounding apparatus. If the contours are regular and widely spaced, and

supplemental information is available as to the physical nature of the bottom,

e.g., smooth and sandy, or rock/ and rough, such data can be used with

some reliability to construct the bottom profiles and approximate reflectivities

that are needed for the ray tracing. A special and optimum example would

be the Hatteras Abyssal Plain, which is known to be not only flat but to
I

possess a largc specular, coherent reflectivity.

Such regions, however, are either exceptional in long-range pro-

pagation or they occur at deep depths intermediate between highly contoured

slopes and seamounts, For the latter, the contours of bathymetric charts

drafted on the basis of a few track lines in the area cannot be considered

to provide reliable estimates of the bottom features that will be effective

as acoustical reflectors. It must be expected that a major number of

applications of the ray tracing program as a predictive model will have no

better bottom data than that available from the present bathymetric charts,

but it must also be expected that with time, or as a result of special inten-

sive experiments, more precise knowledge of many bottom regions will be

accumulated. Such data should be not only bathymetric but geomorphic,

including bottom composition and structure, properties of subbottom planes,

and other data that can be utilized to refine the predictive model.

At present, it is strongly recommended that the bottom profiles that

are generated for a program be drawn from inspection of the original collec-

tion sheets (Chapter VI-4. 1). At the very least, such inspection will

indicate the reliability that can be placed on the treatment of the bottom-

reflected energy - it may also indicate regions with smooth slopes, or

bearings that intersect smooth slopes which will be favorable as acoustic

reflectors.
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In using the present ray trace program ;.t Hudson Laboratories the

bottom profile is constructed by calculating and plotting the great circle

patri across the bathymetric chart, and recording the 1 00-fathom isobaths

and positions of slope changes with an accuracy of at least 0. 1 mile with

respect to the source or receiver. As required, either as a matter of

judgment or if additional data are available, entries on a finer scale may

be added to represent changing slopes or curved features.
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PROGRAMMING

This chapter contains the source listings of 19 major programs in

the ray trace data flow system. These are numbered in Fig. 59 in the order

of their presentation. The programs have been grouped by general function

into three sections: 1) data input programs, 2) ray trace and documentation

programs, and 3) ray trace analysis programs. These listings should

provide the reader with a greater insight into the technical programming

aspects of the ray trace program.

The Hudson Laboratories number of each program (Fig. 59) designates

by the second letter the language in which it is written: F for FORTRAN-Il,

F IV for FORTRAN-IV, G for GAP, and U for Klerer-May USER language.

Most of the programs are written in USER language, which is self-docurnenting

without supplementary flow charts. The USER reference manual, Table

7. 1, is included in this chapter to give the reader the proper interpretation

of statements used in the programs. It should be noted that superscripts

that are red in the original source listings form new characters and are

not to be interpreted as exponents; in this report these appear as black

characters, and the reader must alert himself to distinguish the superscripts

used as exponents from those added merely to form a new variable.

The following program source listings constitute the balance of this

chapter,

DATA INPUT PROGRAMS

1. A-173-Fl Velocity Data Search Program.

2. A-177-FI Velocity Profile Punch Program.

3. A- 192-F1 Read FNWF Cards.

4. A-186-Ul Velocity Calculations by Wilson's Equation.

5. A-198-UI Velocity Profile Data Selection Program.

6. A-147-Ul Velocity Profile Interpolation Program.

7. A- 197-Ul Comparison of Velocity Profiles.

RAY TRACE AND DOCUMENTATION PROGRAMS

8. A-180-Ul Velocity and Bottom Data Input Program.

9. A-181-Ul Extrapolation and Interpolation of Velocity Profiles.
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10. A-199-Ul Profile Plot Program.

11. A-182-Ul Ray Trace Program.

RAY TRACE ANALYSIS PROGRAMS
2. A-187-U 1 Ray Depth Distrii.iq.tinn Prngr-am - Pass I.

13. A-183-Ul Ray Depth Distribution Program - Pass 3.

14. A-195-Ul Type Ill Intensity Program - Pass 1.

15. A-185-Ul Type III Intensity Calculation - Pass 3.

16. A-196-U1 Multiplot- Pass 1.

17, A- 189-Ul Type Il Intensity Calculation - Pass 1.

18. A- 184-UI 'Type Il Intensity Calculation - Pass 3.

19. A-200-Ul Type II Intensity Plot - Pass 4.
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RAY TRACE DATA FLOW
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Neirnmee of variable. wIIshnine 11itm IF liin et ini hrd Ioel-ineil bi,s FOR i0..5,., 7.5 ii-iiiioiil.,ii p~e, i Tie-a sli In.

SPEICIAL. iAHIAMII IiiInloeinei lirlinv I� nsa otefrt['1 iii
owniuitu. or the .ord ANDI.i~4I iLe u Ii nr' Iipitrmsl inpomiiiie swiiI.

men Is, I. FIAT5 -o 11 I iiRii i-s 1, le ui,.1 ,)ilmi to Iiig b eg mir o is ltdn eii,w t
FROM I I TO 10OCOMPUTE A< B ,.- C- , C, A.,,TX AND D SIN 11,

murperiic~ript. and eLisi-vript. mud~ ise i oir titith Isle (.ini Losaiiiii sniti CIAtTOMiTT 0
a.l~~ repenisolie.FROM I T TO T0 COMPUTE A, i8S.

Eusesrrples .1 Anceptahle For.s DO TO I LO(ICCI
hr eIlee Iru VF. I .(~Ieiml i &at i oniie atIon. iipirsnminim. e.g..) Iiir oo i iso le INTIL

i[he tnpoeirtoon A * 'At I I. ilersri ug.ooibiill .i oi~si-,11 It,., -n 1DO STATEMENT 5 FROM J I TO 10.
I IdunOtr d chliiie (iIf foloin Squalrre Is si kCtu I I denote thosie lucius
btht aee optlionel. ((mis i iiaiil e I t el all .1~miei ,i U (i biilstl e- I 11 Im11ihidA nI il) lie

Nl Ee Lud ?iiI~tI iItinimi tnrmuteim iiiiiiiLOOr P itirnior iii) onilism II (leoi Int ati emhvc nihii

il lire (Inne limit iI(Oiliiiii iid icr .rkt iinl it) illism I,(W((r pis ieulimret ini (iriii td.
Uipper limiit eaiprerssiin souldt m

r ono' -e r thei e , onrepiinlinig FROM- WITHIN AND

uino f the Pini mnpinmil. The FOR b 0,5. ....90 WI THIN ir I TO 10 AND.is I TO S Loop To
qiimeniid mit he Asuom %hiumnI) Le FORMUJLA 6.
otin lethiel s i ymbsoil l. Flue luimu to I,,- purlrfriiei ofm itein ir the [In- uris' Ii'Leisi mrilei in

tke Ilrbt.

Ai ADEAI Au Err E

IJ-EARAD READ CARD READ CARDS
R EAD A, fROM II TO0 A IS1.

Cord Fiiriiin in (Err ielil: nuii siihr if ldnto I iini I , y isou iI iisi toii is
DIMENSION A (N4M). iaisri saii onsi lie sin either fixsd or Ilmoimnstg pwot futemi.

Tkis tnsuitcateu that A (.eon IN IDb ((lip Ii .It it, I. READ 0.

DIMENSION IS 4D, Z- 30, Q* (TO, 50). READ Am, B.it PROM i.ýE UNTIL A, 93.643.
SPlITAAI . hAIIIABIX(IFIN)IITTM' NSIT(N

SPECIAL VARIABLE,' TEMPERATURE, HUMIDITY, PRESSURE,
COUNT, LBJ %.(14, 200), o) -1T. DIT msmiiile mimiii kil tin:- mrite in the Tiullimin lg fmirmwmam

lI
t
I'KR inmse .. im h inenme .. i,ii 'nncr - I(IMIKNSION tol nqiFCl1i. 2 1' r5% .21.213 - t.6m0 2 711 1 Li1) i

\AHIAHIES e .. elIt th.r ilii ii Fum sed arn iii ,, el I- ii pniiinovoon. 22,H'l -Z2.-7o-1)i' 2.78F .I11 2.-,H- l-Iti
UPPER C, WEIGHlT 156, K (20, 301. lime1 dontloo, ,I E., -iIii I)i,iii itmmemI, i , Idiiini gI ~ti I diIT,

Exaerpt. Thtrie Alteinate Fornruiloltaes Of Tin Some Frohbler

r.-me - e -i~i cvu1 %rlirl.5 iii Deni ~~ iIun nto. n.: ½ Int 1.. ton tn
nEF0 ,rFIiIUT imit. ie, r,, %.o ;vinm 1. KA enuitt -1 70 ) nw tOD 1 ,,1.

i. 11t Orulz. 1. D ~ is-I AA. " 10 1
e.)[4f~ 1]. .si. i n ~sni int e .i

in-fr- '.,i~mis 0,1, IT V-i . - ol-A 4 'i~

fis-u, Table 7. 1 ia. sentimu.
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PRINT X8 A, AIY,.IA.BiZ . SIN rY!I FOR. 1.2. N. In-itr eiIn, l~~ni-.I'rcr.,.'irlK IiI * tl
PRp Nf E. F ABI. GýA:. nrloei.Iirptile nt Iiti~ tirhi in. iii rirpii I...

PUNC rE A. a XoGnA[ FOR~ 11)50 AND 60KBY 2 UNTIL.f 2000 READ X.4,
-dt) -11 ine P"An hel -Heril iritirhe4 ir ,. . red . h COMPUTE Y 2X.,~ AND PRINT Y.

titni pntl .' d It 
1 1 1

e. I' ih, ,j~t 'VIe Ion e .InI, and I will he FROM' 1 TO INFINITY READ X.. IF A , 10 COMPUTE Y Y X.,2
-.. led (or cad tpup, Vredl -n si .in'e kt plor -i 4i wil lhe mii.red in, . n.2 OTHERWISE GO TO STATEMENT I.

PRINT C Io..B.CI ~~Snpet-rprt hal ire -el me utedt 1I, It,' rIc ir.in,i- re mhril-' thu. lie-
PRINT. .. li I, E .UArtBtiie mg inieeptr'erI a I e -~rnet.. the Ii.nIiiU itt thn prt.r I

ltIre A i -3-,~nent I tIttII-Iiiilný -It HtiettA inlulngUhik FROM I1 TO IOU IF X. X-7 HEN X"" ~ >X . si

i1,1--ti~~rt tri inllired. laik h n , I rterel in a I, nirt-lrirr tehl, It the linllrittin UlAgritir11 t 1r' i.imrJii .'i I I., tie ninu,ir r nII ii ,

PRINT I.ABEL A, COL44T, X-Y, SIGMA ti. the terr&) . Iit the trtpt tubrarle ni in Pit the i iiternilei Ipllitil U huh(cr

PRINT LABEL. LABEL HEADING PRINT HEAVING READ TAPE V., T. P, L. hr, lirtt 1. olr'iuernt. rI ith, t.tyt toi ,,I

1r, h label .r. l"ttatril hr 'rll, ,i .r 'I IINil LAIIK 14 a1 'i ntii rei) tin I-, ...t...i %. In % , _'

it'nr q,1, 1 ,i lrrtet'ter Ir lrtigti.i, Uand -11 -b riie, innIT prritti WRITE TAPE V,, T, P, 5. llii ji run N,3 ri mn i'

Irehl-l k -.~ i f'tr Hi It rlir' It -i tt.ttir 1i I Iit ittieri ronl tinh REWIND T, P. RWND T, P.
,nrrtot .. il ... it 1 leir 11� 1 I tt,1 rt.te'I otin ' 0 rg- n'1 -4i Ini~ter. WRITE END OF FILE 1 , P. F OE T,.P.

FI'Me I'R TI '1131 I stitt irit return, brie Uhed l6ait detiret) I. .I, nt IF END OF FILE P THEN. .. IF EOF P0GO TO..
.t urun oi tw e 1,r 1.4, r we tit thoir It n -tie Ine' lire. hitlire fllluinrrt triritIIle) I .~ (hr tta-ibli tIhr II I treI I. i te 'I

PRINT FORMAT n, E, F, X G. penacier lIndex (Ire. I h%), 3--'le rriiitrrinn ' .,:, I ~ r IIt e

FORMAT enLLL ... L. ... LLL ... L ...o yi.PLT.7,AB.LO1, 01FHtrITOSi.
tt 1 . ot i ltruer U

1  
t Ili ci i II, en. 1.1. tn~ionl i f tir n jlitrealt t1hat PL TY .AtreL TZ ,, ,1F iV O55,

prtttiw le i.. thre 3rh'fth te pid t~ielr, Sia.s ,'. ti Are ne ed iii Jetnite I ie I
a-twinI IPn- tt1 Ahl trerihee ir-i1i0-t'If fil" ned ' TIrir -qtrii hile in-
."'.ll y it o-e Ion eti' Iil t i-nte qtititrt). lIn hetfrm ret el ,- sAoI &I' Cl~une n.-_- tAM eMOT Y, r, -1. 1 fRKi 1-1
iltitin (h L i ne liOi~tiart'l' till i tt e Uentitrteil ir he ItRIN IA

lOijil~h Al trIt'et the a -enu -in i ft I dei U ittthe -teirtl -1t-e..

;80 . I. k, Onrono'So(co~t t-Poti* r.2.k ýc% t PRINT Y,

FkINT FORMAT 12, 0., SIN 1)., 4,, FROM ,i I TO N. nit, k r. ý ta -1 10n r . wi, 11 i tt-n ne r 01 Nllr ) Not rin,

FORMAT I'7 ANGLE (RADIANS)I SIN THETA tittAND THE'-l
ANGLE IS Ot DEGREES. C1ne 1-1 '0 10 Alt- J.1 TO 11) iitAfl

COWJ1( t
1
i-OU',U tYAMICIIN ASil 3t, H1J, 0,1i Yj, t, J.

11' ti, Ire/, Ihen, Ike lul inirning titli Ire Iutnied1 it the high tfe irerrid r
ANI." GiADIANS) .'4.2d6l11sr I S, IN 'FTA1 .7 07, 751 'AN l ) ,C i p rt~r iecns~ ~ei4O

ANI:.I IS 1:15 I1IVI;IQAS.''"w~~7 l- Tt~ln)

SLEW N (Pni~trn pups, spacti IN 'in.i)

SLEW I1TOITOP) IPtp~e will tdwrrrrn Ito top of pige) iJUrttct ,A

heoarinid i 111 the t.VIpetnitet or printler are 1riemtle usiitg the fonllowiog Ir'rs

TYiPE NEGATIVE SQUARE ROOT, aFtX) Aof INn ) nOR o I 2-y/t 1 >Ir-ni)2!THEN 5C04
4

T(
PRINT MESSAGE (END OF PROGRAMI) AND SLEW. TcrI Cwneln00Pti~ ,lo

IF F G THEN GO TO SIATiýMENT -. wanl BY .01r UThILi w.5stoO Amt rici g.l -( icU'

IF F G GOTO STATEMENT I, OTKWItSt 00 To S~TATEMNTn 2.tIF F G THEN B - IE.
IF F G THEN READ..
IF F G THEN CONTINUE.

E To dfl~o apecordtfe . thIt t pntgramr
IFFGTHN. ELSE T. ýIt 1.'110 Et) ~t

IFFGTE..OHRIE G OjIlV0 IIEI(iie ........................... lx:IlF:11i

l~ir~ e Fm lipern~r 10('COMPUTE .... I....... .FIE]UHN...........................

READn"
IF 5 OR G. H OR SIN /t, -f'THEN Co OTHER- Rv 'l NDI( elsilot.: I~if

GO TO FORMUJLA 2WISE I~~

CONTINUE ~~~I he t aunte ofI a A nta-eiru .r. InU lie iiui,, i~hi i U f ani len lth
IF P G ANDH - 2 AND. b ut Urinut bnegit mutIr 'In II-h1 Lhbtitn huearle, rind inntri~ In-' le i olii
IF U OORI(G rSINII1ANDH C-)... inn, iteiri.r the , nr bhuirm Ii it. N., tille HE LIr H N'. - drin r r.- titlI.,~
IF E- F,-G THEN... Unsered to, hranch riot ii

1 
the surntrrim me hack tri the oririw lir-rninrr . 'ihe

[I) stitlewte it clt iU.tI . A SI'01r :, n ID 1( hiould preIC d, -b

I)COMPUTE A-B 1.2, (IF , TH EN lIP Fni e TH EN T I- SIN 0)I ('itinet.

OTHERWISE T reCOS II) ttd PRINT T, A. To Coll proowdor.;
2) COMPUTE A 8,2, LIF THEN LIF yr yr THEN T rSINI) 131.1o rII~II)''\0l

3) OTHERWI!E T r COS 0)l tnd PRINT T. A. PR( I~OClIIF

In 'rite I 'I -r Ani 61If I tl on,)' U-U Rsl.tle.l Ptsitiont tf Speelsl Ckotnog~to
Yr co~.n0 -her idj
Is' it ionluinrptred whet I lod tnd. rLV

T- , t. )he. U fl
1  

rind n I :t

GO-GO[TOI
GO0TO STATEM.CTN 20 _____________

I n ivl,,inn, .rinn,0,arrenere DI 't'I vl- t rio Lan -ill,.

FROM iI TO 10 READ If IREAD) VALUESL. (Ir hn I A MiiIi~ rtiiiiit -dhih0/' (frc -if %et to i'rmhunit
Y Iru 1i L

2 
. -236- rh'I'ij IedR, n,-i h recign- ierI-iot.hie26(-'

Table 7. 1 (contd) ~ _ '



1) A-173-FI Velocity Data Search Program:

Searches NODC inaster file tape for velocity data along ray path.

Sample printouts: Figs. 18, 23, and 24 in Chapter II.
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P, I I N 7-T 5fl-1, MONI I IJ ,MkAAC2 ~ ___

K jimflN is A ( io i.f T§nRr 01. USAL t 50 1 DSflL( !50 fFARt5fl -,Or OR 50I
K 011MF)rj 14 AL ISO I ProLr5oj ________ _________

)lIIIENISI(. I'A(21

V ;1834431.?dt

75' REAL) 11, !~IPDA[TJ. PALI ,1 BD.H1.1 ý1mOtlIm RSO[IJl Isis Kit
*LEU)AtJI. FmA IJ~ I SrI -Or1 MOIJ2. bSntJ], J f1, LI-

_ I A 8WAI I - _ _-

W HS ACIII
AU_ __ _ __ _ _ a 80o I I I__ _ __ __ __ _ __ __

IF 114 fSI 1 32-1

31 HA4I :~ I It.

33 HMJ a *MR1t JIII

34 S A a tHDifl-rL.±.2MiJ.0A.+4 2l/3AlO.j-* G
"od .IU.L LLULf ± I P....flL - + HgJ/3Ano.1 * ______________

KH 8 EAf41

IIa Em" JI1

*~~~~~~~ S a E.S A) I j I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

IF IFDA[JII1 35, 36, 36

316 IF JrV0(jfl1 37, 38. 3j8
37 ;-I a_ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __

E S J a -03[-



A S t C - Z I j 1~~ -/6----;-- S

4~I T ?C "A

4 1

4- - -A4

I F

r~ ~ ~ I~. 0.¶9 0 __ ___

-- 7F7QQ5*G 11. 0, ~;
(-,t. ' IJJ H At Ni1  ________0_ T CH'

8 IF 2 51 1 4 3

73 I. P INT~ 2 JA 0 3OLIA S, A, p

40 P I NT 72 11, 1 SA) 11 r15 , ID M ,0 YS,, Lt), L4,___ Z__,__SUP ___CS __

f,,GPP( lTPN T_________ _____( A______TCI____

709 G NT ?3 I '*Al

M~ 0 __ _ _________ __-239-_



17IT ALL INC IFHP, r~sA~r~sr-.f!DI JXA~nr, DXFI A, IXAM, XAS, I Xo, 140POIXOS)

C OPINTANSWERS Tfo TNCrf-MFNT rk. CUL AT I CNS
c

19A S I) A____

401 r-1INT 1rI2 IA ,XM ,A2 I0 .XI2 XS ,B
402 P'qI2w)l,4

XUM2UxA'SFD IXILL________________

_____ 7S2mARSF CYOS]

31 IXAMP&I>AM__________ __ _____

521 VIF~rj)322,373.~2__ ___________

323 1A MK~) -___ -______________

322 C )N T 11UF
I F ( 1)1 RT -0IJ 1 2131,~ ___ I_ __ _

-C- !NJ~ OF INC'4EMFNTIMG

311 M a m + I ____ __ ___

60 CONTTNUF ______________________ ___ ______

GO To 99 __________

109 [FCD!N15p'Y.519.2fl.
509 IF IN~ , 251 200. 201, 2ni ____________________

201 PdN Pn M. SR

200 PRINT 24. 1fl TH. WS. Jrn. .JM. XS. KU, jj, Yg.. Lng I-m. ts

205 PRNIN 20, SM, SR _______

PRINT 23. MA _______________

204 PR~INT 25, 110. TM. WS, Jfl. JM# XS. K0L. lýM. Ys. -Lfo Lm. is, Su

V S2A SPB TYPF,1

v OCT 2000000
99 C-ONTINUF ______________ ____________

C C1gSwCOURSE HEARING qTART
C QeP &COURSE~ HEARliqG F INISH

c SaRm SrART 8FAPING RIGHT

c FaRm-FINISH. ~L:AHINn RIGHT_______
C FRL1v F I IqSH AF-AHINL LEFT

C CALCrUIATION OF !CSF____________ ___________
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PAGk 4

DS AaDi -_______ -________

S~ iTSABTDSA

- ODFUSTDPfl

C A=C .Al IOJ- OF PIPWMFON 9CQUIRFS ALONG TW4P RAT WATH___________

906 -1 i A7 1 20 To_____ ___ __

not1 CALL Up [U,,ro lF ,Fls #wirI I
-CL IklJI cP DSAD)SO,DTNO XAsflxfl.XA,2XAM,XAS,!XOI 0~XS

______ ALL MARC (HXA7TIX F
USAuflXA ____

D$ r) a To n f

READ 905,W!I _________________ _______

TOP. JOP

IF(rS-RR-360 1,)2.1_____________________

2 SOLorB9S-90,
17 SRL]3,4,4

I F I FAR.3S6-jW7)67 ,___________ 6- -

5 FGRxF8R-360, ___________

___ 6 FtiLaCtIF-9. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

11 CORT INUP _______ ______

DO 812 '.1,JnF
USA. TSA ________

DSO0 TSO_____ ____________________
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CA LL 5' L n A rs S iL ýUV ___L__~ XA XA XA5--X0t1
CALL MAPQI I RA. IYO)

CALL MAHO Ayg_____
flSAL I I I mlIXA

I)SAtn4 A________ ____

____ _XALI IN X IA pj X bXASiJALX. XIO.M uUS]
:ALL MAP'j tlyA.Iyol

_ _ 1. Al-_fII- -i--A

812 Cf)~jAjiN I__ I_____V

c QLCULAT IoN' OF MAPSMl.¾ rýQUARZES AL flNG ihfLErR~EAT tý ________-

DU 1003 lm.M

I)FAxt)FAI 1 1)__________________ __ _________

1.002 CALL OR CUISADSO,DFAUFp.SM1 SB,DISTC~fýI
CALIC(PR.t!SA~flS,DtNAOXA,12 X .IA CXP1,XAS -,)O, X(J M XQS I

CALL MARO IIYA&IXO)___________________

S~~~IF (flIS7-O!DI1j01,01i02-f_

J4O04 CALL DR P.JiŽA.DSO DFA,L)FOLSMLS@,QISTCBki
-__ _CL_INCI(CL4P# D5A#p5V.l~jNsOXlADX(fI XAP [XAM# XAS# ,O ~, xusI

gAI. LML;!kl(J CA,IX01

ITS~~ _0 ___ __ ___X6_ _ __ __ _

IF CflI,.UC-JI41003,l003,1004_________
____LLD C'JT INUF_

- ~~~~F (iARI I I II211102ZR1021. -.-- _ _ __

1024 FORWA7 1[~ 1_ _ _ _ _ __ __h_ __ _ ___I_ _
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NE40 1192f flrnI!.Tl11AA ______

_______ PR INT 1131,HnfoMAA,Wtl,,MA -____

~T~T~;AILRFýD f.T73aT,1~1__
1107 OJ 110 JIi.. 501.,ZO , _ _ _ _.5 ~

_ _ _ _ _ _ _---------- --- --- -

(c WST FOR DEPTH

_________ 1 W 1 E1'' 1% 1 1110 ,I109.~~ -- 1 __

(F TES-T FOR MONTH ___ ___

1?fl on -- --
IF [rC1' t( -1ti 1110,1 10O6 1 4 ~ - __

1106 1U.4 v___ K__ I____ ___

r FALCLJLATIE DU1.TAW'CE Tn PRt)PILE- *PrmST __ ________

CALL DP rUSA,DSO,DFA,nF0.S,S8t§,flST.C8FI _________

P u IS -l r- -- - I__ _ _ _ __ _ _

t-CCAUL(U L-AT-EffOISTA N'C v-FRbM RAY P-AT-H __________________

_____ IF CCSR-CHS11201,1201,1202_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -

1201 AsI.
GO TM 1-2o3_____ ___________ _____________

* - - ~~1202 A i____________ ____ _____

1203 C 011T IN Ur_____________ _____

1106 Ct,3CI ______ _______________________

r A LL I N r: T13-P SAj t 9 b 7T)-INXA X IXA. I X AI1XS D, OM O]

__ ___CALL DR t0S A -1D 60OF A , 11 F 0S M 9 B D!TC ______

1501 u MSTPFl 1S T ____ ________ _______

1502 CONTI!NUIE

1401 -1) S -T.DyVTOA ________ __________________
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t I
~pI~q-pAR it TLJ!I

Ti jýL

ALZ- I L_

P I NY 1130 1 1TiT h ILL L I lD,~j-ej iI Tt(fTL, 1 L? A-l-P-Dl ST D15._ .- -.....

IUJNCW 119 3 3, T f J I T fK I*LL.ilL±LL - ~

0 SP 4 T I N 1

V BC!1 5 , E' 1) OF PHOGRAf,
V ucT 20 000 00 _____ _______ __ __

~~~~~C L E.X T T _ _________ _ _

C TYP~qIT R OUT INr-
V TYPE INX -.-----
V LDA ____

v R iq N-- -- __ - -__-----

V- AN tA

V RNN - __ - - - - --- ~ - *

__ _ _ _-_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ B__- -

v _____

V SAN 6 __________ ___

v BMU TYPF
10 TRA FO. 7 AU] I ____ _

11. VORMATI40 F3.0, F7,_4, 1X. F4.0. P3, 0. F7,4) -__ _____

13 FORMAT ( A 1__________________
0 ýOWMAT [j~,8VLCTYATASAC PRL-GPA1l,/i.X, .35tHiEAT CIRCL

- '8j A P I N GS A~ tLjTtL rF-S , 17 H - RýMtLJa AJ M_,-5 X-,- IK!jq.13. 1]LL
*2u'X 5IJ0~JFf 1)0N r' A r~ 186 6 S P H E H D - 0 1 qT A 11r E I N. M~
*/' 0l I, hJOR RAflIUS a i F1S A ___-___ ________-__

*1 /ii M T vaR RADI US je f 1 ___;_ ___-6//___ __1_

21 FQ. MAk I A42A1 tl 1AH A 11 F P 0BH A 4jJAL4 T
2-2 E f)M A -fI iH 0 4 14X A L A J ~ A E I
23 FORM'AT t2D0X.1A/6 13HF ROM LATIVI3F P RlX,9 L2NGI TUEi 9XP

- *UHTF) L AT ITUflE 99X. 9HLCNG.I TUDFI Ox. 8P'Q 1STANCE, 8x, 7HBEA I NG I
24 PRMA t H O, *(4X, .214, F7,31, OX, 9H .* *#bX, S-, a

-- 44-



25FORMAT (WIO, 4CX, 21. r7, l# 6X, 9W*~

f (24 ~M A'rI,' .JKG/72T~~7Y 7 W P tVT1YTIIE -IT 11YnFE A R N G TI

9015 F, HmA -- IT"~, 71T-

1. .3V UMfFM T R (V9, LY@ 1TV# FD I~ I I_,r_2_2

AF7M1T"TC In+MU?1 I

*.ýUtITIiUF LJISTANCP RPfITNF~TT

*pIN Snt~ nE5 IN kFUMP4f/

P.9 FORM-AT - 2T1i1 _

i__ 5,--' ITT ý

1193 RJM-A7T-( -IFT M O.FA ,. D R )EKI5UUA 0 3A31

119 T~~MA [1I..~~ASDE' SUARS-245-3~



II

2) A-- 177-FI Velocity Profile Punch Program (3 pp.):

Punches velocity cards from NODC data tapes calling subroutine

A- 179-VFI (1 p. ). No sample printouts shown, but see flow chart

in Chapter II, Fig. 22.
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I

c

C NF~ ,,flDc LI.T TA'-= .'(1• '•liIr C.4A '•-i7/-F1j P~r.,i: I
v• i , ',E*: i • ; .H u 'r, ui~ io, i ~i M.,~ 'L u Mu

CY 3 1 P4 1JV ;>

'I I c X997 0

MI.j( •'9()V9~

MA A (

13 IA l( I O

R-AD 100 ,',i0 f I, Lb i i i u t ,MI t. I l, N JI. .Ja I, ti

MAX;' AXI

?1 IF (uA[t,'10 CI' ]) { '] I, 1D,2D

20 CIJI ,I
?9 1 0 4a 1=, U 9 4

CALL RFFDf IiA,¶,2,7,1U']
IF C I A(6]-t~R'1OJ ??, 4•o 48

V 122 L01
V 1CS

V i3P1
SV •3RU 44A

;:~ ~ ~~~4 PA A NX 1 L 10•,I•6 l,:O ,A

44 CJ T TNIIE

C,

SC HFAI) TAPE dACv•,:AR1J5
DIV 48A CTN 2

SV •RHU '
v SEL 2

v CrN 2
p V I3RU * 2. 1

4 C
C TEST 10 D2R- SO,

6 CALL HRHEU U AII2,4Ar, Ol]

45 Do( 3 :11,,.•.1,40
D 0 3 4a .,AX

4 , I4,
IF tAIJI' MAX1O46,46 47

11 if N IOCNI-IAiJ) ]3 *322,3
C TEST 1 oEbE- SoUAHFS

2 J * ., I
V STX S T 2,2

V LDX J,2
V LDA I A, 2
v SLA 13
V SWA 13
v STA Ml
V LDX SI ,2

[F {$-MLAiN] ]A-Z34-
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.v STX 5 12 02
V LDX J,12
v L.D A I A. 2
V SLA 1~3
V SRA 1
V S T A
V LOX T 2, 2

I F Im2..MLUfNflj39,Ai
C TSTr IDENTIF IfAT!O'N No,

K32l
00) It H24, 26

CALL CHAN~ tIA(L),JmlDT(KI)
11 C Ji4T I UE

IF. [ HUC..1IfN,J ]]1,031 j.

3D CJNlTI.AUF

I)50 .J.tI.Nf

CkLL 7-NAH t IAC.J),K,In(L31

50 C)NT 'I ,JE

Id C4) 3M) N1
IF IIIH811.1I60,61,60

61 14 14 1 M INY
60 IF (101I8221-162,635,62
6.3 MIN 21IIINY
62 CUNTINUE

V LDA IEB.i42
V SLA 12
V STA IB#142
v LDA 186
V SLA 12

v STA I1 1
V LDA Ii 2
v SLA 1?
V STA 114428
V LDA 136
V SLA 12

* V STA I L4 62

52 Pl' INT 10 3' 18 C16 1, IP 117, 1 1il18 1 18 !B6). 112 1,1BRj) j a4 9)

GO To 3
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51 [F (1ý147]-6153-~3.33

2 Id16] IfE~C12J ,I181.'].Jz72,79]
V LDZ

RCS
BMI

PUNCH 104' CIBtJJ],J2B.32I,[ (JI,J%47,5U1,IR3(26IeIBt17].)t0 )
2 [N(61,1B112)#(IpUI,.Js7?e

791AATP PORM R 0  MNNHM

3 CUNT11NUE

C
C FORMATS

100 UmT4XA#I.2&,7j
102 FORM4AT t34101
103 [1MA (HI 59H.NODC VLCT AATP RGA ,,MNNHM(

2.177.FlI//IOHMARSDFN SQ, RXs OHLATITUDI, ix, 9NLONGITukVEo Wxm

32HM0. 2X,2HYR,3X 1j4WI[ DENT IF ICAT ION,/12x#3HUkG,2)x, 514M1N, 4X, 3HDEG.

52Ae2lIl,4XcAj, 71j// 5 X,5HOEPTH4,8X,8HVELOC'TY,6ý, lONMARbOEN SO,
6 lJX,2oIDI

107 FOMMAT (A61
V ST2 SSS I.

EN u
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SUORflUTINE CHAR L~~K

_ _ _ N _ _J

~ __N

BRU IA___ __

V-IA STA

16K

____ ST ass______ I____

I-- I79-V[,-



I

i

3) A-192-F1 Read FNWF Cards:

Reads depth vs. ernperature cards punched by the Fleet Numerical

Weather Facility. These cards are then re-formated and written on

tape for A-186-UI, No sample printouts shown.
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R~EAD rNWF CARQ$ -A.-192±F41 OMI0AM__

__ _ DIMENSION ___ _____________LAL~

PFITNT 103. ITSglTS2

At Jlul.

WRITF TAPE 3&.llAri2J&IAl3)
DO-20 1.1.00.______

_ _ _ _ -- Leo t 2 a~--
RbAV 100i~ JT~IDJJJ17 *~ -

_ DO_ _ o4

7 _______)

* ~ ~~ ~~ ~~ S PIT11?j gI TtJ1.ITD1J1 -*----- -_____

CALL CHAR tI LJjInII _
CALCHAR pIIjjj~jj ___ *

CALL CW AR t ID h~L __ . . . . .

CALL CHAR 1ITtiJi~i!1

__________CALL CHARL [lTDt (42.1313 _ __ ___ __ ___

A! :113/10, _________

AW2Rn(10.I11.(I21 __- -------------- -

________ CONTINUE _____________ ______ _ _ _____

00 TO 20 _____________ __ _______

12 READ 102. 110I1Jh1Tc41 J j0C42J410131 -______

-- 00 1.0 Jul.13
IF EITq~uIT(Jl)33,21,3 ______ ______

3Tr T _1 1~-_T 1Tl 5#405______ _____ _____

GO TO 10 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _

_____CALL CHAR IC(43.1i23 -

__________AD I I #~0~ 24 C10123 13_ ____ _____

CAL.L CHAR t!TCJ~p2aI21 ____ _____

CALL CHAR (IT itJ)#l133

A-139A131g

WHITE TAPl 3,ACI.3,A[2)*A133
10 UNTINUE



IRE A D NWT-f CAARDS tf9-1-i y MININCH M _ __ PAGE

rjU TO 2F _ ___ ___

FO MATS __I

10 TOR R-ATCI11 . A?, 2A i iX ___ ____ ____

10a PURMATf1X,?A2J

-- ~~END_________ _



4) A-186-Ul Velocity Calculations by Wilson's Equation:

Reads depth vs. temperature and salinity data arid computes velocity

with Wilson's Equation. No sample printouts shown.
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5) A-198-Ul VelocityProfile Data Selection Prograrn:

Redilces to a minimum the number of points needed to define a velocity

profile while meeting a specified curve fitting tolerance.
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O IMENS I G4 z-300,V-300. 0.300.O-30D.

I.PPER =20OOV.200O.

RM 4,1. READ LTP. KO.

RE.AD TAPE A1 .4,1,14.

STATD4CET 1. SLEW TOP. K-X+1. PRINT MESSAGE VELOCITY PRIOILE DATA SELECTION PQORM4 (A-1-6.U1) R D MINING0OLM-

PRINT FORMAT 1.L,K. FORMAT 1 PROrILE MLPMBER -- zxixxic. SLEW 2. IF P-i THEN PUNCH L ,K K .

PRINT LABEL DEP71I (M),VELOCITY (%'S),PRSDE<N 00,ID.

FROM J-1 ;0 INFINITY READ TAPE A1l,k.lb.A (If0 rOr I TWEN GO TO STATEMENT 99) AM (IF A1-1 AND A2 .1 THEN GO TO STATE4rENT 2) AND

Oj AI ANM VrA2 AND ,.j.

STATD4CET 2.

FROM .- 1 TO M COWL.TE (IF Do-c THEN 1.4AN A AND V- v3 AND C.C-.I) AND 11F C-io0 THEN 1-25) A

(if C-300 THEN 1-5o) AND ( Ir C- 2000 TEN 1-100).

N.I. iFr V s. TEN N l AND A zM AIND vPv4N.

STATEMENT 5.
FR•M 1-1 TO N CALL SIAROUTINE 20.

mv..O. X.O.

FROM J-1 TO M CCOMIMT r-DO AND CALL SIJTIN1 INT AND DV-4 Vo.Vj AND

(if CV>T OhEN (17 0) T14 7C *M D .0 o ADO vS.v AND X-1)).

ir x-O TE 00 TO STATEMENT 6.

STATEMENT 3.

rwim 1-. TO"04 COMUTE (IF zslzt THEN (RT.A :.tJ BY - To K<1 COM4PUTE z I. A I AM V +-vI AND Zl.1-71 APD 0141.0,) AND

It 1 -2 S l, N I-Y-- AND 0.04N41 APO On TO STATEMENT 5).

STATEMENT 6.

FRCOM I-1 TO N4 PRINT 11 15V~ vI lb.21 A *A, t* AND (IF P.1 THMN PtjNCH x 1 15- *vI ;; *A 3  *A, 9

17 P-1 THEN PUN*CH A, 6-11 *A 2~ lb-1A 3  , 1 j . PRINT A, M 'A #I-* A3 j 4E11~
00 TO STATIMENT 1. STATEME:NT 99. TYPE (PM Or PQ0-.A'm. STOP.

SUBROUTINE ZD.

X-O. If 1-1 THEN 1-2 AND X.1.
IF I-N T•EN ZpNl+ll (NN.%N1j) AND D,,ON. AND RETIRN.

"14l~~z 1 (1-1- 1 141l 1"-1.

, - -(2)(io -z '(I-z( -

1- •1z I ) z~ z 1.14 ' 1-1

Fr X-I THEN Z1 .7 1+0 .%;1 22 ) AND DI-01 AI'D I-'. FrTpR.

SLwFRMTI N INT.

r"c* %-I TO N COW4UTE Ir x 2 ThIN GO TO Tn E~

STATEmENT Ion. IF z THEN V r QITt-.

1-1-1 0 -21 1. 0 1.

r -l57-
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6) A- 147-Ul Velocity Profile Interpolation Program:

Plots velocity data cards in a standard format. Sample printout,

Chapter I, Fig. 5.
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N -z

A 1p I/

i~0 .A-

a C 0
il -- *

4 x

0 CL

:i7 0 00cF p

4fbl Cop - 259-~*~



STATEMENT 2. 11 +(n2.nI+.O 1J7

VA (VV~)V -~- )DoDn

(D n+2 -D n) n.

IFV-oADV*C TE "V N GO TO STATEMENT 1.0

(VAVa)VC (V.V - Z60-



(V. ¾+ - HID n. -0 11r e

lv v ((0

IF T V" AND - 1UVr 1HNV.'ADG OSA( tf1

v 
0
AVl) . inic~

n+TnEN 
0Nf

I r VR.vV :Owl Vl-Vt ? THEN n .VA AND) 00 TO STAT) PETIT Tl.l

00 TO STATCEMEAT 1.

AT&TfM(NI 6,

n1* ,'2 m3 "1 0 r)3 + -n2A+3

1
tr2 

0
"+2Mt v

(O -0,+2 )(Dr-D.) (0-o3 nn D(-OIV 4  DOMDM3)(nOp

.1v.

(V.2-1.V3)(D00-0-3)

9mMr+ vM.,-3r + y"

?4 w, 1-o *)

M A .B)y + (V4.VC)2VM

STATEMENT 102.

IF Y 4v Mt'l AN Vp I P HE O AND) 00,1" OTATCWIEAT 1.

- I v-vpN v'2 + Iv"-vpI v P

00 TO STATE14NT 1.

STATEMENT 12. TYPE (END OF PRW0AM). ECVW 1,2. MID 1,2. FINISHl.
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7) A-197-Ul Comparison of Velocity Profiles:

Calculates differences between velocity profiles with reference to one

profile. A plot of the velocity differences of a set of profiles is

shown ir, Chapter I, Fig. 6.

,i- 62
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8) A-180-UI Velocity and Bottom Data Input Program:

Reads data input package, checks for errors, and writes data

on tape. No sample printouts shown.

'24
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00

La

x 0 +

x .4

I- 4

x z w

LJ+

I.-
CC~

0
LA

0 w~ 0 I ZZc

X~- LiV

2c x

4r. I.1

t- Li 0 t7-

0j # 
C 0 E

CL 0 - C-, 0 -

4ý cr 0 4 ý- w 9 1.

cc (0 af c c

F-a-

c 0) ý C-

C- *L t- (nw

I.. -J~

1. -mZ tor 0
N" .)4 -r z0uL

ItC - N Z w C0 'r

Li- 0. C
T- >> < C- - C. 0

D CN Z 4 u u tA

8) <A 
cn CCN L

0 -r 4X *C r L

D Cý : 4C- m
c- C-, C, < <

*~ 
LIi

0 -4 C7 0C C- L

N~ 0 l (A,

co TZZ C4

oZ - c - C

Z C c. LiL L-

.4 C C ZCO C c-
Z C L)L) C- Cý C L

CIA 0 C- C 0~I
-25 4 C Z - LiLAleC C-m0



STATErWNT 5., tooýR ., R P-RI, 0.0"l A -R 11+. ÷ 8 .01-1., t-1+11 A'I*. A,1-O. STATT-MENI 25. ',.ITE ?APE Ao1,Pý,'ili,

IFr 0 1 THEN Z-1 AND PRINT MESSAGE ERROR- I IqST PROFILE MUST l•E DEEP.

t-1-1, FROM. J0 TO I COMP+Ti C0-RJ iAND C3IAweiJ AND WI TATA PA0.,222.

STATEMErNT 7. N..•..

SLEW TOP. PRINT M4ESSAGE VELOCITY AND BP.TTOM DATA INPUT PROGRAM (A-18O-W•). SLEW• ]

PI|NT FORMtAT JA•IA4.Aj.Ao,• "2' I Aqý=l THEN PRINT FRoMAT 2,A 12, I Ai 9 -0 THEN PRINT FORM4AT 3,A 12.

IF Al O AND AVI THEN Z-1 AM PRINT MESSAGE ERROR-- INDICATION FOR CARTHS CURVATURE CORRECTION- O-YES 1-NO.

IFl 1- THEN PRINT FORM.AT bI4,NRP. IF 00 PRINT FORMAT 5,NR.

fPt o 0 WI1 THEN 1.1 AND PRINT MESSAGE ERROR-- INDICATION FOR TYPE OF" PROFILE- r.SHALLOW 2-DEEP.

MLW 2.

FORMAT 4 PROFILE NUMBER A xAM RANGE xxxxx.xWNM )EEI'P PROFILE.
FORMAT 5 PROFILE NM*6ER xxx.z RANGE xJnzx.xxN SHALLOW PROFILE.

PRINT LABEL DEPTH (M), VELOCITY (M-S),MARSDEN SQ, ID.

READ 0o RID ir Fo__o THEN 2-1 AND PRINT MESSAGE ERROR-- PROFILE DOES rNOT STAR[ AT ZC7O DEPTH.

PRINT DOt5.) ,VOk.j mARtl ,i*# . IF i]oo<vC16ioo CONWTIPNUE OTHIRWJISE.-Zi AND PRINT MESSAGE ERROR-- VELOCITY BEYOND PHYSICAL LIMITS.

RR-• 0,. rR•.v0•

1-0. DO STATEMEI T 6 FRO .1-5 BY 2 TO INEINITY. 1-1+1.

RErAD D IVI MAR IO.

STATEMENT 51.

IF 01So0.] TEN 00 TO STATEMENT 52.

RR, rR5.vI. IFr RR5 . ANM 1<3 THEN DO TO STATEMENT 52.

IF RR/T COIPUTE (CRO.4 K-I TO 11 COMPUTE RRK RRK+l AND FRK.FRK+.).

IF 1.3 COIMPTE I-1 AND R o-R 2qI AND CALL SUBROUTINE 5OUP AND CALL SUBROUTINE ALPHA!

IF 1<3 THEN W0 TO STATEMENT 52.

IF R-I COMPUTE RRo-RR 3 4 - AND CALL SUBROUTINE FOUR AND CALL SUBROUTINE ALPHR2 AND GO TO STATEMENT 52.

XRoRR2 +I. CALL SUBROUTINE FOUR. CALL SUBROUTINE ALPHA2.

RRo-RR 3=I. CALL RUBROUTIIE FOUR. CALL SUBROUTINE ALPHA].

OC TO STATEMENT 52.

SUBROUTINE ALPHAI.

AXRR o-R R. 3AYrRo0F 3 . -iF 1-3 AN 111 COMPUTE A -RRo-RR2 AND AY=FRo-F p AND I1-0. RETURN.

SUBROUTINE ALPMA2.

RX.RR 0RR 2 BY.FrA 0 FR2. IF RRA5-i COMPUTE BX.RR0%.RR AND OtR0 4 R A(AX2t Y
2

) I/I, B(8Y2+8Y2)1/2.

T-((AXBX+AYBY)/(AIB)). IF TC-i COMI•4TE T--T. a=ARACCOS T. a.3-(180/1)a A

•O-.1+2'3a3•3(118O/'),0,3. ..

o +2+S3' ~1 2' 2 3'

2
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IF D (IOll < 14EN (IF a,<44O THEN 00 TO STATEMENT 53 OTHERWISE RETURN).

-F DI1500 THEN (IF ao<500 THEN GO TO STATEMENT 53 OTHERWISE RETURN).

IF 0D<2000 THEN (IF aL,<530 THEN GO TO STATVWNI r_'A nT l(TPfW19 OFTI").*

"IF 002000 THEN (IF %0<537 THEN 00 TO STATEMENT 53 OTHFRWISE RETURN).

STATEMENT 53. PRINT MESSAGE ERROR-- SHARP WRADIE1NT CAUSED BY ONE POINT.

Rr.TURN.

SLBROUTINc FOUR.

,4 1-'1 II

R (RR -RR (FR R-R
r~ ( FR A o 'It ~ ) RETURNA.

-1(RH 8R K C R -R l_ )
J- Jt+

STATEMENT 52. IF VI-1 ImIID O-.1 THEN SLEW 2. PRINT DI b.jý 'VI #I.2,4AR ta,fl f4

IF Vl-1 AND 01-1 THEN 00 TO STTEMENT 8.

IF 0 1<0 THEN 2-1 AND PRINT MESSAQE ERROR-- DEPTH ORDER.

IF D ThEN Z-1 AND PRINT MESSAGE ERROR-- SAME DEPTH.

IF" MARS,4IARTHEN Z-1 AND PRINT MESSAGE ERROR-- MARSDEN SQUARE NOT CORRECT.

IF IDS'd ID THEN Z-1 AND PRINT MESSAGE ERROR-- IOENTIFICATION NOT CORRECT.

IF V1>1600 THEN qi AND PRINT MESSAGE ERROR-- VELOCITY GREATER THAN A600.

IF V ,<1400 THEN Z-1 AND VR'INT MESSAGE ERROR-- VELOCITY LESS THAN 1400.

a 8 -DI. B j+l VI

STATEMENT 6.

STATEMENT 8.

IF 1<3 THEN 2-1 AND PRINT MESSAGE ERROR-- 3 OR MOIRE ROMLE POINTS ARE NEEDED.

SIPR RP a0-I. Oh=B. B2 -i852R. 8300. B 04-VO. K-21. STATI4rNT 30. WRITE TAPE 802,2,23. STATEMENT 31. WRITE TAPE 83 ,2,2,K.

Rs-RP. BET,,,-. READ RP,P. IF RP O 00 TO STATEMENT 10 OTHERWISE READ MARS, OS AND

(IF RS)RP THEN Z-1 AND PRINT MESSAGE (ERROR-- RANGE ORDER)) AND GO TO STATEMENT 'I.

STATEMENT 10. IF ET1 THEN Z-1 AND PRINT MESSAGE ERROR-- LAST PROFILE MUST BE DEEP.

IF N-1 PRUAT MESSAGE (ERROR-- PROGRAM NEEDS TWO PROFILES) AND Z-1.

a2Be2+l852. STATEMENT 41. WRITE TAPE B0.2,2,3. STATEMENT 42. WRITE TAPE 3'2,2,K.

SLEW TOP. IF Z-1 PRINT MESSAGE (THERE ARE ERRORS IN THE ABOVE DATA -- LUNLESS THIS DATA IS FOR A THEORETICAL)AND

PRINT MESSAGE (MOOEL IT SHOULD BE CORRECTED) AND TYPE (READ PRINTER--TOGGLE 0 TO CONTINUE) AND SLEW TOP AND PAUSE.

IF Z-0 PRINT MESSAGE(ALL DATA WITHIN PHYSICAL LIMITS :" HOWLVER THE ABOVE PRINTOUT SHOULD NOT BE LEFT ULITCHEEKED6.

IF MPR<HfR THEN M.HPR OTHERWISE A•MDR.

PRINT FORMAT 32,M. FORMAT 12 THE AROVE DATA CAN NOT BE USED IN RAY TRACES EXCEEDING xxxxx.x NAUTICAL MILES.

SLEW TOP. Eor 2,2. RWO 2.2. FINISH.
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9) A-181-Ul Extrapolation and Interpolation of Velocity Profiles:

Extrapolates all profiles to a depth greater than the deepest bottom

point. See Table 5.5.1.1, Chapter V.
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St-181-.4n - PROGRAM EXTRAPOATION AND INTERPOLATION OF" VELOCITY P-40rILrS

?INITIALIZATIN OF" PROGRA'4

T
1 

10-lIT
2

"TI
2

.T?2,TS.T5AT . rc..T'T' , T7.T6T1. I8 T
7
T 

T 
,i).-T

8
T' ,T

0  
'T' , 

2
.T1OTý. iW-.

LIPPER z-37?5z.375.z
1 
.375,V-375,V-375,V

1 
375Z.-375,7'.375.D0.375.,'-375. DIHCN3I0N A-4O0. REWIND 2.2.

REWIND 1,2. REWINO 3,'. READ TAPE A,2,2.*.1. FROM 1.0 O 4 COMPU'TE II-A 1 . (-A9, DP.AlO, B-A12' MWA13.

AITE TAPE 1.1.2.5. %PITE TAPE M,',2.. FROW 1-. TO 4-1 REAO TAPE AP,2,P AND %RITE TAPE A,.P.2.

PREPARATION or DEEP PROFILE TIPAI

&ARCH FOR DEEP PRWrlL0I

STATEMENT 1. STATEMENT 2. READ TAPE A.2,2,3.

IF COr 2 00 TO STATEMENT 50. M.Ao- A1ARA2 .M .21.

READ TAPE A,2,2,m' AND IF H-O D0 TO STATlErI 2. KV-.

FROM 1.0 BY 2 UNTIL M4.2 COMPUTE zKAI,VK*A I+11K.K÷+.. P"0O.xN vl, .vI4J. S.35.

txTRAPOLAT ION or DEEP PROF ILES - IF NECESSARY CALCULATICN OF TEmI•ERATUR. -

I EARTH CORMECTION rACTCRS - 2o COEFFICIENTS Or FI4

W-O. CALL SUBROUTINE WILSON. STATEMENT 3. W-1. FROM r.P4UNTIL Zr_,,) DO STATEMENT 300.

COMPUTE zr-POO+1oo(-Or+l). CALL SUBROUTINE WILSON. STATEMENT 300.

G-P-.r-1. IF 9-1 00 TO STATEMENT 4f. CALL SUBROUTINE CORRECTION. STATEMENT •16. A 0 -R,A,.P+1,A,.4,A3 -.T

WRITE TAPE A,3.,l,4. i-j. CALL SUBROUTINE ZO. Z-ZiO(z 0 -21). AO-to,A1 .Vo,., 2 .Z,A.O. W ITE TAPi A,3.1,4.

FROM r1 TO P-i 00 STATEMENT 21. CALL SUBROUTINE ZD. Ao..z,,A.VAi 2.ZA 3 .O. W ITE TAPE A,3.1,4.

STATEMENT 21. r-P. Z-Z+O(z.••zr.). A ,A.VpA 2. WR ITt TAPE A,3,7,4. GC TO STATEMENT 2.

tHALLOW EXTRAPOLATION AND INTERPOLATION

JSCT UP TAPEJ

STATEMENT 50. WRITE EOF 3,1 AND REWIND 3,1 AD REWIlND 2,2 . SN-o.

READ TAPE A,2,2,14. FROM 1-0 TO A1 3 -1 READ TAPE A.2,2,2.

I READ VELOCITY PROFILE T2P2 AND DEEP PROFILE T3P1 I
STATEMENT 6. READ TAPE A,2,2,3. lF Eor 2 00 TO STATEIENT 5 • 04-Ao0, H-Al, R-A2. 41.2m.

Ir H-1 READ TAPE A,•,?.Ml I ND 00 TO STATEMEN4T 6. $N-J. READ TAPE A,2.2.41. K.O.

1 "R • 1- 0 B Y 2 U N T I L Mi . , C O M P U T E 2K A J .V K A A l " , K - K + I. ST A T E' M EN T 8 . R• E A D T AP E A ., 1, , b . R - o , P -A I M -A 2 .T 'DO % A 3 '

4 SEARCH FOR BRACKETING DEEP RANGES FOR SHALLOW RANGE - WRITE O-S TAPE TIP2

IF R>R 00 TO STATEMENT 7. RT,,P T.PMT.m. TTMDO.TIDO. A14-1. WRITE TAPE A,1,2,5.

FROM 1-0 TO P-1 READ TAPE A,3,1., AND COMPUTE ZI.A 0 , Vt=A 1 Zt.A2 p DD .IA3 AID WRITE TAPE A,1,2.4.

Go To STATEMENT 8.

4,•RITE 0-S TAPE FOR OBSERVEO SHALLOW POINTS1
STATEMENT '7. R•''R,T•'MDO.tO'T[,P'"P, M'-M. R-R T T'0O-TTMDO P'=PpmT.I''T STATEM4ENT 43. Ae.R,AI.O,

A;-.M,A - 9•9A4O. WRITE TAPE A,1,2,5. G•M-I. IF C-1 O0 T? STATEMENT E1. CALL SUDROUTINE CORRECTION.

STATEMENT 61. r-.. CALL SUBPOUTIN" 70. Z-Z-DO(zo-z 1 ). AO-z0 ,A1 o'I :-Z.10. WRITE TAPE A,1.2.4. .

FROM4 r.1 TO M-2 LOOP STATEM'ENT 31.- CALL SUPROUT INC 70. A~ 1)zr A RA2,A3'..ITE TAPE A.1.2,4I.

STATEMENT 31. zo 2,V 0-V 0 V2,,Z,.v 1 -VM-.

IF H4 -9 THFN H -. AND 00 TO STITEMENT 117..
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•RPmtIK FOR wRAPC INTtROLATIOIN

MOM1 1-0 TO POI READ TAPE A.3.jI, AND C AMPUTE C-AoL Vi SBAl U ZIN A21 0I-A STATE.NT 47.

IF" P>Pl THEN UP OTHErIISE U-PN , FROM Two To V IF SKzml THEN'J-K AND GO TO STATEMENT Pl. STATEMENT All,

COMPUTE ,M4+1 .z j.lHtEWS +.v z-,vj 2
1S'.rjSl.Z CjALT.LD jTIPDDEJ.. CALL SUBR-OUTINE INIRPOLATION. 3 -n.

FROM K-O TO U IF" .K>zm.1 HEN k-K AND VO TO STATEMENT OR. STATETEN 9. 10 STATEMENT PT zH13.lzi k 10• S TATE-VM k0

SAIF O 2 T STATEMENT A 1 .

IF -I'- k3 T STTMN k142. T a.0 FRO 1. BYA2LTL M
1
-3OU COIINTERPOLnATIO.VrG+In.R

if4 k. 4ITHENS -jl S4LL ETR POLA THEO RECORDS NTO n-S ,,n- TAPE O TTEET 1

IF zl
1
0 THEN Ng TO STATEMENT 11 . COAPUTE J-2 , 

"zA 2k' i-ZjA n-v PA-zj. V S-1j,

F-4j.10 T-OJ, T J-1 CO . 00 TM STATEAz NT 12-, STATE 3 -MENT WRI COMPUTE J-, r-zTAP n-VA 2k, r.,I
T F, VV k-11

V I*vi S-71 S1=71 T-D k' TDk-1. STATEMENT 120

TALL T•EM UTIN INTERPOLATION. STATENENT 51.

SPREPARE" FOR RANGE INTC.RPDLAT ION

IF J -1' TH•EN V " -,n, VD 2-n' OTHERWISE VD'-n' AND VD•2-n. CALL SUBROUTINE RAN DEINT,

SFIND SHIALLOW COErFFICIENTI FOR EXTRAPOLATED POINTSI

IF (OF THEN J-J+T OTHSRTISE .Tk+E.M z 32-rV A-vS.r- 1. CALL SUBROUTINE ZD. R 1-0 TO - REA TPA

WRIT E TAP E A,1,2,4, aO.3 VoV V IF J)P-l OR k)Pl-T 00 TO STATNT9NT .3. S E TO STATEMTNT 10.

0 * 1 2 ~ * ~ v 3.TO ,A 21"2. A1- 2,A

STATEMENT 13 D AOWrAITVE ,A2PZ+o(,2-,lk),AD-0. WRITE TAPE A,1.2. Ao-A,-A.-A WRITE TAPE

STATEMENT 602. READ TAPE A H,2,E3. IF EOF 2 0 TO S TATEME NT 3 5. ST AoTH-AEN R-ATM1-20. READ TAPE A,I,2EMF,
IF H-1 GO TO STATEMENT 4t2. K-O. FROM t.-0 BY 2 UNTIL 141-2 COMPUTE zK-Ai,VK-Ai+]pX-K+i.

WRJITES SHALLOW EXTRAPOLATED RECORDS ONTO D-S TAPE

IF" R •"R THE•N H H.9 AND 00 TO STATEMENT 43]. A .RI',A .p - A2.t,1 A .TiMDDA4-,1 AND WRITE APE A j, Z, 5,.

REW 1N0 TO Pl.D COMPUTE Ao-z2,2 A.-Vi , A2-zl , AR3WDDI AND AIITE TA,1 AST1,2,O

P T -p "TTMoo-Tlk4OO'MT.1,RT.R1. FROM 1-0 TO Pl-l COMtPUTE z -zl j, JV V. I.7, 1DO -Doll.-
CI T0 STATEMENT

f:ND or woom

W( RITES ALL DEEP REtCORDS,, FROM DEEP TAPE, FOLLOWING LAST SHALLOW RECORD ONTO D-S TAPE

STATEW[NY 5. IF" SNýO OD TO STATEMENT 48., STATEME"NT 09. READ TAPE A,3,i,4..

ir EOFr 1 (10 TO STATEMENT 60. STATEME•NT 37'. A4/.1,,F-Al. WRITE TAIt• A,1.2t,5. FROM 1-0 TO P-1. READ TAPE A,

3,1,4 AND) WRITE TAPE A,1,2,4., Go TO STATtEANT 4,9. STATEMENT 48•.

O .R , ,,1 ,A2 , 3 -T 4O"A ',] W R IT E TA P E A ,1 ,2 ,5 . F R O M 1- 0O TO P - 1 C O M PU T E A 0 -z J ,A .1 1 .

A 2- IlA3. l -oO1 AN•D 'WR ITE TAPE A,1,2,4., READ TAPE A,3,1.,4.

IF" OEo I QD TO STATEME[NT 60 OTHERWISE 00 TO STATEMENT 37. STATEMENT 60. WRITE EOF 1,2.

REWIND 2,2. REWIND 1,P. REWIND 3,1. STOP.
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JSUBROU T I NES

ISU13RUTINE CORRECT ict4

StRINBOUTINE CORRECTIcN. FROM 7ý0 TO G COMPLIVE Vr'Vr('+ 6.37(:10)6 REUR

UROIN Zr (Vr.4 1-Vr)(zr--zd-Vl -Vr)(Z ~-zr)
SUBROU~fNtE Z0. COMTI Z ~~

2((V +-Vr)(zr-)Zr)-(V -- v )(z -+IX)

D- . RTURN.

OUBROUTINE WILSONS EQUATIONS TO FIND VELOCITY FRCDM TEMPERA7UFRE 014

ITEMP'ERATURE FROM VELOCITY
wDooADTTo.SAEET10SUBROUTINE WILSON. IF W-0 THEN T-10 AND 0-P OTHFRWISE D-z. N .NO SAEET10

IF 0>200 GO TO STATEMENT 101. Qw-3.5J4I42B7 2 , 0-9.961477T4 D, O

PSI((-5+(2-4D)')/(c.)/68.47 0 TO STATEMENT 102. STATEMENT j01. -26wT2

0-9-94~765T 4. rr,2.'4o'43Tl, D--D, STATEMENT 102. 0--0.

P~.DO3PS+I .332.~VT6233T-5.55T2T +2.822T4T3 5 -o7T7T

Vp .60518T
1
P+1 .0279T

5
P
2
+3.4I~5T

9
p
3
3 .5 12p

4
. ~VS 1 .391(S-35 )-7.8T

2
(S-35 )2,

(VSTP 35 )(,l .9TT+2.61 T P-1.96T 7Pý'-2.09T 6 PT)+P(-2.796T"41 .3302T T2-6.64I4T
8 T3)

p
2
C-2.391T

7
Tg28 _

0
T)1.74~4T

20
PT. ,+A**9 2.VTVP+&VS+AVST P.

IF Wý-l THEN V 'V T AND RETURN . IF I V'-V"'o I <.0001 THEN lTE)O..T AND 00 TO STATEMENT 103-

~VMD(OVT, AT.AV/4,T-T+ý8T AND Go TO STATEMENT 100. STATEMENT 103. RETURN.

JSVBROUTINE INTERPOLATIO4

SUBROUTINE INTERPOLATION. K-t +S'(r-1 i' 1)+7(r-pT )2/2. L-t+S(r-p)+T(r-fr,)
2
/2.

$UBROUT INE RANGE IN*~

SUBROUTINE RANGEINT. IF r~miOR B<zm.T THEN TYPE (RANGE INTERPOLAT ION VALUE:S INCORRECT )AND STOP.

IF r~ THEN V~-
0

l (B-r)(R-R)(G-F) +(8-r)(vM -r)
IFr8TE R -R) (B2-VD')R + M) ' OTHERWISE

(RRR -C R'-))-m
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I

10) A-199-U1 Profile Plot Program:

Plots velocity profiles used by Ray Trace Program. Sample

printout: Fig. 39 in Chapter V.
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I

11) A-18Z-U1 Ray Trace Program:

Traces rays through velocity field. Sample printout: Chapter 1, Fig. 9.
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JINPUT P>ROCEDURES SET UP FOR CORRECT PROF'ILE AND %I[PT4

I INITIAL RANGE NMl, FIN FO RANGE NM, INITIAL DEPTH P, LAX ITERATION, MIN ITERATION, EPSILON, MAX SINL CHANGE,

MAIX SUJRFACE HITS, M'AX BOTTOM HITS, MA4X GRAZING ANGLE, PRINTOUT INCREMENT, ,SU.RFACE DE•LTA

DIMEN51ONI f .k UPPER z-375,V-375,7-375,1)-375,z-375,V-375,7-375,0ý375,X-375,Y-375-

STATEMENT 100.

O,... EOF-.o.

READ KE,I,AtF SS,F F,H,SA.

S-1852SE-1852E.K-1SSK.

STATEMDET 10.

IF EOF.1 THEN WRITE EOF 2,2 NC) EOrF-O. REWIND 1,2. SLEW TOP. READ TAPE A,1,2,5. 0-K, D¾.Q.wtmb.o HNi.R.M.O.

READ 0. IF 0- 999 GO TO STATEMENT 100. PRINT FORMAT 1,ADAoA 2 A 3,A4. SLEW 2.

PRINT FBRMAt 2,I,6,.,-,F'3,,sS. SIN.ISIN (WT/180),z.K,y.I,a.,d
4
M SLEW 2. PRINT FORMAT 4.

READS BOTTOM PROF'ILE OFF TAPE - STORE IN RANGE X, DEPTH Y

READ TAPE A,1 ,2,1. NsA.A FROM 1.0 TO M-1 READ TAPE A,1,2,2 AND COMPUTE X- 1i852Ao0 Y-.1.826•8366A1 .

FROM 1,O TO X COP)K O TE 1-1. t.((Y 1 41 -Y 1 )/(X1 41 "XL)) (K-Xi) +Yj. IF I>t THEN y"t. t-0,

4THE 2 BRACKETING PROFILES ARE SELECTED AND STURED IN Rz,V,ZD AND R,z,V,Z,7I

STATEMENT 3.

Q.O. READ TAPE A,1.2,5. R-A0oT-A3

STATEMENT 9.

IF Q..1 SEARCH cNL.Y FOR THE RIGHT BRACKETING PROFILE AND STORE IN R,zV,ZD(

IF R)r GO TO STATEMENT 4. IF *1 GO TO STATEMENT 1.

FROM 1-0 TO G-1 COMPUTE z,.z 1 ,V 1 V1 ,Z 1 -Z$,Dj"D1 . P-G,R,,R AND 00 TO STATEMENT 3. STATEMENT 1. I-PR.

IF T.9%999 THEN (FROM 1.0 TO INFINITY READ TAPE A,1,2,4 AND (IF A0 -999999 THEN P-i AND

00 TO STATEMENT 3) AND COMPUTE z 1.AAoVi-A 1 .7-,A 29 Di-A 3 ) OTHERWISE PNA1 AND (FROM 1-o TO P-1 READ TAPE A,2,2,4 AND

COMPUTE z 1-A 0 ,V 1 .A 19 ZoA 2 D1-A 3 ) AND GO TO STATEMENT 3.

STATEMENT 4.

IF 0,- 00 TO STATEMENT 5.

IF T.999999 ThEN (F1M i-, TO INF INITY READ TAPE A,1,2,M AND

(IF AOa999999 THEN G. Mt GO TO STATEMENT 5) AND COMPUTE z1 .1Ao1 V .A 1 ,Z 1 A 2 9 D 1 A 3 ) OTHERWISE GA 1 AND

(FROM 1-0 TO G-1 READ TAPE A,2,2,I4 AND COMPUTE zl-AoAV 1-A 1 ,2 1 A 2 0D1-A 3 ).
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k NIV BOTTOM POINT IS SELECTED)

STATD4D4T 5.

F1mW 1.0 TO IWINITV IF y~ml.. GO TO STATEMENT 6. STATEMENT.6.
7%)I- J.0 To INFINITY IF s J200 TO STATEMENT 7, STATEMENT 7. IFC#10 00 TO STATEMENT 11.
FR01M k.4.4 TO M.1 IF j< Kk~l THEN 00 TO STATEMENT 8. STATEMENT B. MN..

STATEDEIT 11. L-0.

JINTERP0LATION -WITH GIVEN r.,y - BR~ACKETING PROFILE0

JMh POINT IS FO4JW WITH COEFFICIENTS - STORED IN r.Y.VR.ZR,CR.Oý

I.VKZ1 LR',JO. 1 00 TO STATEMENT 25. STATEMENT 21.

STATEME14T 29.

IFVy Q'O T.E

~'RV~ AND (IF 0.1 00 To STATEMENT 30 OTHERWISE 00 TO STATEMENT 32).

VR.RXJR %Rl DZ.RZJD
2 J ,OR R1J%J1 ,G%~(VJl.V4J)/(R-R). IF Z.K THEN .~SveiO/

COS.VRC. Ir I s'l >.o~i THEN SIN.0 (( IO )/SIN+SIN)/ 2 . INO

I .2TN IN OS IN j 5 IN1/vR o, COSVRC AN /c S.

ST~j C2VR(ZR_ RTt4  
+c2(ZR2SIN+ZRORCOS+VRDRSIN)k2/2+C

2 
(37R DR SIN

2
.CZ R OS (212+RR D))63/61I

IF sT>ss THEN &-S/S)5 . SL. I C2ZoR' . IF ST>Sj THEN &. .(SS/ST) .5)& GO TO STATEMENT 26

STATEMENT e5.

v 'I+KY-L+N(-Y)/2.T-KN~yL).IF S'..l 00 TO STATEMENT 21. IF S -2 GO TO STATEMENT 22.

IF S'ý.3 OD Tro STATE]MENT 23. IF.-suJis Go TO STATEMENT 24

SUATO4ENT 27.

3--,--,./,--,./~vWILVTWK+Z+VJV )/T, .2 (ZKJZK)/.T# 4 A 4 U.

Ir SY..i 00 TO STATEMENT 28. If SV.2 00 TO STATEMENT 29.
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lI

STATEMEN•T 26.
*THE PAST POINT IS DEFINED - IN THIS CASE INITIALIZATION - p•GVRLRQj 1
IF i K THEN vR-v RZ RZD Ro R.GR..oR,y-y,r'.rC.C,sIN.SIN.

?TESTING FOR A CHANGE BECAUSE OF NEW VELOCITY FIELO

IF " (R-r)/LOS THEN F1  A AND CALL SUBROUTINE VQ, RMor, yI y.Y, ¥ +*7, ir 1 AND1A 00 TO STATEMENT 5.

00 TO STATEMENT 33.

STATEMENT 30.

x.RM,,,,yMQ-O. IF I VA..VQ I <c GO TO STATEMENT 40. Z.-=c/ I VA-VQ j IF 4<F 3 THEN 4,F3

GO TO STATEMENT ,40.

STATEMENT 31.
R O

A -(R-r)/COS, F -A . CALL SUBROUTINE VQ

0-2. RIr, yM.y. :yy+6Z, rr+6R . GO TO STATEMENT 5.

STATEMENT 32.
QO. xrRMe¥=yM IF I V8-V

0 Ic THEN bAR OTHERWISE 6-(AR/ I V-VQ A (IF W~3 THEN A.F 3 ), GO TO STATEMENT 4o.

FROM vwO TO 0-1 COMPUTE Zv-Zv.Vv-VvZVZv,DV-DV. R-R,P-G. READ TAPE A,1,2,5. R-AO.

IF A3-999999 THEN (FROMV V-O TO INFINITY READ TAPE A,1,2,4 AND (IF A0 -.999499 THFN C-v AND 00 TO STATEMENT 140),

zv.AoVv-AI,7v=A2,Dv-A ) OTHERWISE G.-A1 AND (FROM v-0 TO 0-1 READ TAPE A,1,2Aj' AND

COMPUTL Zv-Ao0 ,Vv-AI 7v-A2 DV.A

STATEMENT 460.

IF I vQo >i THEN 4-F 3 .

*TESTINO FOR SURFACE HIT.

IF y)A I sIN 1 .A THEN GO TO STATEMENT 50. IF y¥.O GO TO STATEMENT 41.

a-i. ZX-ZR-yDR/ 2 . IF 1 <.0)01 THEN •-/(SIN) OTHERW.ISE

sIN i sN2+21.vHzX - ,- -O,-O,•,I-, -S,,C V',J- / .S R R R R 0R 0R RR G yGR S IN IN OS q TRC .SIN/COS

C2-VRZx

CALL SUBROUTINE ITRAT. y
1
-O. GO TO STATEMENT 60.

STATEMENT 4.1.
zX.zR-yDR/2. IF sIN2+2yc2vRzX)So 00 TO STATEMENT 60. IF 12ý <.0007 THEN r,.,.)/(SIN) OTHERWISE

it., 4\N / H xI IF nSO OR n)A GO TO STATEMENT 60.

&-n. (,-1. CALL SUBROUTINE ITRAT. y .0. 00 TO STATEMENT 60.
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ITESTING FOR BOTTOM HIT$

STATEMENT 50.

FROM b.M TO M4-1 (ofIF <Xb,, THEN 00 TO STATEMENT 51). STATEMENT 51.
IFr aOS4CRSINA2,/ 2  THM 0 TO STATEMENT 52. &( I-r)Aos.Hm+1. STATEMENT 52.
if sy5V.-. ANDY$k+) - GE TO STATEMENT 60.

y' -Y

If @SO GO TO STATEMENT 60. Ir I zj <.0001 THEN (IF Yk-y+B(r-y..,)<O THEN GO TO STATEMENT 6o OTHERWIlSE

-n-~ ~ OTHERWISE r. w

IF nSO GO To STATEMENT 60. IF 0A 00 TO STATEMENT 60. aon. ..-2. CALL SUBROUTINE ITRAT.

.. uW1-~) /(+u 2
) 9 ~-o. G TO STATEMENT 60.

PROCEDURES FOR EXIT OR RETUR4

STATEMENT 60.

IF L - 0 THEN CALL SUBROUTINE ITRAT. L.0. CALL SUBROUTINE PRINT. CALL SUBROUTINE TINE.

IF rJ*C PRINT MESSAG (MAX RANGE). EOF.1 AND) 00 TO STATEMENT 10

If a-1 THEN 1Ht4+l AND 3 IN..s IN, zir 1 , y1, ~1
, sIN.SIN . FIIrTE RN ESG NX SURFACE HITS),

E EG.1 0 CO TO STATEMENT10o. IF0-2 THENN.N+lh AND00TO STATEMENT 9.

IF No? THEM PRINT MESSAGE (MAX BOTTOM4 HITS), E .1 AND 00 To STATEMENT 10
e.0 . Go To STATEMENT 9.

1ITIWAT SUGAOUTINEJ

SUBROUTINE ITRAT.

STATEMENT 90.

Y1W+SIN&_CvR(ZrR 4RTAN2,2c2(z 2R2sINNzZRcO CS+ yRoR SIN)S 3/6. -3 R R IN2.c RcOScZR2+y,%P) )sA/24.

s INI. SINC2VR(ZRGRTAN)&_2(ZR2SNZRCOyRSNa2_2 OZRRI2CRCOS14+RR)36

IF 01A GO TO STATEMENT 81. RETURN#.
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¾01T'. I.., FUNfjpqflpgj LUOIIC*ITNfS -INTERVAL. OW*LECT IE*I,9TTCs4 OR SURFACE HIT -PRINT SLAIROITINQ

SAREJTN PRs 5 o ND THEN %-3. 1RU v-1 TOO 2 EDO STATEMENT 89,. - MGr {GTSAE.NT3 i 1 ~i.,71.,

1FV-i AND v-3 MU A) r 1 THEN ý1 
rv1&UGr HNG OSA[N 3 1 , jrYIY

C c1.sIy.S ~.r~ .Y .s T 15 INT5IN.OTC IFwC HN3 - Gr)(2rG.+ N TO STATEMENT90

IFc-4TE 46T5 'MSI CII) N W-3 AND GU 10 STATEMENT 911. IF a I "/(S -Ns (A(Gr/( -' THEN

OTHLR.IISE (IF' v-i THNA.
T

G-)() THM[ ISI G0+S AND) ".I AND &.,TSIN/(SIN. IN1), OSTTMN 0
F21 

0 
TO STATEMENT 

103.

STATEMENT 810.

Fr.t~tu. D. o.0'sIts IN1,7 ..2 1,. -
1
.

I" FIc)-0 TO N-1 IF a'<XM144 THEN 14-k AND) GO TO STATEMENT 8I4.

* STATEMENT 84.
w-, r)m Y - /X+- -,IF o2 AND v-2 THEN SINI.(SINi pc

0 5
,/ij~n

2
)'
5 

AND %*o.

IF w. IE Slt. MI w-0. a1I4J. L

PRINT FQIHA T 3.r/1852.y.sINIt,..

pOr15,jyp- I'1OI- Ni WRItE TAPE ,f i IF ci-2 AN() v-2 THEN

(IF I SIN' I >H THEN PRINT MESSAGE (CRITICAL SINE) AND C04't'TL L jF.1J AND GO TO STATEMENT 101 ,SINi*5 1IN.

t-t-IT. IF v-2 MCI (IF a-2 OR a-2 0O TO STATEMENT 89).

STATEMENT 83.
IF v-i AD0 aC3 ANDal' G *r4R I HE INT*3,INT5  T. T.

r -ry ,C -C.

* IF v-i AND m-O THEN RETURN.

IF v-I AMC 0)3 00 TO STATEMENT 88.

IF Val THEN v-+i MeD 00 TO :.1ATEMNOT 81.

STATEMENT 88.
*STATEMENT 89. RETI*NI.

SUBSROUIJTNE Vo.

6Z . INE ..C2AA(IRGR TAN]F 
2
/2.C

2
(ZR

2
SIN,:RGRCOS..VARORSIII F,3,6 - 2 (3ZRO)RsIN2..cz~cOS( 2 '2+V'oFR) )F 11/24

OHFi OS AZRIIR R IN..AN)F20+DR NIN2 C2 2'12)F3 637RVRDRIN.. I

*ý VR +R2 R6 ?0R822/ 2.0AA :1
RETURN.

SUBROUOTINE TIME.

STATEMPENT 103.

S..A(i.C(ZRTAN+ aA)Wa2c2(ZR2_VRORTANQ+2 PR2TAN
2
vaZRGA9TioN0,

2
)dP/6)AA.R IF Fri GO To STATEMENT 104.

FORMART I DATE- nx xx flU RUbN-xzx xx=.

FORMAT 2 DEPTHW-NZxxm.IxAx ANGLE DEO-xz.xxn EPSILOfl-z.xzzl DELTA-flax MIN DELTA~xxx SIN TEST- .x=

FORMAT 3 Xxhxz.nn xnxx.inx x.Xxxxxtxl XnhX.XXfl 3xlX.XXXz

FORMAT 41 RANGE 44 DEPTH N SIN4E SEC NOT DIF M.

FINISH.



I *1

12) A-187-UI Ray Depth Distribution Program - Pass 1:

Selects plotting information from ray trace output tape, and

writes a tape for the sort program (A- 188-GI).
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i
RAY TRACE DEP7H DII11IIIUII0`4
ROGRAM N•MBER 531'Al S 4ý
ROGRAFER IHOwARD L DAVIS FOR OR w A HAkLY4

FUNCTTION H(AU.C)- (A/1.38 )2 +18.36)(C61N A)
t

/(U).

0-0. FUNCT I H (A, UCU)N/ ( e!F •AU ,C

TYPE RAY DCPTH DSSTRIBUTION / INPUT T I,4/HAHNUY.

TYPE ( GC 531 ( A 187 Ul)).

STATEMENT 5002. RODJ 1,2 AND IO 2,2.

READ CARD X.

LPPER RR-150, R -e100, 00, 0-100 -100, RIOUND5. 7 =25, cJ- 25, TF=25, BF=25, A F-25.

DIMENSION W-16.

150, N
0
-100, NR.'YOO, M-P5.

SPECIAL VARIABLE' ATT

SREAD ATTENUATION LOWER LIMIT, EPSILON ANGE M[Tf.RS, EPSILON ANGLE RADIANS,DLIMMY,MAXI"tt

NULMBER OF RECORDS, NUDI3ER OF CONSECUTIVE RAYS TO (31. PRIOLESELI

READ CARD ATT, ER,E OU,MAX,NG.

STATEMENT 300. READ PRINTOUT RANGESN

SLEW 2 AND PRINT MESSAGE ( RANGE).

FOOM L-O TO INFINITY IF L>NR GO STATEMENT 350 ELSE READ CARD RRL AND

IF R L
9 9 9 9 9 9 2 

THEN ( NR-L ANC ( FROM 9-0 TO L-2 IF RRp PRWNT FOIRMAT 100, P+i) AND"I R RLAN ROM P- OL2IFRP)

GO TO STATEMENT 302) ELSE PRINT

STATEMENT 302. READ BOTTOM RANGE AND ASSOCIATED ATTENUATION COEFFICIENT

SLEW 2 AND PRINT MESSAGE ( BOTTOM RANGE ATTENUATION).

FROM L-0 TO INFINITY IF' L>N GO STATEMENT 350 ELSE READ CARD Pv AND IF RP 9999993 THEN

N mL, AND ( FROM P-0 TO L-2 IF R )R PRINT FORMAT 40o, P+I) AND GO STATEMENT 303)P P+1
ELSE READ CARD 

8
L AND PRINT R L,•L.

STATEMENT 303. 1 READ SURFACE ATTENUATION RANGE AND ASSOCIATED COEFFICIENTý

SLEW 2 AND PRINI MESSAGE ( SURFACE RANGE ATTENUATION).

FROM L-O TO INFINITY IF L>N"? GO STATEMENT 50 ELSE READ CARD R'eL AND IF R1.-9999994 THEN

N•-L, ( FROM P-D TO L-2 IF RV p )RY+ THEN PRINT FORMAT 300,P+]) AND GO TO STATEMENT 3041)

ELSE READ 
7
L LAND PRILNT RtLDL

STATEMENT 350. TYPE CARD INPUT ERROR TOO MANY CARDS , TERMINATE

STATEMENT 304. TYPE CARD INPUT COMPLETED.
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s'.rw !. LAIRII. ( £VIELLNGfli ). P,"11.1 X.

%[Wv 2. PRINT1 IC.'Z. C~C<. A T- E% C . ¶ý..t .S Pr .. '.TC

r3W41 K((. INITIAL At4LC IP.1UT E&4SP. ANGLE (J.2J U. Y.

I OWAT VDO SWPALE AITth.JATIIM EP-CGe, SWFA5CE AY1171IAJAIVl. CA14) Pao Y.

FRMAT 1100 ITTOM ATT(WATIC(N Uk~iH,. .L?!U'.- ATTE?.ATICH CLPLI I.C y.

1`0011A? 5W0 y INITIAL. ANCS y PL*.CS y. L&J4ACC AM) y fCj'TW~ ATIEI£JAXIý06.

rOWT fOn1 ATT 11141T y Lb-P. 7 P rP5E-.A V LXJ'4Y Y.

fO4A' 607' 14AX I"P t'IbU Or RECO5O y MXA RANCS ,IN. CY' LE y

EN Eft CAM HE't ADING 7QtXKCE 1

syriw-.r.m. cq 1,- cprc is As(.fIEct*Cro. c : or ar~cmt PrA'n ri r~c'4 rvtrl

STATrK(HT 3. WAD TAPE T0.1 .. 5 IFro .1O 00 10 SO ATp(N1

IINIV IALIZATicoq rActi Tow wfV RAY IS EYA14If4#

C qI.IO.0.C Rc.,. C.O~. TES¶.O, 01.n' TAIP1.0.

I ATTDIJATION A*10 PAN~W AI4AYSIS t

STATEMIEW 100. CALL (ATTrNUATICH

SIT&cwwN 2oi. or ATv(A 
TT 

THEN TYPE ( ATT LlIMIT ) or O'K.0 THER 0) STATP17KT 151.

STATEME~NT 151. Ci'LX ( RONG AX£I.YSIS).

I Itor-AlNAT ION C"tCI y ON %#dif Na RAW.0 * NIII W.7 C I C~ NOIPXsr

If c x.n 11lrN ( or [or 2 00 STATMNf ,S! r_!-, tor C-1 MR ATT<A " CR T1Tp

STATF!rrT V0. WAD TAPE T0.1.2.5 AD ~C ~RECC RII N

if T'OO CE)A THEN ( If e.1i OD TO STATE,IC1T 1511

O¶T(qwISE 00 TO STATCPCPJT 157 ).

IF EcC 2 THENt E- 10 Ci? (KI 7 ooot STATCWNT ¶511 ELSE co STAC)K4T 151). 0O TO SATtET iOC.

ITER'4INATICN AovIwjTP

sTATrK-NT ,im. Ir ~Ts?*Q4 Tmcm ( MROM L-yCST, 1 ToNA COW=u~

o RL1-C FRc P.7(1)13 CcaUiT 'pO

WI -(W.e@/3XO).%AITr TAPE w 0,2.?.1? )

STA7'hNT '51. or NLwflCRod T'oC (IFrf-i CID STATCtwr% 1 FItc (1`004 L-0 TO miNfIiTy

PrAD TAPE To. 7. 2, 5 £10 Ir for ? 00 STATIENT 1)).

for 2.2 £1P TyPr rocr RIik/ u~C SOP? PDOCII~ / SOP! MN i(TH tdcc) CF EACH azCeRo.

Typ? 0 C?3 2j 2

STOP.

SL2p~czUyIN( ( cANGF FNINDS. g CoESIGN.ATtOP *%Na S NCCtWPY TUAKx cr T IPoIoT

.~CCNCITI0N!t INDICATING TAVT UFITE l.14t PANGE IS BE ING POOC[-,StC

I rC)4A rTr t,<' rlQ A7T<ATT rtti , r 'c.Z~~- 407'i

Ir F(T : T'4IN tr ON. THE~N .T I0 (. CATf'RPI
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3TAP14 llf "11.

Co.V. * ý~ A7rrf '-,'WO- .. pr"

4TAPE *Asef TOO 9AU, 50 tf*'IIAX SE5PRIIP'C

ifr<P EP orntFJ CD sTa~fUEN ICE.

4TAPC RANGE TO LARGE ASSLt( CRIJTA!PiCOIS PKCt 7C

IF O'K.0 THEN ( PPINT FORMAT ?0i, Q%'.. AND ( FOR 1.,(1) r'o~"JiTE IL -C" )AwC '-vT! (,A.-r.tI ?ItOW NI4f,

0000 TO STATENNT ?C5 ) ELSE GO TO7 STATII4NT 110(.

4 VJrEP leg PANCES PfTVX~f1 CC4'OJ TUQIHING POINTS, LIP I.- A 7'JYIKJ CF :15

STATrE(NT r05. .0J. ,I. T ET. rsT,, TAPI.TA1  
.

IF TAEýý2 THEM rvPI ...Wr TMA' P5 OANXIS IN ryVCL'. Trw'ima'I.

SA'rmF4IT Ioh. WyAPr.I RrIPOUDp"j Zr wI y * w r v -A-T

4ItS TEST TURNIlAQ POINT

STATE14ENT icc. Ir 14 1.0 ORmp T z:E THEN z OCiIT.CI 2 CIT 7QIT. Z.C uy.c

AN r TO syTrw(NT 200 rT.St RETURN.

TOPI4AT 201 RANCE y NOT1 ON ?RACE Cr INITIAL AN1C1. y

STATEWN.T 200o. IF e~ THcp RETURN. Irf OCwRI1 <2COIT To~4,I. A 2.2OCPIT'

?4IN.ZC"IT OTHERWISE 2 ,P. ?CRIT. ZMIN. I0CPIT.

I WaITINO -w TAPE!ay quFrl' tJVvi NflTIN! POINTS TWOUNo

FROMd II.. TO TP-ILOOP STATEMENT 4C1.

WO p- . W,-Z'K, Wlb'#, W5 0 N W,1M ,I?-l WA K 5"fK WE- r K' W ,

( rcq '.RC' )11 CrpfUTr *wj.oD vC0 ¶.ITr !AFTW,2.- 15

STA~C'CNT 401 .

TAPc*O, e- 0 
. RTURN.

j CALCULATIION or ATTENUJATION

SIr3POUT INC (ATTENUJAT ION).

P-T 0
. 72TI. 8-T4~.

Ir ZSER 00 TO STATEPIENT 130.

IF 89.E 00 TO STATtICNT 131. PrTUPPA.

STATEME(NT 130. S -S .1 , 00 TO STATEICNT 132.

STATEMNCT 131 . 5.5 *T , 00 TO STATtNCNT 15.

STATfE"T i32. rpom 0-n TO N
T
Y' tr " )QY 114N S-0 AND) GO T3 S7iATEANT 1-7.

TYPE ATTENUIATION CONSTANIT tRp0popIPrACE), TtP-INATC. STOP.

STAYVr1NT 15. rpo k-O TO N15-1 Ir Il")Q THrN g.K Aqi) 007 TO rTATI"!'¶ N

TYPE ATTENUJATION ERROR HERET (9OTTC74).TtP-INATr. STOP.

STA~rNCNT iA. b-ARCSIN T.

STTMN 7. ATT-ATtx-t S P!TIAN.
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13) A-183-UI Ray Depth Distribution Program - Pass 3:

Reads sort output, prints Ray Depth Distribution Table and

writes tape for plot program. Sample printout: Chapter I, Fig. I1.
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PASS 3 RAY DEPTH tDIstRiBUIoN GE 532, A 19!3 Ul

PROGRAMM.ED B~Y HOVIARD L. DAVVý Ft,: Oq. W.*A. I:,m

fYPE RAY DePTH DISTF4SUTIEIJ.

TYPE ( GE 532 ( A 1.83 Uli))

kOA 1,2 ANfI RW) 2,2.

READ CARD N,NI,o. INUV4ER OF RAYS OR INITIAL AKGLEZ' SAME AS FOR PASS 31

j DECIV'AL FR.ACTION OF PAPEU? TO PE USED FOR TIML PLOI, MAXIMUM I iCTIUM DpriH To B~E FUUNO

UPPER C-225 , 1W=3600. rcom -- TO INFINITY LCOOP STATEMENT 100.

G--1.

FROM L-0) ey 161 To 16(N-1 ) HiEAL) TAPE W.,1,2,lrj AND. IF E'JF 2 GU STATEMINT 101

ELSE Ir WL+S0 2B THEN G-( o+J), CGeWL4!) T MIN.7 MX= C.

FIQm PNo TO G IF TMIN>$, THEN TMIN. - LS I MATX( TH.Mx~

SUMW TOP.

H)t OAA 1Y 30( !LIIINATEE'.

FCr'M1AT 200 y y RANGE N-11 Foi#4D.

CmWAT 1100 y y y y y y.

PýAIN7 Mf SSAGE ( RAY OEPTH Di STRIiL'TION).

* SJ-.W 2. FROM. 0o-0 9Y 16 TC 16(N-1) OF (WG+ l4W+.7~) --'2Z4 T*HU1 ANT) On STATEMENT h~l

STATEMEi.T 401.

VQINT FC'V~AT l0ng WO , 0, P, Q'+1.

FO9R1AT ]3M0 RANGE. y 0011CM DEPTH y TIME SCALE y COUN.T xxx.

S1V4 2. PR~INT LA3EL ( COUNT, INITIAL ANiGLI, DiEPTI-, ATTFN'.:ATIOt4, TIME, ANCLE.).

FROM C.. 0 13Y ir TO 16(N-T ) LOCP STATr't'.T

I F '-, > 2S TH I \ ( I FW,+,2 THEN~ PRINT FO~ft.AT ELSE PINI FO0ZMT GGj'jr

AND ~r T c~i umct WCR~lANO GO To S0TA- ;EMFNT In.

P:h 0,RAA -iV) C4'Ir~lr id,,; ý,. 10 1.1:

FO.R '-ýokT)35 COMPITE.". ~L4(-VC.+L

FTATEM~r:T 50. ',RITE TAPE ý)P,,-

13TI.T.-rNJT i-* CNTI'af-.

,IOF 2,2.

Fri," 1-fl T'" inl (X.'T 1-2

3es-t Av&ILabk; Copy



14) A-195-Ul Type III Intensity Program - Pass 1:
Reads ray trace output tape, calculates transmission loss for
specified ranges, and writes tape for sort program (A-188-G1).
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PROGRAM NUMBER 5.47 BY HOWARD DAVIS FOR DR. W.A. HARDY.

TYPE INTE'SITY III ( A 195 Ul).

!,PS-LIAL VARIABLES RFOUND,ATT, EOF.

PROGRAM NUMBER 547 BY HOWARD DAVIS FOR DR. W.A. HARDYI

TYPE INTENSITY 11. ROBERT MININGHAM RAY TRACE SYSTEM NUMBER ( A 195 Ul).

SPECIAL VARIABLES RFOUND,ATT, LOF.

DIMENSION T-16, W616, Z-3, ATT.5, 1=.5,

UPPER R0-200, P-200, T-(3,15), 0-500, R-500, R-501, J. -500, a-500, ZF-.500.

t4,NIMBER OF INTERVALS, N
0 -NUMBER OR RAYS TO BE PROCESSED., -SURFACE ATTENUATION COEFFICIENT

ER-ALLOWABLE VARIANCE IN RANGE IDENTIFICATION, E O.ALLOWABLE VARIANCE IN ANGLE IDENTIFICATION

READ CARD M,N 
0
,o, ERE . 0-0. IF M>500 TYPE ( TO0 MANY INTERVALS TERMINATE), STOP.

SLEW TOP, LABEL ( NUM INTERVALS,NUM ANGLES,EPSIL)N R,EPSILON THETASUR ATT COEFF)

AND PRINT MN R,E ,o,

SLEW 2, LABEL ( RANGES).

READ IN RANGES AT WHICH CALCULATIONS ARE TO BE MADE

FROM L-O TO 500 READ CARD RL IF RL-
9 9 9 9 9

9
1 THEN ( NR.L, (FROM P.O TO L-2 IF Rp+l<RP THEN

TYPE ( RANGE INPUT ERROR) , STOP),GO STATEMENT 301) ELSE

PRINT RL.

TYPE ( MORE THAN 501 INPUT RANGES TERMINATE ) , STOP.

STATEMENT 301.

SLEW 2.
LABEL ( RANGE, BOTTOM ATT).

READ IN RANGE AND ASSOCIATED BOTTOM ATTENUATION COEFFICIENT

FROM L-O TO 200 READ CARD R
13  AND IF R13 m99992 THEN -L, (FRO P-0 TO L-2 IF R":RSpR1 THEN
L L

9 9  2  
N+.L,

TYPE (ATTENUATION RANGE INPUT ERROR), STOP),

GO STATEMENT 302 ) ELSE READ CARD 
e 
L PRINT 0'L 1L

TYPE ( MORE THAN 201 ATTWIUATION INPUT RANGES TERMINATE ), STOP.

STATEMENT 302. SLEW 2.
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READ IN WAVELHNGIMS CN CARDS

LABEL (WAVELENGTHS). FROM L-0 TO 5 READ CARD IF )L..ggg9g3 THEN ( NX..L , 00 STATEMENT 303)

ELS..L F-- oiT 1 AM A ll 1 ..

TYPE ( MORE THAN 5 WAVELENMTHS TERMINATE), STOP. STATEMENT 303.

W4 1,2 AND R-I0 2,2 AND RWID 3,1 AND R
3
1.O.

SR3", MEANS TAPE 3,1 IS IN REWOUND CONDITION * R
3 1 .1 MEANS TAPE 3,1 IS NOT REWOUND(

LABEL ( RANGES. BO" ATTEN, WAVE LENGTHS), PRINT N".NONN.

IF mNRNO>25OOO THEN TYPE ( OUTPUT TAPE 2,2 WILL BE OVERLOADED, TERMINATE ), STOP.

READ AAA. PRINT LABEL BT SCATTERING. PRINT AAA.

TYPE ( CARD INPUT COMPLETED).

cOUNT.o.

6-1 MEANS MINIMAX FOUND EOF-1 MEANS EOF FOUND

KEEP READING TAPE UNTIL A TURNING POINT IS FOUND THEN TEST FOR RANGE STATUS)

T THE BEGINING AND ENS Or EACH FILE IS TREATED AS A TURNIING POINT

STATEMENT 3.

READ TAPE T,1,2,25 ANC IF EOF 2 THEN GO STATEMENT 3 ELSE aC,.T zCRI T.T RC T

S"(180/v)ARCSIN(T 2 ), zBI-T 1 , , EOF-O, J-O.

ZBI IS THE INITIAL DEPTH AT ORIGIN

FROM L-1 TO N' COMPUTE ATTL. 1.1 AND TL+6.1. WRITE TAPE T0 ,3,1,16 AND R
3 1

.1.

FOUND FROM ZERO EACH NEW TIME THROUG14

STATEMENT 4. RFOUND -0.

STATDENT 5.

READ TAPE To,1,2,5 Al4D IF EOF 2 THEN 6i.1, EOF-1 , GO STATEMENT 206 ELSE

CALL ( ATTENUATION), b-0 , WRITE TAPE To,3,1,16 AND R
3
1.1.
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STATEMENT 110. 2,, (P-..4),Z1

IF zM'N<zct" TE QpTWA l. GO STATEMEN4T 111.

Ir ZMIN)Z THEN SMIN. 0 ELSE SMIN- 1 . IF zM"SZ THEN S"AX-o ELSE SMAX-1.

ap+l-Rp+lsP, Aip+I"Z, QP+1"0,

IF ( 4.0 AND SMAX.o AND VLAG2.o) OR ( A1ND SMIN-O AMN rLAG2-O THEN Qp+1-. ,.lRp 1 R,£Npap4 g&N.t6 1 I 4 RIT, FLAWR.,1.

00 STATEMENT 18.

STATEMENT 111.
e* rLAGI1O THLN p Np-RC, -6 JpZCRIT, FLA01I.

READ TAPE WO,3,1,16 AND R
3 1

_1, IF EOF 1 THEN TYPE ( [OF ERROR TERMINATE ),

LABEL (PW(O),THETA,DELTA), PRINT P,W0 ,6,A,S AND STOP.

FROM Y-O TO 15 CENPUTE To,ya.TI,ye Tx,yT 2 ,Y, T2y-WY.

STATEMENT 120. 4 CROSS OVER 2

IF 6.o THEN ( IF WI<Z THEN GO STATEMENT 111 ELSE 00 STATEMENT 112).

IF W1 >Z THEN GO STATEMENT 111.

STATEMENT 112.

READ TAPE W0 ,3,1,16 AM R
3 1

-1, IF EOF 1 00 STATEMENT '207 ELSE C FROM Y-0 TO 15 COMPUTE T3 ,y,.Wy).

00 STATEMENT 150).

STATEMENT 207. FR)M V-O TO 15 COWRITE T 3 y-To.y.

E31.1. i MEANS E01 ON 31 AS BEEN HIT

STATEMENT 150. FROM Y.1 TO 3 COMPUTE ZyTy, 1 .
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I
CAtL ( INTERPAAION). 

fA1 HFTIJNN, INTrfP(UAT,,, ;-NG[ ANO AIG[ I. IIF P)M 1HLN GO STATEt4UNT IV

IF ,•o THEN ( F(pq-..jNI6?I 
7?MAX Till N 0(U -ATEMLNT IP Fri K

IF' E3.1 THIN ( IF 2`(P41.,vo)t1
2 

,<?12N TIFLN Go -;TATIMLNT 18 LU.L:5L OK.O)
IF' i•k.. THEN 

0 K' 1 , LU) !TAIIuENT

IF t•-O THEN ( IF T3,14 (PF+1-4M), 7
f THEN OK.2) , GO STATEMI'NT 6of,

IF T3 , 1 4 (p+.•$-&4)) THEN UK,

3TATFMENT 60O.

IF (K., ITHEN P,.p+. , Qp+.1'. N= (P-A,4X)7i , GO STATLMLNT I15o.

STATEMENT .i0. IF PN< THEN ( I RO Y-O TO 15 C(Y'UTC f 3y' ( Py, T,2,yTy , )'-P+I, GO STATEMENT 11.0.

FROM L-2 TO M+1 LOOP STATENENT 666.

W 0 R~~f INPUT RANGE VALUE 
i J 

OIT
J+.RFN NU N VU" L ] DEPTH UIFFE'-ENCES USING REAL ENE) POINTSwe(r/180)0, i INITIAL ANGLE OF RAY IN RAOIANS W3"(L, INTERPLOATED TANGENT ANGLE

W4-QL o OR 
O W5JgdLl 0DEPTHS INCLUDING REAL ENE POINTS

W6-RL R L-' f INTERPOLATED RANGE DIFFERENCES (FROM Y.0 TO 4 COCPUTL Wy.7,.T. 
4. 7 ),

W12 - L-2-A(M-1))AZl +47, 
1"S

L.12))FS, 

BIOTTOM DEPTH AT INPUT RANGE
Wil.l- R _tRC LOCAL RANGE INTERVAL

* W1 5. W ( L-2-.(M-.a)) /100,00 , SORT VARIABLE

WHITE TAPE Wo, 2,2,,16.

STATEMENT 666.

CONTINUE.
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II

STATEMrNT 512.

FROM P,,O TO i4 COMPUTE Tp+7,,,ATTpo RETURN.

STOP. SUBROUTINE ( INTERPOLATION).

IF Z-T 2 , 1  THEN a P+l-T 2 , 2D Rp+1=T2,0 O0 STATEMENT 352.

R (7-72 )(7-7 3Y 1 1,0  (Z-Zz)(Z-Z 3 )T2 , 0  (Z-z 1 )(Z-7 2 )T3 , 0

(z"-z2 )(Zl-Z 3 ) (Z2 -Z 1 ) ( 2 -Z 3 ) (z 3-zl)(z 3 -z 2 )

ai T 2+(7-Z71)(T 2 , 2 - T1, 2 )°P+I" T1,2

(z 2 -z 1 )

STATEMENT 352. Jp+-mZ.

RETURN.

FINISH.
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15) A-185-Ul Type III Intensity Calculation - Pass 3!

Reads sort output and prints table. Sample printout: Chapter I, Fig. 15.
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TYPE 111 INTFrN IVY CAt'f ATinw r •' w..ARO D" H.DAVIr

PROGRAM 549 MININGHAM NUMBER A 185 UL

TYPE (A 185 Ul
oM0.

DIMENSION ,616, .5,

LUPPER ATTw250•, F,,250, Q,-250, A -250, a-250, 9,250, &J,250
ruL4CTION D(E).9.5x10"'/(E) 2 . FUNCTION G(A,B,C).4(SIN(6.28A/BSIN(C))) 2

SLLW TOP AND PRINT MESSAGE (TYPE 11] INTENSITY CALCULATION (A 285 U2 ) PASS 3).

RLAD CAR0) NTPNPN NRZIsr
SLE'W 1 AND LABEL ( TOT NUM ANGLES, NUM ANGLES, NUM INTERVALS, NUM RANGES, INITIAL DEPTH, SMALL R),

PRINT NTP NP,N,NRZI,r,

SLEW 1 AND LABEL (WAVELENGTHS)

FROM L-O TO 5 REALU CARD AL AND IF XL'9999991 THEN N ,.L, GO STATEMENT 2 ELSE PRINT AL.
TYPE (MORE THAN 5 WAVELEN"THS TERMINATE), STOP.

STATEMENT 2.
FROM MIO TO N -1-I NUMER OF WAVELENGTHS LOOP STATEMENT 26.
RWD 1,2.

TYPE ( NEW WAVELENGTH
F Zr<XMr THEN p,-1 ELSE -0-O

FROM Y°Ot1 1o NR NUMBER OF INPUT RANGES LOOP STATEMENT 25.

oK.

FROM Y-1 TO N NUMBER OF INTERVALS LOOP STATEMENT 24.
DUM-]..

CALL ( TAPEOREAD).

IF oK,, 1 THEN CALL ( SET UP),OK.o.

CALL ( INTENSITY CAL ).

PRINT FORMAT 40o, YZ,TL.

STATEMENT 24. STATEMENT 25. STATEMENT 26.
TYPE (END OF PROGRA., ). STOP
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SUBROUTINE ( TAPLOREAD

2C -0.

VRGNM L-1 TO NP L.OOP qTATVMMV in. ." ' 0r- 1±2 :1-

L ,4W INITIAL ANGLES

*L,3 ITANGENT ANGLESI QL-W *EITHER 0 OR 1

*LW6 RANGE INTERVAL FOR DEPTH INTERVAL$ ATTL*W, 7 . I ATTENUATION FoR T NTH WAVELENGTH 4

IF W3 cioooo THEN Z.W1 2 , t2 CIz ) * 1 DEPTH FOR CALCULATION zA.w 1 3 , 4 BOTTOM DEPTH AT RANGE

6
JL,.'1A 4 LOCAL RANGE INTLRVAL .

ir W•1OOOo THEN DUt..U4+1.

IF Z -o THEN 2-o.

STATEMENT 10. RETURN . STOP

SUBROUTINE (SET IP). SLEW TOP

PRINT MES3AGE ( TYPE 111 INTENSITY CALCULATION ), SLEW 1, PRINT FORMAT 10, R, Y OUM ,41.

PRINT FOm64AT 20, ZA.,N AND SLEW I AND PRINT MESSAGE ( NUMER OF ANGLES ), PRINT N

SLEW 1 AND PRINT FORMAT 30, xM

SLEW 3 AND PRINT MESSAGE COUNT I)EPTH TRAk4MIISSION LOSS ).

FORMATO X= y y

SLEW 1.

FORMAT 10 RANGE x.xxxn.x NAUTICAL MILES xxx RANGE or xxx WAVELENGTH

FOIRAT 20 BOTTGM DEPTH xxxxxx.x METERS DEPTH INTERVALS -xxnx.

FOMO4AT 30 WAVELENGTH xxxux.x METERS,

RETU•N. STOP.

SLBROUTINE (INTENSITY CAL).

0-X,. IF ZSxMr THEN F-1 ELSE Fr-.

F 1 .'RO(o) N~ /•& 0s.1%) •
TL- OLOG AZNTPR (ATTJ(G(,N•.),aJ)F+.1F)cG(z'.xM7 ,j)I÷.tM# ) 4

3
JC+S(C 1 00
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16) A-196-Ul Multiplot - Pass 1:

Selects ranges to be plotted from ray trace output tape and writes

tape for sort program (A-188-Ul), Sample multiplot: Chapter 1, Fig. 10.
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17) A-189-Ul Type II Intensity Calculation - Pass 1:

Reads ray trace output tape, calculates transmission loss for

specified ranges, and writes tape for plot program (A-200-Ul),
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I PASS 1 TYPE 11 INTEN',ITY CALCI.LATION GE 1 ( A 189 Ul

N ?OGRAM4 BY HEO )O L DAVIS FOR W A HARDY

FL•C I .•.,, • ,,•y..•M/ . 36)-+12i. 55(CS IN A)"/( ( U).

FUNCTION I34(A,U,C)-l/(,6' (A,U,C)].

O-o.

TYPE INTENSITY TYPE 11

TYPE GE >41 t, A 189 Ul)).

SPECIAL VARIABLES ATr-(9,18), ATT-1O.

SOIMEN'1 &,I6,)•,RF.1,R, ~7.1,, x..18, TF. 1 6. B-If].

UPPER RhlOOO,RA
0

.. 5uO, ,-500.

SLLW TOP.

READ IN EPSILON RANGE, DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ADJOINING RANGES, NIJMBER cF RAYS TO 8E PROCESSED

SURFCE HIT ATTENLJATIN CcEFFICIENT

READ CARD ER,DU,N ,y.

LABEL ( RANGE DIFFENCE). PRINT A. SLEW 1.

LABEL ( !)~). PRINT DU. SLLW 1. LABEL (EPSION RANGE ,NUM Of' ANGLES, aURFACL COEFF ).

PRINT ER,NQ,y. SLEW 2.

LABEL ( RANGES). I READ IN CENTER RANGES

FROM4 L-O TO 1000 READ RL AJND IF R =9¶)93991 THEN
NR.L AND ( FRON P-O TO NR- 2 IT R THEN TYPE ( RA,.G.S NOT IN A5L.ENDING ORDLR TERMINATE))

AND GO STATEMENT 75) ELSE PRINT RL-

TYPE ( MORE ]IHAN 1OO0 RANGES ,N INPUT BY CARD ). STATEMENT 75.

'.L EW 2.

PRINT MESSAGE ( MINIMUM RANGE BOTTOM ATTENUATION).

READ IN RANGE AND BOTTOM COEFFICIENT UP TO THAT RANGE

FRO L-O TO 500 READ R1L AND IF RfýL.0O 9 9 99 THEN ( NH-L ,Ný ( FROM P-0 TO N-2 IF R pI•R THEN

TYPE ( BOTTOM ATTENUATION RANGES AND COEFFICIENTS NOT I. AS,,,EN.I1I OR0DER)) AND GO STAT|M,NT 76) ELSE

READ (3L AND PRINT R )-' t3

TYPE ( MORE THAN 501 rOTIOM ATTENUATIONS FOUtND CO.TINUE).

STATEMENT 76. 1 ABEL k WAVE LENGTHf;). r.,OM L=O TO i RAD )L AND

IF AL.9999993 THEN ( N)-L AND ( GO STATEMENT P.5) ) .I-F PFINT
L L

TYPE ( OVER 10 WAEEFNGTHS CONTINUE).

STATEMENT 115 , TYPE ( C-.14) INPIUT C2,l'I FTrr ).
[W 2. [AA L ( RtJM�[� �RAN(GES, NUM O1OTT AT, NUiM WAV IFNTH ) 'lNI I N ,.

RI 2,2 AND RO-, 1,.



PROCESSING or FIRST 18 RAY ;'ACE R`AhG.21

SyA oo10. Kt.2.j..oCT
0

.IO C4"-1a.

FROM L-O TO S CC&4'UIE ATTU &,eD ( p Rom PoC 10 it CopooJtL AlT L.10).

STATEMENT V. .

READ TAPE T,.1,2,5 I. 1 09 2 GO STA.EP4NT 101 ELSE O4I)XSIN ~ic I. T2 C.11 ( ATTLPA71IO..

FROM G.0 TO 2.~ RE TAPK Tcl.1.2.5 IF EOW 2 TYPE ( EOr IN FIRST 18 qAW-dS). MC 'STOP ELSE CA4LL( ATTENUATION).

TEST RANGE I8 TO BE SUR~E IT 1S INIT TO LAS4RA1

IF I a Rt T..EN TYPE ( FIRs. RANGE W.AER THAA 1b TN RAWAC ON RAY TLNR4INATE .10 .TC.

I moAI. PrI-ESSINO BEGINI

rO~mT 20? RANGE y 0.. TRACE LPI-dIR ThAN y IP.tVT -7ANGE y DELIA~ y.

STATEMENT 102.

READ TAPE T 0*i.x,.5 ANO IF ror 2 GO STATI4[NT 200 ELSE

CTRD.cTm.L *14 IF T0<0 00 STATEMENT 200 ELU CALL ( ATTr.^A.AIC.N).

or T O)Rj#4CARG *ER THEN F'.INT Fr.T io2.T O1Rj+C 'j.., Rjc*pc'.

Ir T OPJ -aeRG-L' 00 STAT1EI'NT 102.

i iz ANGE IF rOt)E1

L*CAW'y2 .9.

CoLR~cm 7.T.,ACI T .Tr L'311 7 ( rs - 1,0 CmtEATr 1L*ATT').

CAG *". IF L-18 ThIEN CIW-, J.J t AIMY

GO STATEK.NT 103 EL?.( G SYATE1d4N 10:.

* STATEMENT 101. f-.0R0-0 TO 7018 LOOP STATEMENT 109.

WeR f Gw1 G-'0l'G W3" P Wg.A rpcw P.C TO P'1CCD4'UTE W..lC

WRPITE IAP[

STA~TEP.ENT 109. If 1-.0 00 STATEMENT 200. If Y-N aThIit 0"l 1:. l,. or Nt'
14

(1 00 STATEMENT 100.

-or Z. - Tr-! -2f ":P

iTEWINATIONS I

STATEMENT 20n. H-.C)

IF KAR THEN ( r" (I-L TO IP CrA4'UT Q R~ 'CL r.- '.-.r I e-.' r"laI'.a TO ,'-I cC14'jlt .TF .tl).

c *.( *) - I )J-1~. (10 ýTATFTNEAT 10-1. IF <h , 'J SAIT".* .

IF A?.P IP'P ( IN, cF Cm-P&' k-4 P'I-4r I'-T P lý

1!iLAPTif. AT .I.

ifI1 1,F P1TH : .1 All.' P- , .* p

C., ~- API I-, A.r' .

H. tes Ava)Ible Copy
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18) A-184-Ul Type 11 Intensity Calculation - Pass 3:

Reads sort output, prints table, and writes tape for plot program

(A-200-U1). Sample printout, Chapter I, Fig. 13.
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11I IINIENLITY CAL(.ULAII r, P'A,'

PRNOGAM IUNMDER '•4-2 , PROGRA.AI•AII Py tl(WANb L. DAVIy., tjf, u )I,. wrA, .A 141I["

TINPI f" TYPI 1 INIlFN'N l FY rII I lrlllA'fW W IM411 t W' It• I.

TYPE ( GE 5412 ( A 184 Ut)).

SPECIAL VARIABLES AIT,IL,

IIEMNS•ION 71'P •, W.16, X.l)O, IA.:")(,

UPPER 1L-(250,9), 7-i'50, ATT-P50, 0.250,

FUNCTION G(A,D,C).4(SIN(6.213A/lfSIN t:.

FUNCTION Y(AI
T 

Fi cl) - (P(Ac.Bi )/2.

FUNCTION D(E)-9.5x,10"
3
/(E)'.

DIMENS ION OF DIPPTH AND POTIýON DIFFLERFNCF AND INITIAL BOTTOM IN METERS NO CONVERSIONS MADE

INITIAL DEPTH, NIA4ILR OF fHAYS'; TOTAI. NtIWR OF RAYS,

SMOOTHING FACTOR, RECEIVER AND SOURCE IUNCTION CONSTANT

READ CARD 7 I,No, N ),pr.

PRINT MESSAGE ( DEPTHS).

FROM L.O TO P50 READ ZL IF 21-9999990 THEN NZ.L AND ( FROM L-D TO N1
7

.; IF' ZL+lzL THEN

TYPE ( DEPTH INPUT NOT IN ASCENDING ORDER)) , GO STATEMENT 103 ELSE PRINT 21.

* SgTATEMENT 101.

IF N
7

) 252 THEN TYPE ( MO)RE THAN P51 DEPTHS TO MANY).

LABEL (WAVELENGTHS).

FROM L.O TO 9 READ CARD XL AND IF x =9(fl)99l THEN ( N A
L LL AND GO STATEMENT 85) ELSE PRINT X L'

TYPE ( MORE THAN 10 WAVELENGTHS CONTINUE).

STATEMENT 85.

PRINT LABEL ( NUM WAVE LENGTH, NO ANGLES, TOTAL NU AHGSNO DEPTHS , SMOOTHING FACT, INIT DEPTH , SMALL R ).

PRINT NXN
0

, NTO, NZPzBI, r. SLEW TOP.

N R.0, NP -0.

STATEMENI 107.

FORMAT 5 TYPE 11 INTENSIIY CALCULATION (A 184 Ut) XXXX.
FORMAT 10 CENTER RANGE y NAUTICAL MILES.

FORMAT 20 BOTTOM DEPTH y YETERS.

FORMAT 30 WAVELENGTH y SMOOTHING FACTOR y NO ANGLE:, y.
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I READ FOR ONE ANIl F (Nrr r4" , I
,-I, Q-9.

STATEMENT 500.
M~ 1.2.
N-#Mil IF M1NA THEN TYPE ( PROGRAM COMPLETED) AND STOP. NRH.o.
IF ZRI.SAMr THEN r.1 ELSE F.O. STATEMENT 6oo.

FROM L-0 To Q LOOP STATEMENT 10.

FROM S-O TO NO-1 LOOP STATEMENT 63.

READ TAPE WO,I,P,i6 AND IF EOF P GO STATEMENT 201

z ASW1, "S-1 2 , 0S"W5 , ATTS'W6+M,
IF ATTs,.O THEN K.K+l ELSE R.WO, ZL.wl+w.

STATEMENT 63.

IF K)N9 THEN GO STATEMENT 202.

CALL ( INTENSITY CALCULATION ).

STATEMENT 53. CONTINUE.

SIATEMENT 10.

IF .- 8 GO STATEMENT 11, STATEVENT 12. NR NR+lRSLEW TOP . PRINT FORMAT 5, N . PRINT FORMAT 10, R.

PRINT FORMAT 30, kPN 0. Q-8 . SLEW 2. PRINT FORMAT 11.

PRINT FORMAT 21, ZO zB 8
B l, 2 8 2, z 5 z 3 B ) z B S

0' 1' 2' 1 40 50 6' 2 7 z~ 81

SLEW 2. FROM L-0O TO N-i PRINT FORMAT I ZLPTL TTL TLLL,0' L,1 L,2 TL' , TL,4(-5'T ýI TL L7TL8,TLGO STATEMENT 60o. 
L,3' L,4,TLL,,TL•.

6 ,TL, L,8,TL,9.
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STATEMENT 11.

PRINT r04A7 2,2, 20'z%. Z 1 . Z a. pa 3vze4 Ze .p 6 0, 707,8

SLEW P. FROM L-0 70 N-1 PRINT FORMT 2, 'Ll 'TLL .. 1. Lvl TLL921yTL3' i L,4' i
t 
L,'.TL L06. ILL,7 pL 1 6

GO STATEME(NT 6o0.

S1TATEMNT 201. IF L-0 AND S.1 THECN TYPE c COF (X CONTINUE) AND GO STAIEME4ll 500 [LSE PRIN4T row4A 2,5. S,"".

?rCIR4T 25 Ca1 I~' AT OfEAD y OF ANGAE y.

51ATEW4NT 203. TYPE ( ,,ePROPiE EOr) AN SOP.

StBOUT INC( INTENSITY CALCUL.ATION4).

STATCA(NT 19.

~FROM 1.0 TO CL.1 LOOP STATEMENT 9.

ifZI ) aL TK 4S~j. Z t z L. &.0 ELS .1.

I C"4TANT CONVERTED FRC 'CTERI

IF ZISN1* THEN 1061 ELSE W-0.

X~,L OLOCI

Ir A.0 TMCN ( FROM4 A-141 TO H-1 COMtI~TE TLA,LdO). .11 7, r,o STATEMENT 9.

STATEMENT 9.

RETUR~N.

IZERO ATTENUIATIONS
STATEM$ENT 202. FROM t- To N-i cc.';-z: *L -

0 
. 2 O0 00 SAfmT3.

FRM~.AT I x~xxxx xxxx.x1X xXxx.1%X -xxi.xX% xXRx.IXx I111.xxx xxxx.xAx 2xz.X1XX ZX"X.XX, X%2!!.x2 xUN.zztxx.

FORMAT 21 BOTTOM xxiii,:xxxI"xxx.x YXXXRX.x xuIxxi.x iXiXiXiX XiIxXi.x XIYXLX.z xxzxxX.% xxxxz,.x xxxxxx.x
FORMAT 11 RANGE R-i8 R-16 R-i'a R-12 R-10 R-8 R-.6 R.A R-2 R

IrcR4OT 2 xxxxx XXXX.XXX XXKX.-XX XXXX.RXX xyXX.XXX XXX.XRX XVXX.XX ZXx.XyX xxXY.21xy xxx.xr-w.

FRM~.AT ?.' BOTT004 iXXXRX.x KXXXXz.x xxxxzx.x XXXXzX.x XzxTxx.x txvxxxX.x xxxxxi.x XXiXXX.X XX2tIi.j

FORMAT 12 RlANGE R+," p*4 R+6 R4J3 Q*1 R.1' '.14 *

o,
b 1.



i 19) A-200-Ul Type II Intensity Plot -Pass 4:

1 Plots transmission loss. Sample printout: Chapter I, Fig. 14.
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CHAPTER VIII

at. n nLUSIGt S AND ..... ..............
.A ,T-. . L .

The present program must be regarded as an initial step, a prototype

program directed toward a comprehensive model of long-range, low-

frequency acoustical propagation in the deep ocean. Many of the factors

that influence the propagation are introduced in an admittedly ad hoc

manner, e. g. , bottom and surface reflectivity. Other problems are

avoided by the introduction of special restrictions - the chief example is

the smoothing of the effects of multipath interference structure by the

demand that the transrmission loss calculation be interpreted as a spatial

and frequency average in comparison with experimental data. Finally,

the effects of diffraction, at, they arise in boundary reflections and wavefront

aberrations, have been included only indirectly, and the degree to which

they will change the calculated average distributions of the acoustical

field has not even been estimated.

Despite these evident limitations, the program does provide a

structure for appraising the effects of known and dominant environmental

factors on the distribhution, arrival structure, and intensity of the acoustical

field. Indeed, at present the accuracy of the program is undoubtedly

limited far more by the inherent imprecision in the data inputs of the sound

velocity field and the sea bottom shape and reflection properties than by

lack of formal treatment of factors such as those given in the previous

paragraph. Also, as the environmental data become more refined, the

treatment of these effects can be developed more precisely and used to

upgrade and extend the present program in a straightforward manner.

A potential user for the program should refer to the several Data

Specification Forms given in Chapter I of this report. What specification

can he give to the bottom or surface reflLctivity functions that are

required, or to the appropriate source and/or receiver directivity func-

tions appropriate to his application? Similarly, how is the velocity

accuracy test parameter, F , selected and what determine., the

density of initial ray angles to be traced or the number of bottom hits

allowed before a ray is considered terminated? The questions demand,
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of course, familiarity with the structure of the present program; more

broadly interpreted, the questions become open-ended.

Central not only to the application of the program but to its develop-
men -,, and cvaluat•on there,,c ...... 'Du an •x• ' 'program that is suff'i-
ciently comprehensive to include a detailed description of the environment

in parallel with precise measurements of the acoustical field. It is to

be expected that the process of comparing predicted and experimental

results will be highly adaptive in the sense that initial calculations will

show which factors most strongly influence the acoustical propagation and,

in turn, !he experimental results will demonstrate whether such factors

have been under- or over-estimated. For example, if the ray tracing shows

that the dominant acoustical energy is propagated by paths that involve

bottom interactions then the experimental data can be used to deterixune

bottom loss parameters. A second calculation using these parameters

can then be compared with independent experimental data and would be

expected to "rovide improved agreemnent.

Over-all, and from the experience of Hudson Laboratories in using

the ray tracing program and in applying it to experimental data, continuation

of the p, ,1 rn would be directed in three categories which are listed below

and are discussed in greater detail in subsequent sections:

i) Technical improvements in the present program.

ii) Extension toward mor,, complex environments than

can be presently treated.

iii) Experimental programs which either supplement the

ray tracing program or provide specific tests of its

predictions.

8. 1. Technical Improvements

In Chapter VII we recognized that during the growth of the program

a number of procedures were followed which have been shown on subsequent

analysis to be inefficient in computer utilization. They were not corrected

during several revisions of the program because of the expectation that

it would later be entirely re-programmed for a larger computer than the

presently used GE-2.35, and that such technical improvements could be
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accomplished most efficiently during this process. Apart from this type

of specific programming for machine efficiency it is believed that sub-

stantial improvements could be effected by chanles in the striicthir. Mf 0.

program itself, and these are outlined below.

8,0. N-Parameter Representation of Velocity Profiles

The solution of the ray equation by iteration demands a technique

for expressing the change in the velocity field as a function of displacement

from a given position. In the present program this was achieved by a

Taylor expansion that also identifies the derivatives of the velocity field

at a given point, i.e., considering only the depth dependence,

v(z) v(Z) +oz o (z-z) + 1+ 1 + . . . (VIII. 1)
0 8z

Only the quadratic terms are included in the present program (Chapter III).

If the expansion (VIII. I) is carried to the n-th order, the co-

efficients of the expansion must be evaluated in terms of (n+ 1) or more

data inputs points from a velocity profile. There is no unique form or

method for achieving this expansion except that the result must be gauged

with respect to its ability to represent the properties of the actual velocity

profiles in the real ocean. For example, it has been noted in Chapter II,

Fig. 29, that the 4-point Lagrangian representation can produce unrealis-

tically large curvatures in the neighborhood of individual data points.

In general, however, the range of validity of (VIII. 1) will be increased for

large values of n and, if the iterated solutions of the ray equation are

expressed in terms of the coefficients of (VIII, 1), the length of the iteration

increments can be increased correspondingly. It follows that over-all

computer running time can be reduced at the cost of deriving more complex

iteration equations.

The above conclusion assumes that the velocity profile data that

are entered to construct the velocity field are pre-edited such that the

input data contain not only the velocity value but also the coefficients of

(VIII. 1) that are needed for the expansion, The method is most useful

when many rays are to be traced because the input data are processed once
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and then are repeated for each trace. Indeed, if the range of the expansion

(VIII. 1) can be made large enough, the velocity accuracy test, i. e. , c -test,

is no longer required and this would save the time required in thc present

program for i) making a test iteration, ii) determining the velocity by

means of a field expansion over the test iteration, iii) computing the velocity

given by the velocity field construction program at the terminus of the

test iteration, and iv) comparing these results to determine the accuracy

of the projected iteration and the truncation required if this is necessary.

Also, the higher order representation of the field expansion would smooth

the intermediate coefficients of (VIII. 1) so that, for example, the curvature

would not fluctuate as erratically as is evidenced in the real data values

of Tables 5. 3. 1.

8. 1.2. Direct Calculation of Spreading Loss

In Chapters III and IV the spreading loss, or magnification function,

was d',ýterrmined as the change of depth for rays with differentially incre-

mente-d initial angles. It is well known that this change can be also

expressed in terms of the local field derivatives of individual rays; Born

and Wolf, for example, give the ray intensity I(r) at position

as a function of an initial intensity Io(o) at position -r by
00

v(r) r1
v(r'-- Io(So) exp{. fr v(' ) div ds (VIII. 2)0 r°

A

where t is the vector ray direction and ds is taken over the ray path.

(VIII. 2) is readily expressed as an iteration equation similar to those used

in the program for computing the ray positions or the travel time. Also,

the intensity distributions, calculated in Chapter IV, can be re-expressed

in terms of the "local" spreading losses derived through (VIII. 2)

This approach was not followed in the present program because

the formulation of Chapter IV, oriented toward the estimation of ray

densities, is more general and does not require the detail expressed by (VIII. 2).

This decision has been regretted, however, and the tabulation of (VIII. 2)

in the Ray Depth Distribution Plot tables would have been helpful in many

applications.
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8. 1. 3. Additional Distribution Plots

The Ray Depth Distribution Plot provides a summary of the manner

in which the set of rays with differing initial angles combine to form a field

distribution at a given range. The plot, with its associated table, lists:

i) the ray depth

ii) the ray angle

iii) the travel time

iv) an attenuation factor based on bottom losses only.

By following the methods given in Chapter IV, further compilations of

these data can be obtained as weighted distribution functions taken with

respect to travel time or arrival angle, and thest can be plotted individually.

Such plots would be valuable in making direct comparisons with experi-

mental data.

It is evident that the distribution routines that are based on data

from Jht .ay tracing outputs, i.e. , the plot routines mentioned above as

well as the various intensity calculations, are similar in type and depend

on common input data, In terms of computer utilization it is efficient

to prepare all of these outputs in one pass, provided that the computer has

sufficient capacity to store the data range needed for the computations in

active memory and to compute all of the independent outputs. This has

not been possible with our present computer nor has sufficient attention

been given, in view of the fact that the output routines were developed and

programmed independently, to a more optimum program organization.

Considerations of this type are mandatory for the development of a flexible,

integrated program.

8. 2. Program Extension

Future extensions of the program have been studied and planned to

provide capabilities for the inclusion of more complex environmental data

or for more detailed physical predictions than are possible with the pre-

sent program, but programming in these directions has been delayed

pending extensive evaluation of the predicted results of this program with

experimental data. Additionally, many of the extensions not only would

require increased computer capacity, but also they involve modification

of the basic ray tracing program and the methods by which data are
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introduced and used in it. The examples given below, therefore, represent

both re-prograrnming requirements as well as theoretical extensions.

T'iay 16io be cited to summarize some of the limitations of the pre-

sent approach toward acoustical prediction.

8. 2. 1 . Three-Dimensional Modeling

An appraisal of the two-dimensional restriction of the present

program has been presented in Chapter VI. One conclusion was that the

bending of rays in the azimuthal plane by refraction would not be important

for the prediction of sound intensiti,'s as averages, but there are other

applications in which it: would be useful to have quantitative estimates of

the magnitude of such bending. F.'ormally, the extension of the iteration

equations to include an av.imuthal spreadi:ig would be elementary - the

real problem is the specification of the velocity field to include transverse

gradients as well as the prescription which is used to determine these

gradients fromu velocity profile data. For the most part, it is the opinion

of the present authors that in long-range propagation involving many

multipath contributions the deviations from a great circle bearing that are

sometimes observed in azimuthal arrival angle most probably represent

bottom scattering rather than azirmuthal refraction.

8.2.2. Treatment of Bottom Facets

The acoustical scattering from a contoured bottom slope, especially

an extensive slope near the origin of the ray tracing, has been discussed

schematically in Chapter VI. One approach toward this problem was

outlined in Chapter VI and consisted of a method for comnpiling the avail-

able bottom contours to determine the location and curvature of bottom

facets that would provide specular reflection of rays from the ray tracing

origin into a given bearing. The ray tracing is then carried through in a

standard manner for the rays that are purely refracted, but the bottom-

reflected rays are summed over the facets that have been identified and

are assigned weights that depend on the curvature of the facets. This

treatment is especially appropriate for long wavelength sound and for bottom

contours that change slowly compared with a wavelength. Finally, the

results of such a program would be valuable for estimating not only the
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number of arrivals that occur in the vertical plane at the origin, but also

the number and intensity of the arrivals with different azimuthal angles

at the origin. Indeed, ;,nd because the illumination against the slope will

depend on the position of a source in the far field, an estimate is also

obtained of the fluctuations of the azimuthal arrivals as a furction of the

range of the source from a given receiver.

8.2. 3. Wavefront Calculations

It has been emnphasized in this report that ray tracing in real velocity

fields using a dense set of initial angles shows significant wavefront aberra-

tion and this aberration grows with the range of the ray tracing to the

point where distinctions can no longer be made between a normal arrival

and arrivals which are sub-structures of an aberrant wave front. This is

clearly evidenced in the fluctuations of the magnification functions, i. e.

the sl )pes, of the Ray Depth Distribution Plots.

Such distortions can be traced to specific features of the input.

velocity field data and are related to the fluctuating curvatures of the

velocity profiles as these are shown, for example, in Table 5. 3. 1, It

is to be noted, however, that the curvature fluctuations arise from the

particular representation ef the velocity profile that is used in the present

program and that this is an intermediate step toward achieving forn•,ally

correct solutions of the ray equation. Because the ray tracing progrnm

uses other controls, such as the E -test and that of the semi-invariant, the

computer solutions have averaged the curvature fluctuations and, as

shown in Chapter V, the solutions can be accepted as accurate formal

solutions with a precision that is determined by selection of the program

control parameters. Since the fluctuations of the magnification functions

that are found in calculations based on real data inputs are much greater

than the variations that occur for different but nominal ranges of the

control parameters, it must be concluded that the resultant wavefront

aberration that is calculated represents a physical property of underwater

sound transmnission.

It would be useful to explore these properties further by means of

ray-diffraction calculations such as those indicated "n the Appendix. For
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this purpose it would be desirable to generate the wavefronts themselves

rn the computer program usinu• the travel time of the set of rays, the

ray positions and directions, the phase changes of the rays, and the spreading

loess of(VIII.2) of this chapter. From these data, and using methods

derived from the dliscussion of the Appendix, the interference structure

of the aberration can be predicted except, of course, in the immediate

regions of caustics or foci.

8.2.4. Surface Ducts and Surface Scattering

The present program uses a flat sea surface. This is an excellent

approximation for low frequencies and for the specular, surface- reflected

wave. However, if a surface sound channel exists at the sea surface,

non-specularly reflected energy can excite this duct and can propagate in

it. Two regimes must be distinguished depending on whether the ray

tracing origin is in or below the surface duct. If the origin is in the duct,

the present program can easily handle transmission in the duct but does

not predict leakage from the duct as this may be due either to diffraction

or to scattering from a modulated sea surface. If the origin is well below

the duct, the converse applies.

Neglect of such surface-duct transmission is often permissable

in low-frequency, longrange propagation both because the leakage from

the duct attenuates this mode of transmission more rapidly than modes

due to alternative paths in deeper water, and because the mixed velocity

profiles found in long-range propagation will tend to interrupt and destroy

the surface channel. However, this will not always be true, and it becomes

useful to include such modes as part of an extension of the program to short

to intermediate ranges.

Various techniques can be used to estimate the contribution of the

surface-duct transmission to the total sound field, but they will not be

discussed here. Instead, it is recommended that the program be extended

to include a modulation of the shape of the sea surface. This capability

would, in turn, be used for research-oriented investigations of the surface-
2scattered wavefronts due to reflection of sound from a point source.
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8.2.5. Noise Distributions

be described, statistically, in terms of a directivity function and ain amnplitude

that depends on the local sea state. In turn, the net noise field at at, point

in the ocean depends on the integrated contributions of the entire surface,

but with modifications that are introduced by the sound velocity field and

bottom structure. The Type III intensity distribution that is anl optliAn of

the present program is well adapted to such calculations - the averaging

* over the range positions of a ray can be interpreted as an average over

Sthe possible range positions of the source In turn, the sunination of a

number of Type III intensity calculations, weighted by an ap)propriate

surface area, would be a calculation of the surface- gene rated noise field.

This result de niand s the specification of the noise distribution function but,

if this is given, the aniplitide of the function for a given :; ea state can be

determined by conmparison of the calcuilated results with (,xprriniental data.

8. 2. 6. Arrival Interference Statistics

The subject of this report is the application of ray tracing techniques

to the prediction of acoustical transmission in the ocean, and comnparisons

with the alternative muode theory have been avoided. This is unfortunate

in the sense that any niodel that atteonpts to be comprehensive should 1(be

free to assimilate the most useful treatments and to combine these as

necessary for predictive purposes. Many authors have coinniented on the

equivalence of the two theories when ea ach is carried th rough toward the

determination of a net acoustical field. Indeed, it may be noted that s ore

of the discussion of this report has been guided by interpreting the results

of mode theory in terms of ray theory.

For example, the discussion of arrival structure in Chapter IV and

the surniration of arrival structure to determine the spatially av 'eraged field

given by Eq. (IV. 30) can 1, regarded as a summation of weighted mode

functions. The difference is that th( functions of Eq (IV. 36) are determineod

by operations on the ray tracing solutions for a set of initial angles rather

than by the process of determnining the niod 1 solutions of the Wavey equation

in the given velocity field. It is obvious that the ray tracing derived func-

tions d(o .lot include (diffracti on effects except as these are assimnilated in

-- • 1 e -
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the averaging prucessrs specified fir the intonsity ca:lClatiOs. It is

also believed that the functions derived from the ray tracine solutions

are far inore accuinate representatdons of the field distributions in a

tGi-t,'i)Q. t; . ,:k- tfl -i'tl'i I2 ' idFUIVIIIIU U ]t~i ] tti't; Lilt! fntivtntAA'l l U!IVL d• iv,. )1I,, i,,,,,It

theory [or a ,simplifiied straltifed mediurn with only weakly inte racting

boundary plane-s. It is clear that the selhtion of spe tific tools ill

depend on the nitnre of the applicajtion ;is wi' l als being influenced by

what tool is availaoblk.

Atnteon iW called to the work of C, S. C lay. 2, 3 This can be.

.1iini arii ,.'ed ias a sHpcific;.itionl o (f uQsurcien tst ats ; C01n 1)Mot Icn iide on0 the

9ottd field LO disringUi.sh signals that originatei from locatl 01 point nnund

sources with renopect to the p•)per ties of fie lds- thiat originate in ext.ondlod

son0:t., C(lay's use of miodi theory for his dc'.rivatirnis shold not olmcur.o

the illilortani e of these ol)jeclives nor 3i(h interpreted as a p oihibition

atga inst a fully erlUivahlen derivation in le, r oH of local ll;,n1 wavvs, K. v,

r;1y Ilopory.

Ihlesr•, i 03ly nos, hasei on intensity interferon-etry, regard the

inlensity fluctua ti ons os originating in the summation of inte rfering arrivals.

'h I(v nwer sjp)ctrum oF the fluctuations taken ove r a suitable tinie intervan 1,

(o' -tig•, : interval 'for a moving source, is inde;pendent of the phase relation-

ship.s 01' individual ar'riva ls and be.c emies a unique signatur0 of the sound

e ie, I ly e xtension of the Type H1 intenity ca lcrilations and by using the

va riahle of' arrival angle rather than tri'de vector, tho.se spectra can be

(:cm0ipued fr me the ray tracing calculatioin and be uso:-d to c omupare00 with

expleriment~a da ta. Incidotoally, anrd aH cnieputed by ray theory, the spectra

can be used to distinguish waveFront aberrations fro01 independc otly

interfering arrivails. II short, this extension of the ray tracing program

would be of great value for testing t he predictive I uxel and for the analvsis

of the effects of thie environment on the st ructmure of the sourd propagation.

8. 3. _EE•xpe rimeiuta1 I'tigtarims

"The objective (if any amHsi,ciaterd PlperuentaI program is, of

(cours, to obtain dlat.a on 1the propert.es of soulltu ttrnslnression in the

Meanll I lOvev..I-, ono• 1'kr, as the maOdei of (A ti) t)ga ti onl t hlat ca bk. C lCllate d
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for the experiment becomes even firni-ui %1•" zThab, .t .... e _

work for interpreting the experiment and for identifying the environmental

factors th.it have influenced the measurements. The types o experiments

listed below can he recomnmended partly because the data they would pro-

vide would be independently useful as characteristic of acoustical propagation

in the ocean, and they are also recommended for comparison with the

predictions that can be computed through, for example, the methods of this

report. It is understood that environmental data taken during the experi-

S mental program must be of a precision and quantity adequate to serve as

data inputs into the predictive program.

* 3. 3. 1, Determination of Acoustical Flux

Basic to the concept of cylindrical spreading is the prediction that the

net, outwardly radiating acoustical flux will fall off inversely with the range

while experiencing an additional attenuation due to bulk absorption, scatter-

ing, and bottom losses. If small angular factors are neglected the acoustical

flux , F , is the integral of the vertical intensity distribution 1(z)

z
B

F - I(z) dz (VIII. 3)
0

It is recommended that the flux be determined as a function of the

range between source and receiver and, using broadband sources, as a

function of the acoustical frequency. The experiment should be repeated

for various types of bottoms and, in particular, 'or bottom obstructions

such as those indicated in Fig. 17. Basically, this experiment determines

the transmission anomaly of the sonar equation.

8. 3. 2, Vertical Intensity Distribution

Incidental to the data of the above experiment would be the measure-

ment of I(z) itself, and the modulation of this with range that reveals

convergence zone structure as well as the damping of this structure due to

the specific form of the velocity field and the relative contribution of

bottom-reflected energy. It would be of especial interest if the sources

used to excite thcse fields consisted of both point sources, to excite the

full field, and directional sources to provide selective illumination of initial
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I
angles. Again, the experiment should be rep.oated for differing forms of

bottom topography to determine, for example, the effect of seamount obstruc-

tions as filters of ducted sound energy.

8.3. 3. Vertical Arrival Structure

Impulse sources, e.g. , snots, are commonly detected as a train

of resolved arrivals. For the quantitative analysis of long-range propagation,

far more attention must be given to the structure of these arrival-: for

acoustical paths that propagate by refraction only, concentrating on the

phase changes produced by the refractive paths and on the effects of wave-

front aberrations on the structure of the waveforms. The analysis can

also be greatly assisted by resolution in the vertical plane of the arrival directions

of the signals, using vertical arrays, both to identify the irrival paths and

to evaluate the magnitudes in terms of a spreading loss. It !s important

to establish relationships between the loss of time resolution of the impulse

signal with range and the spread of the signal in the vertical arrival directions.

At the higher angles, the vertical array can distinguish the bottom-reflected

contributions nd be used to determine bottom reflectivity losses and, by

correlation, to distinguish the coherent reflectivity from the incoherent

components.

8. 3. 4. Noise Distributions and Directivity

Associated with the above programs would be measurements of

similar properLies for the acoustical noise field. These can be used with

the predictive model, vide 8. 2, 5 above, to determine the amplitudes and

directivities of the noise excitation functions for surface-generated noise,

if this can be isolated from other noise sources of biological, machine,

or seismic origin.

8. 3. 5. Signal Statistics

Section 8. 2. 6 outlines the role of intens-ity spectra in the interpre-

tation of acoustical propagation. These measurements become part of a

statistical analysis program to determine, for example, the extent of the

spatial intervals required for averaging multipath spectra, the fluctuations

that occur about such averages, the degree of correlation of signals that
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can be achieved in practice in the presence of wavefront aberration, the

"higher frequency" components of the intensity spectra that represent bottom

interactions, and tho dogr- "f At, ta ,-a+i-- - .- analyses

provide with reference to similar ocean noise spectra.

8. 3. 6. Specific Environmental Interactions

When, either by experimental control or by the ray tracing analysis,

signals can be isolated as having had specific interactions with the environ-

mental structure, the data can be used to determine the interaction para-

meters that are required in the predictive model. Experiments in these

directions should emphasize the frequency dependence of the effect, the

time dependence of the interaction that is responsible for frequency

spreading, and the dependence on interaction angle. Examples of such

experiments inrclude:

i) Boundary scattering from either the sea surface or

bottom to include isolation of the coherent and

incoherent reflectivities, the effect of the scattering

on the directivity functions used in the present

program, 4. 2. 4, and the Doppler shifting of the moving

sea surface.

ii) The use of the Doppler shift to analyze the angular

directivity of the sound propagated from a moving

I source,

iii) Analysis of scattered signals in terms of roughness

coefficients and, for the sea bottom, layer structures

and acoustical penetration into these.
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APPENDIX

L H F1r 0iS Fi R-A ," A R 'IV ALS

This Anpendix gives a further discussion of ray theory as applied

to the exact dete rrnination of the intensity of the acoustic field in a non-

homogenous nmedium, i. e , , the wave intensity that is dete rmined by

computing the phase and amplitude of individual arrivals and adding these

algebraically to form the net field amplitude. The( niatrial is relegated

to an appendix because it differs in emphasis from the principal concern

of the main report which is the estimation of transmission loss for long-

range acoustical propagation in the real ocean. For the latter it would

be a rare physical situation for which the exact velocity field would be

known with sufficient accuracy to justify any connection between a computed

travel time and the total phase change of a ray over its path. In the main

report it is recommended that the far field intensity be determined as a

probability that represents the averaging of the intensities of individual

arrivals. This is to be achieved by averaging spatially over an interval

that is large enough to allow for those acoustical field fluctuations which

are due to the wave interference of the ainplitudes of individual arrivals

and may include temporal averaging for changes in the velocity field or

for broad frequency bandwidth.

This appendix originated in discussions among the authors and

their colleagues at Hudson Laboratories as to the validity of the ray theory

and the extent to which it could be applied meaningfully to a wave field.

The discussion is included in this report for the following reasons:

1. The ray theory has been severely criticized as inexact and

even inapplicable to wave propagation due to, for example, "failure at

turning points, ' "shedding of energy for a curved ray, " and "failure to

predict phase changes. " To the authors such attacks on ray theory seem

unjustified and unsupported on theoretical grounds which we present in

this appendix. (It is true that a simple ray theory, i.e. , a theory applied

to extended plane waves rather than "local" plane waves, does not predict

the phase change of a wave that is refracted against a velocity gradient, as

has been discussed by Tolstoy and Clay, and Tolstoy. 1, However, their

comments have sometimes been improperly generalized as criticisms of ray

theory in general.
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2, The new ray trace program has been used to construct a

wave field for a model situation, discussed below, and in presenting these

•aiuiation •thc accuracy and utility of the presert prnaram iS further

demonstrated. -Also, we expect to make a number of similar calculations

in future research programs and it in convenient to document our methods

in the present report.

3. By presenting this discussion we may claiify for some

readers the distinctions between the actual wave field, which includes the

interference effects of many arrivals, and the averaged field discussed

previously.

The material of this appendix is summarized as follows:

1. A review of wave propagation using the Kirchoff

development of the wave theory of Huygens and

Fresnel.

2. The extension of the Kirchoff theory to inhonio-

geneous media.

3. The phase change across ray foci.

4. Calculation of the field of a plane wave refracted

against a field gradient.

5. Conclusions.

A-1. Review of Kirchoff Theory

The Kirchoff theory is central to the calculation of diffraction fields

and is discussed in detail in a number of standard references. In this

section the theory is briefly reviewed, following the presentation of Born
3

and Wolf, to lay a formal basis for the subsequent calculations.

Let U (r) and U'(r) be two wave fields which are the space-

dependent solutions of monochromatic waves V(r,t) and V'(r,t) each

with time dependence t that is periodic with angular frequency o , i. e. ,

V (r,t) = U(r) e (Al)

-iwtV1 (r, t) U'(r) e (A. Z)

U(r) and U'(r) are to satisfy the wave equations
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(V 2  z k2) U = (Vi2 + k 2) U' 0 (A. 3)

k is the usual wave vector for which

2Tr (A. 4)
c(r) X(r)

where c(r) is the sound velocity written as a function of space in an inhomo-

gencous medium and X(r) is the wavelength. If U'(r) also possesses a

singularity at a point P of the form

i ikr
U'(r) - ý as r -- 0 (A. 5)

then U(P) can be determined from a Green's theorem if U(r) , U'(r)

and their derivatives are known on a bounding surface S that surrounds

P

U(P) =U - 8 ds (A. 6)

The differentiation with respect to n is along the inward normal from

S (Fig. A-1). Equation (A. 6) expresses the solution U (P) in terms

of an interference between the functions U and U' and their normal

derivatives on the surface S

In honmogeneous space the particular U' (r) of (A. 5) is everywhere

an exact solution of (A. 3), and the limit of application of (A. 6) is determined

solely by the precision to which U(r) is known on the boundary surface S

If an arbitrary function of time, V(r, t) , is expressed as a

Fourier series

V(r, t) 1 U (r)cet dw (A. 7)

then it is straightforward to use this in (A. 6) and recombine the series to

show that V (r, t) is given by
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V(P, Vt T)- U' ds (A. 8)

where the functions in square brackets are defined on S at the retarded
times (t- T) and T is the travel time from P to points on S
Again, the differentiation is defined with respect to the inward normal to S

The classical test of Eq. (A. 8) is the determination of the scalar wave

field in the neighborhood of a diffraction focus. Using the coordinates of

Fig. A-Z, (A.8) becomes

- ikf iks
U ik e 0 (A • - 1) ds (A. 9)4 -r f s s

The accuracy of (A. 9) for prediction of the detailed wave field to the

right of surface S in Fig. A-2 is well established. In particular, (A. 9)

leads to the well-known "phase anomaly" of value Tr that exists4 between

wave surfaces that lie on opposite sides of the origin 0 of Fig. A-2.

A-2. Extension to Inhomogeneous Media

Equations (A. 6) through (A. 8) of the preceding section are also valid

in an inhoinogeneous medium provided that the "test" function U'(r)

satisfies the wave equation (A. 3) and possesses the (l/r) singularity of

(A. 5) at the point P at which the field U(r) is to be evaluated. Thus

the application of the Kirchoff development in an inhomogeneous medium

requires not only that the field UJ(r) be known on a boundary surface S

but also that a suitable test function U'(r) can be found for use in

Eqs. (A. 6) through (A. 8).

For this purpose a wave function U'(r) that is derived from ray

theory will be satisfactory except in certain special regions that are discussed

below. By U'(r) is meant the function

ikr
U'(r) - for r - 0 (A. 5)

iw T
= A(r) e for r >, X (A. 10)

where A(r) , the amplitude of the ray, is to be real and positive and the

travel time T is calculated from position P along the ray path to a point

on the surface S by
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S
T dr (Al I )T - c (r)
p

General discussions of the validity of this solution are given in the standard

r...er..... S it.i ....a er i y a v Slid s ,.to of the Wdve UCJLutiOlt ill tile
5

asymptotic limit of short wavelengths.

The collection of rays emanating from P represent the directions

along which the intensity is directed, and the orthogonal surfaces to these

rays are wave surfaces defined by a constant travel time T If U'(r)

of (A. 10) is an acoustic pressure, the associated particle velocity is given by-

S - grad U'(r) (A. 12)
op

where p is the denisity of the medium, or, using (A. 10) and (A. 11)

-2 /_• grad A(r) wo iCY) A 3
= - ~ + 1 i A~r (A. 13)WoP A (r) + (r)'

The Lime-averaged intensity vector has the direction of the ray for

Zpc (I) = pc real (U' i') [A(r)]KP , (A.14)

A
where r gives the ray direction. In the asymptotic limit of small wave-

lengths (or large k with k 2w/K ) the condition

gradAUr) « w< . .. k (A. 15)
A (r) c >1

will be valid everywhere except where the gradient of the amplitude diverges.

This is also one condition for the validity of the ray theory.

Straightforward application of flux conservation using (A. 14) can be

used to determine the amplitudes A(r) from the ray tracing solutions.

The rays emitted into a differential solid angle 6F2 from P form a ray

tube. In propagating through the inhomogeneous medium these tubes may

expand or contract in cross section as they follow the curving ray. If the
Atube intersects surface S with cross section dS and orientation n

the amplitude on S is given by
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, I S Cs d162
A(r) V (A. 16)n P

where cS is the sound velocity on S and c is the sound velocity

at P

If the cross section of the ray tube shrinks to zero, as it will if

the rays cross or focus, the condition (A. 15) cannot be maintained and the

ray solution (A. 10) cannot be extrapolated through a ray crossing point.

Note, however, that the energy carried by such a ray tube can be carried

through a ray crossing in view of (A. 14), i . e,, a ray c ros sing point is not

a scattering point. The amplit-udes A(r) in a region where the rays

cross are determined by diffraction and the wave. field must be extrapolated

through the region by use of a wave theory. In- •he following section the

principal concern will be toward the modification of ray theory when ray

solutions ar e projected through such geometrical divergences,

The use of the test function U'(r) of (A. 10) and (A. 11) and the

condition (A. 15) modify Eq. (A. 8) to

V(Pt) 0 8 V]tT (ik . 1-6VnkY1 }A(r) dS (A. 17)

Preferably the surface S will be chosen such that on it V(r, t) will
A

either vanish or can be defined as a local plane wave with direction s and

amplitude B1(r) That is, the-, harmonic component of V (r,t)

U(r) , can be expressed as a local plane wave on S of the form

i kr 's ^
U(r) B (r) e (A. 18)

and (A. 17) further simplifies to

iA A A r) 1 T
U(r) = 4 k ( n A (r) B(r) e ds (A. 19)

where T , from (A. 11), is a function of r on S
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A-3. Phase Change Across Rtiy Crossings

The above is used to investigate the typical ray crossing situation in

an inioniC ovencous nedliuml thai is s oCt choer in 1.' ' A- l. The s-t of rays

that radiate spherically fromn P a;re represe.Žnted by a center ray 0 and

in a djac-nt pair of rays, i.I and -I, wthich will be required to determine

the anmpplitude of ray 0 through use of (A. 16). The rays Cro-s s to for 1-1 a

caustic or focus in the general region of C and subsequently diverge fr oni

this region. While the amplitudes of the divwrging rays can still be esti-

mated by the use of (A. 16), it is desired that an indication be given ;is to:

i) the calculati~m of the diffra ction field in the

region of C:

ii) the deteorivination of a phase change of the ray

bundle on transit through the ray cross ing

region C

The surface S is to 1)0 the wave front rcpresentinlg lie waves

from P advancing towards C , but is corstructed well before C so

that the amplitude of the wave front on SI is givcn by (A. 16) without

violation of the condition (A. 15). In the asymptotic limit( of small wavelengths

S1 will be normal to the rays and will also represent equal travel time

T for the ray bundle. Similarly, S is the wave front of the waves

diverging from C and S2 is constructed well behind C as measured

along ray 0.

Although the physical field, represented by the rays from P

has ray crossings in the region C , it is possible to construct an entirely

new ray field solution from point,, on S to those on S for which none

of the rys will cross one another. In fact, if tht surfaces S1 and S

are not too far apart and the velocity field gradients are not exceptionally

large in the region of C , the ray (or wave) field U"(r) will be very

no.a rly

ks
U"r)(A. 20)

in which s is the distance along a ray path from a point 0' on S to
2 2

a point 0" on S ' The field on the surface Sl is given by the ray
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solutit n (A- 10), (A. II), a wi (A. 10 ) for the rayS from P The field due to

this is Ifund on the surface S? by i1ie uOU %,) Lb L= i,.c .. •1in

(A. 8). For a harmonic wave this is formally expressed by

le A 1,A Aw 1
U(r) - #1 k(. - .n) A(r) U"(r) e dS (A.2Z)

giving the continuation of the field from S to S T" is the travel
12

time computed for the rays of U"(r).

Although the amplitudes A(r) of (A. 10) will diverge in the region

C , this is not reflected in any anomalous behavior of the ray trajectories

themselves as determined by the ray Eq. (I11. 1) of the main report. Thus

the travel time T" between the wave surfaces is still, by Fermat's prin-

ciple, an extremum for those ray paths that coincide with the ray paths

originally followed from point P and which are normal to the two surfaces.

In going from the general point 0' on S to points 0" on surface

S there will, of course, be many new paths that must be computed for theintegral (A. 21) which are not normal to S and are not, therefore, normal

to S 1  . It is a consequence of this that T" in (A, 21) can be expanded in

terms of coordinates that lie on the surface of S and that the expansion
will 1e stationary about a point 0' which lies on the ray path P 0' 0'

staionry1 12
A specific example of the integration of an integral of the type of

(A.21) will be given in a later section. Here, the magnitude of the integral

is neglected to give the phase contribution. The general form of the integral

will be

W = g(xy) eikf(xy)dx dy (A.22)

where f(x, y) can be expanded in the form

f(xy) )f(xoy +4 (x-X) 2 + (y- y) 2 
+ I(x- x) (y- y) + . . . (A.23)

6
the result is given by
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ikf(xo,' r•)

2 iTr eT" -_g(Xo' Yo) k (A. 24)

'4 IPX• -7

2

2
V + 1 for >v , > 0 (A. 24a)

2
I- for P y>'T1 <, (A. 24b)

= -i for < T1 (A. 24c)

The physical origin of the phase factors (4) in (A. 24) and (-i) in

(A. 24c) that multiply the exponential of (A. 24) can be simply explained. The

expansion (A. 23) represents a surface for which there will be constant phase

contours centered about a point of stationary phase at the position (xo,pyO)

If a wavefront satisfying the condition (A. 24a) is advancing toward an

observer, the wavefront will appear convex to him. Similarly, the wave-

front of the solution for (A. 24b) will be concave, but the wavefront represented

by (A. 24c) will be warped and possess two curvatures of differing algebraic

sign, i. e., a saddlepoint, as seen by the observer. At large distances

from the origin, for which x- x and y-yo become large, the exponen-

tial of (A. 22) oscillates so rapidly that such source points make a vanishing

contribution to W - the major contribution comes from the area about

the central point of stationary phase.

If the equal phase contours represented by (A. 23) are spaced one-

half wavelength apart, the areas between the contours correspond to

Fresnel Zones. The integral (A. 23) is continuous across such zones and

each zone, starting from the center point of stationary phase, contributes

an average value with a phase of iT/2 if the surface is convex. Although

the successive zones tend to cancel each other, the contribution of each

diminishes for increasing zones from the center to leave the net phase

value 7r/2 which is given by the factor (i) in (A. 24). If the surface is

concave, which is the solution (A. 24b), the average phase of the central

zone is -w/2 If the surface is a saddlepoint with the solution (A. 24c)
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the contribution from the central zone tends to vanish, and it is the
higher-order zones that make the principal contribution to the integral.

"For each zone. however. the average phase is zero and, if g(x , IS... .. U " t

is real, the integral W for the solution (A. Z4c) is also real and shows

no phase change.

Equation (A. 21) is readily cast into the form of Eq. (A. 22) and all

the functions except the exponential become real and are evaluated at the

point of stationary phase. This, as noted before, lies on the normal ray

path from P that connects the two surfaces S and S2 The

choice of the solutions (A. 24a, b, c) will depend on the type of curvature

of the wave field. For underwater acoustics the dominant situation will

consist of cylindrical spreading in one dimension and, for the example of

Fig. A-3, a convergent wavefront for S1  in the plane of Fig. A-3. The

radii of curvature have, therefore, differing algebraic signs and the solu-

tion (A. 24c) will apply. The product of the imaginary factors and the signs

in (A. 21), (A. 24), and (A. 24c) leave a net phase shift of -ir/2 such that

the phase of the wave at S is given by

SZ
f Id s Tr :

= phase w fWI-2 =T-• (A.25)
p

In applying the above to the use of ray theory in underwater acoustics

to calculate the amplitude and phase of wave fields, the solutions of (A. 10)

and (A. 11) are to be augmented by the prescription that a phase of w/2

is to be subtracted for each ray crossing undergone by a differential ray

bundle; also, the solution will not apply in the immediate region of the

ray crossing. The field must there be calculated by detailed evaluation of

integrals of the form of (A. 21) to express the diffraction spreading.

A-4. Ray Calculation of a Plane Wave Refracted Against a Stratified

Velocity Gradient

One of the few exact calculations that can be made for wave propa-

gation in an inhomogeneous medium demonstrates that a plane wave

, refracted against a stratified velocity gradient is reflected with an additional

phase change of -Tr/2 with respect to w T , where T is the travel

time along the ray paths. The conventional ray diagramn for this reflection
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is indicated in Fig. A-4 which shows the normal rays from plane surface

S that propagate into the gradient region. They are turned by the aradient

at a common depth zt and return to the homogeneous .nedium to form a

ncw wav front -at passes through, poiilt P The surface Lhat is formed

by the turning points of all the rays at depth zt is a caustic surface in

Fig. A-4, and the Tr/2 phase shift that is not predicted for the rays is

usually ascribed to a breakdown of the ray theory at the turning point at
depth zt

We have investigated this physical situation to test whether the

ray solution of (A. 10) and (A. 11) can be used in (A. 19), with the modification

Sindicated by (A. 25), to calculate the field at P due to the reflected wave-

front S . The test also measures the ability of the ray solution to predict

the wavefield from a source at point P that propagates onto the surface

S . Figure A-5 shows the construction, and it is clear that the individual

rays from P no longer have turning points at a common depth zt

For the parameters given in Fig. A-5, the ray tracing program

was used to compute the travel time of the ray, T , the position of the

ray on plane S , and the angle of inclination a of the ray to plane S

Calculations were made for a range of initial angles from P and also

for sets of rays that propagate in planes with differing azimuthal angles

with respect to the plane normal to S that also contains points P and

0 The latter calculations provided data to give the ray parameters for

the intersection of the rays over the entire surface of S The results

are given graphically in Figs. A-6 through A-9. No calculations were made

for rays from P that would arrive at S without being refracted by the

velocity gradient as this would represent only the direct arrival and is of

no interest to the present problem.

The smoothness of the data shown in the figures indicates the con-

sistency of the calculation. The ray paths are readily given by elementary

calculations for the particular model that was chosen, and checks indicated

that the calculational accuracy was precise in time to several microseconds

and in positions to fractions of a millimeter. The calculation is difficult

for the ray trace program because no program modification was made to

indicate to the computer that the velocity field would change slope at depth

z = 0 However, it was required that during any iteration th': predicted
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velocity at the terminus of an iteration should match the given velocity field

uAthin 0. 01 meter/sec. Printouts of the ray data on surface S were ob-

tained by treating the surface as a bottom together with a demand that the

rays kermlhintLe afLeI•• LA•e i. btto±n1 f-t

From the fgures it is clear that there are two types of arrivals on

surface S . As indicated in Fig. A-9 the arrivals with initial angle

S--< have crossed one another, and contrarily. The caustic of such

intersections reaches surface S for angle 0c at position yc below

0 on S . From the data given in the figures the field V (P, t) may be

evaluated using equation (A. 19).

At the region about 0 on surface S and for E ) 0  
, (A. 19)

C

together with (A. 16) are readily placed in the forms (A. 22) and (A. 23). The

appropriate curvatures were evaluated from Figs. A-6 and A-8. For an

incident wave on S of the form

V(r, t) = ei(wtkn) (A. 26)

(A. 24) and (A. 24a), corrected for the phase shift due to the ray crossings,

give

-i,,4(t-T '

V(P,t) 0.999 e (A.27)

The result was obtained by a simple numerical estimate of the curvatures

of Figs.A-6 and A-8 about the point 0 from the graphical constructions;

the result could be refined by numerical curve-fitting techniques, but this

has not been thought to be necessary. Equation (A. 27) is the result pre-
7

dicted by theory.

From Fig. A-6 it is seen that with respect to the initial angle 0

there is also a point of stationary phase for T about the angle 0 and

this could make an additional contribution to the result of (A. 27), above.

However, the integral that is required by (A. 19) is over the surface S

and Fig. A-7 indicates that yc is not a point of stationary phase for T

Also, and although the amplitude A(r) of (A. 16) diverges about y = yC
this divergence makes no contribution to the integral (A. 19). Thus, for

the expansion of y about ac , U
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Y + E (o0 o 2  (A. 28)

dy E (0-0) do (A. 29)

The amplitude at y = y diverges as

A(r) L-(A. 3 0)

and

V V(P, t) ;:Z g' (X , Ye e dx --[dyd0

i

g' (xciyc) Y eiw(t T dxdo <7(0-E c) (A. 31)

In (A. 31) g' (xc, c represents the slowly varying functions for the

stationary phase integral that are evaluated at (xc, I . It follows that

when T is expanded to form a stationary phase integral about 9c the

term in the square root following the differentials in (A. 31) causes the net

"contribution from the region of 0 to vanish. Finally, if the caustic on

S were to make a cohtribution to the field at P its phase would depend

on T and on the specific details of the velocity gradient - this is con-

trary to the known theoretical solutions of the wave equation applicable to

this problem.

The vanishing of (A. 31) at 0c demonstrates that the nr/Z phase

shift is not due to a focussing to P of secondary waves from S , i.e.,

Huygen's wavelets that propagate away from the normal tc. plane S

especially as these would originate from S at the position of the caustic

at yc

The foregoing has used the ray tracing solution from a point, P

to form a "test" solution to the wave equation that can be used in the Kirchoff

theory for inhomogeneous media to calculate the complete field, including

diffraction, at point P . The solution (A. 27) is similar to that which would

be obtained by using only the normal rays from surface S , as in Fig. A-4,
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but the detailed development has shown that the field at P is due entirely

to the Huygen's wavelets radiated from the area of S where the ray from

P is normal to surface S . Also. the w/2 nhase shift of the. fi-Id at

P after i'eflection from the velocity gradient is due to the ray crossings

Uy Ole~ wa%#letfit 4-1;-$ fl11ey Oprecki t.yiz. iLy 'UL a-ie L'eiu..,UbeU u e LO

refraction in the stratified medium.

The solution can also be used to determine the field on a plane surface

S due to a point source at P provided the field is not extended into

regions where the field amplitude of (A. 16) diverges. For simplicity, the
method is illustrated here by the simpler calculation of the field on a conical

shell with cone axis through P and for which the plane S of Fig. A-5 A
is a tangent plane. The amplitude of (A. 16) is directly determined from the

inverse slope de/dy obtained from Fig. A-6. As a rough approximation

both y and T were expressed in terms of 0 through

Z 3 (A. 3 )

2 3T I dd1 +d 2 a + d 3 0 + d4  (A. 33)

where the subscripted constants were determined to emphasize the region of

8* 0c

The net field on the conical surface S will consist of two arrivals.

Due to the ray crossings of the rays with 0 :5 e these will have a -fr/2

phase lag with respect to the larger initial angles from P , and this

must be included in computing the interference pattern of the two arrivals.

If the amplitudes are A1 and A2  , respectively, the intensity on S

is given by

I +A +2A A2 sin 2rf (TI-T 2 ) (A. 34)

with T 2 = T1 (20c - 0) The solution (A. 34) cannot be continued to the

position of the caustic at yc on surface S because the amplitudes will

diverge. Using the constants in (A. 32) and (A. 33) that were derived from

Fig. A-6, (A. 34) has been plotted as a function of position on S in Fig. A-10
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for a frequency of 20 Hz. The dashed line in Fig. A-10 indicates the nature

of the effect of diffraction to spread the geometrical divergence of the

amplitudes over a finite spatial interval.

A-5. Conclusions

Based on the interpretation of ray theory given in this appendix, we

t conclude:

1. The phase change does not occur at the "turning point" at

which the rays become horizontal but only applies after the region where

the rays cross one another,

2. The ray solutions for propagation from a point source that

utilize (A. 10), (A. 11), and (A. 16) cannot give the wave field in the region

of shadow zones or foci or caustics; however, these solutions can describe

the field at surfaces that bound such points and solutions of the form of

(A. 19) can then be attempted. If the contributions from caustics or foci

that may occur on such bounding surfaces can be shown to ba negligible, the

method can be used to compute the wave field at individual points within

the surface.

3. If the medium is not horizontally stratified but possesses

gradients in two dimensions, greater care must be used at ray crossing

points. Specifically, it must be determined whether solution (A. 24b) or

solution (A. 24c) applies to the stationary phase integral. The former will

give a phase shift of -1T while the latter gives only one-half that phase

shift.

4. It is incorrect to automatically apply corrections of -wT/2

to a ray that goes through a turning point. For example, in Fig. A-9, the

correction is appropriate to rays that reach the plane S with initial angles

less than 0 c , but is incorrect for the steeper rays that leave the source

at angles greater than 0 c Note also that in the example of Fig. A-9, and

provided that the velocity gradient region is thick enough, the first arrival

will have no phase change but the second arrival will.

5. If high reflectivity surfaces bound the velocity gradient

region from above in such a manner that the steeper rays from P are

surface reflected and do not reach the plane S in the region of point 0

in Fig. A-4 but the rays refracted about the initial angle 0  are permitted,

-0
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the phase change correction will still be applicable even though the other

field contributions are eliminated.

6. While it must be determined that the frequencies for whichIi
thcsc r.... 1 r applie.. d . are high ",_e g nVUcI qn thAt ray thpory is valid as an I
asymptotic limit, the criteria for the existence of the phase shift depend

sole:/ on the ray crossings prior to an arrival point unless, of course,

this point is taken so close to a focus or caustic that the full wave field must

be evaluated.

7. When multiple arrivals are present, and provided that the

observation point is not near a caustic or focus, the total field amplitude

may be determined by superposition of the independent ray fields unless the

medium is nonlinear.

8. The ray solutions are not adequate for the evaluation of

reflection and transmission coefficients at boundaries with discontinuous

changes in the sound velocity. Ray theory can be used for these if these

coefficients are given independently, including both the real and imaginary

components,

9. The caution given in the beginning of this appendix, is re-

emphasized here; in applying these techniques to a nonhomogeneous medium

such as the ocean, it must be established that the velocity field can be known

with sufficient accuracy to justify any connection between the computed travel

time T for a model velocity field and the actual phase change of the ray

over its path. It is most probable - and this will be established in future

research - that such investigations will be valuable for adjacent rays that

travel over nearly the same ray paths. For this situation, together with

the approach of (A. 2) above, one wishes to establish procedures for deter-

mining, for example, the effective width of convergence zones including

diffraction effects.
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Fig. A-I1. Coordinate system used for Eq. (A. 6).
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PI

f>1

0
APERTURE$

-2G

Fig. A-Z. Coordinate system used to construct an aperture-limited
diffraction field. On the spherical surface S of radius f the wave

-ikf

V (r, t) is constant in phase and magnitude and is given by e

The field due to this wave, representing the truncation of the wave by

the finite aperture of S , of diameter 2G , is determined at P

0 is the focal point of S
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01/

Fig. A-3. Ray geometry used to extend wave solution on surface S1 "

*through the region of ray crossings, C , to a further surface S •

Equation (A. 21) is used to determine the field on S2 in terms of the :

22

field on SR and in terms of ray solutions from points 0' on S
1 2 2

to the points on surface S1 at 0"1 These are separated by the

travel time T"

-I
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0

C=Co

Fig. A-4. Conventional ray diagram for the refraction of an incident
plane wave against a velocity gradient. The medium is horizontally
stratified with constant sound velocity for negative values of z and
with a constant gradient for positive values of z The gradient is
given by p . The normal rays of an incident wavefront at surface
S are turned in the gradient region and are refracted back toward
negative depths. zt is the depth at which the rays are turned to be
horizontal.
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Fig. A-5. Huygen's determination of the field at P due to an incident
plane wave at S , The diagram is otherwise analogous to Fig. A-4.
The rays from P are specified by their angle with respect to the hori-
zontal, 8 P has been chosen to be on the same level as the normal ray
from point 0 on S , and this ray makes an angle 9 with the hori-
zontal. On S the ray from P have a ray direction s that is inclined
by the angle a with respect to the normal of plane S . Points P and
0 are separated in range by distance R As specified parameters for
the ray tracing program the following values were chosen:

0o 300 p = 0.50/sec

17, 320. 5080 meters co = 1500 r/sec
z = -4000 meters
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Fig. A-7. The data of Fig. A-6 replotted to show the travel time T-TO

/0

as a Function of position on plane S ; also for set It0"
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